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ABSTRACT 

Over the past decade there has been a significant growth in the 

use of computer technology by U.S. police departments, and this report 

discusses this evolution of computer use. Survey \'JOrk perfonned by 

this study shows rising use to be especially apparent .for "routine" 

computer applications whete the technolo~y is used to carry out 

straightfon"lard s repetitive information processing activities such as 

maintaining real-time police patrol and inqu'iry filGS and traffic 

recJrds. 

In genetal, though, the growth of computer' technology in law 

enfOI~cement has been at a rate somewhat slower' than what pol ice 

depar'tments had ptedicted in the eatly 1970s. Further, when computer' 

applications extend beyond II rou tine li uses to IInonroutineli efforts, such 

as with tesource allocation models Or' computer-aided dispatch (CAD) 

systems, wher'e the machine begins to become a tool for decision-making, 

strategic planning and man/machine interaction, the r'esults to date 

have been somewhat disappointing. The process of implementation is far 

mote complex and unintended consequences arise. Three case studies of 

resource allocation models and four cases of command and control appli

cations provide useful insights concerning the implementation and 

impact of computer technology. They point to n'3W ditections in the 

use of computer technology, one which includes gl~eater attention to 

evaluation ali.:! impiementation, stresses perfomt'lnce standatds and 

transfer, and realizes that the police plt'ly a broader role in society 

than fighting crime. 
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PREFACE 

Kent H. Colton 

In Oakland, California, a patr01 officer reaches down to the remote 

computer terminal in his car and types in the license number of the speeding 

autolliobile. Within seconds, information is displayed showing that the vehicle 

is stolen. In St. Louis, ~lissouri, an experiment is underway to monitoY' the 

location of each patrol car by using new locational and computer technology. 

Precise vehi~le movement is displayed on a television-like screen in the dis

patch center, and decisions regarding which car should respond to a call 

are b~sed on this information. 

Does thi s sound 1 i ke James Bond or' Di ck Tracy--or is it reality? In

d8ed, these are just two examples of the wide variety of technological tools 

that have been Pt'oposed, tt~iec\, or implemented by police in recent years. e 
t~r1<l tis the degree and na ture of such use of computer techno logy by the 

police? Vlhat types of applications have been implemented? Are they work-

i119, and how well have they been accepted by the police? What impact, if 

any, will they have on law enforcement? 

In July 1965, 'in the face of dramatic rises in Y'eported crime and 

delinquency rates, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the 

Administration of Justice (sometimes called the Crime Commission) was 

created. One aY'ea selected for special attention in the Commission's final 

report was the potential contribution of science and technology in the gen

erally lubor-intensive field of law enforcement. Because criminal justice 

dgencies must process enormous quantities of data, the use of electronic 

computers and new techniques of systems analysis, operations research, and 

computer modeling seemed particularly promising. In accordance with the 

x 



Commission1s recommendations, the La\'! Enforcelnent Assistance Administration 

(LEAA) was established in 1968. Since its inception, LEAA has distributed 

over $4.5 billion to state and local governments and to private agencies. 

A significant portion of these funds was designated for creating such 

autolilated ini"ormation aPiJlications as computer'ized criminal history files. 

However', cr'it"ics have questioned the utility of this expenditure. The 

federal aid program1s emphasis on computer hardware and softwa:'e development 

and other types of technology has drawn criticism fro~ a number of groups 

that believe the money could be better utilized on less technical approaclles 

to thp. crime problem. Othel"s argue that portions of this money have been 

wasted a~d also that the proliferation of such systems represents a potential 

infringement on civil libert;r::s. 

In I"csponse to the g~'owin9 interest in computer's and technology for law 

enforcement purposes, I under'took research in 1971, under the aegis of the 

Internati ona 1 Ci ty Management Assoc"j ~ti on (ICt·1A), to measure the extcnt of 

police computer use as well as the degr'ee of success Or' failure of such 
1 systems. Research included a survey of police departments in the UI1ited 

States, as well as visits to 14 police departments around the country. 

The 1971 study revealed that 39 percent of the 498 police departments 

responding to the survey l'Jcre using computer's. For cities with populations 

1. When the study first began in 1970 and 1971, I initially focused on 
the use of computers by the police. However, this soon expanded to a broader 
concent of computer technology including not only computer use but a wider , . . 
range of I1lethG~!s and technologies, such as !:,/stems ana1ys1s ana computer 
Illodelina, that are all part of the technology of ~cnsing, coding, trans
mitting, tr'anslating, and transforming information. (See Chapter I for a 
further discussion.) 
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of 100,000 and over, the figure was nearly 70 percent. In addition, nearly 

two-thirds of all the departments responding indicated that they' would be 

using a computer by 1974. 

Rut this study only beg~n to scratch the surface. It could not answer 

the basic questions concerning the use, implementation, and impact of police 

computers. As a consequence, in 1974, working with several colleagues, 

especially Scott Hebert, I undertook further research on the current ant:! 

projected impact of technology on U.S. police departments. This new study 

was part of the Innovative Resource Planning (IRP) project at MIT sponsored 

by the National Science Foundation. Two primary tasks were involved: 

(1) a second nationwide survey--including both a mailed and limited 

telephone survey, again administered by the ICMA--to measure the 

extent of police computer use and to compare the predictions of 

1971 with actual developments; 

(2) a limited number of case studies to examine the use of computers 

and computer technology by various police departments and to 

review the reslJlting advantages and problems. 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of thp 

LEAA in 1975 funded the third and last stage of research, which was aimed 

at making additional case studies, conducting further data analysis and a 

literature search, and tying together all aspects of the work. 

Even with support from the National Science Foundation and the LEAA, 

the budget for case study work was limited. To avoid the danger of being 

spread too thin to examine all aspects of computer technology, it was 

decided that the case studies should focus on two areas--resource allocation 

applications and the use of new technology related to police command and 

control. 
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In 1971, in conjunction with the ectr1iest research on the pruj~ct, 

visits had bGen ~ade to 14 police departments around the c~untry. On the 

basis of insights from these visits, three cities were selected for four 

more detailed studies: the police departments ir Boston, St. Louis, and 

Los Ange1ps were chosen for case work related to resource allocation, and 

Boston "Jas selected for case study work related to command and control. \·jhen 

the scope of the project was expanded with further funding from theLEAA, 

studies were added in the command and control area in three additional police 

departments: San Diego, st. Louis, and New York City. 

Of course these seven case studies represent only a small part of the 

work and experimentation that has been carried out in resource allocation 

and command and control systems, and they were not selected with the intent 

of choosing a representative sample. However, the sites chosen do typify 

some of the important implementatioll efforts that have been made to date, 

and as such should provide insights for more general application, particularly 

for those who are interested in the implementation of new technology. 

The chapters in this book outline the results of this research. As 

the principal investigator for the project, I have served as the editor of 

the report and the author of a number of the chapters. The authors of each 

chapter will be listed separately. Scott Hebert has been especially involved 

with much of the research, working as a research associate during the phase 

of the project funded by the National Science Foundation. Several others 

have participated in the research, including Mark Schuster, a co-author of 

Chapter IX, and Richard Larson and Gilbert L1rson, two of the three authors 

of Chapter XI. 

The report is divided into four parts. Part One outlines the issues 
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and r8sults of the survey reseatch dnd the lnitial site visits to police 

departments around the country. Chapter I introduces the basic background 

and concepts for the study, and discusses the relationship between computer 

technology and the police, hypothesizing about the potential influence and 

effect. Chapter II summarizes the results of the 1971 and 1974 surveys 

and reviews the extent of computer use and the evolution that has occurred 

over the last two decades. Chapter III begins to discuss the implementa

tion of new technology and the problems that have arisen. Questions 

concerning the potential impact of new technology are raised. The data 

from the survey and ~ite visits provide preliminary insights about the 

actual acceptance and influence of such new technology, but these conclu

sions re'late primar'ily to the more routine appl ications of computer use by 

the policE!. For further insights, particularly as they relate to the 

implementation and impact of nonroutine applications, case studies are 

needed. Parts Two and Three of the report present seven case studies. 

Part Two focuses on resource allocation applications. Chapters IV, 

V, and VI outl ine the administrativ'e histories of the efforts made by the 

police departments of St. Louis, Boston, and Los Angeles to introduce new 

techniques into the operations of their patrol forces. Chapter VIr 

delineates the comnon patterns among the~e resource allocation cases and 

attempts to identify those facGors which were most influential in deter

mining the nature and outcome of each effort. At the conclusion of 

Chapter VII, the implications of th~ cases for the adoption of similar 

deployment techniques by other departments will be examined. 

Part Three, including Chupters VIII through XI, focuses on command 

and control efforts in San Diego, New York City, Boston, and St. Louis. 

The final section of the report, Part Four, provides general conclusions 
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and policy implications. Chapter XII is devoted to the implementation of 

new technology and Chapter XIII explores!some of the broader issues related 

to the "impact and influence of computer tec.hnology on law enforcement. 

Chaptet XI II also provi des an Executi ve Summary of the repor't. 

Because the cases examined represent only a small percentage of the 

total number of situations where new technology has been implemented by the 

police, no claim is made that the conclusiuns are final. Nevertheless, they 

contain insights that should benefit both the law enforcement community and 

those who are interested in the public policy implications of implementing 

new technology. At a minimum, they provide a useful basis for future research 

and analysis. 
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CHAPTER I 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND THE POLICE: AN OVERVIEW 

by Kent W. Colton 

Police began using computers in the early 1960s. At that time they 

had been available commercially in some form or other for more than a 

decade. Three streams of development have been involved in the evolution 

of computer technology: information transmission (the ability to communi

cate and transmit information using the computer); information transforma

tion (including computation and the development of modern computing 

capabilities to rapidly transform large quantities of data); and modeling 

(the symbolic representation of large systems).l By the early 1960s these 

three streams had begun to come together, setting the stage for the 

application of modern computer technology by the police. 

During the late 1940s and 1950s, a number of important innovations 

changed the c'omputer from a crude experimental device of interest only to 

scientists to a sophisticated and highly marketable product, especially 

for the first two streams of computer development, the transmission and 

transformation of information. These innovations included the II stored 

program" concept, use of the binary rather than decimal number system, and 

replacement of vacuum tubes and even rotating gears by transistors and then 

1. For a further discussion of the evolution of computer technology see, 
for example, Tho~as L. Whisler, Information Technology and Organizational 
Change, (Belmont~ California: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1970), especially 
pp.11-16. 
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The sale of computer technology became one of the nation's fastest

growing industries. Fields which relied extensively on numerical data and 

in which problems were readily definable in terms of mathematical opera

tions benefited substantially from computer applications. In the space 

program, for example, scientists discovered the value of the computer in 

handling complex trajectory calculations and in meeting deadlines which 

involved intricate logistical details. 

With the development of the third stream in the evolution of computer 

technology--mathematical modeling and systems analysis--the computer 

expanded from a transmitter of information to a potential tool for manage

ment and education. "Modeling"--the creation of an abstract portrait of a 

system and its relationship in order to better understand, predict, and 

manipulate data--had become a recognized activity in organizations during 

the nineteenth century as labor became more specialized and people sought 

2. A brief explanation of these three terms seems in order. The first 
modern computers were rather inflexible, since machine operation for each 
automatic operation had to be specified and then wired into a "plug board." 
A great deal of time was consumed wiring and then changing the plug boards 
for each new operation. With the stored program concepts, certain basic 
operations are built into the computer circuitry and assigned code numbers. 
By calling on particular code numbers, a programmer can activate the 
appropriate circuit without having to wire a plug board. Use of the 
binary system was important in simplifying computer operations. Using a 
decimal number system, ten computing elements are necessary to represent 
the values from zero to nine. In the binary system, four elements can 
represent the same values. Finally, with the elimination of the mechani
cal operations of rotating gears and the change from vacuum tubes to 
transistors, the maximum computation speed was limited only by the spE:'ed 
at which an electrical impulse can travel from one point to another in the 
transistor. This has made possible the execution of millions of instruc
tions per second. As integrated circuits replaced transistors, speeds 
increased still more. 
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to improve performance. But it was only during World War II that 

"operations research" (now often referred to as "management science") 

stressed the development of mathematical models as an approach to problem 

solving. At the same time, "systems analysis" became increasingly popular 

as a means of approaching the solution of complex problems with model 

formulation as a central aspect of the analysis process. ~"any operations 

Y'esearch tool s which are still in use today--l inear programming, dynamic 

programming, queuing models, inventory models--were in operation by the 

rnid-1950s. A decade later, these tools were combined with the transmis

sion and transformation capabilities of electronic computers, and computer 

technology began to see use on such disparate tasks as improving the allo

cation of transportation resources and monitoring retail inventories. 

Banking, insurance, and accounting experienced successes through the use 

of computerized systems analysis. From a technological perspective, the 

time was ripe for the use of computer technology by the police. 

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first will describe 

the early use of computers by police and explain the reasons for their 

interest in computer technology; the second will consider the expected 

future use of this technology; and the th';rd will discuss the potential 

impact of the technology on police tasks, personnel, and structure. The 

term "computer technology" as used in this report means not only the use 

of computers by the police to transmit and transform information, but 

also the application of other innovations such as operations research and 

systems analysis. The term "information technology" has also been used 
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3 by some authors to represent the same phenomenon. For the sake of 

convenience, the two terms--computer technology and information technology 

--will, on occasion, be interchanged synonymously in the text. 

A. Reasons for Police Use of Computers 

Despite the advances in computer technology and 'its successful appli-

cation to science, engineering, and management, police departments were 

rather slow to take advantage of its capabilities. Several departments 

established traffic accident files in 1960; others used computers to 

compile statistics for local, state, and national crime reports or to 

handle administrative "housekeeping tasks.,A These applications were 

routine, however, and few departments used the computer for modeling acti

vities; in fact, few used it as anything more than an automated file or an 

elaborate desk calculator. A number of factors militated against the 

development of more creative police applications: the high costs of com

puter installation, coupled with local fiscal constraints; the lack of 

technical skills and education among police personnel; the labor-intensive 

aspects of po"lice wqrk; the long tradition of relying upon the patrol 

officer in the street as the principal means of delivering police services; 

and the fact that many of the problems with which police deal are not, at 

least for the most part, readily represented by mathematical equations. 

3. For example, in Thomas L. Whisler, Information Technology and 
Organizational Change, p. 11, information technology is defined as lithe 
technology of sending, coding, transmitting, translating, and transform
ing information". 

4. Chapter II of this report will provide a more detailed discussion of 
the evolution of police computer applications. 
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During the late sixties, however, planners began to extend the tech

niques of systems analysis beyond engineering and management applications 

to general social problems. They applied systems analysis to such pro

jects as improving the delivery of health care, managing the rapidly 

growing welfare caseload in urban centers, and measuring the effectiveness 

of a fragmented and increasingly expensive education system. 5 Use of 

computers by police and other law enforcement· officials also began to 

expand rapidly. The number of departments owning, or having access to, a 

computer increased substantially. Many local departments f0110wed the 

early lead of the St. Louis department and installed real-time computer 

systems which provide rapid inquiry for the officer in the street of 

information concerning stolen cars, wanted persons, and so forth. 6 Major 

steps were also taken to provide local police departments with access to 

regional, state, and national real-time computer networks. 

A survey of 79 cities in 1970 found that law enforcement was the 

single most-recurring municipal cnmputer application. Fifteen percent of 

all the computer applications in these cities were in the law enforcement 

area. 7 Surveys of U.S. cities made in 1974 and 1975 showed the importance 

of law enforcement applications in terms of overall city computer use, 

5. Records, Computers and the Rights of Citizens, Report of the Secretary's 
Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems, U.S. Dept. of 
Health, Education and Welfare, July 1973. 

6. Real-time or on-line refers to direct access, through a terminal, to 
computer files at any time so that all inquiries will receive almost 
immediate response--for example, real-time access to a file of stolen 
vehicles through a video display terminal. 

7. O.E. Dial, Kenneth C. Kraemer, William Mitchel, and Myron Heiner, 
Munici a1 Information S stems: The State of the Art in 1970, (Long 
Island University, Public Administration Center, chap. 15, pp. 13-14. 
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with police applications second only to finance (payroll, accounting, and 

treasury collection).8 Since 1968 the number of computer applications 

reported by police departments throughout the country has been widespread. 

In 1971, 44 percent of those police departments (in cities with populations 

over 50,000) that responded to a questionnaire--sent to 498 departments in 

the United States--were using a computer. By 1974 this percentage had 

risen to 56 percent, with 74 percent of the responding,departments 

indicating that they planned to be using a computer by 1977. 9 

At least four factors have entered into the increasing use of computer 

technology by the police. 

First, by the late sixties, attractive prices, rising service needs, 

persuasive salesmen, expanding technological capabilities, ingenious soft

ware services, and the prestige of having access to large-scale information 

processing had stimulated the introduction of automated information tech

nology applications into many organizations and institutions, including 

police departments. Towards the end of the decade this pressure 

heightened as the Vietnamese War gradually came to an end, and the 

industries and personnel that had been heavily committed to the military 

applications of computer technology began to seek alternative domestic 

areas for utilizing new techniques and methods. 

8. See "How City Departments Use Computers and Communication Equipment,1I 
Nations Cities, October 1974, pp. 26-29; and Kenneth L. Kraemer et al., 
itMunicipal Components: Growth, Usage and Management," Urban Data Service 
R'eports, vol. 7, no. 11 (Washington, D.C.: International City 
Management Association, November 1975). 

9. The International City Management Association surveys were designed 
by the author and provide the basis for a portion of this study. The 
results will be described in detail in Chapter II. 
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Second, according to several polls conducted in the late 1960s and 

early 19705, a large and growing majority of Americans had doubts about 

the efficiency of the criminal justice system. Given the labor-"intensive 

nature of police work and the tradition of devoting only a very small 

percentage of departmental resources to research and development,lO 

interest focused on improving the system and allocating more resources to 

new equipment and technology. In 1967 the President's Commission on Law 

Enfol'cement and Administration of Justice (Crime Commission) suggested 

that computer technology might be an i~portant tool for improving the 

deployment of criminal justice resourc\Js a;id for keeping track of criminal 

offenders. The Crime Commission stated that "probably the singi!·, greatest 

technical l'imitation on the criminal justice system's abil ity to make its 

decisions wisely and fairly is that the people in the system often are 

required to decide issues without enough information."ll 

Third--~nd partly in response to this public dissatisfaction with the 

criminal justice system--additional federal resources were allocated to 

10. As reported by Richard C. Larson, "Resource Planning for Urban Public 
Safety Systems,1I Technology Revi~~, vol. 76 (July/August, 1974), pp. 20-29, 
budgets of law enforcement services reveal that 90 to 95 percent of expen
ditures are consumed directly by personnel salaries, pensions, and related 
fringe benefits. On ~he other hand, it is difficult to find even as much 
as l/iO of 2 percent of total expenditures of most urban public safety 
services directed toward research and development, whereas healthy, 
growing industries in the private sector typically allocate 2 to 4 percent 
of gross revenues to research and development. 

11. The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, Report by the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office: Washington, D.C., 1967), p. 13. See also Task 
Force Report: Science and Technology, Report to the President's Commission 
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C., 1967), p. 68. 
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the 1 aw enforcement a 'ea. In 1965 the Law Enforcement Ass; stance Act was 

passed and the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance (OLEA) was established 

within the Department of Justice to administer programs funded under the 

Act. An emphasis, both legislative and otherwise, on meeting the police 

equipment needs was used to justify expenditures by the OLEA and the LEAA 

to acquire a variety of technical devices for law enforcement agencies--

devices ranging from computer har~ware to night vision equipment, walkie

talkies, and helicopters .. In its first four years, LEAA distributed over 

$1.5 billion to stutc and local governments and to private agencies. A 

significant portion of these funds--estimated at more than $100 million--

was nesignated for the creation of automated information applications. 

According to a recent study, $143 million, or 11.5 percent of the total 

LEAA block grant budget, was spent for law enforcement telecommunications 

during the three and one half years between July 1,1971, and January 1, 

1975,12 and this figure did not include matching money from the states. 

Although no police department has been forced to spend federal dollars, 

the availability of the money has been an important stimulus to computer 

growth. In addition, pressure from Justice Department officials to 

improve surveillance techniques and statistical reporting capabilities has 

provided additional stimulation for acquiring information systems. 

12. Donald D. Kavanaugh, "Planning Guidelines for Law Enforcement Tele
communications Systems~ Product of Project 13, Executive Summary", 
Government Data Systems, July-August 1976. It should be noted that in 
this study the term IItelecommunications" is defined broadly to include 
not only computer technology but also a full range of communications net
works such as radio networks and digital mobile terminals. Such 
innovations are often included as a part of police command and control. 



Fourth and finally, police departments thems;lves have placed increas-

ing emphasis un the need to reform, to "professionalize", to modernize. 

The police have viewed the computer both as a means of bringing about 

reform and as a symbol of modernity. 

These reasons for the expanding use of information technology by the 

police are helpful in understanding the social and institutional forces 

surrounding the use of computers in law enforcement. Further, they may 

point to some of the advantages and problems in automating police functions. 

But even more important than the reasons for the ~ of technology are the 

actual implementation and impact of technology on the police. Over the 

past decade significant resources have been spent on computer technology 

for the police with an important portion of the funding coming from the 

LEAA. Objections have been raised about such expenditures, and critics 

~ have argued that federal aid has focused excessive emphasis on technological 

development and the money could have been better spent on less technical 

approache~ to law enforcement issues. 13 Still, relatively little is known 

13. Two relatively recent reports have essentially taken this position. 
See for example, Sarah Carey, Law and Disorder IV, Center for National 
Security Studies, Washington, D.C., 1976, and Law Enforcement: The 
Federal Role, a Twentieth Century Fund Task Force Report, Twentieth 
Century Fund, New York City, New York, 1976. Law and Disorder IV calls 
for the abolishment of the LEAA and the Twentieth Century Fund Task 
Force Report recommends that the block grant system of funding be dropped 
and that the money go directly to the states through special revenue 
spending. Both reports discuss the lack of impact of LEAA programs on 
crime programs on crime prevention, and question the fact that funding 
continues for such hardware items as street lighting projects and 
helicopters, despite the fact that there is little evaluation as to 
their success or failure. 
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about the impact and implementation of police computers. In order to begin 

to address such issues) the purpose of this report is threefold: 

o to determine the state of the art with respect to the use 

of computers by police departments in the United States; 

o to examine the implementation of various applications of 

computer technology and attempt to analyze the causes of 

success or failure; and 

o to study the impact of this technology on the police, as 

well as the impact of the police on technology. 

The report will ask, for example: How have computers been used by 

the police? Have efforts to implement computer technology been successful 

or not, and why? What impact has information technology had, or will it 

have, on departmental structure and organization? What effect, if any, 

will computer technologies have on the quality of police service and 

police tasks or functions? Will computer use result in the reduction of 

crime or the apprehension of more criminals? In short, what difference 

will computer technology make? And is it, or will it be, good or bad? 

To one degree or another, thes.e questions are all unanswerable. In a 

number of cases, conclusive data are still not available, and in others a 

final judgement depends on value perspectives. Whether use of computer 

technology is "good ll or "bad", for example, depends entirely on one's 

particular goals and immediate priorities. Automation may necessitate the 

hiring of better-educated men and women but at the same time retard 

recruitment from minority groups because they, as a whole, have had limited 

educational opportunities. The effect of technology on the quality of 

police service cannot be determined until certain measures of quality have 
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~ been accepted. A final evaluation of the impact of computers on crime and 

on police efficiency may have to wait until more sophisticated techniques 

of social analysis are available. But even though definitive answers ~~e 

still out of reach, the questions that have just been asked need to be 

faced, and some type of framework for evaluation needs to be developed. 

The deepening national concern with crime and the expenditure of millions 

of dollars on information systems demand at least an initial understanding 

of the use, implementation, and potential impact of computer technology on 

police activities. 

B. Expectations concerning the Future Use of Computer Technology 

During the next few years various pressures for change will be felt 

within the law enforcement community. The disagreements concerning the 

weaknesses of the present system of law enforcement are clear: on the one 

hand, there is a demand for greater safety in the streets, for IIl aw and 

order,1I for well-equipped, centralized police forces; on the other hand, 

the cry is raised for more responsive and personal police forces, forces 

that are more fully controlled (or at least influenced) by local communi

ties and the needs of their citizens. Although many different ideas have 

been put forth concernir:g the future direction of law enforcement activity, 

the discussion has focused on three main issues: police task, personnel, 

and structure. What should be the principal task of the police? Who 

should serve as a police officer, and what standards should be employed in 

the recruitment and training of personnel? What should be the organization 
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and management structure of police departments?14 (The potential impact 

of information technology in each of these areas will be discussed in the 

next main section.) 

It would be unrealistic to claim that computer technology will have 

an immediate and sUbstantial influence in these areas. The conditions of 

the police are to a large extent determined by the conditions of society. 

As a consequence, the general im~act of the computer is likely to be only 

marginal. Students of technology and society have largely abandoned ~he 

view that computers and other technologies will impinge directly on 

institutions and organizations, causing dramatic collisions and changes of 

direction. Computer technology does not create social forces or trends; 

rather, the application and the use of new technologies are strongly 

influenced by political forces and social '!alues. This is especially true 

in the law enforcement area. During the last decade, for example, a number 

of scholars have debated the nature, causes, and solutions to the crime 

problem, only to realize how difficult it is to trace the relationship 

between altel'native "solutions" and the crime rate. 15 Nevertheless, 

technology may well support or enhance established trends or directions of 

14. For a similar classification of basic police issues see Thomas 
Repetto, The Boston Police Department (study done for the Boston Redevelop
ment Authority), chap. 2, pp. 34-39. This framework also relates to an 
organizational classification scheme developed by Harold J. Leavitt, in 
Handbook of Organizations, ed. James G. March (Chicago: Rand McNally, 
1965), pp. 1144-1170. Leavitt outl ines four primary components of institu
tional concern: task, structure, people, and technology. One of the 
concerns of this report will be the influence, if any, of technology on 
the other three components~ 

15. See, for example, James Q. Wilson, Thinking about Crime (New York: 
Basic Books, 1975). 
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change. 16 Further, because information technology is likely to be used 

increasingly in law enforcement, it is important to ask what factors are 

involved in the use, implementation, and impact of these new tools by 

police organizations. Even if the interaction has been small thus far, 

trends may be isolated and potential future impacts may be suggested. 

The assessment of the implementation and impact of computer use can 

be approached from several different perspectives. To begin, because 

police structure and some police functions are similar to those of other 

organizations, some of the interaction between police and technology will 

be similar to that experienced by most other organizations. A general set 

of expectations and a framework for evaluation can, therefore, be outlined 

that applies to the assessment of computer technology in law enforcement 

or any other area of implementation. However, police forces also have 

certain characteristics which make them unique in organizational terms. 

In most industrial organizations and public bureaucracies, for example, 

movement to higher levels of power and status is accompanied by greater 

discretion or freedom of choice in decision-making. Moreover, complexity 

of task increases with responsibility. By contrast, in police bureaucra

cies, the lowest-ranking officer--the patrol officer--is often given the 

greatest discretion, being forced to continually make decisions without 

16. There is some evidence that this may be the case. See, for example, 
Kenneth C. London, Com uters and Bureaucratic Reform: The Political 
Functions of Urban Information Systems New York: John Wiley, 1974); and 
Abbe Mows10witz, The Con uest of Will: Informatio~ Processing in Human 
Affairs (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1976 . 
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direction from superiors. 17 The administrator's ability to control and 

influence police behavior is, on the other hand, severely limited. As 

James Q. Wilson has put it: 

The principal limit on managing the discretionary 
powers of patrolmen arises, not from the particu
lar personal qualities or technical skills of 
these officers, but from the organizationai and 
legal definition of the patrolman's task. 8 

ThJ.ls, analysis of the implementation and influence of computer technology 

must also take into consideration the unique nature of police work. These 

two perspectives--general expectations and characteristics unique to the 

police--will be discussed in the following subsections. 

1. General expectations. In evaluating the use of computer tech

nology, a number of dimensions, including a range of potential benefits and 

costs, must be taken into consideration. The first level is simply to 

determine whether or not the use of computer technology "wot'ks"--that is, 

does it stay in operation for a period of years, and does it meet the 

objectives that were specified at the time of implementation? This may 

seem almost too obvious to include in a range of evaluation criteria, but 

past experience has shown and the results of this report will confirm, 

17. In theory, the police have almost no discretion; officers are required 
to enforce, not interpret, the law whenever a violation occurs. In reality, 
discretion is inevitable. The disparity between law and accepted social 
behavior, the inability of police officers to personally observe every 
public infraction, the lack of factual information, the need for police to 
overlook minor crimes in order to obtain information about more serious 
offenses, and the public's intolerance of a policy of strict law enforce
ment necessitate the exercise of police judgment. 

18. James Q. Wilson, Varieties of Police Behavior (New York: Atheneum, 
1970), p. 7. 
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that the operational performance of technological innovations should not 

be taken lightly. The descriptions found in the literature often exceed 

reality. Innovati?ns often encounter a range of obstacles, and systems 

which work at the outset may often be abandoned at a later time. 

Beyond the first level of review, three additional levels of impact 

will be highlighted: technical impacts, service impacts, and power 

shifts. 19 

a. Technical impacts. Technical impacts are benefits resulting 

from improvements in the input, processing, and output of information. In 

essence they are improvements provided through technology, which help to 

bring better information--for example, a greater speed of processing, 

greater consistency of outputs, and wider distribution of information. 

Anthony Downs has listed eight potential technical benefits brought about 

by the use of urban data systems: 

o lower operating costs of data processing; 

o faster availability of information; 

o wider distribution of information; 

o generation of new information never before observed, 

recorded, or reported; 

19. In an article published in 1967, Tony Downs discussed the payoffs or 
impacts of urban data systems and distinguished between two types of pay
offs: technical and power payoffs. See Anthony Downs, "A Realistic Look 
at the Final Payoffs from Urban Data Systems,II·Pub1ic Administration 
Review, September 1967, pp. 204-210. Myron Weiner contends that there is a 
third level of benefit: service payoffs. See Myron E. Heinet', ~vice: 
The Objective of Mun~ci al Information S stems (Institute of Publ ic Ser
vice, University of Connecticut, 1969 , p. 29. Although all three terms 
are used in slightly different contexts in this report, the analyses of 
Downs and Weiner were useful in contributing to the general framework 
used here. 
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o greater consistency of reporting data; 

o reduced distortion of data reported to top levels; 

o eventual development of a giant data inventory to be used 

ultimately to formulate, test, and modify theories about 

causal relationships in the urban environ[snt which now can 

be only guessed at; and 

o greater freedom from routine record-keeping. 20 

b. Service impacts. Service benefits are broader and more 

elusive than technical measures impacts. They concern the degree to which 

the public is serviced and whether or not computer technology contributes 

to the quality of this service and the overall tasks of the police. Such 

benefits are often hard to grasp. First) there must be agreement as to 

measures of quality, and, second, a causal relationship must be established 

between the introduction of technology and the level of service provided. 

A wide range of indicators may be used to try to evaluate service impacts 

from examining changes in the time required to answer the telephone when 

citizens call the police, to trying to trace the impact of technology on 

elusive notions of crime. Even if appropriate measures can be agree~ 

upon, so many different factors influence crime and police work that it is 

extremely dif~icult to isolate the impact of only one change, such as the 

introduction of computer technology. Still, this level of evaluation must 

be considered. 

c. Powel' shifts. Polt/er shifts are gains or losses in one 

20. Downs, IIRealistic Look,1I p. 205. 
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person's decision-making effectiveness, which are often made at the expense 

of another person. Changes in organizations, techniques, or decision

making processes almost always result in some shift, or redistribution, of 

the relative power of the individuals involved: some people will gain and 

others will lose. Usually each individual's perception of the value of 

the change will depend upon self-interest. Downs has suggested seven 

potential power shifts in urban decision-making which may result from the 

implementation of urban data systems: 21 

o Lower and intermediate-level officials tend to lose power 

to higher-level officials and politicians. 

o High-level staff officials gain power. 

o City and state legislators tend to lose power to 

administrators and operating officials. 

o The government bureaucracy as a who1e gains power at the 

expense of the general electorate and non-governmental 

groups. 

o Well-organized and sophisticated groups of all kinds, 

including some government bureaus, gain power at the 

expense of less organized and less sophisticated groups. 

o Within city governments, those who actually control 

automated data systems gain power at the expense of those 

who do not control such items. 

o Technically educated officials within city governments gain 

power at the expense of old-style political advisors. 

21. Ibid. 
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In essence, then, to try to analyze pO\,ler shifts is an effort to 

assess the impact of technology on the people and structure of the police. 

For example, studies on the impact of computers on private and public 

organizations suggest that decision-making may become increasingly quanti

fied and rationalized as it moves to a higher level in the organization; 

and, that while use of the computer stimulates many ideas for changes, it 

may also increase substantially the costs of adopting those changes. 22 A 

further power shift may result from the potential influence of computer 

technology on the influence that people have over the control and 

manipulation of data. Some people fear that individual privacy may be 

threatened and that citizens outside the law enforcement community may 

lose power as compared to those within the police. 

2. Unigue Characteristics of the Police. Police organizations have 

a number of characteristics that are quite different from those of other 

public and private institutions. First, the lowest-ranking officer in 

the organization--the patrol officer--retains a high degree of discretion. 

Second, the character of police work is local and fragmented. Separate 

police forces exist in thousands of local law enforcement jurisdictions in 

the United States. Certainly there are federal police systems (the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation and the Secret Service), as well as networks of 

state troopers in each of Lhe fifty states. But the guiding principle in 

the United States is that police work is almost entirely a local function, 

and that recruiting, training, and levels of compensation are determined 

22. See, for example, Thomas L. Whisler, The Im act of Com uterson 
Organizations (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970 ; and Kennet~ 
Kraemer and John Lesl i eKing, Computers, Power, and Urban t~anagement:· What 
Every Local Executive Should Know (California: Sage Publications, 1976). 
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by and provided under local control. 23 As a consequence, the police 

system in the United States is best described as a nonsystem. 24 There are 

no national standards in regard to entrance qualifications, salaries, con

ditions of employment, processes of lateral movement between departments, 

or promotions. Third, many varieties of police behavior are found in the 

various police departments around the country. James Q. Wilson has identi

fied three styles or groupir.~s of police work: the legalistic style; the 

watchman style; and the service style. 25 

The legalistic style is characterized by strict interpretation and 

enforcement of the law. Patrolmen are encouraged to handle discretionary 

situations within a common pattern and to treat similar cases in an 

identical way. Thus, if a person is driving 10 miles per hour above the 

speed limit, he is ticketed, no matter what the circumstances. Legalistic 

departments are usually characterized by a centralized organization struc

ture, formal lines of authority, specified standards for recruitment and 

training, continuous evaluation, technical efficiency, and good record-

keeping. 

In the watchman style of department, a more traditional approach is 

common, and the authority structure is weaker; each patrolman handles situ

ations more or less as he feels best. The purpose is primarily to maintain 

23. Gerald Leinwald, The Police (New York: Pocket Books, 1972), pp. 18-19. 

24. Thomas F. Adams, Law Enforc~ment (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, 1968), p. 81. 

25. Wilson, Varieties of Police Behavior, esp. pp. 140-226. 
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order rather than to strictly enforce the law. IILittle stuff ll is ignored; 

patrolmen at'e discouraged from creating too much publ icity; more IIhome 

town ll boys are hired; and formal training is at a minimum. 

Service style is oriented towards service to the small, homogeneous 

community. In fact, it is unl ikely that this style could exist or be 

effpctive in any large, urban community. Law enforcement and the mainten

ance of order are taken seriously, but police avoid making arrrsts or 

imposing formal sanctions. While police seek to maintain law and order, 

they perceive their purpose to be one of providing service and security to 

citizens whom they know personally. 

Alt~10Ugh it is not the purpose of this report to try to fit specific 

police departments into Wilson~s classification, his distinctions will aid 

in understanding the operations of various police departments. These 

styles, coupled with the fragmenting nature of police work, also suggest 

that the interaction between computer technology and the police will depend 

upon the nature and style of the organization. It seems likely, for 

example, that the computer will be well received in a legalistic depart

ment where technical efficiency and IIprecise ll law enforcement are major 

goals. In such a setting the ability of technology to contribute to more 

accurate reporting and record-keeping shou1d be welcomed. On the other 

hand, a computer might be of less utility in a department with a watchman 

or a service style of operation where improved efficiency or the ability 

to measure strict enforcement would not be ccnsidered a major benefit. 

The process of implementation might also be more complex in a watchman 

style of department. 
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C. Potential Impact of Information Technology on Police Tasks. Personnel, 

and Structures 

The question of the potential impact of computer technology on police, 

and, indeed, of the potential interaction between the computer and police, 

may be dealt with more specifically by returning to those three different 

aspects of police activity: task, personnel, and organization or structure. 

I. Police Task. The popular conception of police work, supported 

both by news media and by movies and television, is one which assumes that 

the bulk of a policeman's time is devoted to the exciting and dangerous 

job of crime fighting. In fact, a comparatively small part of a policeman's 

time is devoted to crime control and law enforcement. Instead, service 

activities and order maintenance occupy the largest portion of police time. 

In the Syracuse Police Department, for example, it was found that only 

10.3 percent of the citizens' complaints radioed to patrol vehicles were 

in the law enforcement category. The percentage breakdown of all activi

ties was as fo11ows: 26 

Service (accidents, ambulance calls, animals, 
assistance of persons, drunk persons, escort 
vehicle, lost or found property, etc.) 

Order maintenance (gang disturbance, family trouble, 
assault, fight, neighbor trouble, inVestigation) 

law enforcement (burglary in p~ogress, check on 
car, prowler, make an arrest, etc.) 

Other (information gathering, book and check, get report) 

iOTAl 

37.5% 

30.1 

10.3 

22.1 

100.0% 

26. Wilson, Varieties of Police Behavior, p. 18. This finding is 
supported by the results of other studies. See, for example, John A. 
Webster, "Police Task and Time Study," Journal of Criminal law and Police 
Science, March 1970, pp. 94-102. 
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Police, then, are often asked to provide emergency medical aid, 

respond to traffic accidents and other emergency needs, escort vehicles, 

rescue cats, and direct traffic for church gatherings. Theoretically, such 

services could be pi'ovided by priva-l-e firms and sold in the marketplace 

competitively, perhaps at a lower cost. But as a matter of historical 

tradition and community convenience, they are provided by the policp.. 

Order maintenance activities invest the police with the responsibility 

of maintaining peace in the community. Gang fights, disorderly conduct, 

family trouble, and neighborhood disturbances are situations in which the 

police are tal1ed upon to maintain order. It is in order maintenance that 

the rolice mee~ ~heir greatest difficulties, because the greatest amount of 

discreti"ln is required in this area. An officer must often choose between 

making an arrest and resolving the problem in another way. Tempers are 

often on edge, and wrong action will only aggravate the situation. The 

experiences of the late sixties showed that when situations are volatile 

enough, riots may result. ~he risk of physical harm is always present. 

Given the current distribution of police activities, the basic 

question concerns what the primary focus of police service should be. 

Should more time be spent fighting crime or providing service and main

taining order? Some writers argue that pol ice should be freed from the 

routine service tasks and allowed to focus un crime-fighting. Others feel 

that since police actually spend a majority of their time providing service 

and maintaining order in highly discretionary and judgment-oriented ways, 

police training should be altered to reflect this reality. For example, 

training should include social work and family counseling. 

All three police tasks--law enforcement, service, and order maintenance 

--generate information and create a need for data processing. Whenever a 
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call for help is received, it is noted; if an arrest is made, a record is 

kept; if an officer in the fieid is about to stop a car which he suspects 

is stolen, he needs information to confirm his intuition. But since the 

specific information needs related to each task are different, several 

questions miqit be asked: What influence, if any, has computer technology 

had, or will it have, on the performance of police tasks and on the resolu

tion of the task-priority issue? Or, placed in the context of the earlier 

discussion of general expectations, what will be the service impact? 

Though no major changes should be expected, it may be possible to find 

evidence of subtle impacts on police tasks and service. The following 

effects--both benefits and risks--may well proceed from the application of 

information technology to police tasks. 

First, because the computer is able to process large quantities of 

~ data and to repeat itself precisely, rapidly, and without fatigue, informa

tion technology may produce a number of technical benefits, at least in 

certain application areas. Its use may result in improved efficiency in 

collecting traffic tickets, better distribution of information, rapid 

availability of data to the officer in the street, and greater consistency 

of reporting. Second, improved service impacts may result, although such 

impacts are far more difficult to document. Third, because the computer 

can manipulate numbers so effectively, information technology may lead to 

e 

a greater emphasis on the quantitative approach to police work. Since law 

enforcement (as opposed to order maintenance and service tas!:s) lends 

itself best to quantification, use of the computer and other technologies 

may 1 ead to an increased emphasi s on the 1 aYl enforcement activiti es of 

the police, thus reinforcing the popular image of the police task. For 

example, it is possible that by using computers to make information 
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instantly available to the policeman on patrol, many of the burdens of 

discretion may be lifted. Patrolmen can also be more adequately pre

pared for dangerous situations and encounters with dangerous individuals 

if they have compl ete information on such subjects as \'Janted persons and 

stolen property. 

But risks are also involved in utilizing a computer and stressing the 

quantitative approach. The use of the computer will probably lead to a 

greater sharing of information among various police jurisdictions at all 

levels--local, regional, state, and national. The use of this information 

in the performance of police tasks raises questions regarding privacy and 

the maintenance of individual rights. It is also possible that information 

technology may have a depersonalizing effect on police activity. Some feel, 

for example, that it might lead to the shifting of patrolmen from sector 

to sector according to needs that have been identified through quantitative 

analysis, rather than their remaining on beats long enough to become 

familiar with people and places and to carry out their work in a personal 

manner. 

2. Police personnel. The basic questions in this area concern the 

people who work for police organizations. What attributes must be possessed 

by police personnel? What criteria should be established for promotion? 

What deficie~~ies exist in the current training and selection process? 

What influence, if any, will computer technology have on police personnel? 

Here potential impacts begin to relate to possiblE power shifts mentioned 

earlier in the chapter. 

The complexities inherent in the policing function require that an 

officer possess intelligence, sound judgment, ta.ct, physical courage, 

emotional stability, and honesty. Yet, as the President's Crime Commission 
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stated in 1967: 

while innumerable commissions and expert observers of 
the police have long reported this need, communities 
have not yet demanded that officers possess these 
qualities, and personnel standards for the police 
service remain low. 27 

A variety of proposals have been made to upgrade the standards and quali

ties of law enforcement through improved education, more careful screening 

of personal and psychological characteristics, new approaches to police 

training, and reduction in police residency requirements. 28 

Computer technology may have some positive influences on the upgr~ding 

of police personnel. Technologically educated people may gain in power and 

influence in police departments. In addition, it is possible that increas

ing use of computers and systems analysis will draw to police work men and 

women with strong educational backgrounds. 

Although advantages may be identified, the use of the computer will 

also inevitabiy present certain difficulties. Programming the machine, 

first, to perceive behavioral relationships and, second, to handle human 

languages are two of the greatest problems. One would limit the application 

of information technology to settings where human relations are vital, and 

27. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice, Task Force Re ort: The Police (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1967 , p. 125. 

28. The President's Crime Commission recommended that in the long run 
all police recruits should possess a bachelor's degree. As a minimum 
requirement in the short run, the Commission suggested that all future 
personnel serving as police officers should have completed at least two 
years of college at an accredited institution (p. 126), As noted earlier 
in the chapter, this proposal, if implemented, might work at cross purposes 
to another goal of police staffing--the recruitment of police officers from 
minority groups, where the opportunity or etlli c for a coll ege background 
may be 1 imited. 
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the other would necessitate the translation and interpretation of informa

tion before and after it is processed. When computer technology shifts 

away from those areas which simply require the repl~cation of routine 

processing activities and moves towards more "creative" applications which 

require the quantifying a.nd automati ng of such endeavors as the control and 

dispatch of police officers or the allocation of patrol resources, diffi

culties will most likely increase. Then interaction between those who 

design computer programs and those who are to use them will be essential. 

Analysis of the impact Jf computer use on police personnel must also 

allow for the particular characteristics and self-perceptions of police 

officers. Studies have shown that police often consider their job to be 

an unpopular one and their behavior tc be disliked by the public. 29 As a 

consequence, they develop a defensive posture and react by turning inward, 

"minding their own business" s "keeping their mouths shut," and "not 

sticking their necks out." The social cohesion of a department results 

from this perceived rejection and hostility of the public coupled with the 

contrasting warmth and security of the police force itself. As the focus 

turns within, the potential for corruption seems to increase .. Secrecy 

beco~es the rule and change is suspect, particularly change introduced 

from the outside. 

The implications of such perceptions for police use of information 

29. See, for example, James Q. Wilson, "Police Morale, Reform, and 
Citizen Respect: The Chicago Case," in David Joseph Bordna, ed.;The 
Police: Six Sociological Essays (New York: John Hiley, 1970), pp-:-T37-l62; 
William A. Westly, Violence and the Police, A Sociolo Stud of Law~ 
Custom and Morality (Cambridge, ~lass.: MIT Press, 1970 , pp. 48-112. 
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technology are fairly obvious. People soon learn to be comfortable with 

their established relationships and organizational structures; their 

security is derived from stability and cohension. Often their minds are 

set against change, particularly change imposed from outside or by a 

machine. Thus moderate or even strong resistance to the introduction of 

computer technology may be expected, at least from some police departments. 

The computer is an "innovation," a new approach to operation, a potential 

controller and revealer of valuable information. Moreover, despite some 

evidence to the contrary, the computer is perceived as a threat to job 

security. If it will not eliminate jobs entirely, it may at least inf1u-

ence a shift in work activities. 

Perhaps, then, the impact of computer technology on police personnel 

will be less important than the impact of police personnel on computer 

~ technology. 

3. Police organization and structure. One of the basic concerns 

regarding police structure today is the question of centralization versus 

decentralization. This has stemmed partly from an almost unquestioned 

emphasis on the "professional ll model of police work as the primary key to 

police reform. The basic tenets of this approach include highly central

ized responsibility (greater power for the chief of police and other 

administrative heads of the police department), an effort to eliminate 

political interference and corruption at both the precinct and central 

headquarters level, and an attempt to reduce discretion by laying down 

standards and guidelines for behavior and performance. 

In recent years, however: some rhetoric has been directed towards 

returning greater control to communities and personalizing government 

through more decentralized forms of control. With this movement have 
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come varying and sometimes conflicting suggestions for decentralizing the 

police. These range from programs for administrative decentralization 

within the police bureaucracy, such as team policing, to proposals for 

citizen advisory boards and plans for placing the police under various 

forms of direct IIcommunity control.1I Administrative decentralization of 

police functions would give component units of police departments greater 

freedom and would result in a shift in decision-making power from city 

headquarters to the precinct and district levels. Dispersal of police 

authority, on the other hand, would not merely pass power down the line 

within the police bureaucracy, it would pass the power from the police to 

lithe community,1I and, more specifica'lly, to the various political group

ings within the community. 

The introduction of computer technology cannot be expected to have 

much impact, at least in the short run, on efforts to extend control of 

the pol ice to lithe community. II On the contrary, the reso'! uti on of these 

issues of power and control will be primatily political. It is expected, 

however, that the use of the computer by the police may have some influ

ence within police departments. Such shifts relate to the power impacts 

discussed earlier in the general expectations section of the chapter, and 

might, for example, include the following: 

o The power of those at the top administrative level may become 

more centralized. Nevertheless, many administrators will 

probably lack understanding of the new systems, and this lack 

will keep them from realizing their full potential. 

o The influence and importance of those with technical backgrounds 

related to quantitative and computer skills will increase. 

o Computers will be most welcome in legalistic police departments, 
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and the use of computer technology may push other departments 

toward a more legalistic style of activity. 

/ 
D. A Framework for Evolution 

In evaluating the use of computer technology by the police, it is 

possible to outline a general framework for evaluation, a framework based 

first on general expectations related to computer use in all institutions, 

but modified somewhat based on the unique characteristics of police work. 

At least four levels of evaluation may be considered: 

1. Does the application of computer technology work? Does it stay 

in operation for a period of years? And during these years, does 

it meet the objectives that were outlined at the time the innova

tion was installed? 

2. What have been the technical impacts achieved through changes in 

the input, processing, and output of information? Is new informa

tion available or is it provided at a lower cost or with greater 

speed? Is there a greater sharing of data among police agencies 

because of computer technology? 

3. What have been the service impacts, if any? Here the question of 

police tasks and whether they have been influenced by computer 

technology is particularly relevant. Has the greater availability 

of information really made a difference? Are police activities 

performed more rapidly or efficiently? What unexpected influences 

on police task and service have occurred? 

4. Have there been any power shifts through the use of computer 

technology--that is, have there been any impacts on police 
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personnel and structure? The unique nature of the police and 

their tendency to resist outside influence and change will influ

ence implementation. If implemented, though, will computer 

technology shift power to those in a police department who are 

more quantitatively oriented? Will it lead to centralization or 

decentralization? Will certain police departments that are more 

legalistic in their approach be more likely to achieve success in 

implementing technological innovation? 

This report will not be able to answer all of these questions concern

ing each application of computer technology. Still, such a framework 

allows a useful beginning for review. The questions to be answered are 

more than: "00 the benefits justify the costS?" Rather, there is a wide 

range of issues, as outl i ned above. ~lOl'e than just illonetary factors must 

be considered when outlining technological change. Because of the frag

mentary nature of police Hork and the variety of styles of police behavior, 

the circumstances in each police department will differ. Some will resist 

implementation more than others, and some will achieve greater success than 

others. Although this report will try to draw general conclusions, it is 

probably impossible to produce a definitive evaluation that will be appli

cable to all police departments. Ultimately, costs and benefits depend on 

individual goals, priorities, and structures; each police department will 

be somewhat different. 

In conclusion, the potential impact of computer technology on police 

work has both positive and negative dimensions. Since the police task is 

highly discretionary and requires the processing and handling of large 

amounts of information, an added capability to manipulate such data and to 

provide information with speed and precision can help satisfy the basic 
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needs of police work. On the other hand, the tendency for policemen to 

perceive their jobs as unpopular with the public, to seek privacy in their 

work, and to resist change, along with the difficulty of programming the 

computer to perceive behavioral relations and to understand and reproduce 

human language, point to potential problems in implementing computer 

technology. These problems will appear particularly in those areas in 

which the machine is being used for nonroutine purposes rather than for 

automating the routine processing and retrieving of specific data. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE EXPERIENCE OF POLICE DEPARTMENTS IN USING COMPUTERS AND OTHER 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

by Kent W. Colton 

In 1971, working in conjunction with the International City Manage

ment Association (leMA), a survey was designed and implemented by the 

author to measure the extent of police use of computers in the United 

States. l In addition, visits were made to 14 police departments around 

the country in order to enrich and supplement the survey findings. 2 The 

results of the 1971 survey showed that 39 percent of the 498 police 

departn~nts responding to the questionnaire had implemented some type of 

computer application. For departments in cities with populations of 

100,000 and over, this figure rose to 69.3 percent. Nearly two thir'ds 

of all the departments responding indicated that they would be using a 

computer by 1974. 3 

1. Certain portion'3 of this chapter conta'in data and information published 
in other arti cles by the author. These include K. ~J. Colton, IIComputers 
and the Police Revisited: A Second Look at the Experience of Police 
Departments in Implementing New Information Technology," Innovative 
Resource Planning Report PP-02-74; and "Computers and the Police: Police 
Departm=nts and the New Information Technology,1I Urban Data Service 
Report, vol. 6, no. 11 (vJashington, D.C.: ICMA, November 1974). Materials 
are included in 'chis chapter with permission from the International City 
Management k:sodation. 

2. The following cities were visited: Boston, Mass.; St. Louis, Mo.; 
Wichita Falls, Tex.; Tulsa, Okla.; Springfield, Mass.; Hartford, Conn.; 
Atlanta, Ga.; Dayton, Ohio; Kansas City, Mo.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Long 
Beach, Calif.; San Francisco, Calif.; Oakland, Calif.; and Denver, Colo. 

3. K. W. Colton, II Uses of Computer by Pol ice: Patterns of Success and 
Failure," Urban Data Service Report, vol. 4, no. 4 (Washington, D.C.: 
IeMA, April 1972); and Colton, IIPolice and Computers: Use, Acceptance 
and Impact of Automation," leMA, 1972 MuniciQal Year Book. 
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In the spring of 1974, in order to crnfirm the 1971 survey results 

and see if the projections had proven accurate, a second survey was 

designed and carried out under the joint auspices of the ICMA and the 

Innovative Resource Planning Project (IRP) by the National Science 

Foundation (NSF). Two primary tools were used ill this second study 

a mailed survey followed by a series of telephone interviews. 

The ICMA distributed my survey questionnaire to 410 police depart

ments around the couiltry. This questionnaire was designed to permit 

specific comparison with the 1971 survey, as well as to collect additional 

information on issues which had grown out of the analysis of the earlier 

surv,'!. The sample included all police departments in cities with popu

lations ever 50,000. (The first questionnaire had also been mailed to 

25 percent of the police departments in cities with populations between 

25,000 and 50,000.) Of the 410 police departments surveyed in 1974, 325 

departments responded, representing 80 percent of the sample, as Table 

2-1 shows. (Appendix A provides a more complete description of the 

research and survey methodology.) 

In order to explore the results of the mailed survey more deeply, 

telephone interviews were conducted with the police chief or, on occa

sion, with a member of the chief's staff, in a sampling of 28 of the 

responding departments. 4 Because of the smdll sample size, no definite 

conclusions can be drawn from the interviews, but they have been an 

4. Police departments for the telephone interviews were selected from a 
sampling of those in cities with populations of 100,000 or more and whtch 
were using Electronic Data Processing (EDP) equipment for police functions. 
Eight-two jurisdictions met these criteria. These cities were stratified 
according to geographic location, and 28, or approximately one-third of 
the 82, were selected t~andom1y for the telephone interviews. 
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invaluable aid in under'standing and interpreting the mailed survey_ 

As expected, many of the findings of the second (1974) survey were 

similar to those of the first study. Had this not been the case, I 

woul d be concerned about the re 1 i abi 'I i ty of the two data sources. As 

it is, with the combined weight of the two surveys, it ;s possible to 

speak about the results with greater confidence. (For the sake of com

parison, Tables 2-1 and 2-2 provide a breakdown of characteristics of 

the respondents to the 1971 and 1974 surveys.) 

The first main section of this chapter which deals with the use of 

information technology by the police, presents the general results of the 

two surveys, describes the computer applications actually utilized by the 

police, and discusses the evolution of police computer use since 1960. 

In order to compare these research results with other studies, a litera-

e ture search was conductl:d, and the second section of the chapter outl ines 

the results of the search. 

A. Computer Use by the Police 

The first real-time police computer' system in the United States was 

installed in the St. Louis Police Department in the midw1960s. 5 Since 

then, tremendous nationwide grm</th has occurred in police use of computer 

technology. 

1. Survey results. In spite of this growth in the police use of 

5. Real-time or on-line refsrs to direct access, through a terminal, to 
computer files at any time so that all inquiries receive almost immediate 
response (for example, a real-time access to a file of stolen vehicles 
through a video display terminal). 
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Table 2-1: Police lC' )uter Use Response, 1974 Survey 

Departments Surveyed Departments Responding 
Demographi c Number Percentage and of of Governmen ta 1 Res

0
0nding Responding Clla racteri s tcs (A) B) {BfA} 

Total, all cities 410 325 80 

Population group 
Over 500~OOO 26 20 77 250-000-499,999 30 26 87 100,000-249,999 98 80 82 50,000- 99,999 256 199 78 

Geographic region 
Northeast 102 71 70 North Central 109 82 75 South 103 88 86 ~~est 96 84 88 

City type 
Centra 1 260 212 82 Subutban 150 113 75 

Form of government 
Mayor-counc; 1 165 115 70 Counc; l-manager 215 186 87 Othera 30 24 80 

a. Includes cities with commission, town meeting, and representative town 
meeting. 

Source: 1974 survey 
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Table 2-2: Police Computer Use Response, 1971 Survey 

Demographic Departments De2artments Res20nding De2artments Using ComQuters 
and Surveyed Yes No 

Governmental Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 
Characteristics {A} (B) (BfA) _(LL (CLBL {D} -.l.9/B) 

Total, all c~t;es 498 376 75.5 146 38.8 230 61.2 

Population group 
Over 500,000 26 20 76.9 20 100.0 0 0 
250,000-499,999 30 29 96.0 23 79.3 6 20.7 
100,000-244,999 98 77 78.6 45 58.4 32 41. 6 
50,000-99,999 227 175 77.1 45 25.7 130 74.3 
25,000-49,000 117 75 64.1 13 17.3 62 82.7 

Geographic region 
\0 

Northeast 92 13 14.1 79 85.9 ("') 

North Central 100 41 41.0 59 59.0 
South 91 46 50.5 45 49.5 
West 92 45 48.9 47 51. 1 

Ci ty type 
Centra'i 203 103 50.7 i 00 49.3 
Suburban 141 38 27.0 103 73.0 
Independent 32 5 15.6 27 84.4 

Form of government 
Mayor- counci 1 134 47 35. 1 87 64.9 
Counci 1-manager 211 89 42.2 122 57.8 
Othera 31 10 32.3 21 67.7 

a. Includes cities with commission, town meet; ng, and representative town meeting. 

Source: 1971 survey 
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computers, the results of the 1974 survey reveal that the implementation 

of information technology occurred at a slower rate than had been predicted 

in 1971. In 1974, of the 325 cities responding to the questionnaire, 183, 

or 56 percent, were using a computer. In 1971, for departments of com

parable size, 44 percent of the departments had indicated computer use 

(see Table 2-3 and Figure 2-1). By 1974, therefore, an increase of 12 

percent had occurred in the number of law enforcement agencies using com

puter equipment; but the predictions for computer use by 1974 had been much 

higher. In 1971, 24 percent of the departments of comparable size that 

were not using a computer had stated that they would be using one within 

three years. Thus, although a number of departments did acquire 'omputer 

capabil i ty between 1971 and 1974, the growth of computer use duri ng that 

period was only about half of what had been predicted three years earlier. 

Some of the variation may be accounted for by a slightly different 

response rate between the two studies, and perhaps by ranging interpreta

tions when different people filled out the two questionnaires. But more 

important, people tend to be overly optimistic in estimating future 

growth. The slower rate of 12 percent may also indicate that some police 

departments are taking a more careful and sophisticated approach to com

puter use. A healthy pragmatism exists in many departments, and in some 

there is even skepti ci sm. Sti 11, estimates of future growth that \A/ere 

given again in 1974 were quite high. Of the responding departments, 74 

predicted that they would be using a computer by 1977 (see Figure 2-1). 

According to the 1971 SUl"vey, the single most impol"tant factor in 

determining whether a police depal"tment used a computer was the size of 

the city in which it was located. As anticipated, the data from the 

second (1974) SUl"vey revealed this same pattern: 100 percent of the 
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responding departments in cities of 500,000 nnd over were using a computer; 

70.8 percent of the departments in cities between 100,000 and 500,000; and 

44.2 percent of departments in cities under 100,000. (See Figure 2-2 and 

Table 2-3.) In addit'ion, as Table 2-3 indicates, more police departments 

in central cities tended to use computers (60 percent) than did departments 

in suburban cities (49 percent). 

Regarding a second factor -- form of government -- cGyncil-manager 

cities showed a much higher percentage of use (61 percent) than did cities 

with mayor-council forms of government (47 percent). This was true even 

though mayor-council cities tend to have larger populations and thus might 

be expected to have a higher rate of computer use. 

Geographically, the West had the largest number of computer users in 

1974, with 61 of the 84 responding departments, or 73 percent, indicating 

that they had access to a computer. (See Table 2-3.) The South, which had 

been the leader in 1971, came in a close second with 67 percent of the re

sponJing departments reporting use, followed by the North Central states 

with 49 percent. In 1971, the Northeast had been the lowest user of com

puters, and in 1974 that was true again, with only 34 percent of its police 

departments using computers. Among the individual states, California and 

Virginia had by far the largest number of cities with police-related com

puter use. 

It is particularly revealing to compare regional predictions of com

puter use \,/hi ch were made in 1971 an d what had actually occurred by b 14. 

(See Table 2-4.) Significantly, the West was the only region of the 

country to fulfill its expectation: 73 percent use. The South fell short 

of its predictions, but not by as much as the North Central and Northeastern 

regions. In fact, failure of the North Central and Northeastern areas to 
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Table 2-3: Police Computer Use, 1974 

Number Police Police 
of departments departments 

Demographic departments using a not using 
and reseonding comQuter a comQuter 

Governmental Number Percentage Number Percentage 
Characteri sti cs (A) {B} (B/A) (B) (B/A) 

Total, all ci ti es 325 183 56 142 44 

Population group 
Over 500,000 20 20 100 0 ° 250,000-499,999 26 22 85 4 15 
100,000-249,999 80 53 66 27 34 
50,000- 99,999 199 88 44 111 56 

Geographic region 
Northeast 71 24 34 47 66 
No rth Cen tra 1 82 39 48 43 52 
South 88 59 67 29 33 
West 84 61 73 23 27 

Ci ty type 
Central 212 128 60 84 40 
Suburban 113 55 49 58 51 

Form of government 
Mayo r- co un c il 115 54 47 61 53 
Council-manager 186 114 61 72 9 
Othera 24 15 62 9 38 

a. Includes cities with commission, town meeting, and representative town 
meeti ng. 

Source: 1974 survey 
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Table 2-4: Regional Comparisons of Computer Use by Police in 1971 and 1974 

1971 Computer Use 

Total 
Additional number of 
departments users 

planning by 1974 
Departments computer according 

Departments using use by to 1971 
res~onding com~uters 1974 ~redictions 

Number Number Percentage Number Total Number 
Geogra~hic regi on (A) (B) (B/A) (C) ( D) = ( B+C) 

Total, all regions 375 145 39 89 234 

Northeast 92 13 14 24 37 
North Central 100 41 41 23 64 
South 91 46 51 20 66 
West 92 45 49 22 67 

1974 Computer Use 
------------------
Depa rtmen ts 
res~onding 

Number 
Geographic Region (E) 

Total, all regions 325 

Northeast 71 
North Central 82 
South 88 
West 84 

Departments actually 
using com~uters 

Number Percentage 
( F) (FIE) 

183 56 

24 34 
39 48 
59 67 
61 73 

40 

Departments 
actua lly 
planning 

on use 
by 

1974 

Percentage 
(D/A) 

62 

40 
64 
76 
73 



Table 2-5: Predicted Future Computer Use by Police e 

Departments Depa rtments Departments Depa rtmen ts, 
reporting planning not planning uncerta in 

Demographic not using future future about future 
and a com~uter com2uter use computer use , com~uter use 

Governmenta 1 Number Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percent~ 
Cha racteri sti cs (A) ~ B ~ (B/M (C) (CIA) un (OTfS.) 

Total, all citi es 142 59 42 17 12 57 40 

Populati on group 
Over 500,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
250,000-499,999 4 4 100 0 0 0 0 
100,000-249,999 27 15 56 0 0 12 44 
50,000- 99,999 111 40 36 17 15 45 41 

Geographic region 
Northeast 47 16 34 3 6 21 45 
North Central 43 21 49 5 12 17 40 e South 29 11 38 3 10 14 48 
\~est 23 11 40 6 26 5 22 

Ci ty type 
Centra 1 84 34 40 9 11 30 45 
Suburban 58 25 43 8 14 19 33 

Form of government 
Mayor-counci 1 61 23 38 5 89 27 '44 
COllnci 1-manager 72 33 46 12 17 25 35 
Othera 9 3 33 0 0 5 56 

a. Inc1 udes cities with commi ss; on, town meeti ng, and representati ve town meeting· 

Source: 1974 survey 
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Figure 2-1: Police Computer Use, 1971, 1974, and 1977 
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Figure 2-2: Influence of city size on current and past 
use of computers by police departments 
for 1971 and 1974 
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to meet expectations was responsible for a large majority of the predic

tions that were not met in 1974. Predictions for future computer use 

which were made in 1974 are shown in Table 2-5. 

2. Computer applications. In filling out the mailed surveys, police 

departments were asked to indicate for each of 24 diffetent application 

areas whether they were presently using a computer and to specify whether 

or not such applications involved real-time access. 6 Depar'tments were also 

asked whether they were planning to implement a particular computer appli

cation within three years, and to specify whether or not this application 

would be real-time. 

a. Areas of application. As figure 2-3 indicates, the 24 appli

cations were grouped into eight areas, depending on their basic thrust: 

police patrol and inquiry, traffic, police administration, crime statistical 

files, miscellaneous operations, resource allocation, criminal investiga

tion, and command and control. 

o Computer use for police patrol and inquiry allows a police officer 

to make rRpid real-time inquiries about identification of people or 

property (wanted, missing, or stolen). The types of applications 

include files of outstanding warrants, stolen property files, and 

listings and cross-references between registered vehicles and their 

owners. The types of technology utilized in this application area 

vary widely: some police departments retrieve information on 

6. The 24 application choices for the second survey were nearly identical 
to the list presented to the departments in the 1971 questionnaire. The 
only differences were that (1) the IIcommunications switchingll application 
was dropped from the list in the 1974 questionnaire, and (2) th' application 
"traffic allocation and distribution" was added. 
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Figure 2-3: Computer Application Uses 

Application areas 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Traffic 

Police administration 

Crime statistical files 

Miscellaneous operations 

Resource allocation 

Criminal investigation 

Command and control/ 
Computer-aided dispatcha 

Computer applications 

{ 
Wart'ant fil e 
Stolen property file 
Vehicle registration file 

{
Traffic accident file 
Traffic citation file 
Parking violation file 

Personnel records 
( Budget analysis and forecasting 
, Inventory control file l Vehicle fleet maintenance 

Payroll preparation 

{

Criminal offense file 
Crimir::l arrest file 
Juvenile criminal activity file 

{
Intelligence compilation file 
Jail arrests 

{
Police patrol allocation and distribution 
Police service analysis' 
Traffic patrol allocation and distribution 

{

Automated field interrogation reports 
Modus operandi file 
Automated fingerprint file 

{
Computer-aided dispatching 
Geographic location file 

aThe numbers displayed in the figures and tables in the remainder of the 
chapter for the command and control/computer-aided dispatch area will 
include only data concerning computer-aided dispatch applications. 
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IIteletype ll computer terminal for each police dispatcher. Recently, 

CRT digital terminals have been placed in patrol cars so that 

police officers can make inquiries without going through an opera

tor. 

o The traffic application area includes automated records of traffic 

accidents, citations, and parking violations. Besides providing 

statistical data, these applications often bring additional revenues 

to the city through increased efficiency in collecting fines for 

traffic and parking violations. 

o Computer use in police administration corresponds closely to com

puter use in other governmental areas and in business organizations, 

including personnel records, payrorls, budget analysis and for

casting systems, inventory control files, and fleet maintenance 

records. 

o Crime statistical files include basic files on the type and number 

of criminal offenses and drrests and on juvenile criminal activity. 

These records are used widely in filling out reports (such as the 

FBI Crime Reports), and in supplying historical records. The data 

are also vital to computer use in other application areas, such as 

resource allocation, program formulation and planning, and criminal 

investigation. 

o Miscellaneous operations include files related to jail arrests (to 

keep track of people who have been arrested, acquitted, or released 

on bail) as well as files related to intelligence. 

o Resource allocation applications may be used to analyze police 

service and provide for the allocation and distribution of patrol 

units. In some cities, computers help predict workloads and alter 
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police patrol force deployment to meet changing .:rime patterns on 

an hourly and seasonal basis. 

o The criminal investigation application area provides ~n officer or 

detective with supporting information for investigating and solving 

crimes. This may include information on crime patterns, modus 

operandi (an individual or group pattern, or a method of operation), 

automated access to field interview reports, a nickname file, and 

fingerprint matching. 

o Command and control computer uses provi de for the automated or 

paritally automated "comman-': and control" of field units in order 

to speed up and more effectively handle and control the dispatch 

patrol officers in answer to calls and the completion of other 

police duties. Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) systems which auto-

Ilmtically transfer calls frc.Hi the police telephone operator to the _ 

dispatcher and keep track of the status and service times of calls 

provide the framework for automated police command and control. 

Other innovations are also contemplated, including 911 emergency 

telephone number source, mobile and portable digital terminals, and 

lutomatic vehicle location or monitoring systems to track the 

location of pol ice vehic1es. Such command and control systems 

generaliy require some type of geographic base file for the city'? 

7. Of the possible command and control applications, police departments 
were only asked in the 1971 and 1974 surveys if they had computer-aide.d 
dispatch systems or geographic base files. Further, since geographic base 
files are not a police computer application per se: but }'ather are a means 
to an end, in the aggregate data displayed in the remainder of the chapter 
about the command and control/computer-aided dispatch data, only the numbers 
concerning computer-aided dispatch will be reported. 
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e b. Routine and nonroutine application, In evaluating the use 

and impact of computers in the U.S. police departments, a further distinc

tion should be made between Uroutine" and "nonroutine" applications. 8 

Routine applications involve the relatively straightforward, repeti

tive manipulation and inquiry of prescribed data, often by means of a 

definite procedure. The same manipulation which the machine accomplishes 

has usually be done by hand ~~fore the advent of the computer, which just 

makes the process quicker and easier. For example, although police patrol 

and inquiry applications are technically advanced and may bring great bene

fit, such inquiry systems are relatively straightforward; the tasks involved 

were performed manually before the computer and can be considered routine. 

Other routine ap;lications areas comprise traffic files, crime statistical 

files, police administration, and miscellaneous operations, as Figure 2-4 

~ illustrates. 

Nonroutine applications are more elustive. In this area the machine 

becomes a tool for decision-making, strategic planning, and man-machine 

interaction. There are no absolute, cut-and-dried methods for handling 

problems in nonroutine application, either because they are complex or 

~ecaus~ their importance calls for custom-tailored treatment. The human 

element is vital to judgment, evaluation, and insight. Nonroutine 

8. The distinction between "routinelf and Ifnonroutine" problems regarding 
computer applications is also discussed in G. Anthony Gorry and Michae1 S. 
S. Morton, IIManagement Decision Systems: A Framework for Manasement 
Information Systems,lr Working Paper No. 458-70, MIT Sloan School of Manage
ment, April 1970, where the terms "structured" and "unstructured" are used. 
The terms l1programmed" and lIunprogrammedlf are used by Herbert A. Simon in 
The Science of Management Decision (New York: Harper and Row, 1960), p. 6, 
to draw a similar distinction. 
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Figure 2-4: Routine and nonroutine police computer applications 

Routine 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Traffic applications 

Miscellaneous operations 

<--

<--

--> 

-- > 

--> 

Nonrout;ne 

Command and control/ 
Computer-aided dispatch 

Criminal investigation 

Crime statistical files 

Police administration --> 

<-- Resource allocation 
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application areas ;n law enforcement include resource allocation, investi

gation of crime, and command and control (including such applications as 

computer-aided dispatch and automatic vehicle monitoring). (See Figure 2-4.) 

Rather than viewing routine and nonroutine categories as sharply defined 

classifications, however, one should regard them as converging opposite ends 

of a spectrum. As applications move toward the nonroutine end of the spec

trum, systems design becomes more difficult; and behaviora~, personaltiy, 

and organizational considerations become more significant. For nonroutine 

applications to be successful, an effective interaction between man and 

machine is necessary. Several applications fa11 between the two extremes. 

The best example is crime statistical files which, though generally routine 

in collection and processing, provide the basic data for a number of nonrou

tine activities such as computer assisted criminal investigation and resource 

deployment. Although no classification system is perfect, this distinction 

between routine and nonroutine computer applications in law enforcement can 

be very useful in analyzing the implementation and impact of computer use. 

3. The evolution of computer use. The growth of computer use by the 

police may be divided into four periods: 1960-1966, 1967-1971, 1971-1974, 

and 1974-1977. 

a. 1960-1966. Police first used the computer in nonroutine ways 

in connection with traffic, police administration, and criminal statistical 

files. The last application provides data for state and local reports and 

the FBlis Uniform Crime Reports. By the end of 1966, the other two uses 

traffic and police administration -- represented, in terms of number of 

applications, better than half (54 percent) of the total computer use, as 

shown in Figure 2-5. The most common single application was payroll pre

paration, with 20 of the 32 departments that were using a computer in 1966 
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Figure 2-5: Status of computer use in 1966 

Application area Percent of total computer use 

Police administration 

Traffic 

Crime statistical files 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Miscellaneous operations :.c---..,-".~.: 4 . 0 
• c:.. ........ ___ , ~ .... 

Resource allocation 

Computer-aided dispatch 

Criminal investigation 

o 5 10 15 . ,20 25 30 

Source: 1971 Survey 
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indicating such use. Bye the end of this period, criminal statistical files 

came third among the areas of computer use. 9 

b. 1967-1971. By the mid-sixties, the capability for real-time 

computer applications had been developed, and the President1s Crime Commis

sion suggested a variety of ways in which the rapid access to information 

could benefit a department1s operation. Consequently, between 1967 and 

1971, some shifts in emphasis occurred in the use of computers. While the 

total number of traffic and police administration applications continued to 

increase, the relative percentage 0f uses in these two areas dropped. 10 

Uses in the criminal statistics category experienced continued growth. 

Forty-seven departments added automated criminal offense files to their 

computer operation -- the largest abolute increase for any individual appli

cation during this period. 

Even more striking was the tremendous growth in the police patrol and 

inquiry area. Rising from relative obscurity in the pre\/ious period, inquiry 

applications increased sevenfold between 1967 and 1971. By 1971, almost one 

fifth of all reported police computer use was devoted to the rapid retrieval 

of information on outstanding warrants, stolen property, or vehicle 

9. In both 1971 and 1974, police departments were asked to indicate whether 
they were using a computer in any of the 24 application areas. The total 
number of computer applications in all police departments was then calculated. 
Applications were grouped into the eight application areas shown in Figure 
2-3, and a percentage of total computer use for each application area was 
derived by dividing the total number of application in that application area 
by the total number of computer applications in all police departments. 

10. It should be noted that in interpreting the various figures and tables 
concerning computer use, the police administration area has a special advan
tage. As Figure 2-3 shows, five applications are included in that area, 
whereas in most others there are only three. Consequently, the tables for 
police administration are weighted on the high side. 
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registration. Police patrol and inquiry applications ill general moved from 

fOUl~th to second place in terms of total computer use (see Figure 2··6). 

The primary reasons for this widespread adoption of patrol inquiry 

applications were the safety and convenience of the patrol officer in the 

street. When an officer stops a speeding car, it is extremely helpful for 

him to know if the car is stolen so that he can be prepared for a hostile 

reaction from the driver. Naturally, any computer application which can 

reduce the risk of officer inquiry will be given a high priority in depart

me,~tal planning. Also, the patrolman receives a response with maximum con

venience and minimum delay because an overwhelming percentage of police and 

patrol and inquiry applications are real-time and allow a response in seconds 

rather thar minutes. 

During the late sixties, attention was also focused on one nonroutine 

area of computer application -- using information technology to aid in patrol 

resource allocation decision-making and in the evaluation of police service. 

In absolute numbers, the resource allocation area still t'epresented only a 

small fraction of total police computer operations at the end of 1971; but 

the greater than sixfold increase be~ween 1966 and 1971 suggested that this 

category would soon become a major application area. 

c. 1971-1974: predicted versus actual us~.: In the first (1971) 

phase of the research, predictions of police computer use in the near future 

were based on the relative rates of growth in the various application areas 

up to that time, on departmental responses regarding future use, and on 

responses concerning the importance of various application areas. From this 

information, it was predicted that the police would continue to maintain 

crime-related and police administration files at a high rate, and that there

fore these areas would constitute the major uses in 1974. Police patrol and 
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Figure 2-6: Status of computer use in 1971 

Application area Percent of total computer use 

Police administration 

Traffic 

Crime statistical files 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Miscellaneous operations 

Resource allocation 

Computer-aided dispatch 

Criminal investigation 1.1 
I 

o 5 10 15 20 25 

Source: 1971 Survey 
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inquiry applications were also expected to achieve strong growth, moving to 

third in the total number of applications, with traffic-related applications 

dropping to fourth. Furthermore, the research predicted that while real-time 

systems would remain important, resource allocation applications would more 

than double between 1971 and 1974. The anticipated growth in this nonroutine 

category of resource allocation was consistent with the 1971 survey findings 

that police regarded patrol deployment and resource Rl10cation as their most 

significant computer application. 

Another significant finding of the first survey was that although nei

ther computer-aided dispatch nor ciminal investigation had received much use 

in police departments by 1971, these two nonroutine applications still were 

ranked fairly high in terms of ratings of importance -- above traffic. police 

administration, and miscella~eous operations. l1 The survey showed that the 

number of departments with a computer-aided dispatch program was expected to 

increase by 1974 to almost six times its 1971 level. Criminal investigation 

applications were expected to experience an almost equally high rate of 

growth. Although these two categories would remain relatively minor in 

terms of average use, such increases were seen as important because they 

represented a shift towards greater use of nonroutine computer applications 

by the police. 

Comparison; between the predictions of the 1971 survey and the results 

of the 1974 survey indicate, however, that the actual pattern of computer 

expans i on di ffered in several ways from the predi cted pattern, parti cul arly 

11. Respondents were asked to i ndi cate whi ch three appl i cat; ons they con
sidered the most significant. 
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in the nonroutine areas. 12 In the four routine uses, the general pattern 

was much as expected, although the total number of applications added was 

fewer than one might have anticipated. As was predicted, crime statistical 

files had the highest absolute use in 1974, as Table 2-6 shows. They wet'e 

closely followed by applications in the areas of police administration, 

police patrol and inquiry, and traffic. The nonroutine area of resource 

allocation was still fifth in terms of the overall number of applications, 

but it had grown significantly -- increasing from 12 percent of the total 

number of police computer applications to 16 percent. 

By 1974, use had "evened out" in all five of these application areas. 

Three years earlier, major differences in use had existed and continued major 

differences were anticipated for 1974. But by then the first five app'lica

tion areas were separated by a difference of only 57 applications between the 

highest (crime statistical files -- 315) and the lowest (resource allocation 

-- 258). The primary reasons for this were the major increase in the resource 

allocation area and the failure of the other four areas to expand at the 

anticipated rate. 

12. Care should be exercised in comparing the results of the 1971 and 1974 
surveys. Both surveys were sent to essentially the same set of police depart
ments, except that the 1974 survey was not sent to any police departments in 
cities with populations below 50,000. Tables 2-1 and 2-2 indicate the re
sponse rate for both surveys was relatively high, 75 percent for the 1971 
survey and 80 percent for the 1974 survey. However, although there were 
undoubtedly significant overlaps, the police departments that responded in 
1974 were not exactly the same ones that responded in 1971. Assuming that 
the respondents in both 1971 and 1974 are represer.tative of the overall popu
lation of police departments, it is reasonable to compare the percentages of 
use in the various application areas from one survey to the other. The 1971 
and 1974 data are presented in Table 2-6, but caution should be exercised in 
comparing the actual numbers of the two surveys because the data bases of the 
two are somewhat different. 
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Resource allocation was the only area whose growth rate since 1971 sig

nificantly exceeded predictions. The actual percentage was 16 percent -- a 

third higher than the predicted 12 percent. This growth in use corresponds 

with the high rating of importance ascribed to resource allocation in 1971. 

It shoul d be remembered, however, that having a computer capabi 1 ity is not 

the same as actually applying it to resource decision-making. The extent to 

which computers have actually been implemented is still in question and will 

be discussed in greater detail in Chapters IV through VII. 

As for the other two nonroutine application areas -- criminal investiga

tion and dispatch -- the 1971 projections were overoptimistic. In 1971, it 

was predicted that in three years 9.5 percent of all computer applications 

would be in the criminal investigation area, whereas the actual percentage in 

1974 was only 4.7. Similarly, in 1971 a large number of departments (61) had 

predicted that they would implement a computer-aided dispatch system by 1974. 

The 1974 survey, however, indicated that such systems had been installed 

in only 15 departments -- less than 1 percent of the total number of computer 

app1~ations (see Table 2-6). The general failure of the departments to 

acquire such systems within the specified time frame is evidence of the diffi

culty involved in implementation. It also suggests that the departments did 

not understand the logistics, in terms of time and cost, to develop these 

systems: for example, a geographic base file is needed before s sophisticated 

computer-aided dispatch system can be implemented. 

Although the expansion of police computer use by 1974 deviated from the 

patterns suggested in 1971, the second survey showed that during the three 

intervening years, the departments' perceptions of the relative importance of 

the different applications did not change significantly. According to the 

surveys of 1971 and 1974, the departments believed that overall resource 
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allocation activities were their most important computer applications 

(Figure 2-8). Next in perceived importance came the crime statistics 

area, closely followed by the police patrol and inquiry application area. 

Computer-aided dispatch remained the fourth most valued application area 

-- an interesting fact in view of its poor implementation record. Police 

administration and traffic applications ranked very low in both 1971 and 

1974. 

In order to check the reliability of the questionnaire responses con

cerning ranking of importance, interviewers asked a number of the same 

questions over the telephone which had been posed in the mailed survey. 

Again, departments considered resource allocation to be extremely important. 

Indeed, a number of chiefs felt that the financial squeeze in which many 

cities found themselves was going to get worse before it got better and, 

therefore, the department should use its available resources in the most 

efficient manner. A further finding was that the chiefs and their command 

staffs were strongly committed to implementing those applications which 

they believed would be most helpful to the officer in the street. In 

particular, they were committed to the acquisition of a real-time police 

patrol and inquiry system. The number of interviewed departments whose 

representatives said that their want/warrang'/file was their most important 

computer operation was very high as high as the number that ranked 

resource allocation applications as most important. 

In summary, important variations appeared between the computer use 

anticipated by the police in 1971 and its actual implementation by 1974. 

In routine application areas, use increased; indeed, four of the five top 

application areas were routine. In each case, however, use was less than 

had been predicted. Resource allocation was the only area, routine or 
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Table 2-6: Comparisons of 1971-1974 Predicted Use and 1971-1974 Actual Use of Computers by Police 

Actual Applications in 1971 Applic~tions Predicted in 1974 -
1971-1974 lotal 

Percentage Predicted Predicted Percentage 
Number of Increase Plus Actual of 

~ cat; on Area =ar= Total :=lB) {C l = {A+B) Total 

Po 1 i ce pat ro 1 and inquiry 180 19.9 138 318 15.7 

Traffic 162 17.9 151 313 15.5 

Crime statistical fi les 177 19.5 203 380 18.8 

Police administration 192 21.2 191 383 18.9 
CJ1 
\0 Miscellaneous operations 40 4.4 83 123 6.1 

Resource allocation 111 12.2 131 242 12.0 

Criminal investigation 34 3.8 158 192 9.5 

Computer-aided dispatch 10 1.1 61 71 3.5 

Total 906 100.0 1 ,116 2,022 100.0 

Source: 1971 and 1974 surveys 
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(continued) 
Table 2-6: Comparisons of 1971-1974 Predicted Use and 1971-1974 Actual Use of Computers by Police 

Actual A~~lications in 1974 A~~lications Predicted in 1977 
1974-1977 Total 

Percentage Predicted Predi cted Percentage 
Number of Increase Plus Actual of 

~ication Area -ror::: Total ~E) IQL= (D+E) Total 

Police patrol and inquiV'y 280 17.4 127 407 14.3 

Traffic 280 17.4 141 421 14.8 

Ct'ime statistical fi les 315 19.5 173 488 17.1 

Police administration 298 18.5 202 SOD 17.5 
0'\ 
0 Miscellaneous operations 91 5.7 98 189 6.6 

Resource allocation 258 16.0 219 477 16.7 

Criminal investigation 75 4.7 189 264 9.3 

Computer-aided dispatch 15 0.9 89 104 3.7 

Total 1,612 100.0 1,238 .2,:850 100. f) 

~ource: 1971 and 1974 surveys 
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Figure 2-7: Status of computer use in 1974 ·ft 

Application area Percent of total computer use 

Police administration 

Traffic ;.~.-... .......,..,:-tr":.-~"'".-~..,..;oc.~ .... } 17.4 
~_ .. _ ... _ ~...:..~,:...",,,,_' ~ ... , ... ),,'~~' _d.:~_"""",,,,-_,_~ 

Crime statistical files 

Police ;Jatroi and inquiry 

Miscellaneous operations 

Resource allocation 

Computer-aided dispatch , 0.9 

Criminal investigation :"'~"'2f 4.7 
'~~~, 

I 

o 5 10 15 20 25 

So:trce: 1974 Survey 
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Figure 2-8: Importance of computer applications in 1971 
and 1974, as ranked by police departments 

Application area Average ranking of importancea 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Criminal investigation 

Police resource allocation 

Traffic 

police administration 

Crime statistical files 

Computer-aided dispatch 

Miscellaneous operations 

6.7 
7.3 

6.5 

31.7 

1971 
1974 

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

aRallking is based on the average number of times applications were 
selected ty police departments as one of their three most important 
applications. 

Source: 1971 and 1974 Surveys 
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nonroutine, in which the expected use level was actually met and surpassed. e 
In the other two nonroutine application areas -- criminal investigation 

and computet-aided dispatch -- use fell far below the initial expectations 

of 1971. 

d. 1974-1977: predicted use. In predicting police comp'Jter 

use for the next three years, the survey of 1974 offered advantages over 

the 1971 survey. It was known, for example, that the departments' own 

projections tended to be overly optimistic. 

According to the 1974 survey responses (shown in Table 2-6), the 

greatest predicted growth through 1977 would come in the nonroutine appli

cation areas. Resource allocation was top (with a predicted growth of 

219 new applications), followed by police administration (202) and criminal 

investigation (189). Computer-aided dispatch was also high. If geographic 

base files were considered part of that application area, an estimated 175 

applications would be added by 1977. 

Perhaps the most striking fact of the 1974 predictions fo~ 1977 is the 

continued rise in popularity of the resource allocation application area. 

From fifth place in 1971 and 1974, resource allocation promised to become 

one of the major computer uses by 1977, along with police administration 

and criminal statistical files. Since resource allocation had been the 

only application area to equal and surpass its predicted use from 1971 to 

1974, it seemed ~ore likely that future growth would occur in this area 

than in others. Applications for traffic and for police patrol and inquiry 

would be fourth and fifth, respectively. Once again, with the exception 

of resource allocation, the top computer uses were expected in the routine 

area. 

Growth in the two nonroutine areas of computer-aided dispatch and 
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criminal investigation was the most questionable projection. Command and 

control and computer-aided dispatch systems, if they include such new tech-

nology as vehicle locator systems, are complicated endeavors requiring a 

good deal of effort, time, and money. If such a small number of depart

ments were able to implement a computer-aided dispatch system within the 

three-year span from 1971 to 1974, it would be unreasonable to anticipate 

a much greater rate of success by the end of 1977. This is especially true 

if one considers that in 1974 only 44 of the sampled departments had working 

computer-based geographic base files. Moreover, because of the IIcommand 

and control" orientation of computer-h;.ded dispatch systems, such applica

tions would have a greater probability of encountering resistance from the 

rank and file. From a technical viewpoint, certain criminal investigations 

applications should be less difficult to design and implement than command 

and control applications. But since it is a difficult task to educate 

detect i yes to actua lly use such sys terns, growth in thi s a rea was 1 ike ly to 

fall short of projections. 

B. Computer Use as Reflected in the Literature and Other Related Surveys 

Since the second (1974) survey of police use of information technology 

was conducted almost three years ago, a search of the literature published 

since that time was undertaken in order to update this study and to see if 
1" any changes had occurred in the use of computer technology by the police • .) 

13. The literature search for this project was conducted by Mark McKnew,a 
Ph.D. student in the Civil Engineering Department at MIT. His work on the 
project, including the first draft of the description of the literature 
search, has been extremely helpful. 
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A broad range of police, management, and municipal administration litera

ture was examined, including police literature and texts;14 journals deal

ing with new technology;15 management literature, particularly materials 

focusing on urban administrntion;16 and articles and pamphlets published 

by government agencies and by hardware and software vendors. 17 In addition, 

the reports of three other survey projects, similar to the surveys in this 

study, were examined and analyzed. The remainder of this chapter will 

discuss the findings of the literature search and the results of the related 

surveys. 

1. Fi ndi ngs of the 1 iterature sea rch_. Taken as a ~"ho 1 e, the 1 itera

ture confirmed and amplified the findings of the previous surveys. Among 

all the applications disucssed in the literature, the routine predominate. 18 

Most nonroutine applications that arr outlined are still in the planning or 

14. The journals examined include The Police Chief and Journal of Police 
Science and Administration, published by the Intern-ational Association of 
Chiefs of Police (IACP); Journal of Criminal Justice, published by Pergamon 
Press; and several other regional publications, such as Illinois Peace 
Officer and Law Enforcement (published by the ~1issouri Peace Officers 
Association). 

15. Typical of tllese publications is Government Data Systems (publ-lshed by 
United Business Publications, Inc.), and Electronic News. 

16. Representative journals in this area include Management Science; and 
Public Administration Review: Nation1s Cities, sponsored by the National 
Leage of Cities; and Public Management. 

17. For example, one reference document is the 1976 issue of Directory of 
Automated Cri mina 1 ,Justi ce Informa ti on Systems publ i shed by the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration of the U.S. Department of Justice. 

18. For an illustration of some of the routine applications which are dis
cussed in the literature, see C. A. Schlesinger and D. E. Geissler, 
IIComputerized Booking at the New Orleans Central Lockup,.. Police Chief, 
vo 1. 42, no. 4 (April 1975); and Investi gati on Support at the CitJ: .. J!,t.1.Q!!.9. 
Beach Po 1'1 ce Department, IBM, October 1973. . 
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implementation stage. 19 Of the routine applications, police patrol and 

inquiry receives the greatest attention, for it is perceived as providing 

direct assistance to the "officer in the street.,,20 

It is difficult to draw many pertinent conclusions from the litera

ture, since most of the sources reviewed present little material specifical

ly 'related to police use of information technology. Instead, they deal 

wi th the general use of e 1 ectr'oni c data processing (EDP) by government 

agencies. 

An exception to this pattern is the Police Chief, a journal published 

by the International Association of Chiefs of Police ('IACP). Since January 

1974, 21 articles discussing specific law enforcement computer sy~tems have 

appeared in this journal. Only five of these concern nonroutine applica

tions that had been implemented or were in the process of implementation 

e at the time of publication. One deals "lith computer-aided dispatch (CAD),21 

one with an automatic vehicle location system,22 and three with resource 

19. For example, see R. L. Hoobler and K. N. Fortier, "For the San Diego 
Police Department: A Computer-Aided Dispatch System,1I Police Chief, vol. 
42, no. 10 (October 1975) and Ken Chelst, Implementing the Hypercube Queuing 
Model in the New Haven De artment of Police Services: A Case Stud in 
Technology Transfer, New York: Rand Institute, R-1566/6-HUD, July, 1975}. 

20. See for example, M. F. Bockelman, liThe Kansas City ALERT II System: A 
Vital Element in Today's Police Operations," Police Chief, vol. 42, no. 4 
(April 1975); and the City of Charlott, N.C., Charlott USAC Project - The 
Police System Level Software Users' Manual, January 1975. 

21. Hoobler and Fortier, "For the San Diego Police Department." 

22. Eugene Camp, "St. Louis FLAIR System: Fleet Location and Information 
Reporting," Police Chief, vol. 42, no. 10 (October 1976). 
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allocation. 23 

With one exception, these articles, which are primarily descriptive 

in nature, do not discuss special implementation or operation problems. 

That exception is the article that describes the San Diego CAD system and 

discusses the contractual and implementation aspects of the new system. 24 

Another article, appearing in 1976, also discusses CAD, but it is a general 

overview and does not consider the implementation and effectiveness of any 

'f' t 25 specl 1 c sys em. 

As for the articles and pamphlets that have been published by govern-

ment agenci es and software vendors, they are, naturally, concerned \'Ii th 

describing, in the most favorable terms possible, the successful (generally 

routine) systems in use across the country. Though informative, they seldom 

evaluate the actual operation of the system or the implementation process. 26 

The fact that most of the literature deals \'lith routine uses of 

23. G. J. Pini, R. Cohen, and ~1. E. O'Neill, "POSSE: The Blending of Tech
nology and Human Resources,1I Police Chief, vol. 42, no. 10 (October 1975); 
J. D. Cald\'lell and J. M. Nehe, "Implementing Unit Beat Policing: Patrol 
Distribution in Arlington County," Police Chief, vol. 41, no. 9 (September 
1974); C. J. Macsas and C. Makres, "Real Time Tactical Deployment Project -
Dallas Police Department," Police Chief, vol. 43, no. 10 (October 1976). 

24. Hoobler and Fortier, "For the San Diego Police Department." Chapter 
VIII of this report presents a case study of the implementation of the San 
Di ego system. 

25. This article, entitled "Computer-Aided Dispatch and You~" by James M. 
Erikson, appeared in the October 1976 issue of Police Chief. It tells 
beiefly what a CAD system is intended to do and how it would operate in a 
typical dispatch-communications system. The author emphasizes the system's 
ability to quickly display unit status, to record data for computer proces
sing, and, most importantly, to reduce dispatch time. 

26. For instance, see .Investigation Support at the City of Long Beach 
Police Department and CCAP/7 Helps South Carolina Enforce the Law, published 
by IBM in October 1973 and December 1973, respecti ve·ly. e 
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information technology is not surprising. Many nonroutine applications 

are still in the developmental stage and articles on the new nonroutine 

uses are likely to be subject to the usual delays in publication. 

It was interestoing t.o find that a good deal of literature focuses on 

the implementation of innovation. A certain amount of it even deals with 

the implementation of new technology in law enforcement. The primary con

clusions of this literature will be discussed in Chapter xyr of this report; 

however, it is worth noting that the articles cover the following topics: 

the definition of innovation; the factors within organizations that affect 

agencies' predisposition towards innovation,27 and the factors that deter

mine the success of failure of an innovation. 28 

2. Results of the related surveys. Since early 1974, at least three 

survey projects have been undertaken on the use of computer technology by 

cities and states in general and by the police in particular: 

o In 1974 the National League of Cities (NLC) surveyed municipal de

partments in 83 selected U.S. cities. This sample, which included 

600 municipal departments, was primarily designed to inventory the 

27. See R. B. Duncan, liThe Climate for Change in Three Police Departments: 
Some Implications for Action ,11 in Innovation in Law Enforcement, LEAA, U.S. 
Department of Justice (June 1973); C. H. Milton, IINew Concepts in Law 
Enforcement: Public Management," (Washington, D.C.: ICMA, July 1974); 
C. H, Milton, "Demonstration Projects as a Strategy for Change," in Innova, 
tion in Law Enforcement; A. Vastola, "Police Innovation - Issues and 
Answers,1I Police Chief, vol. 42, no. 12 (December 1975); and Case Studies 
of Technological Innovations in State and Local Services, Rand Corporation 
K-1870-NSF, February 1976. 

28. See J. M. Chaiken, T. Conbill, L. Holliday, D. Jaquett, M. Lawless, 
and E. Quade, Criminal Justice Models, an Overview, Rand Report L-1859-00J 
(Santa MOI"~ica, Calif.: October 1975); and Robert Yin, Karen Heald, Mary 
Vogel, Patricia Fleischauer, Bruce C. Vladeck, et al., A Review of Case 
Studies of Technological Innovation in State and Local Services, Rand Report 
R-1870-NSF (Santa Monica, Calif.: February 1976). 
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use of EDP systems by all city agencies; the results for specific 

departments were presented separately. The NLC used the sample to 

project national computer usage for various municipal departn~nts 

by city size. 29 

In 1975, the Public Policy Research Organization (PPRO) at the 

University of California tit Irvine and the leMA sponsored a survey 

project that sampled 2,294 cities with populations over 10,000. 

Of this sample, 1,349 (59 percent) responded. The survey, which 

was designed to determine general municipal EDP usage, presented 

results based on functional agencies (e.g. police protection, ac

counting and personnel).30 

In 1975, the LEAA commissioned a survey of EDP application in the 

areas of law enforcement, courts, and corrections that was adminis-

tered by a 11 the states and by counti es and ci ti es "lith popul ati ons 

over 100,000. The responses represented 278 jurisdictions and 534 

computer systems. Of this total, 376 systems were police or 

police-related applications. 31 

These surveys, like the literature on computer technology applications, 

, 

29. "How City Departments Use Computer and Communications Equipment," 
Nation1s Cities, October 1974, pp. 26-29. 

30. Kenneth L. Kraemer, William H. Dutton, and Joseph R. Matthews, 
"Municipal Computers: Growth, Usage and Management," Urban Data Service 
Reports, vol. 7, no. 1'1 (Washington, D.C.: International City Management 
Association, November 1975). 

31. 'pjrectory of Automated Criminal Justis;c Informatio~ Systems, vol. I, 
LEAA, U.S. Department of Justice {February 1976); and Directory of Automated 
Crimi na 1 Justi ce Informati on .2Yst~ms_ Sec uri tY-ADd Pri vacy, vol. II, LEAA, 
U.S. Department of Justice rFebruary 1976). 
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confirm the large predominance of routine over nonroutine applications in 

police computer use. For instance, in its study of 83 cities, the NLC 

found that only one of the ten most common police computer applications 

was nonroutine. This application, po1ice deployment planning, or resource 

allocation, was cited as the sixth most frequent use of police computers. 

The routine applications of traffic violations, parking fine collections, 

accident reports, and uniform crime reporting were rated as the four most 

frequently used applications. 

The NLC survey revealed two other interesting trends. First, municipal 

departments in smaller cities were less likely to share their computers 

with other municipal agencies than were departments in larger cities. 

Police departments, in particular, were found to share computer facilities 

only 3 percent of the time, the least of any governmental agency. Second, 

police departments were the second most frequent users of EDP, surpassed 

only by accounting and finance. This second conclusion is particularly 

noteworthy, demonstrating, as it rioes, the high use of law enforcement 

applications in the world of municipal information systems. 

The PPRO and leMA survey of 1975 reached a similar conclusion. In 

this study, survey questionnaires concerning municipal EDP use were sent to 

2,294 cities with populations over 10,000. Each city was asked to report 

computer usage in all of its departments, including the police. Of the 305 

cities with populations over 50,000 that responded, 72 percent stated that 

they had a police computer application, and 86 percent of the cities with 

populations of 100,000 or more listed police computer systems. In terms of 

overall use, police applications were second only to accounting, treasury, 

and coll~ction uses. 

These percentages -- 72 percent for cities over 50,000 and 86 percent 
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for cities over 100,000 -- are even higher than those of the second 1974 

survey discussed earlier in this chapter -- 56 percent for cities over 

50.000 and 76 percent for cities over 100,000. This is not surprising. 

The PPRO survey was conducted one year later, and the growth it reports 

is consonant with that predicted in the 1974 survey. Probably more signi

ficant, though, is the difference in the nature of the respondents. The 

questionnaires for the 1974 study were sent directly to the police agencies, 

while the PPRO's were addressed to the municipal governments. Thus the 

responses to the PPRO survey probably included the many mixed application 

systems which city administrators, but not police departments, would have 

defined as police applications. 

This point concerning the existence of a large number of mixed appli

cati on systems is borne out by the LEAA-sponsored survey of 1975. Its 

questionnaires, which were sent to all the states as well as to all cities 

and counties "lith poplllations over 100,000, asked the respondents to list 

all information systems developed for police) courts, corrections, and 

other departments. Of the 549 jurisdictions canvassed, 278 responded. 

They listed 534 syst8ms, 376 (70 percent) of which were described as 

police-related. Among the police-related systems, however, 85 (23 percent) 

were listed as mixed applications that also served other parts of the 

criminal justice and public safety systems. 

The LEAA survey provides useful information on the difference in use 

between routine and nonroutine applications. Each time a system was de

scribed, the respondent was asked to list the functions it performed and 

to indicate whether it was operational or not. Since it was not only pos

sible but con~on for a system to have more than one function, the report 

sunmarized the systems on the basis of the functions they performed. In 
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addition, each system was characterized as either operational, planning, 

design, or testing. Overall, the survey showed a large predominance of 

routine applications. For instance, of the 534 systems described, 45 per

cent had applications for research statistics, 31 percent functioned as on

line inquiry systems, and 26 percent were used for uniform crime reporting. 

A large majority 0';' the systems were dedicated to routine functions of one 

kind or another, and they were often constructed to perform several routine 

functions at once. 

As for nonroutine applications, many of these were still in the plan

ning and implementation stage. For instance, 52 jurisdictions (18.7 per

cent) listed CAD applications, but a closer inspection of the system status 

and descriptions yielded a total of only ten (3.6 percent) operating CAD 

systems. The other 42 systems were either not operational or were not CAD 

systems. 32 This small number of operational CAD systems approaches the 

number reported in the survey of 1974. (At that time only 15 police de

partments said they had CAD applications, but no effort was made to screen 

whether or not the systems were actually operating.) 

Resource allocation applications were the most common nonroutine use 

revealed by the LEAA study of 1975. Seventy-one resource allocation systems 

were reported to the LEAA, but only 39 seemed to be operational 

32. Each of the listed CAD applications was examined for four characteris
tics. The system must be listed as operational, operating in a real-time 
environment, must use information entered into the system by a complaint 
evaluator, and must recommend a unit for dispatch. Half of the systems 
were rejected because they were not operational but were in a planning, 
desig~, or testing mode. Several others were operating in the batch mode 
or were only real-time want and warrant systems. 
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police-r~lated applications. 33 This means more than 14 percent of the 

jurisdictions surveyed had operational police resource allocation systems. 

Co Conclusion 

The use of information technology by the police) though it has developed 

more slowly than was predicted in the early 1970s, has come a long way since 

the initial stages of implementation. Routine applications, which are still 

much more evident in police departments than nonroutine applications, have 

evolved since the early 1960s from the basic uses for administration and 

finance to a wide range of police patrol and inquiry applications, providing 

instant data to the officer in the street and the rapid retrieval and pro-

cessing of all SCi: ts of la\JJ enforce'~'ent information. 

Nonroutine applications are receiving increasing emphasis even though 

implementation has been sluwer than predicted, and many of the nonroutine 

uses -- for example, in the command and control area -- are still in the 

planning and testing stages. An exception to this pattern is resource al

location, which continues to be the primary nonroutine computer use that 

has been implemented with some consistency across the country. 

After a decade and a half of the lise of information technology by the 

police, the question, "\~ill the computer and other modern methods be used?1I 

has been superseded by, IIHow will information technology be used, to what 

extent, and with what implications?1I The computer, with all its fascinating 

33. Each of the 71 listed resource allocation systems was reviewed to 
determine if it was operational. In the process, five non-police applica
tions were discarded and six duplicate systems were consolidated, leaving a 
total of 39 jurisdictions with operational resource allocation systems. 
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implications and problems, has become a permanent part of law enforcement 

technology. 
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CHAPTER III: THE IMPLEMENTATION AND POTENTIAL 
IMPACT OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

by Kent W. Colton 

How successful have police departments been in implementing computer 

use; and what impact, if any, has the use of computer technology had on 

the police and their work? The surveys and visits to police departments 

conducted as a part of the research for this report yield a number of 

ideas and conclusions concerning these questions. This chapter will out-

line some of these findings, particularly as they relate to the II routine ll 

or structured application of technological innovations. The basis for 

the findings will generally be the two surveys of 1971 and 1974 and the 

visits by the author to various police departments around the country. 

Sections Two and Three of the book will then discuss case studies of the 

nonroutine use of computer technology. Chapter III contains four sec

tions: first, a preliminary discussion of computer implementation (this 

topic will receive further review in Chapter XII); second, an evaluation 

of routine police computer applications; third, a review of the potential 

impact of computer technology on police work; and fourth, some concluding 

thoughts. 

A. Computer Implementation 

Four general topics will be add~ssed in considering the subject of 

the implementation of computer technology by the police: 

o reasons for police use of technology; 
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o problems hindering computer operations; 

o trans ference of computer technology; and 

o differences between implementing routine and nonroutine uses. 

1. Reasons for police use of computer technology. Because each 

police department is unique, a whole set of motivations may be involved 

in the decision to utilize information technology. Three general reasons, 

though, seem especially prominant: a desire to improve police service; 

federa 1 funding; and vendor 'j nfl uence. 

In the first place, police departments need to process large amounts 

of information with speed and precision. The computer is ideally suited 

for such purposes. Those departments responding to the first (1971) sur

vey gave as their first three reasons for using a computer: to improve 

serv'ice to the public; to improve the patrolman's ~bility to rapidly 

identify and apprehend criminals; and to make internal operations more 

efficient (Table 3-1). All of these reasons reflect a desire to make 
-.. .... ~ 

information more readily available and thereby to increase the effective

ness of police work. 

Second, the federal governnEnt has spent large amounts of money over 

the past decade to support police and criminal justice operations. One 

of the purposes in allocating these dollars has been to improve police 

hardware and introduce technical innovations. In some instances a de

partment's primary reason for installing a computer is simply that the 

n~ney ;s there. Visits by the author to 14 police departments in 1971 

and in case study work support this theory. In several situations depart

ment personnel reported that computer development took place as long as 

feder'al money was available. One civi'lian employee went so far as to say 
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that his work (primarily related to resource allocation and scheduling) 

was considered a luxury in the department: as long as outside sources 

could fund the effort, it was fine, but if such sources were to dry up, 

his work woulu aimost certainly cease. 

One of the questions in the 1974 survey was whether departments had 

received LEAA fundiYJQ, and, if so, what impact such funding had had on 

their computer use. The respondents that used computers were almost 

evenly divided bet\tJeen those that had received LEAA funding (86 of 169, 

or 50.9 percent) and those that had not (83 of 169, or 49.1 percent). 

(See Table 3-2.) Only some three out of ten departments respOE\ded that 

LEAA funding had had no effert on their computer operation. Some six out 

of ten responded that without LEAA aid either they would have had no EDP 

facilities at all or their computer efforts would have been more limited 

(Table 3-3.) Of those that were not then using a computer but were plan-

ning to do so in the near future, 42 percent hoped to rece; ve ai d from 

LEAA, 10 percent did not~ and 28 percent were uncertain. 

Third, the presence and sale~rnanship of various hardware and soft

ware vendors is a powerful stimulant to computer use. Catherine Milton, 

writing on the transferability of innovation, lists three rea~ons to 

support her contention that hardware (e.g. computer) innovations are 

more easily transferred than other types of innovations. l 

o Companies that sell hardware use a lot of advertising and "gimmicks" 

1. Catherine H. Milton, "Demonstration Projects as a Strategy for Change,.. 
Innovation in La\'J Enforcement (Wash~ngton, D.C.: LEAA, U.S. Department of 
Justice, June 1973), p. 123. 
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to fill an information gap. 

e It takes less planning and time to write a hardware grant. 

e A pie~~ of hardware is less threatening than other innovations, 

but it still allows the agency to maintain a progressive image. 

The telephone interviews of 1974, as well as field work, have con

firmed the importance of these influences. One departmental spokesman 

explained that his department's oi'igina1 impetus for computer use was a 

combination of the city's desire to have a computer and one vendor's 

desire to build a law enforcement computer package which could be sold 

elsewhere. As a result, the development of this particular system did 

not always reflect the desires and best interests of the police depart

ment. In another department it was stated that software and hardware 

vendors had oversold the systE. " resulting in unmet expectations. 

Of course, LEAA money and vendor pressur-es are not necessarily 

negative influences on police computer use. On the contrary, one of 

the primary purposes of LEAA funding is to help police departments set 

up programs and techniques that they could not afford to do on their 

own. When, however, a computer has been viewed as a "luxury," a special 
-

effort should be put forth to anticipate its implementation problems 

and potential impact. 2 the remainder of this chapter 

2. This vie"'l is reinforced by Robert Yin et al. in A Review of Case 
Studies of Technological Innovations in State and Local Services, Rand 
Report #R-18l0-NSF, February 1976. This study contends that the presence 
of federal support corresponded negati ve ly wi th successful imp "Iementati on 
When compared to other types of financial support. (See Table 40, pp. 
123-124. ) 
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Table 3-1: Police Assessment of the Reasons for Computer Usage 

Reasons 

Makes internal operations more 
efficient ..... . 

Helps monitor performance of 
preci ncts or uni ts .. • 

Improves patrolmen's ability to 
identify and apprehend .. 

Improves abil; ty to i nvesti gate 
crime. .. .• • ... 

Improves surveillance ... 

Improves service to public .. 

Gets better management information. 

Serves as a part of 
"professi ana 1 i zati on". 

Other 

Total 

LJepartments 
rarking as 

most ; mportant 
effect 

No. % of 
.fAL to ta 1 (A) 

27 

o 

35 

7 

o 

38 

5 

o 

2 

114 

23.7 

0.0 

30.7 

6.1 

0.0 

33.3 

4.4 

0.0 

1.8 

De pa rtmen ts 
ranking as 
second most 

important 
effect 

No. % of 
ill total(B) 

26 

6 

16 

13 

1 

17 

29 

3 

2 

113 

23.0 

5.3 

14.2 

11. 5 

0.1 

15.0 

25.7 

2.6 

1.8 

Departments 
ranking as 
third most 
important 
effect 

No. % of 
ill total(C) 

16 

11 

10 

11 

1 

14 

34 

12 

3 

112 

14.3 

9.8 

8.9 

9.8 

0.1 

12.5 

30.4 

10.7 

2.7 

Weighted 
ranki nga total 

149 

23 

147 

58 

3 

162 

107 

18 

13 

a. Based on a composite score combining and weighting (A), (B), and (C). The total is derived as 
follows: 3 x (A) + 2 x (8) + 1 x (C) = weighted total ranking. 

Source: 1971 ICMA survey. 



Table 3-2: Departments Receiving Funding from the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administratirn to 
Aid in the Use of Computers 

Number of Percent 
Funding assistance Departments of Total 

Total, all cities 169 100.0 

Received LEAA assistance 86 50.9 

Did not receive LEAA assistance 83 49.1 

Source: 1974 ICt·1J\ survey 
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Table 3-3: Impact of La"'l Enforcement Assistance 
Administration Funding on Use of Computers 

Number of Percent 
LEAA im~act De ~a rtme n ts of Total 

Total, all cities 107 100.0 

Computer would not have been possible 
without LEAA funding 17 15.9 

Computer operations would have been 
smaller without LEAA funding 46 43.0 

Uncertain of effect 13 12.1 

LEAA funding made no di fference 31 29.0 

Source: 1974 IGMA survey 
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will address some of these basic issues of implementation impact. 

2. Problems hindering computer, oeerat:,ons. The main problems the 

police face in u.c:;ing the computer are not technical but behaviora'i and 

po 1 icy-ad ented. More than 50 percent of the departments respondi ng to 

both surveys stated that their greatest problems were scheduling and pri

orities -- determining what applications to implement and what the pri-

orities and scheduling should be (Figure 3-1). The next greatest 

problems were the training of police per?onnel (other than technical EDP 

staff) in computer operations and the development of soft-

ware. 3 Other problems, in order of frequency, concerned facilities for 

the EDP equipme~t, other planning, patrolnEn's acceptance, management 

acceptance, and integrating the EDP operations with the rest of the 
" 

department. Strictly hardware or equipment 

prob 1 em sca'ie. 

stood low on the 

In telephone interviews of 1974 the specific kinds of scheduling 

and priority difficulties were the main topics of conversation. Conflicts 

between the pol i ce depar-tment and the ci ty concerning the ownership and 

control of the computer and the resulting lengthy turn-around times were 

mentioned often. Most of the chiefs interviewed felt that the city was 

responsible fc-,' the turn-around time problem: one city did not provide 

around-the-clock service; another had arbitrarily (according to the 

3. On closel~ examination it became apparent that problems in developing 
software in many cases referred to the departments I inabil ity to get 
adequate programmer time frGm the city for the development of the soft
ware programs that the police most wanted. In other words, this response 
was closely related to scheduling and priorities and in many cases was a 
rnani festati on of confl i ct between the po l'i ce and tl-Je city EDP staff over 
pri ori ri es. 
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Figure 3-1: Problems Hindering Computer Operations 

Application area 

Planning 

Equipment perfOl'mance 

Equipment reliability 

Equi pment mai ntf'nance 

Programs 

Rec rui tmen t 

Training 

Integrating EDP with 
department 
operations 

1971 

........... ~ 114 
tf.." '., '"" • 

p-~.lA~/ 7.9 

7.4 

~ __ IllIi'II'. 10.4 

Management acceptance 4.5 

Organization or people 
pl"ob 1 ems .. , .:,/ 7.4 

5 10 15 20 
Percent of 

times listed 
as a problem 

Application area 

Schedul i ng & priorities 

Facilities 

Other planning 

Equipment performance 

Equipment reliability 

Equipment maintenance 

Developing softwa.re 

Recruitment of EOP staff 

Training of EDP staff 

Training of other police 
personnel 

Integrating cOP with 
department 
operations 

Management acceptance 

Patro1men l s acceptance 

1974 

.' ~,,~ ~ """r' . 17.7 

~j •• ....... ..,.' 9.9 

,,_,., .. ·f~ 9. 6 

' ~'all 0 
);1>'1'5 \In!;;.b~ • 

'12.3 

." .... ~ 5.6 

6.7 

5 10 15 20 
Percent of 

times listed 
as a problem 



police spokesman) decided to go off-line, a decision which s :med ironic 

since the computer had originally been justified for on-line police use; 

and in a third city the police department had been given a lm'l priority 

which did not allow the information to get back quickly enough. Several 

chief~ believed that such difficulties arose from the "fiscal" orienta

tion of the city-run computer. The city gave priority to applications 

that produced revenue and shoi'/ed the greatest "cost-benefit" Y'atio. 

This goal, of course, differed from that of getting "real-time 'informa

tion to the policeman on the street. 1I 

To many policemen, the resolution of this issue was easy. As one 

chief stated, the police "fight very hat'd for a computer system dedica

ted solely to the police. 1I Unfortunately for the cities, particularly 

for the smaller cities, the answer was not that simple. Costs of a sys

tem dedicated, contt'olled and paid for solely by the police vlere often 

proh'ibitive, particularly in a city \'IHh no more than 250,000 people. 

Further, based on the authors1s visits to police departments, it appeared 

that the IIdedicated" computer system \'Ias not the ultimate panacea. Even 

when a department owned and controlled its own system, there were still 

problems with the computer being out of service and determining schedul-

ing priorities. Some of the more successful systems existed in cities 

;n which the city government oi'/Iled and controlled the computer; whereas 

some of those police departments that had full control over the EDP 

equipment and staff had made almost no technological progress s-ince 1967. 4 

4. See Kent ~L Colton, "The Dedicated Police Computer -- Does It Really 
Make a Difference?" The Bureaucrat, vol. I (Winter 1972), pp. 357-365. 
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Whether or not the police should have dedicated computer systems is 

an unresolved question, but it is clear that dedication 

alone does not ensure technical success. 

a. Integrating computer use with the operations of the police 

department. By 1974, although the questions of scheduling, priorities, 

control, and ownership remained unresolved, some progress has been made 

in several other behavioral aspects of computer us~ by the police. In 

)971, the second most important problem was integrating the computer 

operation with the rest of the department, but in 1974, that issue had 

a comparatively low significance (see Figure 3-1). Indeed, in many 

cities the computer had become an integral part of departmental opera

tions. When asked if he felt the computer was essential to his running 

of the police department, one chief repl ied, "You bet -- I would hate to 

tackle the job without it." According to another police spokesman, the 

computer was the "greatest thing since fingerprint classification." 

In 1974, neither the mailed survey nor the telephone interviews 

revealed any widespread resistance by the police to the introduction of 

computer applications, particularly routine applications. 

Most patrol officers, having little contact with the operation or 

output of EDP applications, did not consider the introduction of the 

computer to be either very significant or particularly threatening. If 

a patrol officer became involved with a computer operation, it was usu

ally in connection with a want/warrant or motor vehicle inquiry, or with 

the provision of incident reports. In both these activities the proce

dures were similar to those that had existed before the computer was 

installed. If a computer was in use, an officer could request more 
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detailed information when he submitted an incident report, but often the 

forms were precoded, so that although the patrol offi cer pr()vi ded more 

data, filling out the report took less time. Most of the chiefs who 

were intervie\'ied felt that trends of suspicion toward and reluctance (or 

even refusal) on the part of certain patrolmen to use computer applica

tions could be reversed by in-service training. If one explained to of

ficers what the computer was going to do and why and then allowed them to 

voice their concerns, the men would be more likely to accept the new 

system. In a number of departments, the utilization of the inquiry sys

tem \'Ias so much greater than expected that the departments were forced 

to install additional terminals and terminal operators. For example, 

when the police pntrol and inquiry system was first established in 

Washington, D.C., police were receiving 2?,OOO to 23,000 inquiries per 

month; but as the system became more reI Ie, usage skyrocketed to 

bet\'ieen 50,000 and 60,000 on-line inquiri(;s each week. 

The paramount importance of officer acceptance of computer use 

should not be overlooked. When the Los Angeles Police Department first 

designed and implemented an Automated Field Interview Reporting System, 

it was an instant success. The program aided investigation by providing 

rapi d computer access to i nformati on on stops and i ntervi e'r/s made by 

policemen in the field. After a few years, however, the interview 

form was redesigned and fit less easily into the patrolmen's pockets. 

The men stopped carrying the forms, and it was only when the pocket-size 

form was reissued that the system began to function again. to assure 

acceptance and use of information systems by the police is not 

a technical matter alone but involves such practical behavior factors 
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as convenience and comfort. 

In 1974, according to the teJephone interviews, management1s accep

tance of the computer was a more stubborn problem, for in this realm the 

computer operation was more likely to disrupt the status quo. Most per

sonnel at the middle management and command staff level had been 

conditioned to accept traditional methods. 5 New methods 

brought an element of uncertainty to their work and prompted resistance. 

Acceptance of new decision-making processes that relied on complex quan

titative data required familiarizing the supervisors with the new tech-

nique. As one chief put it, the biggest problem is trying to get top

level supervisors to understand what the system offers them and to take 

advantage of it. The men in the field aren't a problem, it's the 

supervisors. 

b. Staffing a police EDP facility. In the telephone interviews 

of 1974, a number of chiefs gave considerable attention to the issue of 

hiring an adequate EDP staff. Several of them said that their main piece 

of advice to a department just starting to develop an automated informa

tion system would be to concentrate on bringing together a competent EDP 

staff. Others mentioned the difficulty of competing with private indust

try for good systems analysts and computer personnel and urged depart

ments to pressure police and city budget bureaus to provide adequate 

salaries for such staff people. 

5. This point applies to both patrolmen and middle managers. ~~hat dif
ferentiates the two is that the middle management got where they are by 
being the best at doing whatever they did before the computer was present~ 
It is understandable that they may be insecure about being presented with 
a new (uncertain) task. 
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Further, by 1974 an interesting shift had occurred in regard to the e 
type of personnel v/hom the police felt should be trained as programmers. 

In 1971, sentiment haa been strongly in favor of training patrolmen as 

programmers. (As one officer stated, "You can train a police officer to 

be a computer programmer, but you can never train a programmer to be a 

police officer.") In 1974, however, the majority of chiefs indicated 

that they would rather not have police officers trained as programmers; 

they would prefer to have a mix of sworn and non-sworn personnel within 

the EDP staff, with civilian computer experts reporting to a supervising 

police officer. Many believed that patrol officers were too valuable 

and too well trained in other matters to be assigned to programming 

duties. They also bp.lieved that civilian employees could probably bring 

more computer-related skills and expertise into the departm:nt than a 

patrol officer could learn in a quick computer course. In general, as 

one chief indicated, "analysts should be civil"ians, and police officers 

should be police officers and not computer programmers. Civilians can 

ride along with patrolmen to get a feel for the officers' problems, if 

necessary. II 

3. Transference of information technology. IIAvoid reinventing the 

wheel" 'liaS the most common piece of advice offered during the telephone 

interviews of 1974. Departments in the planning phase of their computer 

operation effort were encouraged to visit other cities to see what had 

been done already and to benefit from these experiences. Most of the 

interviewed depadments had sent some of theil" personnel to visit at 

least one of the reputed leaders in the police computer field. The 

chiefs stressed what departments should seek out computer users in cities 
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which were most like theirs. The bigger departments might have the fan

ciest equipment, but the most valuable and practical advice would come 

from similarly oriented, if less advanced, police forces. 

Even with this attitude of cooperation, the process of technology 

transfer seems to be proceeding slowly. A large number of 

visits among different police departments have been made, but only a com

paratively small amount of \:~i'k has actually been transferred. One rea

son may be the lack of formal mechanisms for the transfer. The primary 

people who visit police departments to discuss technology are vendors who 

have a strong vested interest in making implementation look easy. Perhaps 

something more is needed to provide police departments with neutral advice 

and technical assistance, and this topic will be discussed in greater 

depth in Chapter XII. It must be remembered~ however, that technology 

transfer is first an organizational and behavioral problem, and only 

second a technical one. 

4. Differences in implementing routine and nonroutine poiice compu

ter uses. Routine types of police operations, especially those in which 

the storage of and rapid access to large amounts of information are 

desired, are particularly suited to computer processing. These opera

tions include police patrol and inquiry, traffic, criminal statistics, 

and police administration -- the four top areas in terms of number of 

applications in use in 1974. Although the level of success in their 

implementation varies somewhat from department to department, 

this can generally be attributed to internal departmental and behavioral 

factors, factors that will be discussed in depth in Chapter XII. 

By contrast, the success of implementing nonroutine applications has 
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been mixed. Nonroutine areas often involve initiating a new process or 

way of behavi or in the clepartn~ent. Computer-assi sted resource a 11 ocati on 

may mean a new means of decision making in deployment and a significant 

change in the current beat structure; computer-aided dispatch may alter 

the criteria by which a dispatcher decides which car will be sent to 

respond to a call, or it may provide central headquarters with new infor

mation regarding a police officerls behavior and activity while on duty. 

Criminal investigation applications may alter the detectivels job and 

approach towards law enforcement investigation. 

In addition, the process of implementing computer use in nonroutine 

areas is not purely quantitative. A number of qualitative considerations 

also arise. In an article in Technology Review, Richard C. Larson out

lines some of these factors: 

First, objectives, performance criteria, and constraints 
for these systems are very difficult to isolate and de
sign. One may state as an objective for public safety 
systems the lI efficient, effective, and equitable distri
bution of quality emergency service, "/ithin reasonable 
budget constraints. 1I But it is hard to transform such 
sweeping statements into performance criteria [that] ... 
are easily measured. . .. r~oreover, objecti ves for an 
urban publ i c servi ce may vary between admi ni strators, 
operatives, and consumers .... One soon begins to realize 
that a popular word in operations research, optimization, 
often bears little relevance to the operational realities 
of governmental constraints. 

Second, as system pbjectives are poorly defined, 
so, too, are measures of system productivity. 
Because productivity measures are lacking, those forces 
that would tend to favor the status quo within an urban 
public safety system often prevail. The alternative of 
II no change,1l while it assures that visible failure will 
not occur, makes visible progress more difficult to 
achieve. 

Third, with their civil service orientation, 
these systems have tended to be insular, fraternal, and 
staffed with career employees whose average fot'mal 
education often stops with high school .... Implementation 
in governmental service, in contrast with their industrial 
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counterparts, must be viewed as a multi-year process. 
[Finally], the operational behavior of urban 

public safety systems is complex and, at this time, 
poorly understood. 6 

Because computer use for nonroutine app'lications is far more complex 

than for routine applications, progress is often slow. The long-run use 

and the implementation of such use by police departments remain uncer

tain. This is particularly true in the area of computer-aided dispatch 

and criminal investigation, where achievement has lagged far behind ini

tial expectations. Even in the rapidly growing area of resource alloca

tion, it is still questionable how well such uses have become integrated 

into the police operations. Whereas police patrol and inquiry applica

tions have become an integrated part of day-to-day operations, it is not 

yet clear whether nonroutine applications will gain acceptance and use 

in the long run and, if they do, what their impact will be. The feasi

bility and utility of such nonroutine applications is still being tested. 

The case studies in Parts Two and Three of this report will examine the 

actual state of implementation of various nonroutine applications. 

B. A Review of Routine Police Computer Applications 

Police departments process large amounts of information. A great 

number of events transpire under the jurisdiction of the police, and de

tailed reports must be prepared on many of them. Records are kept of the 

6. See Ri chard C. Larson, II Resource Pl anni ng for Urban Publ i c Safety 
Systems,1I Technology Review, (June 1974), pp. 20-29. 
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type and number of crimes committed~ and reports of aggregate statistics 

are required at the state and national level. Some of the information 

gathered serves a self-protecting functi on by documenting pol i ce behavi or. 

If a citizen calls two months after the occurrence of an incident and 

complains of police brutality,investigators must be able to go back to 

the original records and reconstruct the incident. Other kinds of infor

mation are essential for investigation and prosecution. The police are 

only one part of the criminal justice system, which also includes courts 

and corrections. Since action by the police usually commences the process 

of criminal justice, records must be initiated at that point which will 

be relied upon later on in the trial and correction proceedings. 

Administrative alld routine operations also require a large amolin-t 

of detailed data processing. Needs in this area include keeping track 

of paid and unpaid parking tickets, sending out warrants on traffic and 

parki ng ci tati ons, meeti ng payroll commitments, keepi ng i nventori es of 

equipment and vehi cl e status, and preparing and updating per'sonnel records. 

The police officer in the field, too 3 has heavy information needs. 

Since the job requires quick judgment and decision-making, any data which 

will inform or provide justification fOl" action can be of significant 

help. To know within seconds that a car has been stolen, that a per-

son is wanted, or that an address may be dangerous is of real benefit. 

For years police departments have been keeping records and proces

sing information, largely without automation. Such activities will con

tinue in departments that do not use computers; but because of the massive 

volume of information, large portions of these data, once recorded, will 

never be used again. The computer, on the other hand, is ideally suited 
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for retrieving as we11 as processing and storing data. Many police 

departments have taken advantage of computer strengths and have 

automated their routine information-processing activities. Four illus

trations will be presented here to demonstrate the potential impacts -

benefits and costs -- of such routine efforts to apply information tech

nology to law enforcement work. The first example concerns the traffic 

citation system in Tulsa, Oklahoma; the second and third review the police 

aptrol and inquiry applications in Kansas City, Missouri, and Los Angeles, 

California; and the fourth examines the criminal justice information 

system used in Santa Clara County, California. 

a. The traffic c!tation system in Tulsa, Oklahoma. In July 

1970, the Tulsa Management Planning and Systems Department of the Office 

of the Mayor working in conjunction with the Police Department and the 

Court Clerk implemented a new automated traffic citation system. The re

sult was a total increase in traffic income of $260,000 for the first 

year of operation, $32,000 of which came from backlogged citations. 

The basic purpose of the automated traffic citation system waS (and 

is) to keep track of all parking and moving violations and to provide 

administrative control. The system has five basic parts: 

o All tickets for both moving and parking violations are numbered 

and the data regarding each citation are key-punched. 

o Notices are automatically sent regarding traffic violations. 

After an appropriate period of time, a bench warrant is also 

issued automatically. 

o All payments made at the cash register are automatically punched 

on a computer paper tape so that the system ;s updated 
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automatically without delay or excessive expense. 

o Daily cash reports and monthly statistics are provided. Each 
- ~. 

month, for example, the Departmei;t of Public Safety receives a 

list of all moving traffic violations paid. 

o Reports Or.l the activjty of patrolmen are printed on a regular 

basis, The reports include information on the parking and 

moving tnffic citations issued by each pattolman on a weekly 

basis. 

The system provides a number of benefits. To the Court Clerk~ the 

greatest advantage is lI administrative control." The system keeps him 

inform~d as to what is happening. Not only does it tell him what is 

happening regarding the collection of revenues; it also provides infor

mation to police administrators on the act~vities of thei:-' men. These 

data are a valuable aid in evaluating work and allocating resources. 

In addition, there have been major financial returns. 

Prior to the implementation of the traffic citation system four 

people ~/ere employed to notify motorists by phone of outstanding bills 

for traffic citations. When the new system was implemented the phone 

calling ceased, notices were automatically sent by machine, the monthly 

salaries for traffic citation collection dropped from $3,400 to $1,400, 

and the monthly collections increased significantly. During the first 

month when computer not)ces \'Jere prepared, $34,000 was collected (as com

pared to the previous average of $5,000), and in the first six weeks of 

operation $46,000 was collected. The back-up of outstanding, unpaid 
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warrants was reduced from $86,000 to $52,000. 7 An increase was also 

seen in the dollars collecting for parking tickets. $15,000 was collec

ted during the first six months of operation in 1970 as compared to in 

the next three months after the system was installed when $32,000 was 

collected. 

It is estimated that the total overall increase in traffic income 

for the first year of operation of the new traffic citation system was 

$260,000. Naturally, some of this i~crease must be attributed to normal 

average rise in dollars collected. However, it is probably quite safe 

to attribute most of the increase to the new computerized system. Figure 

3-2 plots the increase in revenues collected pertaining to traffic from 

January 1970 to April 1971. The increase between the first four months 

of 1971 compared to the first four months of 1970 was by itself an in

crease of $167,295. 

It ;s now appropriate to look at the costs incurred in order to 

achieve these benefits. The costs are really divided into two basic 

parts: costs to establish the system, and maintenance and operating 

costs. The basic costs to establish the system were estimated at $42,000 

($20,000 for personnel, $10,000 for computer time, and $12,000 for equip

ment) . 

In addition, the operating costs to run the system for a year from 

7. Letter to author from R. C. Klewer, Management Systems Analyst, City 
of Tulsa, April 20, 1972. 
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Figure 3-2: Traffic Income during the First Year of Operation for the Tulsa Traffic Citation System 
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a technical point of view are $22,000 ($2,000 for personnel and $20,000 

for computer time). 

If only the financial benefits and costs are taken into considera

tion, it is clear that benefits (increased revenues in the first year of 

$260,000) outweigh costs ($64,000 to establish and operate the system the 

first year).8 No effort has been made to quantify sllch nonfinancial bene-

fits as the increase in administrative control mentioned earlier or the 

potential costs of resistance to implementing the system. This simple 

analysis illustrates nevertheless the beneficial impact of the routine 

computer application on Tulsa1s traffic citation system. Furthermore, the 

beneficial ratio of the Tulsa system can be expected to improve with time 

because the traffic citation system is only one part of Tulsa's total 

computer effort. As other applications are implemented 1 they will com

plenEnt the traffic citation system. 

b. Police patrol and inguiry applications. One of the computer 

app'lications used most by law enforcement agencies is police patrol and inquiry. 

This application, which is usually real-time, is established to provide 

the patrol officer with the rapid retrieval of information important to 

his work. Although advanced computer technology is often utilized, the 

task performed is a straightforward retrieval of information and the ap

plication is therefore still considered to be routine. 

A number of cities throughout the country have had great success in 

8. Although informative, these figures should be considered as rough 
estimates. For example, a detailed accounting is not included of person
nel utilized in the Court Clerk1s office before and after the system, 
although this would actua11y increase benefits achieved. 
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using the computer in this area. Two excellent illustrations are Kansas 

City, Missouri, and Los Angeles, California. 

(1) Kansas City. In Kansas City, Missouri, the police 

department has established a regional system for real-time inquiry of 

information which links more than 53 criminal justice agencies. Its pri

mary objective is to aid the patrol officer in the street. 

On July 1,1968, the telecommunications systems became operational 

and action was initiated to furnish information to officers in the field. 

Less than a year later, on May 5, 1969, the telecommunications services 

of the police department computer were made available to all regional 

area la'll enforcement agencies, as well as those civil agencies involved 

in the criminal justice process. These real-time applications of the 

Kansas C'j ty faci 1 i ty ItJere known as the ALERT System (Automated Law En

forcemen t Response Team). i'!hen the system VlaS esta b 1 i shed, the primary 

objective was that information requests from officers in the field should 

receive a response within ten seconds. Since 1969 a number of modifica

tions and new computer applications have been added and the system is now 

called ALERT II. This section of the report will only focus on the 

police patrol and inquiry aspects of the ALERT System, though. 

The system works effectively. An officer calls by radio to the 

communication center with a request for information. Each dispatcher 

has a video display cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal in front of him. 

The dispatche}~ makes an inquiry of the system which queries not only the 

Kansas City computer but the FBI's National Crime Information Center 

(NCIC) computer in Washington, D. C. A response is recei ved, and a re

port is radioed back to the officer. According to the former assistant 
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chief, James Newman, the entire process averaged about three to four 

seconds. (observations made while riding patrol with the Kansas City 

police confirm his estimate.) Before the computer was installed, it 

took about 35 minutes to retrieve and relay these data. 

ti on: 

The patrol officer can inquire about three categories of informa-

o wanted information -- warrant, pickup, stolen vehicles, stolen 

property; 

o criminal index, abstract, and status -- current address, status, 

organized activists; and 

o information forewarning of probable danger from individuals 

(armed, dangerous, mental, suicidal, expected to resist arrest), 

or at a particular address (history of previous disturbances at 

a certain address). 

In 1974 the computer system serviced 53 crimi-

nal justice agencies which served a population of a~proximately 1.5 mil

lion citizens across eight counties in eastern Kansas and western Missou

ri. Over 80 local and remote data communication terminals were opera

tional and linked into the automated network. During November 1969, the 

police computer was interfaced directly to the FBI computer in Washington 

through a high-speed microwave communications system. 

During 1975, officers in the Kansas City Police Department made an 

average of 309,000 inquiries per month or 250 inquiries per officer per 

month. In 1969, the first ful1 year of computer use, a total of 21,700 

"hits" or identifications were made, the three largest categories being 

city traffic warrants, stolen cars, and paroie violatm~s. Just as an 
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illustration as to how the use of the system has grown over the years, in 

1971 the number of all on-line inquiries, both administrative and opera

tional, from all user agencies was 3.9 million. By 1974 the number had 

risen to 7.8 million. 

(2) Los Angeles. In Los Angeles, the Automated Want/ 

Warrant System (AiIM5) to/as establis!led through the joint efforts of the 

Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) and the City Data Service Bureau. 

It has proved to be a great success. Prior to computerization, the Los 

Angeles Police Department had several thousand outstanding warrants and 

wanted persons entries on hand. These warrants had to be accessed manu

ally, and this process could take 15 minutes per warrant or even more 

under unusual circumstances. Although the system worked quite well in 

the apprehension of important criminals~ many minor warrants were never 

served, partly because police officers in the field were reluctant to 

keep persons they stopped waiting for an extended period of time only to 

find that in many cases they v/ere IIclean.1I The result was that the files 

continued to grow, manual searches took longer, and officers continued to 

be reluctant to detain people in order to make a warrants check. 9 

In 1965 the LAPD initiated an in-

depth study of its want/watrant files in order to remedy this situation. 

An extensive survey of both support and field personnel revealed six 

major problem ereas: 10 

9. IILos Angeles Police Department Automated ii/ant/Warrant System,1I 
Datamation, June 1970, pp. 242, 243. . 

10. Los Angeles Regional Automated Want/Harrant System, document pub
lished by the Los Angeles Police Department, ca. 1971, p. 4. 
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o The lengthy response time for a manual search increased the 

jeopardy to a field officer involved unknowingly in a contact 

with a dangerous person. 

o Each inquiry required an average of eight minutes' processing, 

which restricted active patrol 

o 

and generated a reluctance to make want/warrant inquiries. 

File maintenance tasks were extremely invol ved and cumbersome. 

o The warrant load was increasing faster than could be 

adequately handled manually. 

o Storage space for cross-index files and hard copy warrants was 

becoming critical. 

o Because of limited time, the requesting officer could make use 

on ly of LAPD wa rran ts. 

Discussion with other law enforcement agencies in Los Angeles County 

revealed that these problems were not unique. Numerous IIwant/ 

warrants ll were not being served because each agency maintained its own 

separate file of warrants for its own jurisdiction, and a routine check 

was confined to that particular agency's file. According to 

report, it was not unusual for a citizen to be arrested, serve a sentence, 

and be released in one jurisdiction while law enforcement agencies in 

other parts of the county still had outstanding 

h· 11 1m. 

warrants for 

In response to these problems the Los Angeles Regional Automated 

11. Ibid. 
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Want/vJarrant System (AWvJS) \lIas developed and became operational on Sep

tember 2~ 1969. The average time for a response to tha fiel d v/ith A\~~.JS 

was cut to eight seconds from the previous time of eight to fifteen 

minutes. In capsule form: the system was designed to perform the follow

ing functions: 12 

o allow each field and station officer to search a centralized 

file foy all outstanding wants/warrants in the system; 

o allow inquiry from either a visual display device (CRT) or tele-

type~l/ri ter; 

o respond to an inquiry in seven to ten seconds; 

o allow a reques tor to speci fy a termi na 1 to whi ch a pri nted out

put would be sent; 

o allow on-line file maintenance and record update capability from 

any of the terminal devices; 

o provide a built-in expansion capability to accommodate law 

enforcement agencies in the county; and 

o operate reliably on a 24-hour basis, seven days a week, with 

minimal interruption. 

In most cases these objecti ves \l/ere met and even exceeded by the 

Automated Want/Warrant system. Working in a manner similar to Kansas 

City's system, AWWS could be used to check for such items as outstanding 

warrants (traffic and criminal), stolen c,rs and other property, 

motor vehicles with excessive parking violat·ions. 

AWWS also follows the suspect beyond arrest. When a person is booked 

12. Ibid., p. 6. 
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~ and processed, the booking information is sent to the police department1s 

records division. A fingerprint search is made, and if an 

arrest record is found, any aliases are also checked against the AHWS 

files and any additional warrants are transferred to the concerned 

correction facility. 

The AWWS is tied to other related computer systems. These in-

clude the California Highway Patrol IlAUTO STATIS II system (a statewide 

auto theft system), the California Department of Motor Vehicles (used to 

check vehicle registration information, determine owners, and so forth), 

and the FBI National Crime Information Center (NCIC). 

Initially, the system was utilized solely by the 

LAPD, but plans were made from the beginning to expand the utiliza-

tion of the system to other law enforcement agencies in the region. The 

Long Beach, California, police department was the first municipal police. 

department to gain access to AWWS, entering warrants into the AWWS and 

paying for their access to the system. 

Urged by a narrow defi niti on of success -- techni ca 1 impacts -- it 

seems that AWWS has been very helpful. For example, in the first year 

of use the number of arrests made on outstanding warrants jumped signi

ficantly. In the first quarter of 1970 this number was more than 

75 percent higher than for the first quarter of the previous 

year.13 

In the 1976-77 fiscal year, the average for monthly inquiries to 

13. IILos Angeles Police Department," Datamation, p. 242. 
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AWWS were 250,000 for the LAPD and 259,000 for other user agencies. Es

timates for this same period were that "hits" or positive identifications 

were made on 25 percent of the person inquiries and 18 percent of the 

vehicle inquiries (with about 28.6 percent of all inquiries made being 

for persons and 71.4 percent for vehicles). 

(3) _~lleratevilll@.tJon..Qf-Rolice patrol and inguiry sys

tems. Police officers in the field have responded well to rapid inquiry 

systems. Once they discover that the systems are available and will pro

vide them with better information in reduced time, use of the data rise 

quickly. This is illustrated by reviewing the use in the early years of 

operation of patrol and inquiry data in three cities, Kansas City, Denver, 

and Los Angeles, as displayed in Fig'Jte 3-3. Since the exact definition 

of "inquiries" varies rather substantially from department to department, 

this chart should not be used to make direct comparisons among the three 

cities. But it does indicate a constant pattern: an increased use over 

time by police officers in the field of real-time police patrol and 

inqui ry systems. 

Referring back to the four-part framework for evaluation outlined 

in Chapter I, a number of police patrol and inqu1t'y systems have met the 

first tE:st -- the establ ishment of an operating, working system. In ad

dition, a number of positive technical and service impacts have been 

achieved. 

Three very important technical impacts have resulted from the im

proved data inputs, outputs, and processing of computers. 

These concern i nformati on, time, and safety. First, great improvements 

have taken place in the type and availability of information. In order 
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to make data entries into an automated system, pY'ecise forms and a series _ 

of regular procedures for data entry and verification are necessary. 

Hith this demand, the quality of information has improved. In Kansas 

City, foY' example, each item of information is key punched tI'Iice in or-

der to verify input data. Such care leads to greater accuracy and con-

sistency. Also, it is relatively easier to maintain automated computer 

files than manual files, particularly in large cities like Los Angeles. 

Police patrol and inquiry applications provide access to informa-

tion previously unavailable and enable a much \Adder 

distribution of information. A number of police departments nm'l have 

instant access to regional, state, and national law enforcement informa-

tion. Terminals placed in administrative and 

'investigative branches of police departments (such as the auto theft 

section, the records section, or the detention section) 

rapid inquiry capability to those branches. 

prov; de 

Second, real-time computer systems for inquiry are great time sav-

ers for both the police officer 

and the citizen who has been stopped. Instead of 

a 15- or 20-minute wait for a records check, such a check can be made 

instantly and innocent people sent on their way. The potential effect 

is an improvement in police/public relations. The old adage, IItime is 

money,1I is also applicable in assessing the benefits of this type of 

computer system. A dollar value is harder to place on the time saved 

by the cit'Izen who is detained than on the p01iceman's time. 
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In Kansas City, for example, it was estimated that in 1970, $735,000 

was spent to run the entire computer facility, not just the real-time 

inquiry portion of the system. In the same year a total of 1.67 million 

on-line inquiries were made to the ALERT system. If it is assumed, for 

the sake of illustration, that 20% of these inquiries were tactical and 

each of the tactical inquiries saved a police officer eight minutes, 

then a total of around 44,500 hours of police service was preserved 

through the use of the inquiry aspects of the computer system. Assuming 

that these hours IIsaved ll were converted to police activity, it seems 

that the Kansas City community could have received as much as $200,000 

worth of additional police services as a result of time saved by the use 

of the inquiry aspects of the police computer system; in other words, 

27 percent of the department's costs to operate their entire computer 

facility could have been saved. 14 

Natura'ily, such a comparison falters rapidly if carried to the ex

treme. With a computer the number of inquiries far exceeds the number 

made with a manual system. Also, many of the requests for data from 

such an inquiry system are administrative rather than tactical. However, 

it does demonstrate a point. Police time is saved through the 

use of real-time inquiry systems, and this time saved may represent ad

ditional police services. 

Finally, computer systems for police patrol and inquiry provide 

14. In 1970 the average patrol officer salary was $9,000 per year, or 
about $4.50 per hour. 44,500 hours x $4.50 per hour equals $200,250. 
$120,250 7 735,000 = 27 percent. 
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the policeman with greater safety in performing uncertain tasks. Police 

work involves uncertainty, VJhich in turn involves risk. To the extent 

that the use of the computer can help reduce this risk, it will assist 

in the performance of law enforcement work. 

Computers are used to reduce uncertainty in regard to stolen auto

mobiles and other property, to suspicious persons, and even to dangerous 

locations. Whenever a vehicle appears suspicious or is stopped for a 

moving violation, the offi~er can discover in a matter of seconds if the 

vehicle is stolen or considered dangerous or if its occupant is wanted. 

The policeman can know whether a car has been stolen or the owner is wan

ted even before. he approaches the dri ver of a stopped car. The same 

principle applies to dangerous persons. Moreover, some systems allow 

the officer or the disputcher to check a particular location to see if 

any prol)lems have occurred at that address recently. In Kansas City 

such an application was installed after a tt~agedy occurred in the depart

ment. Several years ago a.n offi cer was sent to a house early in the day 

in response to a disturbance complaint. The situation seemed to be set

t19d, and the officer left. Later in the day another call went out for 

the same location, but this time a different patrol officer VJaS assigned 

to respond. Not knowing that there had been any previous trouble, he 

approached the house with little precaution. This time, though, the 

persons involved had obtained a gun, and the responding officer was shot 

and killed" The Kansas City department felt that if the second 

policeman had known of the previous complaint he would have approached 

the situation differently and his life might have been spared. 

Real-time inquiry systems not only provide technical benefits to 
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the police, but they als6 have achieved service impacts through improved 

effjciency and increased apprehension ability. The precise improvement, 

of course, will vary from police department to police department. 

When rapid inquiry systems are available, police officers make a 

greater number of inquiries regarding stolen property and suspected per

sons. Figure 3-3 demonstrates this fact in three police departments. 

If an inquiry can be answered in a few seconds, policemen are willing to 

make checks, whereas there was reluctance to inquire of manual systems 

and then "waste time" wai ti ng for a response. Further:1 

with regional, state, and national networks for rapid inquiry it is pos

sible for different law enforcement jurisdictions to coordinate opera

tions and make arrests for one another. The po"lice patrol and inquiry 

system of the police department in Long Beach, California, illustrates 

the improved efficiency and apprehension ability which results from the 

use of such a system. 

On March 23, 1970, the Long Beach police department became a part 

of the Los Angeles regional Automated Want/Warrant System (AWWS). On 

June 8, 1970, the Long Beach department started entering information in 

the system regarding outstanding Long Beach warrants. Figure 3-4 illu

strates the increase in the number of warrant arrests that resulted: 

(an increase in total warrant arrests of 1,114 or 31.5 percent, over 

1969, and an increase in Long Beach warrant arrests of 769, or 25.2 

percent). This increase occurred almost solely as a result of the in

crease in arrests of people for Long Beach warrants by other law enforce

ment agencies, since the number of local warrant arrests actually de

creased slightly in 1970. 
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The cost to the Long Beach police department of utilizing the AWWS 

in 1970 was estimated at $50,000 per annum, including equipment and a 

lirental fee ll paid to the city of Los Angeles. On the benefits side, it 

was estimated that the revenue from the various warrants for 1971 was 

around $375,000. (The actual revenue for half this period, January 1, 

1971, through June 30, 1971, was $187,576.)15 Based on an increase in 

the number of Long Beach warrant arrests of 769, this would indicate 

increased benefits in the neighborhood of $75,375. The use of automa

tion in this case shows a positive relationship between the benefits 

achieved and the costs incurred, particularly at this simple level of 

analysis. 17 

However, even in the area of real-time uses for police patrol and 

inquiry (one of the most straightfor~'lard uses of computer technology), 

there are significant differences in costs and benefits between cities. 

In one city, for example (City A in Figure 3-5), a real-time computer 

system for police patrol and inquiry had been in operation for five years 

as of 1970. Yet, owing to a series of complications, the average time 

required to get information back to the policeman in the field was as 

15. Memorandum, IISemiannual Automated Want/Warrant System Statistics,1I 
dated July 18, 1971, to William J. Mooney, Long Beach, California, 
chief of police, from Officer S. R. Eakin, AWWS coordinator. 

16. The figure 769 (the increase from 1969 to 1970) + 3,827 (total Long 
Beach warrants) yields an increase of 20.1 percent. 20.1 percent x 
$375,000 = $75,375. 

17. The actual financial benefits are even greater given that the number 
of people in the warrant detail in the police department has been reduced 
since the implementation of AWWS. The majority of warrants are now 
handled by the patrol division instead. 
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Fi gure 3-5: 
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much as ten minutes instead of ten seconds. This slow response naturally 

led to a disenchantment with the system. In a second city of similar 

size in the same state (City B), where a system had been in operation 

for only two years, particular emphasis had been placed on rapid 

response, and replies to inquiries from patrolmen were consistently 

returned in from five to ten seconds. Because of the difference in 

response time and greater acceptance ;n the second city, computer use in 

City B, as measured by average inquiries per uniformed policeman, was 

almost three times greater than in the first city. (See Figure 3-5.) 

Such variations between police departments suggest two things: first, 

that since such differences exist, it will always be difficult to 

generalize about the impact of automation; and second, that if a police 

department is planning to utilize information, it should take the time 

and effort to ensure proper implementation. Othen~ise, what has 

benefited one department will prove to be a waste of money in another. 

c. The CJIC System of Santa Clara County, California. The 

availability of federal money has prompted the establishment of a number 

of complex computer-based information systems serving criminal justice. 

The costs for developing many of these systems have come from federal 

sources, while local contributions have been used primarily to cover 

personnel costs. once the federal dollars have been spent, 

however, the local jurisdictions have had to assume the operating costs. 

In some instances, as, for example, in the 9ase of the Criminal Justice 

Information Control (CJIC) System of Santa, Clara, California, this final 

responsibility has caused the local jurisdiction to question whether the 
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benefits really justify the costs. 18 

Late in 1969, the Board of Supervisors of Santa Clara County, 

California (the fifth largest county in California, with a population of 

1.1 million), decided to seek funding from LEAA to implement a compre

hensive criminal justice information system. At that time, each juris

diction within the county was limited to its own information base, where-· 

as criminal activity often crossed jurisdictional boundaries. In order 

to overcome this problem the county sought to develop a s'ingle computer

based information system that would store, process, and disseminate in-

formation related to adults arrested and booked anywhere in the county. 

The system was desi gnerl as one of the nati on I s fi rst defendent-tracking 

systems. The ten objectives of CJIC were to: 

o serve as an integrated intergovernmental information system; 

o support daily criminal justice operation; 

o support comprehensive criminal justice planning; 

o use modern data-processing technology; 

o use or initiate modern administrative techniques; 

o promote system transferability; 

o establish and maintain effective relations among criminal 

justice agencies; 

o provide improved management skills and tools; 

18. For a discussion of this issue with respect to the CJIC System in 
Santa Clara County, see Theodore R. Lyman, "The Comprehensive Criminal 
Justice Information System: A Policy Evaluation," paper presented at the 
1976 Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) Annual 
Conference, Atlanta, Georgia. 
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o support related and criminal justice projects that required or 

shared CJIC data; and 

o safeguard security and privacy.19 

Because of the county-wide nature of the project, there was an ~m

plied decision on the part of the county that once federal funds were 

expended, the county woul d assume full operati ng costs. Tile development 

costs for CJIC were close to $4.5 million, and, as of 1976, the operating 

costs were approximately $1.3 million per year, with the county paying 

all costs except those of the lines, terminals, and modems for the non

county agencies (the cities). 

In 1975, with federal funds expended, questions arose 

regard; ng the performance of the system and vlhethet' the benefits really 

justified the escalating costs. Stanford Research Institute (SRI) was 

hired to perform an evaluation. Because there \'ins a lack of "hard" data, 

int~rview techniques were utilized and an effort was made to give objec

tivity to subjective information. 20 It was decided that to some extent 

the system was achieving eight of its ten objectives. The other two 

-- that CJIC would support comprehensive criminal planning, and that the 

system would use or initiate modern administrative techniques -- were 

19. Ted Lyman et al., An Evaluation of the CJIC Information S stem of 
Santa Clara County, Final Report Menlo Park, Calif.: Stanford Research 
Institute), January 1976. 

20. For a discussion of methodology see Lyman et al., An Eval uation of 
the CJIC Information System of Santa Clara County. 
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judged to be only "marginally achieved." 2l In terms of cost performance, -

the assessl11ent of CJIC was largely inconclusive. liThe identifiable cost-

offsets fall far short of the $1,300,000 annual system costs ... However, 

if a realistic value could be associated with each CJIC benefit (admit-

tedly impossible, for each benefit could never be identified), the system 

would be marginall) cost effective." 22 

On the basis of this evaluation, the county decided to maintain the 

system, but at roughly the same cost level rather than at an increased 

level as had been proposed. As long as the cities could participate in 

the system at only the cost of lines, terminals, and modems, it was fine. 

If the cost rose, many cities were exoected to break away from CJIC. 

The Experience of CJIC points to two important lessons. First, 

since federal funds can be "seductive," cities considering computer··based 

information systems s!1ou·irJ eX~!iline not only the short-term development 

and implementation costs but the long-term operating costs and benefits. 

Second, the CJIC experience points out both the difficulty of and the 

need for evaluation. Although it may not be possible to reach absolute 

judgments based on cost-benefit analysis, millions of dollars are spent 

on large-scale systems and regular evaluations are required in order to 

make police decisions and to determine possible modifications to improva 

performance. 

21. Ibid., p. 11. 

22. Ibid., pp. 11-12. In addit'ion, a number of changes were recommended 
for the system, which the evaluators felt would make CJIC most cost
eFfect; ve. 
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C. The Potenti a 1 Impact of Computer Technology 

We have already discussed some of the technical and service impacts 

of routine computer applications. In addition, important 

IIpower shi fts" may occur when computer technology is introduced. 

Although it is still far too early to determine the final natut'e of such 

shifts in power, influence and structure, the topic is far too important 

to ignore. An interview with the Kansas City Chief of Police, Joseph 

McNamara, in 1974, raised several important issues related to power shifts. 

The Kansas City Police Department has been outstanding in the area 

of computer use. It is noted not only for the operational excellence of 

its system, but also for the department's acceptance of the system. In 

1973, over 575 visHors from all over the world visited the Kansas City 

computer facility. When Chief McNamara was queried by telephone in 1974 

as to what computer problems he considered most significant in Kansas 

City, hi s answers were unexpedted Iy di fferent from those recei ved from 

other police administrators. They point to a "second'generation" of po

tential problems to be faced by other police departments as they advance 

in the application of information technology. 

McNamara's first point was that the Kansas City system had rais'ed 

enormous problems relating to security and privacy. More than 225 termi

na 1 sand 53 agenci es are i nvo 1 ved in the Kansas Ci ty AI.:ERT II System. 

Thus size alone created difficulties in controlling access, instructing 

operators, and maintaining all of the requi red securi ty precautions. 

This fact suggests that even though re~ional, state, and national 

information networks are established in order to reap the benefits of 
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data-sharing, unusual prec 'u, ions must be taken if control over inva-

sion of privacy is to be maintained. 

Second, McNamara felt that the computer indirectly had hurt the 

manpower situation in his department. Because of the rapid feedback 

on stolen cars, outstanding parking tickets, and unregistered v'ehicles, 

officers are now making more field stops and arrests for such relatively 

minor offenses as unapid parking tickets. Manpower is being drained 

from what the chief believes are more important areas of law enforce-

ment activity, such as crime prevention and service and order main-

tenance activities. Thus, he said, the department was trying to develop 

a new set of IIdecision rules ll as to when and how to allot time. 

EaGh of these issues -- the danger of invasion of privacy and the 

power impacts, whether subtle or direct, that the computer might have 

on police work -- will be addressed below. 

1. The Issue of pri vacy. A number of val i d 1 aw en forcement pur

poses can be served by the creation of criminal justice information sys

tems, but computerization of law enforcement records 'is potentially 

harmful. In the absence of strict rules on the acquisition, storage, 

and dissemination of information, the computer1s tremendous capabilities 

may result in the invasion of individual privacy. If this occurs, it 

will be perhaps the most important power snift resulting from computer 

techno logy. 

In rebutting criticism of their system, some law enforcement offi

cials argue that their data banks are necessary if the police are to 

23. As part of the NSF-RAND project, ~ls. Katherine Gardner prepared a 
background memo on IIPolice, Computers, and Privacy Issur's.1I Although 
space does not permit a full reprint of that memo~ she 1S credited for 
many of the initial ideas and thoughts printed here. 
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reduce crime and maintain order. Some officials seriously believe that 

if an individual has not committed an illegal act, he or she has nothing 

to fear even though the reputations of innocent individuals (along with 

their credit ratings or jobs) may be threatened or destroyed by the im

proper sharing of police records with government agencies and private 

institutions or a malfunction of the system. Surveys have indicated 

that employment agencies refuse to recommend individuals with arrest 

records, whether or not their arrests were followed by convictions. 24 

This suggests that an important principle of criminal justice -- the right 

to a presumption of innocence -- may be subject to erosion. As one critic 

of the growing number of domestic intelligence data banks has said, 

the trouble is that people with records don't 
simply disappear from the face of the earth, 
they continue to live in our cities, many of 
them in our black ghettos. Having used their 
records to keep them out of our places of 25 
employment, we still have to live with them. 

Of course, many of the undesirable practices and problems associated 

with the record-keeping uses of the computer were known in the era of 

paper records and manual transmission of information. But the inherent 

inefficiencies of manual police files provided some built-in protection 

24. Congressman Don Edwards of California reported that a recent survey 
has shown that 75 percent of all employment agencies in Ne\'J York City re
fuse to recommend an individual with an arrest record whether or not it 
was followed by a conviction. Another survey of 75 employers indicated 
that 66 of them would not consider emp'!oying a man who had been arrested 
for assault and acquitted. (U.S. Congress, House Committee on the Judi
ciary, Security and Privacy of Crim'inal Arrest Records, Hearings before 
Subcommittee No.4 of the Committee on the Judiciary on H.R. 13315, 92nd 
Cong., 2nd Sess., 1971, p. 1.) 

25. Aryeh Neier, IIHave You Ever Been Arrested?" New York Times Magazine 
Apri115,1973. 
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against the misuse of sensitive personal information. If an offense 

was not too serious, the individual could move to a new location and, 

like the bankrupt businessman) start over with a clean slate. 

What the electronic revolution has done is to remove many of the pro-

tective inefficiencies and to erode the traditional boundaries between 

different types of record··keeping systems. The increased capacity to 

store and retrieve information about the individual and to move it rap'jdly 

from one point to another has given law enfurcement officials a powerful 

new resource for exercising control over individuals and groups and has 

magnified the adve~'se effects of record-keeping on the life of the indi

vidual. 

Various'technical and mechanical security devices exist v/hich may be 

used to safeguard the rights of the individual in law enforcement's COI11-

puter age, but that is not the main point of this discussion. The criti-

ca 1 ques ti on is, 1I~~hat do 1 aVI enforcement agencies rea lly need to know?" 

Often, the less important questions of 1I~1hat information can be collected?" 

and HOnce it has been collected, how can it be protected from unwanted 

use?" have served as the initial guidelines. Both society and the law 

enforcement community must cons i der carefully the extent to whi ch addi-

tional information will actually assist in controlling the nation's crime 

problems. Technical and operational problems relevant to privacy and 

security should be addressed only when the basic policy quest'ions have 

been adequately answered. 26 

26. One of the most complet.e and most recent works on this topic is U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, arid We'lfare, Records, Com uters, and 

continued ... 
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Important strides have been made towards achieving public participa

tion in the value-oriented discussion which must accompnay increased com

puter use by the police and other institutions. Numerous Congressional 

committees have met, and exhaustive hearings have been held. 27 In addi

tion, a National Presidential Commission on Privacy had been established, 

and extensive deliberations continue. Still the issue of privacy is un

like most other difficulties encountered by police in theil" computer 

operations in that it generally does not appear to be a real problem to 

the departlP';nt unti 1 an outsi de group defines it as such. In 1974, in 

response to both the telephone interviews and the mailed surveys, only 

one police department viewed the issue as a problem. In the majority of 

communities, the local police computer system is unlikely to become the 

object of much adverse publicity. Nevertheless, the lack of vocalized 

public concern should not give the department an excuse to avoid dealing 

with the issue. Achieving total efficiency at catching criminals is a 

Pyrrhic victory if it is done through infringing on, or threatening the 

constitutional rights of, citizens. 

26. (continued) 
the Rights of Citizens, Report of the Secretary's Advisory Committee on 
Automated Personal Data Systems (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1973). Also, see Security and Privacy Considerations 
in Criminal History Information Systems~ Project SEARCH, Committee on 
Security and Privacy, Or. Robert Gallati, Chairman, Technical Report No. 
2, July 1970. 

27. See" Report of the Task Force on the Storage of and Access to Govern
rrent Statistics," (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1966); and U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Federal Data 
Banks~ Computers, and the Bill of Rights, Hearings before the Subcommit
tee on Constitutional Rights of the Corrmittee on the Judiciary, 92nd 
Cong., 2nd Sess., 1971. 
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2. Other potential power shifts. One of the purposes of the two 

surveys was to discover whether the introduction of computer technology 

was causing decision-making to become concentrated exclusively in the 

upper echelons of the command staff. It seemed logical that, as more 

and better information regarding a patrol unit's daily activities and 

its relative performance became available to the chief and his staff, 

they would be in a much better position to make judgments regarding how 

such units should function. In reply to the question whether the deci

sions reached in police departments were being based increasingly on 

quantitative information as the result of the availability of the compu

ter facilities, 47 percent of the respondents indicated partially, 37 

percent indicated yes, and only 16 percent said no (see Table 3-4). 

Respondents were also asked if changes had taken place in the amount of 

control or influence exercised by different people or divisions as a 

result of putting the computer to use. In mos~ instances, the results 

of the 1974 survey were similar to those of the 1971 survey (Tables 3-5 

and 3-6). In both years, the research and planning division and the data 

processing division were the two primary recipients of the perceived 

shifts in "power benefits," and the chief of police came in third. 

Interestingly, almost no one was perceived as havlng lost influence be

cause of the computer, although some did gain significantly more than 

others. 

However, when departmental spokesmen were asked in the telephone 

interviews whether decision-making was becoming more or less centralized, 

a sizable number (10 out of 15) stated that they believed decision-making 

was becoming more decentralized. Several indicated, however, 

that the move toward decentralization did not result from the 
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introduction of computers, but from the adoption of "team policing." 

Other departments gave a different rationale for the decision to decen

tralize, saying that although the computer provides the command staff 

with necessary information, it was not sufficiently detailed to enable 

them to supervise and command the operations of the individual units on 

a day-to-day basis, much less on a minute-to-minute basis. (As one chief 

put it, "Sometimes I ask myself whether 11m decentralzing decision-making 

simply because I don't have enough information about what is going on.") 

Consequently, the emphasis in these departments was often placed on sum

marizing the statistics and crime patterns, and then on getting such in

formation down to the patrol supervisor and district commander to help 

them in their deliberations. Such data were not always received with 

enthusiasm. In many departments the patrol supervisors did not understand 

the relationship between the variolJs statistics on crime and service times 

and what was actually happening in the streets. They had been supervising 

the district's units successfully for years without benefit of such data. 

What does all this mean regarding the powe~' impact of computer tech

nology on police structure? Some evidence exists for centralization; in

fluences, while other indicators point to decentralization. In reality, both 

. have occurred. If a chief is interested in increasing his control and is 

capable of understanding and utilizing quantitative data, computer tech

nology will serve his purpose. If, on the other hand, the predomin~~t 

focus of the department is on decentralization, the computer can be used 

to move in that direction. The computer has less influence in such 

situations than the prevailing spirit, attitude, and capability of 

those in the upper levels of the department. Computers and other 
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Table 3-4: Question: Has the Computer Created Pressure to Quantify? 

Response 

Total 

Yes . 
No. . • • 
Partially 

Number of departments 

155 

58 
25 
72 

Source: 1971 ICMA Survey. 
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Percentage of Total 

100.0 

37.4 
16.1 
46.5 



Table 3-5: Change in Control or Influence as a Result of Computer in 1971 

Number of More No change Less 
Level departments influence in infl uence infl uence 
or reporting % of % of % of 

division (A) Number -.l& Number ~ Number (A) 

Chief of police 109 51 43.6 66 56.4 0 0 

Assistant chief 
or chi ef' s 
direct staff 105 46 43.8 58 55.2 1 1 

Precinct district 
or division 
conmanders 109 46 42.2 60 55.0 3 2.8 

Research and 
planning 110 64 58.2 45 40.9 1 .9 

Data processing 100 62 62.0 36 36.0 2 2.0 

Patrolmen in the 
field 111 41 36.9 68 61.3 2 1.8 

Other personnel 17 6 35.3 11 64.7 0 0 

Source: 1971 ICMA Survey. 
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Table 3-6: Change in Control or Influence as a Result of Computer in 1974 ~ 

Number of More No change Less 
Level departments infl uence in influence infl uence 

or reporti ng % of % of % of 
di vi s i on {A} Number .J.& Number .J.& Number .J.& 
Chief of police 137 55 40.2 82 59.8 a a 

Ass is tant chi ef 
or chief's 
di rect s ta ff 126 45 35.7 81 64.3 a a 

Precinct district 
or division 
commanders 127 47 37.0 76 59.8 4 3.2 

Resea rch an d 
planning 134 71 53.0 61 45.5 2 1.5 

Data processing 123 57 46.3 65 52.9 .8 

Patrolmen in the 
field 127 36 28.4 88 69.3 3 2.3 

Other personnel 49 7 14.3 42 85.7 a a 

Source: 1974 ICMA Survey. 
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technologies do not cause centralization or decentralization. Instead, 

they are powerful tools which can be used by people to move in either 

direction. Centralization may still be the more common result, but 

not necessarily. 

The impact of the computer on police work does not stop with the 

central i zati on or quantifi cati on of deci si on-maki ng. T\'1o types of power 

shifts may result from computer use. 

First, the use of information technology may tend to emphasize cer

tain aspects of police work rather than others. Although such emphasis 

may be unintentional, the department may be pushed in a certain direction 

that will produce an important shift in power and may even have a nega

tive effect. Kenneth Landon has argued, for example, that computer tech

nology has strengthened the grip of traditional social policies and les

sened the public demand for a fundamental rethinking in such areas as 

police, welfare, and health. Although public debate and research could 

select the computer effect which is desired, this is not happening; ra

ther, the status quo has been fostered. 28 

Chief McNamara l s example of such an unintended pm-/er shift in Kan

sas City has already been cited. As the real-time computer which provides 

information to the officer on the street in just a few seconds has been 

utilized, the number of car stops and IIhitsll has risen to the point where 

it has limited the patrolmen1s time for such other important pol"ice acti-

vities as crime prevention, order maintenance, and service calls. 

28. Kenneth C. Landon, Com uter and Bureaucy"a ti c Reform: The Pol iti ca 1 
Functions of Urban Information Systems New York: John Wiley, 1974). 
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This dramatic rise in number of inquiries is not unique to the Kansas 

City police department. Others have found their inquiry volume 

so heavy that they have had to add more terminals and even, in one case, 

another radio channel. Fifty-eight percent of the departments responding 

to the 1974 survey indicated that since the implementation of their EDP 

equipment the patrol officers l functions or the manner in which they car

ried out their tasks had chdnged. It became clear during the telephone 

interviews that in saying this, most departments \<Jere referring to the 

impact of their police patrol and inquiry applications and the resulting 

increase in the number of car stops and outstanding warrant checks being 

made by their officers. Hhile such activities have resulted in the appre

hension of additional criminals and in technical and service benefits, as 

cited earlier, they also offer the potential of subtly refocusing police 

activity and of increasing the hostility between the police and community 

as the number of stops rises, particularly in a minority section of town 

where such interrogrations are felt to be harassments. 

Even more important than the unintentional shifting of the focus of 

activities in a police department is a second subtle impact of computer 

use. The computer is, of course, a hardware approach to improving police 

activity. Yet many contend that the basic problems of the police are 

not questions of hardware but rather are IIsoftll or people-oriented prob

lems. The police today face a number of basic questions: What is the 

purpose of police work -- to fight crime, to provide social, or order 

maintenance service? Who should serve as a police officer? Who should 

control the police opet'ations? To ignore such questions is to 

ignore a crucial part of law enforcement. However, during the past 
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decade'lt/hen LEAA funds have been available, the tendency has been to look 

to hardware as a solution. But the answer does not lie in hardware; it 

lies in basic value judgments and in people. To the extent that the 

hardware approach diverts attention from the real issues, new computer 

applications may have a negative influence. 

In talking about an Oakland computer application (terminals in the 

car), one sergeant remarked: 

The computer terminal in the car is an effort by 
the police department to professionalize from a 
hardware approach. This may be OK, but the more 
we concentrate on hardware, the more often we 
move away from the basic people and judgment is
sues. The real police problems donlt have tech
nical solutions. Instead, itls the people who 
are screwed up; and we need more people-to-people
type efforts in police department, such as improve
ments in communication, increased motivation, pro
ductivity modifications, better interpersonal re
lations, etc. In short, instead of hardware resolu
tions, we need policy resolutions of the basic is
sues of the police force. The result of the com
puter may be to take our minds off the real issues. 

D. Conclusions 

During the last decade, the use of computer technology by the police 

has grown significantly, and automation has become a reality in law en

forcement work. Certainly much of this growth can be attributed to the 

availability of federal dollars to help finance costs. A determination 

as to whether this expense has been appropriate must rest upon an evalu

ation of the impacts (including the benefits and costs) of computer use. 

This issue may be impossible to resolve to everyone's satisfaction" but 

it can at least be considered. 
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In Chapter I a four-part framework for evaluating computer technology 

was outlined: 

o Does the application "work" -- that is, does it stay in operation 

over a period of years -- and does it do what 

its implementors said it would? For example, 

does it get information back to the officers in the field in seven 

seconds? Does it allow response to 95 percent of the ca11s with

out delay? 

o What have been the technical impacts, if any. of the system, and 

has police activity in a narrow sense changed as a result of the 

application? For example, has the number of arrests or recovered 

stolen cars increased, or has the revenue of the city increased? 

o Has the application had any service impacts? Has it brought a 

reduction in the crin~ and traffic accident rates? 

Has it improved the overall satisfaction of citizens with police 

service? 

o Have there been any power shifts as a result of the system? 

Although success varies greatly from department to department, rou

tine computer applications have often succeeded at the first level: They 

have generally worked. Numerous police patro1 and inquiry applications 

and crime statistical files are in operation around the country today, 

and in many cases they have done what their sponsors said they would do. 

Seven-second retrieval to the man in the street in Kansas City and Los 

Angeles has been a reality for several years. In addition, in a narrow 

"technical impact" sense, a number of routine applications have proved 

to be cost-effective. Although full-stale cost/benefit analyses 
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have not been made, illustrations have been presented of the technical 

benefits of such applications: $180,000 additional revenue in Tulsa as 

a result of the first year's operation of a new automated traffic cita

tion system; an increase in the number of warrant arrests in Long Beach; 

and the rapid rise in Kansas City of the number of inquiries per police 

officer concerning stolen cars or wanted persons. 

The broader service impacts and power shifts resulting from routine 

applications are less straightforward. Clearly, a number of positive 

impacts have resulted, but some unexpected implications have also sur

faced -- for example, the potential manpower drain resulting from over

accentuating car stops. In addition, although federal dollars have fos

tered a number of worthwhile and creative projects, they have also been 

a "seductive stimulant," in some cases allowing questionable projects to 

move forward. Further, questions of privacy remain as an area for po

tential power shifts. Overall, though, the success of routine applica

tions is r£latively clear, and, with the exception of unexpected power 

and service shifts and unresolved privacy issues, the results are general

ly pos i ti ve .. 

The results of nonroutine applications are far less clear at all 

four levels of evaluation. The sharp increases predicted in the surveys 

for computer-aided dispatch and criminal investigations between 1971 and 

1974 did not occur. Among the nonroutine application areas, only resource 

allocation experienced a serious rise, either in an absolute sense or on 

the basis of the three-year increase. However, even in the case of 

resource allocation applications, it appears that while a number of 

police departments are using data provided to them by the computer to 
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make deployment decisions, only a few are utilizing advanced mathematical 

or operations research techniques to do so. With this in mind, the next 

two sections of the report will focus on the implementation of nonroutine 

applications of computer technology. When implementing such nonroutine 

applications, though, a police department should not lose sight of certain 

unintended power implications. In particular, ~t is important to keep in 

mind that the real solutions to the basic issues which face the police 

will not come about througr hardware efforts alone. At some point these 

questions must be faced and resolved at the more basic policy level, a 

people-to-people level. 

In conclusion, although computer technology certainly has influenced 

police activity and will continue to do so, it would be a mistake to 

think that Lomputers will playa major role (at least in the short run) 

in revolutionizing the police or solving many of the major problems they 

face. The conditions of police departments are, to a large extent, deter

mined by the conditions of society. As a consequence, the computer will 

have only a marginal impact on their problems. Improved efficiency, 

shortt.'!' response ti ITJ€ , better investigatiun of crimes, and improved 

man a geme n t may result. But the broader 

law enforcement issues, such as the prevention of crime, the handling of 

offenders, and police-community relations must still be resolved in the 

larger social context. Further, the general nature of each department 

and the variations from city to city will have a major impact on the use 

and acceptance of the computer. In many departments, in fact, the tradi

tional nature of the police force will have a larger effect upon computer 

operations than the computer will have on the police. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE USE OF A COMPUTER-ASSISTED PATROL DEPLOYMENT 
MODEL IN THE ST. LOUIS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

by Scott Hebert 

Since the inception ot municipal police departments in the U.S., 

special commissions composed of leaders of commerce, government, and the 

criminal justice community have been formed periodically to study the 

problems of policing and to suggest ways to improve crime control. For at 

least the last hundred years, a principal thrust of the recommendations of 

such commissions has been that police departments should model themselves 

after what has b~en seen as the more effici&nt and effective operations of 

the military and business. Such recommendations have often included 

admonitions to follow the lead of business and the military in exploiting 

the latest developments in science and technology. In fact, thp. 1967 

President's Crime Commissiori devoted a chapter of its final r~port to an 

endorsement of greater exploitation of technology by criminal justice agencies. 

Among its other recommendations, the Crime Commission advocated the appli

catio~ of computers and operations research techniques to the law enforce-

ment field. 

This chapter, and the two which follow, examine the actual experience 

of three police departments in introducing into their operations the tech

nology advocated by the Crime Commission--computer-assisted resource 

allocation models. The chapter will first review early resource allocation 

efforts and the impetus for the deployment project in the St. Louis department 

experimentation, implementation, and expansion of the resource allocation 

system in St. Louis on a city-wide scale will then be descr-ibed, and the 
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last section will outline the deemphasis of the project. 

A. The St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department and its Early Resource 

Allocation Efforts 

In 1976, the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) was 

composed of 2,081 commissioned police officers and 565 civilians. 

Approximately fifteen percent of the department's officers are black, as 

compared to over forty percent of the city's population. 1 The St. Louis 

force is headed by a chief of police who reports to a policy-makillg 

civilian Board of Police CQ~missioners ~ppointed by the governor of 

Missouri. (The mayor of St. Louis Serves as an ex-officio member of the 

Board, but has no direct authority over the department.) 

The MPD is organized into four major bureaus: field operations, 

investigat-ion, service, and inspection. By far the largest of the four in 

terms of personnel is the Bureau of Field Operations, responsible for the 

department's patrol force. For the purposes of patrol operations, the 

city is divided into three area commands, designated Areas I, II, and III, 

each made up of three districts and directed by a major. 2 The district, 

1. F. H. McFarlan and T. C. Raymond, liThe St. Louis Police Department,1I 
ICH 12C51 (Cambridge, Mass.: Intercollegiate Case Clearing House, 1967), 
p. 2; and U.S. Department of Commerce, 1970 Census of Population and 
Housing, PHC(1)-181 (Hashington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1972) . 

2. During part of the time period examined by this case, specifically the 
years 1956-1968, the police department divided St. Louis into two "area" 
commands, each under the direction of a major. The North Area consisted of 
five districts, while the South Area had four districts. 
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however~ is the chief operational unit of the department. Each of the nine 

districts has its own stationhouse commanded by a captain. 3 A lieutenant 

is responsible for the district's manpower assigned to each eight-hour 

shift. To assist the IIwatch JJ lieutenant in overseeing the patrol units, 

the beat areas in the districts are grouped into precincts, each of which 

is supervised by a sergeant. 4 

Until the 1950s, the St. Louis MPD's patrol operatio~s had changed 

relatively little since the department's establishment. For example, while 

the department had approximately 30 precinct sergeant cars in the early 1950s, 

the patrol force was sti 11 composed prirnar'i 1y of foot patrolmen--about 285 

to each of three rotating shifts5--who covered the city's 351 footbeats. 6 

In 1953, the Board of Police Commissioners asked the St. Louis 

Governmental Research Institute to examine how the department's existing 

patrol plan and force might be more effectively utilized. Applying some 

of the concepts being advocated in the police administration literature, 

the Governmental Research Institute staff redrew the boundaries of the 

footbeats on the basis of workload and recommended that the department 

expand its motorized patrol capabilities. The Board accepted the 

3. The sworn complement of the districts in 1976 ranged from 94 for the 
First District (with 6 percent of the city's crime) to 235 for the Third 
District (with 17 percent of the city's crime). 

4. St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, 1973 Annual Report, p. 18; 
McFarlan and Raymond, "St. Louis Police Department," pp. 2-3; U~S. 
Department of Commerce, 1970 Census. 

5. In rotating shifts the watch to which a group of officers is assigned 
is changed at regular intervals. 

6. Interview between Scott Hebert and Grant Buby~ St. Louis Governmental 
Research Institute, July 1974. 
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recomnendation, and within six months had doubled the size of the depart

mentis motorized force to 60 units. The Board also requested the Research 

Institute to recommend whether such cars should be manned by one or two 

patro 1 offi cers. After consi detabl e study, the Institute concl uded that 

in order to maximize coverage by the patrol force, all patrol units except 

those assigned to high-crime areas in the evening should be one-man cars. 

In 1958, following the reorganization of the department, increased 

motorization of the patrol force a~d the granting Gf additional recreational 

time to police officers by the state legislature, the Board of Corrunissioners 

decided to review the patrol plan again. This time, however, they hired 

O. W. Wilson, the well-known police administrator who headed the School of 

Criminology at the University of California, to do the job. Wilson developed 

a new patrol plan for the department in which the allocation of manpower to 

the various geographic units was made on the basis of a hazard formula. This 

formula considered the respective proportion of service calls. inspections, 

and the area covered in calculating the distribution of patrol units. At 

this time, too, the department instituted a fourth watch (of 26 one-man 

patrol cars) from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. in some districts in order to provide 

additional-manpower during the period of greatest need. 7 

The Wilson formula served as the departmentls principal deployment 

technique until May 1966, when the Board of Commissioners submitted a grant 

application to the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance (OLEA), proposing 

the development of a much more complex method of allocating resources. The 

approach outlined in the application indicated that the department wa~ 

7. Governmental Reseat'ch Institute. IIStudy of Distribution of Patrol 
Services in the St. Louis Police Depa.rtment,1I 1958, pp. 1-2. 
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C~ attempting to go much further than it had previously to make manpower 

availability conform to externally-generated service demands (as represented 

by mathematical projections) over time and space. Instead of its regular 

deployment schedule--under which a district assigned an equal number of 

men to the three regular watches and, if desired, a smaller number to an 

auxiliary fourth watch--the department proposed varying the number of per

sonnel on duty by time of day and day of week, according to estimated need, 

in an experimental district (District Nine). In addition to varying man

power, the beat configuration within the district would be changed accord

ing to the time of day and day of week. All this would be accomplished by 

using computer-generated predictions of crime and call-for-service rates. 

Furthermore, during the test, the district's patrol force would be func

tionally split, with certain units designated for call-for-service 

assignments and other units performing patrol duties.8 

B. The Impetus for the Department's Resource Allocation Experiment 

According to a number of sources, the individual most responsible for 

the department's resource allocation efforts during the 1950s and 1960s 

was the president of the Board of Police Commissioners, "Colonel" Samuel 

Priest, a prominent local businessman. As Board President, Colonel Priest 

possessed considerable power in setting policies for the department. More

over, unlike many commissioners, not only did he work full-time at his 

8. St. Louis MPD, "Application for Grant for Resource Allocation of 
Police Manpower Project," May 22, 1966. 
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Board duties, bllt he "made a point of assuring that the commissioners' 

policy was followed. 11
9 During the 1950s, believing that the department was 

too fragmented, Colonel Priest had spearheaded an effort to repla:e officers 

",lith civilians in cet~tain "nonessential" assignments. As a result of his 

actions, about 100 officers we\"e transferred to patrol duties. He was also 

instrumental in convincing the Board to hire O. W. Wilson in 1958, and he 

led the campaign to create a planning division and a mobile reserve. 10 

~lthough Colonel Priest worked for the abolition of the motorcycle division 

and the consolidation of the districts, these efforts met stiff resistance 

from the rank-and-file, and achieved only limited success. 

In 1963, at a law enforcement conference, the Director of Planning of 

the St. Louis MPD met Robert Schumate, who (along with Richard Crowther of 

the University of Indiana) had developed d prototype of a computer-assisted 

system for pol ice manpower' allocation and was demonstrating the system to 

representatives of various police departments. When the planning director 

mentioned this encounter to Colonel Priest, Priest arranged for a meeting 

with the two operations researcher~. The commissioner felt that an allo

cation system such as the one suggested by Crowther and Schumate, although 

requiring several years of development work, might greatly benefit the 

department. Nearing the end of his tel~m, Commissioner Priest moved to 

persuade the Board to purchase an advanced computer system. It was his 

belief that the availability of such equipment in the department would 

9. Interview between Scott Hebert and "Colonel" Priest, St. Louis, April 
April 1975. 

10. The Mobile Reserve is a detachment of patrol units and men, protected 
from any other function, \vhich is deployed by the Bureau of Field 
Operations in accordance with topical crime problems. 
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insure the eventual implementation of the proposed resource allocation 

application. 1l In getting the Board to agree and the department to install 

the data processing equipment~ however, Priest was forced to "do a lot of 

banging over the head," which, according to a number of sources, created 

lasting resentment toward the computer system and its proponents. 

The computer was installed in November 1964, and shortly thereafter 

Colonel Priest left office. The first applications to be developed on the 

new equipment were vehicle registration, real-time arrest and booking, and 

bench warrant files. Crowther's and Schumate's proposal concerning man

power allocation was shelved for about two years. However, the acquisition 

of the computer had proven to be very expensive (approxi'mately one mill ion 

dollars), and to help justify the use of the new system, the department 

began to explore other application areas. Late in 1965, the Board and 

representatives of the department held a series of meetings with Crowther 

and Schumate during \'Jhich it was agreed that the department would begin to 

design a computer model for predicting calls-for-service. 12 The department 

also began to formulate plans for an experiment with the system in which 

the performance of a test district (District Nine) using the resource 

allocation model would be compared with the performance of a control 

district (District Seven). 

11. Interview between Scott Hebert and "Colonel" Samuel Priest, St. Louis, 
1975. 

12. st. Louis Metropolitan rolice DepartQlent, "Allocation of Patrol 
Manpower Resources in the St. Louis Police, Department," vol. I, p. 23. 
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C. The Fifth District Program 

While the details of this two-district test were being worked out, an 

experiment involving a manually calculated version of the proposed resource 

allocation method was carried out in the Fifth District. The commander of 

the North Area, in which the Fifth District was located, felt the current 

patrol plan was inadequate. In his words, "instead of a patrol plan, this 

department had a 'called-for-service ' plan that superseded preventive 

patrol and prevented commanders from properly deploying their forces to 

combat and prevent crime ... 13 To free units from the control of the radio 

dispatcher at headquarters, the Ninth Area commander (a major) recommended 

the functional separation of the district's patrol fleet into cal1-for

service and preventive patrol units. 

With the assistance of a sergeant from the Crime Analysis Section, 

the major analyzed District Five's past experience in call-far-service 

demands and crime statistics, paying particular attention to the time of 

day and day of the week for such occurrences. After six weeks of research 

and calculations, they were able to put together what they felt was a 

feasible schedule for splitting the district's call-for-service and preven

tive patrol force. In late February 1966, the major sought permission for 

the adoption of his pilot program in the Fifth District. Approval from the 

chief and Board of Commissioners was received shortly thereafter, and the 

pilot program was instituted in the Fifth District on t~arch 16, 1966. 

13. "Six Months Progress Report of Fifth District Pilot Progt~am--Recom
mendations for Future, II (Memo from r~ajor Robert W. Matteson to Lt. Col. 
James E. Chapman), Sept. 26, 1966, p. 1. 
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As part of the pilot program, the beat structure of the Fifth District 

was redesigned to center the call-for-service cars in the areas with the 

greatest reported request rate. The district's duty schedule was also 

revised, significantly increasing the number of officers assigned to the 

second watch, reducing the number of men assigned to the third watch, and 

eliminating the fourth watch. The patrol force was split into call-for

service units and preventive patrol units, with the latter to be freed 

from dispatch control and deployed by the district commander. Of the 

district's 12 regular patrol cars, the major's calculations indicated that 

between three and eight might be needed for service assignments at anyone 

time, depending on the watch. Both the preventive patrol and the call-for

service detachments were made up of a mix of one- and two-man units. 

To heighten the efficiency of the call-for-service units, the principle 

of "stacking" service calls at the car level was to be permitted--that is, 

assigning more than one low-priority service call to a two-man call-for

service patrol unit, which would handle the calls in turn. According to 

the initial proposal, the decision whether to "stack" the call was to be 

made by a district sergeant in the dispatching room. This sergeant would 

also approve or disapprove the use of preventive patrol units for emergency 

service calls when the call-for-service units were busy. 

An interesting feature of the Fifth District test was the short 

notice given to the commander and officers of the experimental district. 

The commander of the Fifth District, a captain, was informed of the proposed 

pilot program only a few weeks before its planned implementation, and after 

the details of the program had been worked out. His first reaction to the 

e . proposal was negative because he felt that things were already going well 
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in his district and a change was not needed. Compared to many other areas 

in the city in the mid-sixties, th~ Fifth District had relatively stable 

I'/orkload and demographic characteristics. 14 In fact, this IIstabilityll may 

have been an important factor in the North Area commander's decision to 

tryout his ideas there. Yet, although the rate of calls-for-service in 

the district was not expected to deviate much from the past, a safety 

factor of two additional cars per watch was added in order to compensate 

for possible errors in the model's predictions and to assure the headquar

ter's command staff that enough call-for-service units would be available 

to respond to unanticipated surges in the district's workload. 

In September 1966, at the end of six months of operation of the pilot 

program, the North Area commander submitted a progress report and evaluation 

to the chief of the Bureau of Field Operations. According to the report, 

under the program the Fifth District's call-for-service demands had been 

"adequately handled." The report indicated, however, that during the 

pr :od of the pilot program, crime in the Fifth District had increased over 

the corresponding period of 1965. It was argued that this was not really 

an unfavorable result, since the statistics were in line with the general 

trend in other North Area districts. The North Area Commander concluded: 

Critically reviewing the Fifth District program, I 
believe that the separation of the call-for-service 
and the preventive patrol units is the answer to 
modern police patrol, and [that] the concept of the 
pilot program is applicable to this entire department. 15 

14. Memo from Maj. Matteson to Lt. Col. Chapman, Feb. 21,1966; and 
interview between Scott Hebert and Maj. Atkins Warren, St. Louis, July 1974. 

15. "Six Months Progress Report,1I pp. 2-3. 
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D. The Ninth District Test 

In May 1966, when the Board of Commissioners submitted its application 

for the two-district test to the OLEA, the pilot program in the Fifth Dis

trict had not yet been evaluated in terms of the effectiveness either of 

the split patrol approach or of variable manpower scheduling. In the pre

pilot program research, however, the North Area commander, aided by the 

sergeant from the Crime Analysis Section, had confirmed that peak periods 

of calls-for-service tended to coincide with peak periods of criminal 

activity. This finding was inte~~preted by the Board as support for its 

plan to split the patrol force in the proposed District Nine test area. 

The Fifth District experience had also demonstrated that the data collec

tion and evaluation contemplated for the two-district test would require a 

large staff and a considerable amount of clerical work. This realization, 

in fact, prompted the department to seek federal assistance. 16 

On June 27, 1966, the OLEA awarded the St. Lcuis MPD an 18-month 

grant of $170,482 for its resource allocation project. 17 The grant period 

was divided into three six-month phases: July-December 1966, January-July 

1967, and July 1967-January 1, 1968. 

1. Phase I. During Phase I, which ran from July through December 

1966, the department began to collect basic data on the test and control 

districts; undertook the formal design and programming of the computer

generated crime and activity reports; and formulated the operational 

16. St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, IIAl1ocation of Patrol 
Manpower Resources," vol. I, p. 23. 

17. Ibid. 
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guidelines for the two districts. 18 By the end of Phase I, a system had e 
been developed for the regular collection of service assignment statistics 

which were inputted into the computer model in order to generate, through 

tho use of exponential smoothing techniques and queuing theory, predictions 

of call-for-service workload and service levels. In addition, a program 

was developed to generate reports comparing the actual call-for-service 

experience with that which had been predicted. A sy~tem was also created 

to collect crime statistics as input for a number of computer-generated 

crime reports. The most unusual of these was the SYMAP series, computer-

produced crime maps representing crime rates within the test district by 

gradations of shading. 

Additional data were gathered on manpower activities in the test 

district (Ninth) and the control district (Seventh). To evaluate the 

preventive patrol function, for instance, a system was developed to collect 

information on the number of reports written on field interrogation, 

insecure buildings, and the number of on-view arrests. Finally, to provide 

a basis for determining actual manpower availability, data were continually 

co 11 ected on the number of pet'sonne 1 absent from duty in the two d i stri cts 

due to vacation, recreation, sickness, or other reasons. 

During Phase I, the Board of Police Commissioners established a 

Resource Allocation Committee to administer and monitor the project's pro

gress. This committee was made up of the Bureau of Services commander, 

the North and South Area commanders of the Bureau of Field Operations, the 

Ninth District commander, the Computer Center director, and the Resource 

18. Ibid., vol. I, pp. 24-25. 
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Allocation Projectls director, assistant director, and lIimplementation 

officer. II During Phase I, three meetings were held, the last one occurring 

on December 22, 1966. At that meeting the operating procedures to be 

implemented in the test district on January 1 were presented by the guide

lines development subcommittee and were discussed by the co~nittee. On 

the same day, the guidelines were presented at roll call to the personnel 

of the Ninth District by prcj9ct members. In addition to calling for the 

splitting of the patrol force functionally and 'Istackingll certain nonurgent 

calls at the car level, the guidelines indicated that the number of 

call-far-service beats would change every four-hour period for every 

day of the week, that there would be no interdistrict dispatching (except 

in emergencies), and that the preventive patrol units would be deployed by 

the district on the basis of the computer-produced crime reports. Self

initiated activity on the part of the call-far-service units was to be 

discouraged. 

2. Phase II. Phase II of the resource allocation project, the period 

during which the actual test was conducted, ran from January 2 to July 9, 

1967--a total of nine three-week watch rotation periods. 19 Because of some 

uncertainty over the accuracy of the mathematical ~odel, the call-for

service beat design of the first two rotation periods in the test district 

(District Nine) was based on the actual statistics for December 1966. 

Forecasts were made, however, and after the data for the first six weeks 

of the test h~d been gathered, these predictions were found to be accurate 

within a reasonable margin of error. As a result, a decision was made to 

base the beat configurations for the third rotation period on a combination 

19. Ibid., vol. I, pp. 25-26. 
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of foY'ecast data and actual data. By the fourth rotation, the computer 

forecasts were serving as the sale basis for design of the call-far-service 

beat areas. 

During the first rotation period of Phase II, several significant 

changes were made in the guidelines for the t~3t district. 

For one thing, the original guidelines had indicated that the call-for-

service' beat configuration would be changed every four hours or twice during 

each eight-hour shift. Besides being extremely confusing for the patrol 

officers and the dispatchers at headquarters, changes in beat configuration 

resulted in corresponding changes in the patrol sergeant's supervisory 

areas. For example, in several instances supervisors erroneously sanctioned 

officers for being out of their assigned areas. Such occurrences strained 

relationships between the patrol officers and their sergeants. To allevi

ate these difficulties, a decision was made to have fixed supervisory areas, 

and to vary the beat configurations within supervisory area by watch and 

day only. 

Another procedural change was motivated by the discovery that the 

average service time for dispatcher-directed assignments during the first 

rotation period was shorter than during the period immediately preceding 

Phase II. This situation was felt to be a result of the exclusive use of 

two-man cars in the test district. Subsequently, the number of beats for 

the second rotation period was decreased, thus increasing the workload of 

each call-for-service unit. 

While the use of two-man units had apparently decreased service time, 

the commander of thf:: Ninth District bel ieved that the use of only two-man 

cars in the test :.trea was probably not Ul~ most effie; ent appl icati on of 
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manpower. At the same time, he recommended expansion of the list of 

categories of nonurgent calls to be stacked. On April 25, 1967, several 

categories of larceny, stolen license, and bogus check incidents were 

added to the list of IIstackable ll calls. It was not until the completion 

of Phase II, however, that the Ninth District commander was authorized to 

determine the mix of one- or two-man cars. 

3. Phase III. Phase III, which ran from July 10, 1~67, to January 

1,1968, included evaluating the test and initiating work on a final 

report. A significant portion of the evaluation was carried out by 

Governmental Research Institute and by System Sciences, Inc., a consulting 

group formed by the forecasthg model originators. 

The technical evaluation performed by System Sciences concluded that 

the forecasts generated by the mathematical model appeared to be satis

factory for the purpose for which the programs had been developed. 20 In 

the commentary section of its final report, the Governmental Research 

Institute also claimed that the computer-generated reports had provided 

useful data for designing patrol beats with equal workloads and for iden-

tifying areas for IIproductive preventive patrol. 1I The Institute, however, 

warned against reliance on resource allocation concepts as a means of 

reducing crime, noting: 

The basic purpose of these concepts, to allocate manpower 
resources effectively in rl:lation to pol ice needs by time 
and space, should not be lost in wishful thinking that 
more effective utilization of resources automatically 
will result in a lower incidence of crime. 21 

20. Ibid., vol. II, p. 30. 

e . 21. Ibid., vol. I, p. 76. 
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As evidence of the fallacy of such wishful thinking, the Institute 

pointed out that Part I crimes not only "increar;ed rather steadilyll in the 

test district during Phase II, but were lI substantially higherll during each 

month of the test year than during the same month of 1966. This situation 

had occurred even though the utilization of the new resource allocation 

methods had made a larger proportion of crime prevention strength available 

at what had been determined, in terms of expected numbers of suppressible 

cr'1mes, to be the most potentially rewarding times and 10cations. 22 Rather 

than concluding that this development signaled the failure of the test 

effort, the Institute asserted that II because of the crime increases s 

operating techniques based on the Resource Allocation [concepts] become 

even more important in enabl ing the department to allocate its manpuwer 

resources more effectively against a growing crime problem. 1I23 The Insti

tute did not elaborate on what it meant by "more effectively. II 

Because of the size of the expected impact on patrol operations (as 

well as on patrol operations decision-making), in its report the Institute 

stressed the necessity for effective and open comrr,unication in impl ementing 

innovative resource allocation concepts in a po!ice department. The 

Institute pointed out that the Resource Allocation Committee, made up of 

predominantly command-level commis~ioned officers, had been formed 

22. Ibid., vol. II, pp. 37 and 40. Despite the theoretically more 
favorable deployment of resources, the number of arrests in the N';nth 
(test) District dropped off sharply relative to the pre-test period, 
whereas the Seventh (control) Districtis arrest totals increased. This 
change in the test district's performance, which may have resulted partly 
from a decrease in manpower strength during the course of the experiment 
may also have resulted partly from limitations imposed on self-
initiated activity of call-sor-service units. 

23. Ibid., vol. I, p. 76. 
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principally to act as a forum to stimulate and facilitate this communica-

tions and education process. Unfortunately, as tne In:ltitute's report 

outlined, the committee had met too infrequently to carry out itf', func

tions effectively.24 (This was especially true during Phase II, when only 

four meetings were held.) 

It is not clear whether the limited involvement of the Resource 

Allocation Committee with the daily operations of the test denoted its 

opposition, disinterest, or simply a lack of time. There is some evidence 

that because of the department's inexperience with computers and the 

civilian domination of the resource allocation effort, some segments of the 

force may not have considered the project relevant or even legitimate. In 

any case, as a result of the committee's limited involvement, many operational 

policy issues which the test experience might have addressed remained un

examined at the conclusion of Phase 11. 25 

Another problem raised by the Governmental Research Institute was 

overspecialization. Th€ Institute's evaluation noted the tendency of some 

call-for-service units to abandon preventive patrol activities altogether, 

justifying this behavior on the grounds that llsince they wei"e liable to 

receive another call-for-service at any time, they could not tie them

selves up on duties which would prevent them from handling their normal 

24. Ibid., vol. I, p. 75. 

25. The foliowing questions could have been explored by the test but 
were never addressed: 

1. How should the proportion of one- and tv/o-man call-for-service 
units be decided? 

2. How much emphasis should be placed on prompt response \-Ihen it 
may require dilution of the preventive patrol effort? 

3.' Should all preventive patrol cars be two-man units? 
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assignments. 1I 

The Ninth District also experienced difficulty in getting the designa-

ted preventive patrol units to occasionally handle service calls during 

busy periods. In fact, because the preventive patrol units were perceived 

by some personnel as having the easier task, they were known as IIdo-nothing li 

cars and the commander l s assignments to the two categories of patrol units 

at times caused considerable dissatisfaction. 27 

As part of the resource allocation project, an attitudinal study of 

test and control district personnel was carried out by a psychological 

consultant from Washington University in St. Louis. Despite the problems 

noted by the Governmental Research Institute, the psychologist claimed 

that there was no evidence, as measured by five morale subtests, that the 

project had any adverse effect on morale in the Ninth District. 28 This 

finding, if accurate, would indicate that wheatever dissatisfaction there 

was had been relatively minor, and at le~st had disappeared before the end 

of Phase II. However, when the Governmental Research Institute mailed 

questionnaires to all District Nine Sworn personnel near the conclusion of 

the test period, the responses to the 16 questions indicated some continu-

ing dissatisfaction with the test conditions. For example, one of the two 

questions to which the patrolmen1s response was more favorable than that 

26. St Louis M?D, IIAllocation of Patrol t1anpower Resources,1I vol. I, 
p. 78. 

27. Kent Colton interview with St. Louis police officers, spring, 1971; 
see also IIResource Allocation Project,1I (Memo from Lt. Col. Matteson 
to Col. Bronstron), March 15, 1968, esp. p. 3. 

28. St. Louis MPD, IIAllocation of Patrol Manpower Resources,1I vol. II, 
pp. 47-70. 
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of the command staff was related to the desirability of rotating officers 

between preventive patrol and call-for-service units. In answering the 

questionnaire, moreover, all levels of District Nine personnel gave 

primarily negative responses regarding the flexible use of manpower, IIwhich 

they believed created problems in the relationship between patrol personnel 
/' 

and comman and supervisory personnel. 1I A sUbstantial proportion of each 

group also felt that their workload had increased during the resource allo

cation project. 29 According to the Ninth District commander, during Phase 

II, the average number of service ca'f;'~ handled by a unit during a watch 

rose from four to eight calls, which many patrolmen felt had created too 

much pressure for them to be able to function effectively.3D 

E. Expansion of the System 

Despite the department's difficulties in quantitatively evaluating 

whether the Ninth District test was "successfull1 or not, at the end of 

Phase II the Board of Police Commissioners decided that the IItest ll patrol 

methods and the computer-generated reports would remain in effect after 

June 1967. 31 The question then arose as to whether to extend the resource 

allocation project to other districts. The Board agreed that more experi

mentation was necessary, and on August 21, 1967, requested that the chief 

29. Ibid., vol. I, p. 79. 

3D. Ibid., vol. I, p. 26; also, interview between Scott Hebert and Col. 
Walsh and Maj. Moran, April 15, 1975. 

31. St. Louis MPD, IISupplementary Report on the Allocation of Patrol Man
power Resources in the St. Louis Police Department," January 1969, p. 4. 
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of police establish a committee to prepare a report suggesting "modifica

tions for the resource allocation system presently used in the 5th and 9th 

districts. The Board also requested the committee to prepare a "feasibility 

study for instituting the resource allocation program in the 3rd and 8th 

districts.,,32 In directing the formation of this new committee, the Board 

was apparently trying to respond to the Research Institute's criticism 

regarding both the Resource Allocation Committee and the civilian leader

ship of the ear1ier effort. The former commander of the North Area, now 

a lieutenant colone1, \'las made chairman of the committee and voting 

participants were all sworn personnel. 

The new Resource Allocation Committee held ten meetings during the 

next month. The first two sessions were devoted to familiarizing the mem-

bers who lacked resource allocation experience with the pi"ocedures which e 
had been followed in the Ninth and Fifth Districts. At the end of the 

second meeting, the committee reached the consensus that the predictive 

and evaluative computer-generated reports of the resource allocation sys

tem were "important and advantageous." But because the committee could 

not agree on a uniform patrol plan to be used in all four districts 

(fifth, ninth, third, and eighth), two different operational plans were 

developed. 

According to the committee's recommendations, the Fifth and Ninth 

Districts were to operate flby the resource allocation concept of split 

32. Memo from Kenneth Dames, Acting Secretary of the Board of Police 
Commissioners, to Col. Curtis Brostron, Aug. 21,1967. 
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- patrol. 1I33 Depending on the watch and day of week, the Ninth District 

was to employ one of five b~at configurations, whereas the Fifth District 

would utilize one of four configurations. For each district, sufficient 

numbers of call-far-service units were to be in service at all times to 

insure that 85 percent of the calls could be answered without delay. The 

Ninth District was divided into three precinct areas, each supervised by 

a sergeant. In the Fifth District, there were to be two sergeants, one to 

supervise all the call-far-service cars and the other for all prp.ventive 

patrol units. For both districts, all two-man cars were to remain in 

service at all times, except for emergencies. In the Fifth District, how

ever, two of the two-man cars were designated "stacking" cars, and could 

receive up to three service calls of a nonurgent nature. Finally, there 

was to be no interdistrict dispatch (except for emergencies) in either 

district, and no use of Mobile Reserve manpower. 

The other two districts in the expanded experiment, the Third and 

Eighth Districts, were to operate under what was termed lithe conventional 

beat and precinct plan." This meant that all units were to perform both 

call-far-service and preventive patrol functions regularly, and that only 

one beat configuration was to be used. Before the new test was launched, 

the beat boundaries of the Third and Eighth Districts were redesigned to 

equalize workload. The Third District was reorganized to comprise four 

precincts, and the Eighth District was divided into three precincts. For 

both districts, stacking was to be employed at the car level, and enough 

patrol units were to be in service at all times so that all emergency calls 

33. "Report and Recommendations concerning Resource A110cation,1I (M~~~ 
from Board-appointed Committee to Col. Curtus Brostron), Sept. 12,1961. 
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could be answered without delay. As with the Ninth and Fifth Districts, 

no interdistrict dispatch was to be permitted except for emergencies. 

Si mil arly, in all four districts~ self-initiated out-of-service requests 

were to be restricted except for special instances such as the observation 

of a crime in progress. 

In October 1967, the committee's procedural recommendations were re

viewed by the Board of Police Commissioners, which approved their adoption 

for a test period of 15 weeks beginning October 23. About this time, the 

Board also approved a change in the watch hours of all patrol personnel. 

As of October 3, instead of beginning at 7 a.m., 3 p.m., and 11 p.m., the 

watches were to start at 8 a.m., 4 p.m., and midnight. This change had 

been recommended by the Resource Allocation Unit's staff) who had deter

mined that "significantly fewer men ll were needed on a shift beginning at 

midnight than on one beginning at 11 p.m. 34 

The four-district resource allocation test began at the end of 

October and continued until February 1968, when the captains of the 

districts submitted evaluations to their area majors. According to the 

captains, all four districts had experienced crime increases, with the 

Eighth District recording a 24 percent rise over the same period as the 

previous year. 35 The captains' reports also indicated that all the dis

tricts had difficulty in fielding enough units to handle their call-for

service workloads as the result of an insufficiency of vehicles and man-

power. In fact, because of manpower shortages, in both the IIsplit" 

34. St. Louis MPD, IISupplementary Report,1I p. 8. 

35. See "Resource Allocation Project. 1I See also attached reports from 
district captains and area majors. 
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• districts (Fifth and Ninth Districts) preventive patrol activity was 

either extremely limited or curtailed altogether. 36 

Although the manpower shortages reduced the util ity of some of the 

project's computer-generated reports, the district captains generally 

considered the reports to be useful. Some commanders indicated reserva

tions concerning particular reports, however. While the Ninth District 

captain considered the predictive report for the number of units needed to 

handle the call-far-service workload to be useful and strongly recommended 

its continuance, he found the report giving predictions of the number of 

service calls to be valueless. He was also not at all impressed by the 

SYMAPs, arguing that "commanders who read reports daily and know their 

districts have no trouble in identifying the district crime problem and 

its location. 1137 

According to the district evaluations, the concept of stacking non

urgent calls seems to have been well received by all four commanders. It 

appears, however, that a number of the districts had difficulty in putting 

that concept into operation. For instance, the Fifth District, which had 

specific two-man "stacking" cars, found that the dispatchers would stack 

calls with the wrong units. 38 On the other hand, in the Third District, 

which did not have specified units for stacking purposes, there was some 

difficulty in getting units to accept such assignments. 39 The commanders also 

36. Memo from Capt. Thomas Moran to Maj. Eugene Camp, Feb. 5, 1968; memo 
from Capt. Atkins Warren to Maj. Adolph Jacobsmeyer, Feb. 9, 1968. 

37. Memo from Capt. Moran to Maj. Camp. Feb. 5, 19u8. 

38. Memo from Capt. Warren to Maj. Jacobsmeyer, Feb. 9, 1968. 

39. Memo from Capt. Wa'j ter Darn to Maj. Camp, Feb. 21, 1968. 
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felt that the value of this approach was limited because of the constraints 

on calls that could be stacked, and advocated further expansion of the list 

of stackable activities. 

The captains' evaluations also revealed a significant morale problem 

resulting from the new watch hours which had been established just before 

the test period. Apparently the new hours required officers to go to and 

from work in peak rush-hour traffic. In addition, there was considerable 

resentment in the test districts because of the new recreational schedule 

that had recently been established. 40 Although both of these changes had 

been recommended by the resource a 11 ocation staff in an attempt to bring 

manpower availability more in line with demand, quite a number of the com

mand staff felt that the potential benefits of the changes had been nulli

fied by the lowering of morale. In fact, after receiving the results of a 

district survey which showed personnel unanimously against the new \'Iatch 

and recreational schedJJle, the department allowed District Eight to 

reinstate the old schedule. 41 According to the commander, this action 

resulted in the highest morale ever experienced in District Eight, but, at 

the same time, it represented an extreme violation of test conditions. 

As part of their evaluation, the district commanders were asked to 

recommend which patrol and beat pattern--"conventional" or "split"--would 

','" be more appropriate for city-wide implementation. The captains of the two 

split districts recommended that the split plan be implemented city-wide, 

40. For instance, see memo from Capt. Warren to Maj. Jacobsmeyer, Feb. 9, 
1968. 

41. Memo from Capt. Thomas Brooks to Maj. Camp, Jan. 29, 196~. 
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whereas the commanders of the two districts with the so-called Ilconventional" 

beat plan recommended implementation of a modified version of that plan. 

This development is interesting in two respects. 

First, as already mentioned, because of insufficient manpower the two 

split districts had been unable to maintain a significant preventive force. 

Thus, the captains of these districts were recommending an approach which, 

for a variety of reasons, h~: not been put into successful operation. 

Second, when one reads the individual district evaluations, it 

becomes apparent that the "modified" conventional plans recommended by the 

Third and Eighth Distr1cts were essentially split patrol plans. 42 Both 

commanders recommended a system with a separate preventive patrol force to 

be deployed at the discretion of the district commander. For the call-for-

service units, on the other hand, only one beat configuration would be 

used. 

In forwarding the district captains! evaluations to the Resource 

Allocation Committee, the area majors added their own comments and recom

mendations. The new commander of the North Area, in which Districts Five 

and Eight were situated, indicated that though he tended to agree with 

the commander of the Eighth District (who had recommended the split 

patrol plan), he felt that the department did not yet have enough experi

ence to make a definite decision. 43 The commander of the South Area, on 

the other hand, recommended retention of the conventional beat plan. It 

should be noted, however, that the definitions of the patrol plan 

42. Memo from CapL Dorn to Maj. Camp, Feb. 21~ 1968; and memo from 
Capt. Brooks to Maj. Jacobsmeyer, Jan. 29! 1968. 

43. Memo from Maj. Jacobsmeyer to Lt. Col. Matteson, March 12, 1968. 
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alternatives used may have been confused by the commander of the South 

Area. For instance, he pointed to the recommendations of the District 

Three commander as :;upport for his position when, in fact, the "modified 

conventional patrol plan" recommended by that captain was essentially a 

split patrol plan. 44 

In his cover letter transmitting the computer evaluations to the chief 

of police on March 15, 1968, the lieutenant colonel in charge of the new 

resource allocation committee argued that because these reports "did not 

contain definite and specific recommendations for future operation," he 

felt compelled to submit his own recommendations. Basically, he recom

mended that the department proceed city-wide on an individual district 

basis, I'following the conventional beat and precinct pattern plan employed 

in Districts Three and Eight, and utilizing all the computer-produced 

reports row currently in use in both districts. II The lieutenant colonel 

claimed that his objections to following the split function concept were 

based on three factors: the morale problem created in part by resentment 

toward those It,ho got the "easier" preventive patrol assignments; over-

specialization; and the fact that the preventive force would always be 

seriously handicapped by the failure to maintain adequate manpower require

ments. He further recommended that variable beat boundaries be established 

in all districts according to the watch and day of the week, since "experi

ence under the program has indicated a definite need for this type of beat 

structure. 1145 

:to'. 

44. Memo from Maj. Camp to Lt. Col. Matteson, March 12~ 1968. 

45. Memo from Lt. Col. Matteson to Col. Bronstron, March 12,1968. 
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F. City-Wide Implementation of Resource Allocation 

Not until five months later was action taken on the committee's 

recommelldations of March 1968. On August 30, following reorganization of 

the department from two area commands to three area commands, the chief of 

pol ice ordered the "\ ieutenant colonel to lire-activate the committee, up

date the report, and submit a firm recommendation.,A6 The lieutenant 

colonei reconvened the Resource Allocation Committee in early September 

and held six meetings 0ver the next month and a half. At the end of that 

time, the committee produced a new set of recommendations which closely 

resembled those which the lieutenant colonel had proposed in the March 

report. As part of its program, the committee also recommended a retUY'n 

to the old watch and recreational schedule. The proposed date of 

implementation of this program was January 1969. 47 

Between October 1968 and January 1969, the Board accepted the commit

tee's general recommendations and appointed a major (formerly the commander 

of District Five) to coordinate city-wide implementation. He held a 

series of meetings with the districts' command staffs in order to famili

arize them with the features of the resource allocation plan, to help them 

develop their beat configurations, and to get their suggestions on how the 

patrol plan might be modified. As a result of those meetings, a final 

version of the city-wide operational guidelines emerged. 

According to these final guidelines, th0 number of beats in a 

46. Hemo from Lt. Col. Matteson to Col. Brostron, Nov. 1,1968. 

47. Ibid. 
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district was to vary depending on the day and the watch. Precincts, how

ever, were to have fixed boundaries as well as approximately equal work

loads. The district patrol force was not to be formally functionally 

split, but the district commander was given the authority to use extra 

manpower as necessary. The department recognized that in many instances 

such extra manpower wou1 d be p1 aced on patrol duty in "over1 ail units, in 

which case the district commander would have the authority to detach such 

units from radio control. 

As part of the city-wide resource allocation program, each district 

was to have two designated stacked units to handle the nonemergency ca1ls

for-service. Moreover, the activities of the department's Complaint 

Evaluation Section, established in 1968, were to be expanded. This section 

was made up of specially trained officers who screened all calls to police 

headquarters from the pub1 ic in order to determine Itlhich ones represented _ 

legitimate demands for police service, which could be referred to other 

agencies, and which could be stacked ct' handled over the telephone. 

Since much of the success of the new patrol plan was considered to 

depend on 1 imiting the amount of seH-initiated activity which took 

officers out of service, the operational guidelines placed restrictions on 

such activity.48 Self-initiated out-of-service requests were to be limited 

to situations requiring "immediate action on the part of the officer, such 

as crime in progress, moving traffic violation, or other incidents no 

officer could reasonably ignore." The two-man units were to make a self

initiated request only when the incident required the use of both officers. 

48. St. Louis MPD, "Operational Guidelines for Resource Allocation Patrol 
Plan," Dec. 1968, esp. p. 3. 
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Finally, all computer-based reports were to be reproduced and furnished. 

to each of the nine districts. These would include daily activity reports 

of each unit~ to be used by the district commander in his required daily 

review of the patrol plan. 

The major who had been appointed to coordinate the city-wide resource 

allocation program continued his activities for one year. Although there 

was considerable resistance by officers who did not understand the concepts 

of the new program and were threatened by the changes being rnade--particu

larly certain older district commanders who were so disturbed by the pro-
'9 posed changes that they elected to retire4 --the major apparently was able 

to achieve basic adherence to the procedural guidelines by the districts. 

A large part of his success was undoubtedly attributable to his rank in 

the department hierarchy and to the emphasis which the Chief and the Board 

of Commissioners placed on the prugram. In addition, the major made 

considerable use of the local media to create public support. 

As had been the experience with the two-district and four-district 

tests, if the resource a'llocation program resulted in a more effective 

deployment of manpower, it was not apparent from the crime statistics for 

the first year of the city-wide program. In 1969~ 47,164 index crimes were 

reported, an increase of 20.8 percent over the previous year. 50 Nor had 

city-wide clearance rates for the index crimes changed markedly. One 

49. Interview between Scott Hebert and Maj. Atkins Warren, July 1974; and 
interview between Scott Hebert and Capt. Glenn Pauly, April 1975. 

50. St. Lou is MPD, 111969 Annual Report, II pp. 18-19. The pr'eced i ng two 
years had shown similarly large increases in index crimes. 
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bright spot, however, was the Complaint Evaluation Program, which had 

brought about a 16 percent decrease during 1969 (as compared with 1968) in 

the number of calls-for-service requiring the dispatching of a car. This 

result was significant because from 1958 until the establishment of the 

screening program, the annual number of radio calls had been steadily 
. . 51 lnCreaslng. 

G. De-Emphasis of the Resource Allocation Project 

In February 1970, the chief of police retired and was replaced by a 

3D-year veteran of the force who had been South Area Commander during the 

department's four-district allocation experiment. This change was fol

lowed by the reassignment of many command officers. Among those transferred 

was the major who had coordinated the city-wide resource allocation effort, 

and who now became the commander of Area III. His old position was even

tually filled by the ommander of the Planning and Research Division, a 

lieutenan~ who earlier had worked with the North Area commander to develop 

the manual resource allocation project for District Five. Although he had 

had wide expel'ience with the system, the lieutenant did not have the author

ity to order the district commanders to use the computer-generated reports 

and to follow the resource allocation guidelines. As a result, although 

he was a strong advocate of the deployment model, his role was essentially 

limited to availing computer reports to those captains requesting them. 52 

51. Ibid., p. 34. Radio calls decreased in 1965 by only 1 pel~cent. 

52. Interview between Scott Hebert and Lt. Glenn Pauly, July 1974. 
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These developments may not have resulted from an administrative decision 

to de-emphasize the resource allocation program, but the effect was the 

same. By 1971, it was essentially up to the district commander whether or 

not the resource allocation program would be used by the district. Al

though some commanders continued to adhere to the program's operational 

guidelines, a number clearly did not. In fact, one district captain who 

was interviewed in regard to the program in mid-197l replied, hResource 

allocation? Oh, I thought we gave that up!" 53 

In 1972, the resource allocation program was further modified. At 

that time the department decided to shift from the use of beat configura

tions which changed according to watch and day of the week to the use of 

two beat structures--a summer configuration and a winter configuration--

4It for each district. This action was justified on the grounds that workload 

no longer varied enough over the day or week to justify the complexities 

of variable beats. Moreover~ sudden and relatively large demographic 

changes in some districts had negatively affected the forecast accuracy of 

the resource allocation model. 54 Interestingly enough, despite the general 

abandonment of the sophisticated resource allocation procedures from late 

1970 on, the reported incidence of crime in St. Louis decreased steadily 

from 1970 throu3h 1972. 55 

53. Kent Colton, "Police and Computers: The Use, Acceptance, and Impact 
of Information Technology," (Ph.D. dissertation, MIT, 1972), p. 270. 

54. Interview between Scott Hebert and District Three officers, April 
1975; and i ntervi eW between Scott Hebert and H,ugh Donnelly, St. Loui s, 
April 1975. 

55. St. Louis MPD, "Annual Report"[s] for 1970, 1971, and 1972. 
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The resource allocation program was not the only project to be 

affected by the change in priorities of the new administration. For one 

thing, the new chief of police believed in the use of specialized units-

the kinds of units which a decade earlier Colonel Priest had worked hard 

to eliminate. Since manpower in the department had remained constant, it 

was necessary to take officers away from other assignments in order to 

fill such un'its. The Complaint Evaluat'ion Section was hit hard by the new 

priorities and resulting transfers and, partly as a consequence of under-

staff"ing, its productivity declined. Calls resulting in the dispatch of a 

patrol car (which had been relatively stuble for four years) increased by 

25 percent during 1973. 56 

By 1975, only one of the nine district commanders was requesting and 

utilizing the computer-generated resource allocation reports to assign 

manpower, and that was the recent city-wide coordinator who had been pro

moted to captain and reassigned as commander of District Three. 57 Early 

in 1976, however, he again transferred and shortly thereafter retired. A 

new captain was assigned to the Third District and, as of September 1976, 

was not requesting or using the computer reports. In fact, while there is 

some variation between districts and traces of the overall philosophy and 

intent of the experiment remain, the St. Louis police department currently 

utilizes a deployment schedule similar to that in operation before the 

56. st. Louis MPD, 111973 Annual Report,1I p. 17. Because detailed informa
tion on service-call statistics was lacking, I was unable to determine how 
much of the 1973 increase was due to an actual increase in calls legiti
mately requiring a patrol unit and how much was due to the drop iri the 
Evaluation Section's productivity. 

57. Interview between Scott Hebert and Capt. Glenn Pauly, April 1975. 
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resource allocation experiments, with three shifts of essentially equal 

strength, and two auxiliary watches. 

Thus, while the computer-assisted deployment technique was implemented 

and utilized by the St. Louis MPD for several years, ultimately it was 

abandoned. The case suggests that the rejection of the sophisticated 

technique cannot be explained by a sing'le factor. Rather, it appears to 

have been the resu'lt. of a variety of factors, includins: 

o the change in department priorities accompanying the appointment 

of a new chief of police and new members on the Board of Police 

Commissioners; 

o the negative impact on morale of frequent changes in watch times 

and beat configurations; 

o the conflict between theories of policing held by many officers 

and those inherent in the deployment model; 

o the lack of demonstrable positive effects on crime control; 

o changes in demographic pdtterns which reduced the accuracy of the 

model's predictions; 

o the alleged decrease in the fluctuations of crimes on an hour-to

hour and day-to-day basis. 

These factors and their implications will be examined in more detail 

in the concluding chapter of this section, Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE INTRODUCTION OF SOPHISTICATED ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES 
IN THE BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT 

by Scott Hebert 

This chapter examines two efforts by the leadership of the Boston 

Police Department to make use of operations research techniques to improve 

the allocation of patrol resources. The first half of the chapter concen

trates on an attempt to develop a computer simulation model of the BPDls 

patrol operations. As we shall see, the model was never implemented, in 

part because of a change in administration. _ The second half of the chapter 

focuses on the initial experience of the department in utilizing a less 

sophisticated deployment model introduced by the subsequent administration. 

A. The Boston Police Department 

In 1962, the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) com

pleted a survey of the Boston Police Department (BPD).' This survey had 

been undertaken at the request of the city of Bostnn, which had recently 

regained control of the police department of 77 years of state rule. At 

that time, BPD personnel numbered 2,595, almost all of whom were sworn 

officers. This meant that there were 4.2 police officers for every 1000 

residents, the highest ratio for any U.S. city with a population greater 

than 250,000. 

1 ... International Association of.·Chiefs -of Pol ice (IACP), A Survey of the 
Police Department ofBoston~-Massachusetts (Washington, D.C.: IACP, 1962). 
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The IACP report on the survey indicated that the BPD was inadequately 

organized with poorly deployed manpower. The report noted that the BPD had 

retained the old nightwatch organizational pattern, with a large number of 

district stations, even though the existing district boundaries did not re

flect equalized workloads. 2 Moreover, while the department had a high ratio 

of officers to population, the time of many of these officers was spent in 

performing functions· (such as licensing taxis) which were seen as being un

related to law enforcement, the task which the IACP and other police pro

fessionalists felt should be a department's primary focus. The per capita 

cost of "police service" in Boston was $26.36, clmost $10.00 more than the 

1962 median cost for cities with a population over 500,000. This, accord

ing to the IACP report, was the result of the non-law enforcement duties 

assigned to the BPD, and the inefficient way in which the department was 

managed. The report, claiming that the department was characterized by 

divided authority, excessive spans of control, and poor supervision, con

cluded that the BPD was "probably the most decentralized [police] organi

zation in the country.1I3 

During the next sevara1 years, the new administration of Boston Police 

Commissioner Edmund L. McNamara attempted to implement a number of the re

forms which the IACP had recommended. For example, on January 3, 1963, the 

department was completely reorganized into four bureaus, each headed by a 

superintendent who reported directly to 'the police commissioner. This ac

tion resulted in a much more streamlined and coherent formal organizational 

2. Thomas A. Reppetto, "Publ ic Safety Service Needs of the Fl' .'."I"e City 
of Boston," (Boston, Mass., October 1971), p. 18. 

, 
3. IACP, A Survey of the Pol ice Department of Boston" r~assachusetts, p~ 
143. 
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structure. In addition, the inspectional function, which the IACP had 

previously characterized as grossly inadequate, was given full bureau 

(1 ine) status. 

Moreover, even before the publ ication of the Quinn Tamm study (as 

the IACP report was known locally), the police commissioner had taken 

steps to begin the consolidation of the department's stationhouses and 

to relieve police officers of non-police tasks. 4 In these efforts, how

ever, he encountered serious local opposition. Citizens and businesses 

feared that closing do\'m the local stationhouses would mean a decline in 

the quality of police service and they made their views known through 

their political representatives. Also, because of the feeling that the 

low pay scale of the police made them one of the cheapest sources of la

bor for performing municipal duties (such as census-taking and licensing), 

it appeared that the city administration under Mayor John Collins would 

oppose any attempt to eliminate police department responsibility for such 

functions. S In the face of such opposition, little success was realized 

in thse two areas. Moreover, police officers stationed in the districts 

which had traditionally enjoyed a large degree of autonomy, began to 

resist many of the commissioner's efforts at reform. 

Thus, while the McNamara administration was under great pressure to 

demonstrate that reform was taking place within the department, the oppo

sition of the various groups in the city and in the department itself 

made it difficult for the commissioner to implement many of the IACP re

commendations. Nevertheless, in an apparently noncontroversial area--the 

4. See Edmund L. McNamara, "Discussion of Implementat~on of IACP Survey 
Recommendations," The Police Yearbook (Washington, D.C.: IACP, 1967). 

5. Reppetto, "Public Safety Service Needs," pp. 26-29. 
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department's reports and record system--McNamara and his administration 

believed that rpform was possible. 

B. Computer and Other Technological Development (1960-1970) 

The records system used by the BPD in the early 1960s had evolved 

slowly, with little attention given to its overall design. 6 Each time 
\ 

somebody had wanted to collect a new piece of information, the records 

section had responded by designing a new form. As a result, there were 

literally hundreds of different forms, many of which contained largely 

redundant information. Filling out all the proper forms for an incident 

was an arduous and time-consuming task for the patrolmen. Moreover, the 

data from these reports were all compiled by hand by clerks at the stations 

and headquarters, which increased the chance of error. 

This system of record-keeping was so inadequate that in 1958 the FBI 

refused to accept the accuracy of the department's crime statistics. 7 As 

a result, the department switched from compiling statistics by hand to the 

use of unit record equipment. The purchase of more sophisticated data 

processing equipment was suggested at the time by several computer vendors, 

but the depurtment administration had felt that such equipment was not 
I" 

necessary.8 

In 1962, following the advent of the McNamara administration and the 

6. Arthur D. Little, Inc., Reports, _Records, and Communications in the 
Boston Police De artment: A S stem 1m rovement Stud' (Washington, D.C.: 
LEAA, May 1968 , p. 13. 

7. Reppetto, IIpublic Safety Service Needs," p. 18. 

8. Notes from an interview by Kent Colton with Deputy Superintendent 
John West, Boston Police Department, Spring 1971. 
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publication of the IACP report, the department was again approached by vendors. 

This time the response was more favorable. By 1964, McNamara had signed a let

ter of intent for the lease of an IBM 360 Model 30 computer with 32k bytes of 

core memory, which the departmentls Data Processing Advisory Committee subse-

quently approved. 

It is difficult to analyze all the reasons behind the decision to acquire 

the computer. One motivation may have been the desire to use the computer as 

a visible symbol of reform and modernization. In the report which the depart

mentis planning division prepared as justification for leasing the computer, 

however, the potential money-saving aspects of electronic data processing equip

ment were stressed. In particular, the planning division envisioned ~sing the 

computet' in connection with pnyroll preparation, inventory and budget controL 

and fleet maintenance control. The divisionis report also implied that use of 

the computer, by providing the potential for timely analysis of crime trends, 

as well as fuller, eas~er access to information, would be likely to result in 

more effective performance by the depay'tment. The report must have been fairly 

persuasive, for although there was some doubt on the part of the City Council 

regarding what this action mea~t in terms of helping to solve crime, in 1965 
9 the department received city approval for the leasing of the computer. 

The BPDls efforts to implement d new record and reporting system were facil

itated at this time by the establishment of the Office of Law Enforcement 

Assistance (OLEA) in the summer of 1965. As the federal governmentls response 

to the rising crime rates of the first half of the decade, the OLEA was em

powered to distribute grants to encourage comprehensive planning by the states, 

9. Ibid. 
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as \'/e11 as experimentation in innovative approaches to crime control by local 

law enforcement agencies. One avenue which the federal government was particu

larly interested in exploring was the use of technology in combating crime. 10 

By the fall of 1966, the OLEA had set up a regional office in Boston. At 

that time, the BPD was expecting delivery of its computer within the year. In 

October, representatives of the department went to the regional OLEA office to 

discuss whether and how the agency could help the BPD to develop its records and 
¥,.,1' 

reporting system. As a result of this meeting, it was agreed that the department 

would request a grant to study the Boston reporting system and to devise a de-

sign for an integrated information syst~m. A key objective of this study would 

be lito determine the most efficient method and means for acquiring, storing, 

retrieving, and disseminating information" df use to the department. ll 

Subsequently, the department approached a consulti n9 fi rm for techni ca 1 

assistance in carrying out this study. Following OLEA approval of the BPD1s 

grant request, the consultant developed a general plan for the new information 

system. According to the plan, the central feature of the new system was to be 

what v.Jas termed a "command and control system"--essentially a combination of a 

computer-assisted dispatching system and a management information system. 12 

In mid-1967, the department requested an OLEA follow-up grant to proceed with 

further design ,'Jrk and implementation of the system. This second application 

10. This interest in technology, which was specifically expressed in the 
Report on Science and Technology of the President1s Commission on Law En
forcement and Administration of Justice in 1967, is also discussed in Chapters 
I and VII of this report. 

11. From the BPD1s notes on the meeti~g. 

12. Arthur D. Little, Reports, Records and Communications. 
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was also approved, as were the .requests for two additional grants which were 

required before the consultant was able to produce a quasi-operational pro-

totype system. (The development of the "command an¢ control system ll wl11 be d~s

cussed in Chapter X of this report.) 

In the meantime, despite McN?nara's various attempts at reform, Boston's 

mayor, Kevin White (who had assumed office in January 1968), still seemed dis

s~tisfied with the departmen~'s performance. 13 In 1969, he formed a committee, 

the Task Force on the Police, and instructed its members to evaluate the de-

partment's operations and come up with a list of recommendations for addi-

tional improvements. The final report of the Task Force reiterated many of the 

criticisms which the IACP had raised seven years earlier,14 and intimated that 

little had been done to significantly improve the department's operation. One 

area criticized in the Task Force report was the dispatching system~15 

The police commissioner's annual report for 1969 (issued in January 1970) 

demonstrated that the McNamara administration had taken the mayor's Task Force 

report serious1y. In fact, for almost every aspect where the Task Force had been 
16 criticized, the department reported that some type of reform had taken place. 

The department's technological projects figured prominently in the list of 

reform activities. The Comnand and Control system, for example, was cited 

13. Boston Magazine, October 1973, p. 74. 

14. Reppetto, llpublic Safety Service Needs,tI pp. 33-34. 

15. Further att2ntion was directed to the department's dispatch operation 
in subsequent months. According to the Boston Globe (Nov. 19, 1970; p. 35), 
a neighbor's call had reported screaming in the apartment of a Massachusetts 
State Representative; but because the message was inaccurately relayed by the 
department, it was not discovered until two hours later that the repre
sentative and his wife had been murdered. 

16. Boston Police Department (BPD), 64th Annual Report of the Police Commis
sioner for the City of Boston for the Year Ending December 31, 1969, 
Document No~ 28, pp. 4, 9. 
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as one of the ways in which the department was trying to improve supervision 

as well as reduce response time to em~rgency calls. The report also stated 

that the department was continuing to explore ways in ItJhich technology could 

be utilized to help the department allocate its resources more effectively. 

C. The Decision to Develop a Patrol Force Simulation 

In December 1970, Dr. Richard C. Larson, a professor at MIT, contacted 

the BPDls Director of Planning and Research, a former fellow student at 

MITIs Operations R2search Center. Larson offered to demonstrate a general 

patrol force simulation model which he had developed while working with the 

New York City Police Department (NYPD) at the NYC-Rand Institute. The 

planning director, who had been following Larsonls work for several years, 

agreed and the demonstration was held early in January 1971. The director 

brought with him the president of a small consulting firm which was perform

ing a study for the BPD concerning the requirements for a car-locator system. 

The computer simulation model which Larson demonstrated generated 

hypothetical incidents throughout the city randomly in time and space. 

Each incident had an associated priority number, with lower numbers indi

cat"ing the more important incidents, As each incident became II known , II the 

computer program attempted to lI ass ign,1I or IIdispatch,1I a police unit to 

the scene of the incident, depending on the availability of patrol cars as 

predicted by the simulation model. In some cases, assignment could not be 

made because all the model IS hypothetical patrol units were already ser

vicing an incident. In such cases, the incident joined a queue of inci

dents awaiting IIdispatch,lI The call was then IIdispatched ll by a computer 

program as cars became lI ava ilable. 1I 

While simulating the operation of the patrol force, the model tabulated 
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several measures of effectiveness, including average travel time, average 

queue length and duration, and approximate workloads of patrol units. As the 

user adjusted the district boundaries and the resource deployment and dispatch 

patrol variables, the simulator predicted the performance of the patrol force 

under each set of constraints. 

At the end of the demonstration, the planning director expressed interest 

in the benefits which the BPD might gain from the simulation and suggested that 

Larson join with the small consulting firm to develop a Boston-specific ver

sion. 17 The director believed the department could possibly utilize the simu

lation ;n a number of ways. For one thing, he :hought the model could be used 

to evaluate possible changes in patrol assignments, such ,as adding patrol 

units or changing dispatching priorities. He was especially interested in the 

capability the system offered for theoretically evaluating the impact on patrol 

operations which the addition of a car-locator system would have. He also be

lieved that by working with the computer model it would be possible to design 

sectors on the basis of inforillation which was updated regularly, rather than on 

long-term averages. 18 

In addition, the simulation model may have attracted the interest of the 

McNamara administration because, like the command and control systenl, it repre

sente·d some of the 1 atest I1state of the art" efforts in the area of pol ice 

technologY'. Moreover, work with the command and control system had shown that 

in some ways it was easier to implement technological innovations in the BPD 

17. Interview bftween Scott Hebert and Richard C. Larson, Cambridge, Mass., 
Jan. 17, 1975. 

18. BPD, "Patrol Force Simulation Model Report, II pp. 10-11. 
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than other reforms. For one thing, federal grant monies were available to 

assist with the costs, and this meant that the department would not be required 

to cut into other areas of the budget or to seek large sums from the city. 

Further, because most members of the force did not understand the technology 

and had paid little attention to it during the developmental stages of the 

command and control system, there had been little of the resistance from the 

rank and file or command staff that had characterized some of the BPD's earlier 

reform efforts. 

D. Progress on the Boston-Specific Model: LEAA Grant #70-107B 

Within a few months, the BPD's planning director was able to secure a 

grant of $32,888 from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), 

which had replaced the OLEA, for the initial work on developing the BPD 

version of the simulation" Under the grant, the small consulting firm \'Jas to 

develop new parameters and algorithms suitable for modification of the general 

simulation model so that it would match the BPD's operational system, geog

raphy, and statistics. 19 In particular, the planning director was concerned 

that the model be able to simulate Boston's priorities for incidents, estimates 

of patrol car response speed, patrol car service time, call rates from each 

sector, and geographic patrol sector boundaries. Once this was accomplished, 

the simulation program was to be converted into PL/l computer programming 

language suitable for the police department's recently upgraded IBM 360/40 

computer system. The agreement with the department also specified that the 

19. Ibid., pp. 5-9. 
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e consultant was responsible for designing the output documents Ilfor easy inter

pretation by the Boston Police Department." At the end of the project, the 

consultant was to supply the simulation program to the BPD along with docu

mentation and an operating manual for the model. 

During the contract period, the consulting staff had little contact with 

members of the department other than the planning director. The director ap-

parently felt that such restraint was necessary because otherwise the commis

sioned officers in Boston's traditional police department might have been 

"turned-off" by the technical (and civilian) orientation and language of the 

consultants. 

In August 1971, at the end of the contract period, the consulting firm 

demonstrated the Boston-specific model for the planning director. Although he 

thought the patrol force simulation was still too difficult to use and needed 

a number of modifications, the planning director was generally satisfied with 

the progress achieved on the model. He was also p'!eased with an earlier report 

from the consultants which examined the utility and feasibility of the depart-
~.-

mentis acquiring an Automatic Vehicle Monitoring System (AFM). Accordingly, 

the planning director was receptive to the idea of requesting an additional 

grant to undertake further work in both of these areas. 20 

As a result, in September 1971, the consultants submitted a formal appli

cation to the department for "consulting and systems engineering services. 1I 

Two of the four major tasks outlined in the application concerned the patrol 

20. Interview between Scott Hebert and James Williamson, Wellesley, Mass., 
March 1974; see also, Urban Sciences, Inc., A Study of the Application of 
an Automatic Vehicle Monitorin S stem to the Operation of the Boston Police 
Department Wellesley, Mass.: Urban Sciences, July 1970). 
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force simulation. 

In one project tas k called "Computer I\pp 1 i cati on Studi es II the consultants 

proposed to simplify the operation of the patrol force simulation to enable a 

person without knowledge of data processing to specify variables for the simu

lation. The consultants also indicated that they would be designing a display 

console terminal input system to create an interactive version of the model, 

and that they would examine the feasibility of a number of new applications for 

the simulation, including "on-line" data base updating, "real-time" operation 

of the model, "real-time" dynamic patrol allocation, and use of the simulation 

as a training tool. The estimated fee for the work in this project area was 

just over $42,000. 

Under another project area, "Patrol Force Simulation-Phase II," the 

consultants proposed three sub-tasks. The first of these was concerned with 

improvements in the internal program efficiency of the model and focused on 

achieving reductions in run times and core space requirements. The second 

sub-task addressed possible improvements in the model's "realism," such as 

modification of the computer program to better simulate the use of patrol 

wagons, as well as incidents involving multiple dispatches, interdistrict 

dispatches, and changes in call rate and vehicle response speed as a function 

of time. The final sub-task involved various improvements in the collection 

and printing of statistics to improve the clarity and usability of the model's 

output. The estimated fee for these three tasks was $34,000. 
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E. Change in Departmental Administration 

Approval by the LEAA state planning agency (SPA) of the BPD's latest 

grant request was obtained quickly, and the contract work started before the 

end of September 1971. Despite several unexpected delays, work on the l3-month 

grant generally progressed according to plan until late spring 1972. At that 

pnint, however, the planning director, the most important actor in the SPD's 

technological development projects, resigned from the department. The director's 

action was prompted by Mayor White1s announcement that he was not going to ask 

Commissioner McNamara to serve for another five-year term. At the end of his 

term, McNamara accepted a position as head of a private security firm. Fol

lowing his resignation, the planning director, who had been one of McNamara's 

key aides, also joined the security firm· 

The consulting firm1s project staff were profoundly shocked by the depar

ture of the planning director with whom they had worked almost exclusively. 

They now realized that the simulatio:l package was still aimed, in large part, 

at someone with the director1s level of technical expertise. To rectify this 

situation, they intensified their efforts to simplify the operation and output 

of the simulation. 

As for the department, after the departure of those at the top, a power 

struggle began among certain higher ranking officers who were interested in 

prese~ving or improving their positions in the forthcoming administration. 

Because the planning director had not worked his way up thruu§h the ranks, some 

very powerful members of the command staff had been jealous of his relationship 

with McNamara and the power which the commissioner had vested in him. 

Hence anything associated with the former administration, and especially with 
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the director, became tainted, including the simulation package. While the 

acting commissioner appointed a deputy superintendent to coordinate the depart

mentis technological projects, he did not share the former planning directorls 

commitment to utilizing such sophisticated tools. Given the difference and the 

uncertain political environment in the department, it is not surprising that 

the deputy superintendent carried out his coordinating responsibilities in a 

caretaking fashion, rather than acting as a forceful advocate for technology. 

Nonetheless, after some effort, the staff of the consulting firm was able 

to persuade the deputy superintendent to organize a class to familiarize 

members of the command staff with the simulation model. Despite the considerable 

work by the consultants to simplify the model, many of those in attendance 

felt the presentations were II way over their heads," and class attrition was 

high. 21 On the basis of the command staff's reaction, the training effort was 

discontinued. In September 1972, final reports on the Patrol Force Simulation 

and the Computer Application Study projects were submitted, and the relation

ship between the department and this particular consulting firm was terminated. 

F. Evaluation of the Technological Projects 

In the meantime, back in April 1972, representatives of the Massachusetts 

LEAA SPA had decided to evaluate the BPD's resource allocation, communications, 

and information system projects which had received federal funding. The indiv

idual in charge of monitoring the SPA's technology-oriented grants had left 

the agency's staff early in 1972. His replacement found it extremely diffi

cult to make sense out of the half-decade of grant awards and reports, and 

21. Interview between Scott Hebert and Richard Larson, Cambridge, Mass. 
Jan. 17, 1974. 
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decided to enlist the aid of an outside consultant to help in this task. 22 

In August 1972, a national consulting firm was hired to perform the review. 

The staff of the national consulting firm engaged in a two-stage study 

of each of the 11 specified project areas. 23 First, they calculated the re

sults in each project area a~1d compared them to what they decided were the 

original stated goals for the project. To do this, they carried out a review 

of written materi a 1 s and project documentation v/h i ch were made avail ab1 e by 

the SPA and the BPD. Second, to begin developing an assessment of the opera

tional impact of the various projects, the firm's staff observed the operations 

of, and interviewed personnel from, four bureaus in the department: Field 

Operations, Special Operations, Inspectional Services, and Central Services. 

Additionally, they met with representatives of the SPA and the mayor's office 

to discuss perceptions of the federally funded projects. The final report did 

not indicate whether the evaluation staff had interviewed McNamara, the 

planning director, or the relevant staff of the department's previous consult-

ants. 

The April 1973 evaluation report produced by the national firm was very 

critical of the attempts at technological modernization made by the former 

commissioner and the or.iginal consultants. In fact, the Findings Summary of 

the report (the part of the evaluation that would get the most exposure) con

cluded that with the exception of the installation of new radio equipment, 

the 11 projects had not achieved their stated objectives. 24 However, detailed 

22. Interview between Scott Hebert and Steven Long, Governor's Committee on 
Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, Boston, Mass., Fall 1973. 

23. Touche Ross & Company, A Reviev! of Information S stem Projects and Re1 ated 
Operations in the Boston Police Department Boston, Mass.: Touche Ross & 
Company, April 1973), pp. 1-3. 

24. Ibid., pp. 1-4. 
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data presented in subsequent sections of the reports give the impression 

that, for at l~ast four of the projects, the contract objectives had been 

met, in the sense that the previous consultants had completed the required 

reports, computer programs, and/or renovations. 25 But as the command 

staff's rejection of the simulation model demonstrated, the completion 

of the specified products did not necessarily guarantee that the technology 

would be implemented or have the expected impact on department performance. 

In addition to noting the poor reception given to the simulation model 

by the BPD commissioned staff, in their report the national consultants 

faulted the simulation package for not including optimization procedures' 

to suggest new or modified strategies. The planning director had been 

aware of this limitation in the model even before the department contrac

ted for the work, however, and indicated that he had viewed the simulation 

as just one part of a larger computer-assisted resource allocation decision- ~ 
making system which would be developed later. 26 

The evaluation also claimed that the simulation did not develop new 

sector or district boundaries, allocate cars among districts, or allocate men 

by tour of duty.27 This statement is true only in the sense that the simulation 

did not, for instance, "draw" district boundaries for the model user. Rather, 

as prevtously stated, the user had to provi de the boundal~y parameters and the 

characteristics of the other variables, and then the model would calculate 

25. The four projects were: the AVM study, the geographical data base 
file development, the command and control center reconstruction, and the 
simulation model development. 

26. See BPD, II Patrol Force Simulation Model Project," p. 11. 

27. Touche Ross, Review of Information Systems Projects, pp. 3-23. 
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its estimate of the probable patrol performance under thos~ conditions. 

After that the user could choose the boundary (or car deployment, or manpower 

allocation) pattern which had the IIbestll (rather than the optimal) projected 

performance. This method of operation was, of course, more complicated for 

the user. 

As part of its report, the national consulting firm made a series of sug

gestions concerning the department's future resource allocation efforts. One 

of its principal recommendations was that the department should postpone fur

ther use of the simulati on model until what the fi rm referred to as IIbasic 

resource allocation problems ll had been resolved. In this regard, the report 

urged the department to analyze its policies and resources, select a target 

service goal, (e.g., a dispatch delay of x minutes or less for 95% of the 

incoming calls for service), and then calculate by shifts the number of cars 

needed to meet the specified goal. Upon the completion of a review of man

pm'/er duty assignments to determine the department's ability to field the 

necessary number of patrol cars, the consultant indicated that the BPO should 

undertake a complete redesign of sector and district boundaries, so as to 

balance workload and permit the achievement of the selected service goal. 28 

In addition to these recommendations, the consultant's evaluation of 

April 1973 congratulated the BPO's new data processing director for making 

the decision to standardize the language of the department's computer programs. 

The programming language that was selected was ANS COBOL. The report did not 

mention, however, that the data processing director's action had rendered 

the original simulation package essentially useless unless it was completely 

reprogrammed. 

28. Ibid., pp. 3-24. 
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G. Resource Allocation Efforts under the New Administration 

In May 1973, the new Boston Police Commissioner's administrative staff 

presented him with a list of 18 projects, as part of a proposal for an extended 

program for modernizing the department. According to BPD sources, Commissioner 

Robert diGrazia then chose the 'paperwork simplification' and 'resource al10ca-

tion' projects as the first of the 18 to be implemented because "they had 

specific boundaries, were clear and readily grasped both conceptually and tech

nically, and were programs which offered something to the men in the field. 29 

Shortly thereafter, the diGrazia administration selected the national 

consulting firm which ha,i done"the April 1973 evaluation to perform the resource 

·e 

allocation project. The consultant was given two main tasks to carry Gut: first, 

to document the assignments of the sworn personnel of the Bureau of Field Serv-

ices and to recommend a reorganization of those assignments in order to provide ~ 

more officers for street patrol; and second, to assist the BPD in developing 

new sector boundaries for its districts, as well as to design and implement a 

reallocation of personnel among the districts. The consultant, in other words, 

was to do the resource allocation work which it had recommended that the Boston 

Police Department undertake in its earlier evaluation. 

On September 5, 1973, the consulting firm presented its city-wide resource 

allocation implementation plan to the commissioner, and on September 18, 1973, 

deGrazia briefed the department Command Staff. In developing the implementation 

29. Mary Ann Pate, "Change Processes: An Analysis of the Paperwork Simplifi
cation and the Resource Allocation Projects in the Boston Police Department,1I 
unpublished rough draft of Interim Report, July 1974. 
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plan, the consultant had assisted and supervised the Bureau of Field Services 

in using a queuing formula to determine how many sectors and units would theo-

retically be needed in each district to answer 95 percent of the service calls 

without dispatch delay. The firm had also directed the Bureau of Field Services 

in redrawing each district's sector boundaries to equalize workload. 30 At the 

September 18 meeting of the Command Staff, the new manpower assignments and 

sector maps were presented to the district captains. Actual implementation of 

the proposed assignment changes began several days later. 

Two days after the implementation of the plan began, however, the Boston 

Police Patrolman's Association (BPPS) filed a grievance with the city's Office 

of Labor Relations. The union charged that by rearranging patrol sectors, 

diGrazia's plan violated the contract because the administration had changed 

working conditions without consulting the Labor-Management Committee of the 

~ Association (as required by their contract with the department). Further, they 

charged that in one particular district a number of patrol sectors had been 

eliminated, and the size of the remaining patrol areas had been increased. 

This, they clai~Ad, endangered the health and safety of those men required to 

patrol the enlarged area. 

Eventually, the Labor Relations Office ruled that the union had failed to 

provide sufficient facts to sUbstantiate their accusations, and the grievance 

was dismissed for "lack of prosecution." In the meantime, the consulting firm 

continued to assist the department in implementing the reallocation plan. The 

total city-wide resource allocation was accomplished in two phases which spanned 

a seven-n1onth period. The redistribution of personnel and implementation of 

the new sector boundaries for the first seven districts, (1, 2, 3, 4~ 5, 13, 

30. The first set.of calculations was done manually, although the consulting 
firm planned. to implement a computerized version of the technique for the next 
round of redep·' oyments. 
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14) was completed by September 1973, and for the last four distri~ts (6, 7, 11, 

15) by March 1974. According to a member of the consultant's staff, the delay 

in implementing the reallocation plan in the second set of districts was partly 

the result of difficulties in reassigning patrol officers with "political con

nections " to districts which were less desirable in terms of the number of paid 

details which were available. 

H. Impact of the Redeployment 

When diGrazia assumed the job of commissioner of the BPD in the fdll of 

1972, ~n average of 200 calls for service had been going unanswered during each 

eight-hour shift, largely due to a lack of patrol units to be dispatched to 

the incident. According to the !'Phase I--Resource Allocation Project" final 

report, during the period from October 1973 to March 1974 a 26 percent increase 

in the numbet~ of patrol vehicles fielded had been achieved, and average city

wide "Zero-Car-Availability" (ZCA) had decreased from 25 percent to 5.9 

percent. 3l It should be noted, however, that these successes were not solely 

the result of implementing the redistribution plan; rather a combination of 

influences seems to be involved. For one thing, in late 1973, the department 

began receiving new shipments of marked vehicles. Another factor which un-

doubtedly helped the BPD to alleviate its vehicle availability problem was the 

drastic reduction in the number of vehicles awaiting repair which was accom-

plished by the department durtng the same period. 

31. Touche Ross & Company, Boston Police De artment Patrol Force Resource 
Allocation Project, Fina'i Report Boston: Touche Ross & Company, May 1974), 
pp. 40-44. 
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While dispatch delay may have" been dramatically reduced, the available 

crime and arrest data for Boston for the period following the reallocation 

suggests that the new deployment scheme had not brought about an apparent 

improvement in either of these measures of patrol performance. In fact, 

as Table 5-1 shows, the number of reported index crimes increased con

siderably during 1974 and the first quarter of 1975, and Part I arrests 

declined in 1974 by 33 percent as compared with the 1973 level. 

Moreover, although the depcrt;"Jip.nt has not been releasing "car avail

ability" statistics, there has been some indication that after March 1974, 

the ZCA rate may have increased. Some individuals in the department 

administration suggested, by way of explanation, that the consulting firmls 

workload calculations may have been in error because its staff may not 

have understood the BPDls recreational schedule. 32 

On the other hand, a member of the consulting firm indicated that 

their ~fforts had been hindered by the reluctance of the BPD Command Staff 

to make projections regarding probable increases in crime and service 

rates. Consequently, in its calculations, the consultant was unable to 

consider future incident rates and distributions which may have led to 

di screpanc i es between the actual demand for sel~vi ces and the resources 

available in an area. There is also some evidence that at least a few of 

the district commanders were less than fully cooperative with, or com

mitted to, the effort to reduce ZCA. The consultantls May 1974 final 

report notes: 

Another area of concern was the practice 
of certain Districts in fielding, at the 

32. Interviev/s by Scott Hebert with members of the Boston Pol ice Department. 
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1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

First 
Quarter 
1974 

First 
Quarter 
1975 

Table 5-1: Boston CitY-Wide Crime and Arrest Experience 

Number of Number of Number of Index 
Servi ce Ca 11 s (J) Index Crimes ( %) Crime Arrests ( %) 

235,319 47,940 11 ,747 

216,846 ( -7.9%) 43,379 ( -9.6%) 12,079 ( +2.8%) 

268,532 (+23.8%) 52,511 (+21.0%) 10,263 (-15.1%) 

272,734 ( +1.5%) 65,730 (+25.1%) 6,882 (-33.0%) 

13,613 

18,126 
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beginning of the.tour~ its planned number 
of units, then, shortly after roll call, 
releasing certain units to court or other 
duties. This practice effectively reduced 
the level of actual vehicles fielded while 
indicating the higher number [planned] on 
the vehicle availability sheet. This 
practice has been partially controlled by 
listing those vehicles, with the times at 
which they were taken off the air, on the 
bottom of the daily zero car availability 
reports. 33 

The unrooperative behavior exhibited by some district commanders may have 

been a result of the resentment that some command-level officers felt toward 

the process by which the department1s resource allocation project (and the 

new modernization plan) had been developed. It seems the new projects were 

formulated largely by the commissioner1s civilian aides, with little input 

from the commissioned command staff or the districts. 34 

At the time that this research was concluded, it was still too early 

to assess the long-term results of the diGrazia administration1s resource 

allocation project. In February 1975, the BPO and the national consulting 

firm were discussing whether, and how, new assignments should be made. 

Since the patrolmen1s new contract with the city was expected to change 

their recreational schedule, a final decision was postponed pending con

tract negotiation and ~atification. The case suggests, however, that the 

BPD administration st;;l has a long way to go before acceptance and con

tinued use of the new techniques will be assured. 

33.· Touche Ross & Company, Boston Police De artment Patrol Force Resource 
Allocation Project, Final Report Boston, Mass.: Touche Ross & Company, 
May 1974), p. 50. 

34. This approach is especially interesting given that the national 
consulting firm had argued (in its April 1973 ~valuation) that the lack of 
involvement of career personnel in the developmental stages was one of the 
principal reasons why the earlier technological projects had failed. 
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Editor's Note 

This case study was written during Spring 1975 on the basis of 

research completed the previous February. Since that time, the BPD 

and the national consulting firm have continued their efforts to 

improve the department's resource allocation methods. 

Both the consultant and Robert diGrazia (who resigned from his 

position as Police Commissioner in late 1976), have commented on the 

timing of the study. diGrazia indicated that lIyour evaluation of the 

Resource Allocation Project was conducted too early to determine whether 

the system has achieved long-term acceptance. II A representative of the 

consulting firm has also indicated that when they completed the project, 

they were informed by the Project Director that the system was working 

well. The author agrees with diGrazia's comment, but, since limited 

resources have precluded updating the case, it is not possible to comment 

on the consultant's statement. 

However, even without updating, the case has already served to 

point out a number of important factors in analyzing the impact and 

implementation of new information technology. These factors include: 

(1) the problems involved in getting operational law enforcement officers 

[particularly in a traditional department] to deal with the complexity 

of new technology; (2) the importance of vendors and the competition 

aroused by vendor self-interest in the process of transferring tech

nology; and (3) the difficulty of measuring the actual impact such new 

methods might have on improving police services and operations. All 

three of these factors will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 

VII and other chapters of this report. 
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CHAPTER VI: THE USE OF RESOURCE ALLOCATION MODELS 
IN THE LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT 

by Scott Hebert and Kent Colton 

The previous two chapters have examined the attempts of the St. Louis 

and Boston police departments to introduce sophisticated resource alloca

tion models into their decision-making. This chapter will trace the ex

perience of the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in implementing a 

resource allocation model very similar to the one used in St. Louis. The 

process of in~lementation began in 1967, but a change in the police de

partment's service strategy placed constraints on the model's utility for 

deployment decision-making, and led to the transformation of the original 

package into a computerized historical reporting system. 

A. The Introduction of LEMRAS to the LAPD 

Following their work with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Depart-

ment, the consultants responsible for designing St. Louis' computerized 

resource allocation model developed a modified, somewhat improved version 

of the computer package for the IBM Corporation. IBM planned to lease 

the revised resource allocation system to other police departments at a 

relatively low cost a3 a part of the overall computer service provided by 

the company. Called LEMRAS (Law Enforcement Manpower Resource Allocation 

System), the resource allocation package, like the St. Louis model, 

utilized both exponential smoothing techniques to predict the number of 

events which would need police service by type of event and location, and 

queuing theory to predict the number of patrol units which would be 
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required to service these events within desired constraints on queuing 

delays.l In order to generate interest in their new computer package t 

IBM decided to carry out a few demonstration projects. One of the depart

ments approached with an offer of free experimental use of the allocation 

package was the Los Angeles Police Department. 

In September 1967, the Board of Administration of the Data Service 

Bureau for Los Angeles City approved the use of the IBM resource alloca

tion package (LEMRAS) on an experimental basis in the Van Nuys Division, 

one of the city's five valley divisions. 2 One reason for selecting Van 

Nuys as the division in which the experiment would be ~arried out was the 

comparative ease of data capture in the valley. Because of the city-wide 

volume of radio transmissions and the interference caused by the San 

Fernando Mountains, the Van Nuys Division had its O\'Jn communications and 

dispatching center. More important, the 

LAPD had recently established a new key-punching system in the valley 

facility for compiling information on daily field-activity message logs. 

Such a capability was essential in order to fulfill the data requirements 

of the allocation model. 

LEMRAS-generated predictive and historic data were first provided 

for the Van Nuys Division in January 1969, but because of data conversion 

problems the system did not go into operation until March 23. 3 After 

1. Unlike its St. Louis predecessor, LEMRAS allowed the user to specify 
priority service for certain types of calls; see J. S. Kakalik and S. 
\~ilhorn, "Aids to Decision-Making in Police Patrol ," R-593-HUD/RC, 
(Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, February 1971), p. 58. 

2. Los Angeles Police Depa'rtment, "Evaluation of the Law Enforcement 
Manpower Resource Allocation System,1I October 1969, p. 1. 

3. Ibi d. 
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LEMRAS had been in operation in the test division for four months, the 

Advanced Systems Development Section (ASDS) of the LAPD's Advanced Plan

ning Division began to evaluate the impact of the new allocation tech

nique on the divisionis performance. The ASDS ' evaluation was issued in 

October 1969. 

1. Evaluation of the Van Nuys Experiment, October 1969. The evalu

ation began with an analysis of the predictive accuracy of the LEMRAS 

model. This analysis focused 011 the fourth and sixth deployment periods 

of 1969 '(March 23 - April 19, and May 18 - June 14).4 After totaling for 

both periods the predicted number of events for each day of the week, and 

then comparing these figures with the actual number of events, the ASDS 

concluded that th,..! model I s predictions had been 95 percent accurate for 

these particul ar time aggregates. (See Table 6-1.) 

The ASDS also examined the Van Nuys dispatch delay experience. In 

1968, prior to the implementation of LEMRAS (July 27 - August 2, 1968), 

the Valley Services Division of the LAPD had carried out a survey of 

dispatch delay. This survey showed that 92.6 percent of the calls-for

service were being responded to "without delay" (which, according to the 

LAPD, means a delay of five minutes or less from the time the call was 

received by the complaint board to the time of dispatch). According to a 

later survey by the ASDS, during a one-week period following the implemen

tation of LEMRAS (April 12-19, 1969), a 95.2 percent without-delay de

ployment performance had been achieved. 5 

4. Ibid.) p. 3. 

e . 5. Ibid. 
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In the ASDS evaluation of October 1969, the impact of the LEMRAS 

package on the Van Nuys' crime experience was analyzed in three different 

ways. First, the actual number of Van Nuys Part I crimes (less homicide) 

for the three-month period fo11owing the implementation of LEMRAS was 

compared with the amount of crime that had been projected for that period 

by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasedena, California, which used ten 

years of data. According to this comparison, crimes in the Van Nuys 

division were down 17.9 percent from the predicted level. Crimes in the 

rest of the valley and in the city as a whole were down 14.6 percent and 

2.8 percent, respectively. 

Second, the report compared the actual crime and arrest data for 

April - June, 1968, with the experience for the same three months in 

1969, after LEMRAS implementation. Van Nuys crimes were down 2.3 percent 

compared to a valley decrease of 2.0 percent and a city increase of 3.4 

percent. Part I crime arrests were up in the Van Nuys division by 16.0 

percent over the same period in 1968, compared to an increase in the rest 

of the valley of 11.0 percent and in the city of 14.5 percent. 6 

As the third measure of LEMRAS' impact on crime control, the ASDS 

analyzed the performance of the Crime Repression Units. During the LEMRAS 

experiment, the Van Nuys division had employed a split patrol approach, 

with patrol vehicles designated either as call-for-service units or crime 

repression units. The latter units, the preventive patrol force, were 

the "extra" vehicles the district commanders felt were not required for 

for answering calls-for-service either because of LEMRAS recommendations 

6. Ibid., pp. 3-4. 
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or other considerations. In reviewing this experience, a sample of of-

ficer observations of crime and field interviews for the first week in 

June, 1969, was compared to the same week in 1968. 7 The ASDS report noted 

that the week's total number of recorded officer observations had increased 

from 721 to 941, and the number of field interviews had increased from 

614 to 876. In addition, felony arrests resulting from officers' obser

vations had increased from 13 to 37, and misdemeanor arrests from 19 to 

69. 8 The ASDS believed that the introduction of LEMRAS was at least 

partly responsible for the apparent improvement in performance. 

On the basis of these analyses, the ASOS concluded that LEMRAS was 

an effective and valuable tool, and recommended it be extended to the 

four remaining valley divisions (North Hollywood, Foothill, West Valley, 

and Devonshire) during the ten months from January 25 to November 29, 1970. 

It is debatable, however, whether the evidence presented in the Oc

tober evaluation was compelling enough to justify this recommendation. 

The analyses just cited pr'esent an incomplete and possibly misleading 

picture. For instance, while the LEMRAS model realized an accuracy of 

95.6 percent over the deployment periods examined, for any particular day 

or hour the predictive error could have been considerably greater -

representing potential resource allocation problems for di s tri ct 

7. No information was available concerning the numbers of preventive 
patrol units fielded in June 1969 and June 1968. 

8. Los Angeles Police Department, IIEvaluation of the Law Enforcement 
Manpm'ler Resource Allocation Systemll October 1969, p. 4. 
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commanders. 9 Moreover, for their analysis of dispatch delay, the ASDS 

staff had looked at only one week of data for the pre-test period and one 

week for the test period, a very small sample of the division's experience. 

Also, the ASDS were comparing two different times of the year without 

presenting any evidence to show whether the rates of calls-for-service or 

the numbers of available units (or other variables) for these periods were 

comparable or representative. 

Perhaps the most important weakness of the report was its failure to 

substantiate a "cause and effect" relationship. Even though the reported 

crime control performance of the Van Nuys Division in 1969 had generally 

improved relative to 1968,10 the ASDS evaluation failed to demonstrate 

that this situation (or the small improvement in dispatch delay) was a 

result of the use of the LEf,mAS package. The report gave 1 ittl e or no 

attention to the potential influence of other factors, such as employment 

or demographic changes. Nor did the ASDS staff present any data showing 

the extent to which the model's recommendations were actually followed by 

the Van Nuys Division. Without such documentation, it is not possible to 

assess how much of the apparent improvement in performance can be attributed 

to the LEMRAS project. 

9. The October 1969 evaluation, however, did not address itself to behavi
oral issues, and contained no information regarding Van Nuys officers' 
attitude toward the new allocation techniques. 

10. In 1969, while the Van Nuys Part I crime rate, a,s compared to 1968, 
declined by 5 percent and its Part I arrest rate increased by 7.1 percent, 
its total arrest rate declined by 11.2 percent. 
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2. Second Evaluation of the Van Nuys Experiment. The LAPD adminis

tration apparently did not share the ASDS' level of confidence in the Oc

tober evaluation, for no action was taken to expand the use of LEMRAS over 

the follo\,ling months. In March 1970, however, the ASDS issued a second 

evaluation of the Van Nuys/LEMRAS experiment. This report compared the 

patrol activity of the division in June 1969 with that of June 1968 since 

there had been a feeling in the department that the Octobe~ 1969 evaluation 

may have been based on an overly narrow timeframe. 

For its second study, the ASDS surveyed the Van Nuys patrol officers' 

daily field-activity reports for June of 1968 and 1969, as we11 as the 

radio-telephone operators' logs for the same periods, in order to measure 

changes in the number of radio call arrests, This analysis showed that 

the number of calls-for-service in June 1969 was 10 percent lower than the 

number in 1968. Officer observations, however, were 51 percent higher in 

June 1969 than in the previous year, while field interviews were 39 percent 

high~r. More important from the point of view of the department, felony 

arrests stemming from officer observations had increased 132 percent over 

June 1968, and misdemeanor arrests had risen 144 percent. Radio-initiated 

felony arrests for June 1969, on the other hand, had declined by 5 percent 

when compared to 1968, and misdemeanor arrests had fallen by 13 percent. 

Total arrests for the period under observation were up 33 percent as com

pared to June 1968. On the basis of these data, the March 1970 report 

concluded that "LEMRAS permits a specialization of patrol units which 

enhances the crime repression capability of the [Van Nuys] division."ll 

11. Los Angeles Police Department, "Comparative Survey of Patrol Activity, 
Van Nuys Division, June 1968 vs. June 1969,11 March 1970, p. 3. 
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The second evalution made by the ASDS suffered from some of the same 

methodological and analytic shortcomings as the earlier report. For one 

thing, the second evaluation did not explain why only one month was exam

ined, or how representative that month was of Van Nuys' experience with 

LEMRAS. Moreover, although arrests had increased si gni fi cantly for June 

1969 as compared to June 1968~ again there were no data as to the extent to 

which LEMRAS-generated allocation recommendations were actually followed. 

In additi on, 1 ittl e informati on was provi:1ed regardi ng changes in other 

potentially significant v~riables over the test period,12 making it dif-

fi cult to conclusi vely attribute performance improvements to LEMRAS. 

Although such issues remained unresolved, the LAPD apparently found 

the second evaluation more c~::nvincing, for in its fiscal 1971 budget the 

department requested funds to extend the LEMRAS allocation system to the 

four other valley divisions. According to the Los Angeles Times, the 

cost in salaries and computer time for the first year of LEMRAS had been 

$65,000. 13 For expansion to the other valley divisions, an additional 

$65,000 would be required, and a request for the necessary funds was 

12. Among the other factors which might have been considered was whether 
the watch commanders had been exerting special pressure on their officials 
to make more arrests during the test period. (This possible explantion of 
the increase in arrests was advanced by a former member of the St. Loui s 
Metropol itan Police Department's research and development staff.) The 
~larch 1970 evaluation, however, did try to assess the impact of variations 
in the available manpower over the two periods examined. The report noted 
that during the test period Van Nuys had experienced a 4 percent increase 
in available manpower (compared to a city-wide average increase of 9.5 
percent), but summarily concluded that the impact of such personnel was 
limited and probably could not account for more than 20 percent of the 
increase in observations and arrests. 

13. Kenneth Hansen, "Computerized Police Deployment Praised," Los Angeles 
Times, July 10, 1970. 
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included in the department1s budget presented to the Los Angeles CIty Coun

cil. In July 1970, however, the City Council cut the requested funds from 

the police budget proposal. 

B. Request for Federal Funding 

When the City Council rejected the department1s request for funding, 

the ASDS began to consider other sources of support. In May 1971 the LAPD 

submitted a formal grant application to the California Council on Criminal 

Justice, the state1s LEAA planning agency. In its application, the depart-' 

ment proposed a two-year program for extending the LEMRAS system city-wide, 

to all 17 patrol divisions. For the first year1s work (which would involve 

implementing the basic system in each division), the department requested 

$304,489. The department1s own contribution for this period was estimated 

at $222,503. While the department1s figure appears large, especially since 

the City Council had balked at $65,000, the grant application .indicates 

that the bulk of the contribution was to be made up from a percentage of 

the salaries and benefits of existing personnel in the department who would 

be working on the project. The second year of the program was expected to 

cost an additional $450,000, half of which would be contributed by the 

department. 

The department stated in its application that by providing the 17 divi

sion commanders with the LEMRAS system it hoped to realize a number of 

specific objectives. 14 For example, the department expected that city-wide 

14. Los Angeles Police Department, tlGrant Application to California Council 
on Criminal,Justice for City-~~ide System Expansion," May 1971, pp. 23,-24. 
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implementa ti on of LEMRAS waul d \I dramati ca lly reduce" the time and manpowere 

required to analyze the call-far-service workload, cutting these require-

ments from five man-months to several hours. The department also believed 

that the system would "enhance the decision-making capabilities of police 

administrators by providing them with a great amount of management informa-

tion more frequently. At the time of the grant application, only 10 per-

cent of the information that LEMRAS was capable of providing was available 

to the division commanders in the existing departmental reports. Moreover, 

workload studies were only undertaken by the department on a semiannual 

basis and '.'Jere soon outdated. \~ith LEMRAS, however, it was expected that 

such information could be provided on a monthly basis, if not more frequent

ly. 

In addition, the department envisioned that city-wide adoption of the 

system would provide "enforceable uniformity for the performance of call

for- service activity." By providing data on actual service times, LEMRAS 

was seen as giving patrol supervisors and police administrators a standard 

by which they could judge whether the time taken to handle a call by a 

particular unit was efficient or reasonable. 

Further, the department felt that the improved workload and manpower 

estimates provided by LE~1RAS would permit an effective specialization be

tween call-far-service and crime prevention patrol resources throughout the 

city. Specifically, the department expected that LEMRAS would result in 

the "reallocationll of at least one patrol unit per divisi'on from call-for

service activities to crime prevention functions. This increase in the 

size of the crime prevention force -- and the increase in the patrol 

force's productivity resulting from its "improved deployment" -- were expec

ted to increase the volume of patrol observations and field interviews by at 
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least 25 percent and to increase patrol-initiated felony and misdemeanor 

arrests by at least 50 percent. By such preventive patrol performance, 

the department hoped to lIarrest the rise or' effect a reduction in Part I 

Crimes of burglary, auto theft, and other crimes amenable to suppression 

by patrol fOI ces .1115 

Finally, the grant application argued that LEMRAS would be an impor

tant step in the department'~ development of a capability to analyze man-

power assignment policies and special needs during periods of unusual oc-

currences. The application pointed out that LEMRAS could potentially 

serve as an important component of the city's Emergency Command Control 

Communications System (ECCCS), which was to be developed over the next 

decade. 

In interviews with the authors, members of the ASDS indicated that at 

the time of the application they had also felt it was important to respond 

to a pre-determined percentage of calls-for-service without dispatch del?../', 

and expected LEMRAS to help in this process. This point, howevar, was not 

included in the grant application as an explicit project objective. 

1. LEMRAS Expansion -- Phase I. The California Council of Criminal 

Justice approved the LAPD's grant request for LEMRAS expansion, but it made 

some significant changes in the schedule which the project was to follow. 

During Phase I, instead of expanding city-wide, the department was only to 

institute the LEMRAS system in the four other San Fernando Valley divisions. 

(This intermediate step was, of course, what the ASDS had recommended in 

October 1969.) Upon successful completion of Phase I~ the system would be 

15. Ibid., p. 24. 
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implemented in the remaining twelve divisions during Phase II. 

Phase I of the LEMRAS system expansion ran for a year and a half, 

from January 1972 through June 1973. The final report on Phase I prepared 

by the Planning Division of the LAPD revealed a striking shift in emphasis 

in the objectives of the resource allocation project. 16 As previously 

noted, in the original grant application almost n~ attention had been paid 

to the potential value of the resource allocation system in reducing dis

patch delay per se. Instead, the primary focus had been on' freeing patrol 

units from call-for-service duties in order to carry out specialized pre-

ventive patrol assignments. In the report on Phase I, however, answering 

service calls without delay (or with minimal delay) was explicitly presen

ted as the principal objective of the project. This objective was descri

bed in terms of a service-level goal of responding to 95 percent of the 

calls II\'Jithout delayll (meaning a delay of five minutes or less from the 

time the call was received by the complaint board to the time of dispatch). 

Furthermore, the report, unlike the grant application, did not include 

specific expectations for changes in arrest or crime rates among the 

project objectives. 

The final report on Phase I devoted considerable attention to the 

accuracy of the LEMRAS allocati on model's forecasts of calls-for-service 

and manpower requirements. For each of the five valley divisions, the 

report compared the total number of actual events with the total number of 

events forcast by the system during deployment periods four, five, and six 

16. Los Angeles Police Department, "Final Report Phase I, Automated 
Deployment of Available Manpower Project,1l June 1973, pp. 1-2. 
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in 1973. 17 (See Tables 6-2 and 6-3.) Data were also presented for each 

of the valley divisions on the number of watches which had experienced 

certain levels of predictive error. (See Tables 6-4 and 6-5.) As the 

figures ir. these tables show, some improvement in the forecast accuracy 

was achieved over the three deployment periods. However, even for the last 

period, the call-far-service predictions for almost 40 percent of the val

ley divisions· watches were in error by more than the llacce!1table leveP 

of 10 percent set by the department. 

As ~hown in Table 6-5, the accuracy of the predictions for both call-

for-service and officer-initiated activity were similarly unfavorable. 

The ASDS staff attributed these high error rates to the status of the data 

files at the end of Phase 1. 18 It seemed that the LEMRAS package required 

at least one year of data to achieve optimum accuracy in forecasting, where-

as the files for all the valley divisions except Van Nuys had been estab

lished less than six months before the end of Phase I. As more historic 

data were gathered, the accuracy of the predictions was expected to improve. 

Tables 6-6 and 6-7 present additional data on the length of delays and 

their distribution among categories of calls. 

In addition to the technical difficulties involved in LEMRAS· data 

requirements, the final report noted that ASDS encountered several other 

system-related problems during the course of Phase I. For example, the re

ports produced by LEMRAS proved to be II vo l uminous to watch commanders, with 

17. Each deployment period covered four weeks, and the first period began 
on January 1. Deployment periods four, five, and six, therefore, covered a 
12-week period extending from the end of March through much of June. 

18. Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
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pertinent information scattered throughout many pages. 1I19 This unexpected _ 

quantity of data ItlOrked against the valley commanders' acceptance and use 

of the new system and consequently one of the initial objectives of the 

system -- to enhance the decision-making capabilities of the department --

was negated. In response to this situation, the Planning Division program-

med a new set of evaluation reports and streamlined others to assist the 

valley division users. Also, the ASDS staff, in conjunction with the Los 

Angeles Data Service Bureau, made extensive modifications to the original 

LEMRAS software package. Because of these major' modi fi cati ons, and the 

negative opinion of LEMRAS which some division conunande'r"s held, the Planning 

Division elected to change the name of the resource allocation system to 

ADAM (for Automated Deployment of Available Manpower). 

The ~ection of the Phase I report on operational impact focused on 

changes in the valley divisions' dispatch delay, reflecting the shift in 

LEMRAS project objectives. However, the results in this area were not 

particularly encouraging. As Table 6-6 indicates, at least 30 percent of 

the calls-for-service in the valley were averaging a 20-minute dispatch 

delay, which does not include the time it takes for the assigned unit to 

get to the scene of an incident. When considering high-priority calls, the 

situation was considerably better, and as Table 6-7 shows, a large majority 

of high-priority calls were assigned to a car "\'Jithout delay." However, 

even for this category, the 95 percent service level was never achieved. 

Moreover, without more data it is difficult to determine whether the rela

tively positive service-level performance for high-priority calls should be 

19. Ibid.,p.l1. 
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attributed to the use of LEMRAS or to other factors, such as pre-empting 

service on low-priority calls. 

Although the Phase I final report omitted any data on changes in the 

crime or arrest rates of the divisions employing the LEMRAS package, this 

information was given in the department's annual reports. The 1973 crime 

and arrest statistics issued by the LAPD indicated that the number of Part 

I arrests made by the five test divisions dropped an average of 5.4 percent 

during 1972, the first year in which the LEMRAS/ADAM system was operational 

throughout the vr.lley. Thl~ reported number of Part I crimes in the valley 

during 1973 also declined, by an average of almost 7 percent, but this was 

the city-wide experience as well. Thus, as compared to the implicit and 

explicit objectives of this phase of the LEMRAS project, the system's 

apparent effect on arrests was less than anticipated and its effect on 

crime was inconclusive. If the assumptions underlying these objectives 

(regarding the effects of response time and preventive patrol on crime 

control) were correct, then this situation might have resulted, at least ;n 

part, from the inability of the LAPD to achieve its 95 percent service-level 

goal or to free units for preventive patrol. As the LAPD stated in a 

later evaluation report, "The forecasts called for such a large number of 

units that only one area, North Hollywood, had sufficient manpower to deploy 

according to system forecasts and still have crime prevention units left 

over. The service level achieved by North Hollywood was approximately 20 

percent below the 95 percent goal. 

20. Los Angeles Pol ice Department, Advanced Planning Division, "Automated· 
Deployment of Available Manpower System Evaluation (July 1, 1975 - December 
31, 1975)," p. 11. 
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2. LEr~RAS/ADAM Expansion -- Phase II. Although the results of the 

Phase I effort had been mixed and clear indicators of success were lacking, 

the ASDS began Phase II in July 1973. According to the department's 

plans, Phase II was to be divided into two parts. During Phase II-A, the 

necessary data capture was to be initiated, and initial ADAM predictive and 

historical reports were to be produced for the 12 remaining non-ADAM divi

sions. Phase II-8 was to be devoted to developing the capability to dis-

tribute forecasts city-wide on a regular basis. 

At the beginning of Phase II-B, in order to facilitate expansion of 

the system to the 12 divisions outside the San Fernando Valley, the ADAM 

staff held discussions '.'lith command-level personnel in each of the geogra

phi c areas concerni ng the i nformati on avail ab 1 e through the systei,l and its 

possible uses. Training sessions were also held with complaint board per

sonnel and radio-telephone operators to acquaint them with the data needs 

of ADAM and to impress upon them the importance of attention to detail in 

the compilation of the radio message logs. 

The department also hired a consultant to study the mathematical model 

of the ADAM system and l~ecommend modi fi cati ons for improving the forecast 

accuracy. The contract with the consultant called for: "detailed analysis 

of the current mathematical queuing model used [both] for predicting 

citizens' calls-for-service and officer-initiated activity, and for estimat-

ing required deployment needs; design of alternate models capable of being 

programmed and incorporated into the ADAM System; and analysis of the 

probable impact of the alternatives on the ADAM System. 1I21 

21. Los Angeles Police Department, IIFinal Report, Phase II-A, A.D.A.M. ," 
Fall 1974, pp. 5-6. 
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As part of its effort to achieve its objective of optimizing manpower 

utilization city-wide, the ASDS, II with the cooperation of the department1s 

Office of Operations,1I 22 also developed a proposal which recommended replac

ing the existing method of manpower allocation among the divisions with a 

newly designed historical report generat~d as part of the ADAM computer 

package. (So far, LEMRAS/ADAM had only been used for manpower allocation 

within divisions.) The existing method used a de,ployrnent formula based on 

ten weighted factors, including the number of calls-for-service, crimes, 

arrests, street miles, and population density, and through this formula 

calculated a number for each of the 17 divisions which indicated the per

centage of the total uni formed force that were to go to that area. The 

ASDS Planning Division proposed that this formula be discontinued, and that 

ADAM-generated service workload percentages, which (according to the divi

sion) mor~ accurately reflected actual man-hours expended, be employed as 

the basis of determining manpower allocation to the divisions. 

Although this proposal was put forward in 1974, a final dec~sion was 

not made by the department until April 1975. The primary cause of this 

delay was a shift in the police service philosophy of the LAPD. 

C. The Basic Car Plan, Team Policing, and the Redirection of ADAM 

In March 1974, midway through Phase II-A, the administration of Chief 

Davis instituted a shift in police service philosophy which was to have a 

22. Ibid., pp. 7-8. The Office of Operations is the section of the depart
ment that has overall responsibility for the patrol force. It is equivalent 
to the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department1s Bureau of Field Operations. 
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critical impact on the utility of the city-wide ADAM allocation model. 

The department's new approach, "team policing," grew out of its "basic car 

plan," which had been adopted back in 1969. 

1. The Basic Car Plan. The basic car plan was based philosophically 

on what the LAPD termed the "territorial imperative" concept. According 

to this concept, if one specific patrol car was made responsible for a 

certain geographic area for 24 hours per day, the officers assigned to the 

car around the clock would gain a knowledge of the area and community and 

thus be able to perform better. The basic car unit was made the responsi

bility of one supervising officer, and each basic car was expected to spend 

at least 50 percent of each tour in the area to which the veh"icle was 

assigned, either answering calls-far-service, patrolling, or working with 

the local community. The original implementation of the basic car plan 

established basic car districts within each of the 17 geographic areas in 

Los Angeles, with boundaries based on workload studies so that the districts 

represented the least number of patrol cars needed in a geographic area 

during an average day. This minimum basic car plan was fielded every day 

on every watch, and all available police personnel were fielded in addi

tional patrol cars as supplements to the basic cars. 

It should be noted that there were significant philosophical differ

ences between the deployment pol icy relating to ADAM and the policies \'Ihich 

underlay the basic car and team policing approaches. As the discussion of 

the Phase I report pointed out, the emphasis of the revised LEMRAS/ADAM 

system was on responding to calls-far-service as rapidly as possible and 

allocating resources to meet that objective. The basic car plan, on the 

other hand, focused on an area of the city and on maintaining police pre

sence and association in that area. Responding to calls was important, but 
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it had a lower priority. 

As might be expected, conflicts soon arose between the basic car and 

resource al1ccation programs in Van Nuys, where both were operational. 23 

Under the resource allocation project, if a basic car was available, a wait-

ing service call would be assigned to it, even if it did not occur in the 

carls assigned area. As a result, it was estimated that the Van Nuys ba

sic cars were responding to calls outside their areas about 30 percent of 

the time, making it extremely difficult for them to spent half their work

ing hours with people in their assigned areas. Yet, if the dispatcher had 

not been allowed to assign a certain number of calls to basic cars outside 

of their areas, the number of units needed to handle the divisionis call

for-service workload with minimal delay would have increased considerably, 

which would in turn have required further reductions in the crime repres-

~ sion (preventive patrol) force. An LAPD evaluation report summarized the 

apparent incompatibility between the ADAM System and the basic car plan by 

listing three "tenets of the Basic Car Plan which appeared to have a 

potentially adverse effect on response to calls-for-service: 

o Basic Car Plan officers were designated as fixed-post positions. 

o All Basic Car Plan Units required deployment of two officers 

around the clock. 

o Basic Car Plan Units were restricted to their areas of assignment 

23. Kent Colton, "Use of Computers by Police: Patterns of Success and 
Failure," Urban Data Service, vol. 4, no. 4 (April 1972), pp. 14-15. 
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except in an emergency.,,24 

2. Introduction of Team Policing. In spite of the philosophical 

conflict between the basic car and resource allocation programs, both 

continued to be developed through 1972 and 1973. While the ASDS continued 

work on the resource allocation system, other sections of the department 

expanded the basic car plan and began to experiment with an additional but 

related organizational concept called "team policing. 1I 

The most extensive and significant of these team policing efforts was 

the Team 28 experiment carried out during 1972 and 1973 in a three-square-

mile subsection of the Venice division. This sUbsection encompassed a 

population of 26,256, made up primarily of middle- and lower-middle-income 

famil ies. To create an envi ronment "conduci ve to the maximum effecti ve-

ness" of the program, a great deal of emphasis was placed on community in-

volvement of the team officers through small neighborhood watch meetings 

and crime prevention education activities. Another significant character

istic of the experiment was the attempt to produce generalist rather than 

specialist police officers who would not only impart crime prevention in

formation to the community but also train one another in their respective 

functional specializations during the course of their activities. Accord

ingly, 38 sworn personnel, representing a cross-section of uniformed, 

traffic, and investigative officers, were assigned to Team 28. The primary 

constraint upon these officers was that they were to remain in the "team 

area" unless required to respond to emergency calls outside it. 25 

24. Los Angeles Police Department, Advanced Planrring Division, "Automated 
Deployment of Available Manpower System Evaluation, July 1, 1975 - December 
31, 1975," p. 25. 

25. LAPD, "An Evaluation of the Team 28 Experiment," April 1974, pp. 10-16. 
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The Venice experiment was initiated during the second quarter of 

1972 . In June 1972, grant funds to combat burglary, amounting to over 

$250,000, were obtained from the California Council of Criminal Justice 

as part of its Crime Specific Burglary Program. The department applied 

these monies to the Team 28 project, which allowed the experiment to con

tinue through July 1973. The funds were used primarily for salaries and 

overtime pay for team personnel, rental of storefront space~ and the 

purchase of equipment. 

According to the departmen t l s eva 1 uati on of the experiment, 1\ com

munity attitudes in the test area were positively influenced by the commu

nity involvement programs of the experiment, and police attitudes also re

flected a more positive attitude toward the community.u 26 In addition, 

the team policing area realized a 31.29 percent reduction in burglaries, 

compared to a 22.4 percent reduction in the adjacent control area. The 

experimental area also did better than the control area in regard to bur

glary/auto theft, with the former achieving a 20.9 percent reduction com

pared to the 1atter' s increase of 3.45 percent. Both areas did equally 

well in reducing auto theft, with each experiencing a reduction of about 

12 percent. The control area, though, did much better than the team area 

in reducing roberies, with a 30.4 percent reduction compared to the team 

area's 14.2 percent reduction. 27 

During 1973 and the first quarter of 1974, team policing experiments 

were conducted in all 17 geographic divisions of the city, although none 

26. Ibid., p. 3. 

27. rbid., pp. 95-96. 
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was as extensive or as fully documented as Team 28. Finally, in March 

1974, Chief Davis made the formal decision to implement team policing city

wide. As stated by the LAPD, lIimplementation of Team Policing was the next 

step in the evolution of the 'territorial imperative' concept. The city 

was divided into 66 police team districts, normally comprised of one or 

two of the previously··described Basic Car Plan areas. Dispatch policy 

concerning calls-far-service was promulgated in adherence to 'territorial 

imperative,' i.e., all team units were kept inside their team area except 

in emergencies. 1I28 

This action prompted the ASDS to carefully reconsider its work on the 

ADAM System, and in March 1974, the project staff presented a report to 

the LAPD Review and Concurrence Authority (RCA) recommending a redfrection 

for the system. The report outlined four conditions that would be neces

sary if the existing ADAM allocation model and its related system were to 

be lIoperationally meaningful and cost-effective": 

o The manpower pool of an area had to be free from territorial 

constraints to handle any call in the area. 

o The manpower pool of an area had to be large enough to warrant 

the operational costs of an automated predictive system. 

o The forecast workload had to be accurate enough for the predictions 

to properly reflect manpower needs as a function of call-for-service 

workload. 

o The call-far-service load of the area being examined had to 

28. Los Angeles Police Department, Advanced Planning Division, "Automated 
Dep'loyment of Available Manpower System Evaluation, July 1,1975 - December 
31, 1975," pp. 25-26. 
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fluctuate significantly in order to warrant periodic forecasting. 29 

In analyzing these fout condHions proposed by the ASDS, the police 

department found difficulties with each. 

The first and second conditions both conflicted with the basic car 

plan, which required that the basic cars be fielded 24 hours a day whether 

the workload justified it or not. The fact that the basic cars were sup

posed to be dispatched to incidents outside their designated areas only in 

times of emergency also threatened the forecast effectiveness of the ADAM 

system, since the model assumed that any unit deployed could respond to any 

incoming call of the division. Before city-wide team policing, the basic 

cars had made up roughly 25 percent of the geographic areas· patrol forces, 

so prior to 1974 most patrol vehicles could answer incidents anywhere in a 

division, regardless of their priority level. But with the move to com

plete city-wide team policing, almost the entire manpower and vehicle pool 

of a division came under the territorial constraints that previously had 

only applied to basic cars. 30 

Regarding the third condition -- the accuracy of workload forecasts 

the statistics already cited have indicated that the fOt'ecasts were not 

accurate on a day of week and watch basis. (See Tables 6-4 and 6-5.) Al

though forecasts had improved somewhat as the Phase I experiment had pro

gressed, the department found that lithe flccuracy for the individual days of 

29. Los Angeles Police Department, IIRedirection of Goals and Objectives 
for the ADAM System (ADAM Presentation to the Review and Concurrence 
Authority)," March 8,1974, p. 3. 

30. Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
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the week and the individual ~~tches was un~cceptable. Fluctuations of plus 

or minus 75 percent were commonplace. 1I3l 

Finally, concerning the fourth condition, analysis of statistical data 

from the 'five val1ey arl=as revealed that "individual geographic ar~as do 

not experience significant call-for-service fluctuations from one d~ploy

ment period to another.:r32 The valley data indicated that, for the five 

divisions, the mean percentage of change between periods (for ten consecu

tive deployment periods) ranged from 2.7 percent to 6.8 percent. There did 

seem to be evidence of substantial seasonal fluctuations (10 percent or 

more), but because of the small manpower pools of team policing (between 

four and six units per watch per team), the ASDS discovered that these 

seasonal fluctuations IIresult[ed] in insignificant variation in the number 

of units required to service the workload. 1I33 Even when the ASDS examined 

fOUl'-month periods for the valley divisions, the deployment recommended by 

the ADAM system varied by only a to 2 units in most timeframes. For exam

ple, for the three deployment periods between September 30~ 1973, and 

January 10, 1974, the recommended number of units for Foothill I sTeam 23 

varied by only 0 or 1 unit over g7 percent of the time. Thus, ASDS indi-

cated, Honce workload requirements for a watch are determined, there is no 

need for an automated deployment system" with regular forecasts. 34 

Although the ASDS concluded that the ADAM system as a dynamic resource 

allocation tool was no longer meaningful under the new team concept -- that 

31. Ibid., p. 14. 

32. I bid., p. 4. 

33. Ibid., p. 5. 
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'I 

is to say, that the ADAM model and its allocation recommendations were not 

appropriate (or accurate) for the LAPD -- it still believed that many of 

the computer-generated historical reports could play lIan important support-" 

ive role for team policing, be a valuable analytical tool in evaluating the 

impact of an experimental program on deployment, and provide valuable in

formation for Communication Division Studies."35 Therefore, the ASDS recom-

mended retaining that part of the computer package that generated historical 

reports and using it as the foundation of an automated management informa

tion system. As an example of the possible value of ADAM as a management 

information system, the ASDS cited the use of call-far-service volume re

ports by valley division analytical offices in formulating team boundaries 

during Phase I. Moreover, they claimed that after the 17 areas had accumu

lated data for one year, ADAM historical reports could be used to compare 

the relative call-far-service volumes of various areas as one criterion 

for redistributing manpower among divisions or teams. Finally, they 

argu~d that the IlADAM Delay Analyses ll and IIUnit Workload lf reports would 

enable team officers to monitor both the efficiency of their units in hand

ling calls and the degree of team adherence to the "territorial imperative ll 

concept. 

According to the ASDS estimates, the transformation of the ADAM com

puter system from a deployment forecast system to a management information 

system could be accomplished by the end of Phase II-A, in June 1974. To 

enhance the utility of the computer package as a management tool, however, 

they recommended that the funds which the department had intended to seek 

e . 35. Ibid. 
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for Phase II-B work be utilized to develop a geocoding system. The propo- e 
sed geocoding system would be used to match the address on dispatch records 

maintained by the department to reporting districts. The Planning Division 

argued that this capability would benefit the ADAM project because the 

management reports which the redirected system would be producing were 

dependent on the accurate assignment of reporting district information. In 

making this latest proposal, the ASDS noted that a significant portion of 

the radio message logs lacked just such location informtion. The cost of 

developing the geocoding system was placed at $108,202. 

On March 8, 1974, the department's Review and Concurrence Authority 

(RCA) agreed with the recommendations presented by tile ASDS, and a redirec

tion of the ADAM system was initiated. Workload forecasting was suspended, 

along with the dynamic deployment aspects of the system. The final deci-

sion to discontinue use of the dynamic model was based on three factors: 

o continual problems with the computer software due to the complexity 

and inadequacy of the predictive aspects of the model to forecast 

workloads and consider officer-initiated activities; 

o difficulties in the capture and preparation of data; and 

o changes in police department deployment policies to team policing. 36 

The RCA, however, accepted the ASDS proposal that the computer pro-

grams for generating historical data on calls-for-service workload and 

self-initiated activities be retained, and concurred with the ASDS proposal 

(made during Phase II-A) that these historical data be used in developing 

36. Los Angeles Police Department, Advanced Planning Division, "Automated 
Deployment of Available Manpower System Evaluation, July 1,1975 - December 
31, 1975," pp. 21-25. 
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a new workload formula for deployment planni.ng purposes. 

3. Phase II-B. Phase II-B, which followed the decision to redirect 

the ADAM system, ran from July through December 1974. One of its primary 

goals was to develop a Geographic Base File (GBF) geocoding capability. 

It had been determined at the beginning of Phase II that such a file, 

adaptable to the immediate requirements of the ADAM system, was already 

available to the department: the Dual Independent Map Encoding (DIME) 

File for Los Angeles County. The DIME File program essentially involved 

the translation of geographic information, such as street addresses, and 

of crime statistics reported by police districts, 'into a form that could 

be understood and manipulated by a computer. This allowed the management 

information system to take individual pieces of information, such as spe

cific police incidents, and to aggregate them in a variety of ways, thus 

providing, for example, the total number of incidents in a particular police 

district during a particular time of day. In July 1974, the Los Angeles 

County Regional Planning Commissio~ agreed to let the ADAM project staff 

extract the Los Angeles City portion of the DIME File. t~ork on the DIME 

File continued throughout the Phase II grant. 37 Once the fi 1 e was 

37. The task of adopting and updating the city portion of the DIME File 
was divided into four phases. During the first three phases, reporting 
numbers were assigned to the street segments already in the DIME File. 
During the fourth phase, all new post-1970 street changes not originally 
in the file were added. Reporting district designations were then appended 
to all these additions. After the DIME File segments had been assigned a 
reporting district number, data records derived from the communications mes
sage logs were run through the address matching (ADMATCH) edit routine sys
tem developed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. After processing the ADAM 
source data by the edit routine, the ADMATCH system automatically appended 
reporting district numbers to all the records which contained street addres
ses. While the first such ADMATCH computer run was carried out by the ADAM 
staff on November 25,1974, the addre~s match rate for the source documents 

1137 (continued ... )" 
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established, the primary problem was to update it and keep it current. As 

of 1976, the DIME File was being maintained by the Los Angeles Data Service 

Bureau, but since city resources were limited and there had been a budget 

freeze, the updating process had fallen behind. 

During Phase II-B t.he project staff also devoted time and effort to 

redesigning and modifying the computer-generated administrative reports 

which would provide historical information on call-for-service workload 

and performance in servicing calls. A variety of reports were developed 

so that the output would be useful to specific members of the police de

partment. In order to support team policing, for example, a report was 

developed to indicate the number of "crossoversll -- incidents in \\',ich a 

policeman from one team would be called to another team area to service a 

call. 

In addition, the ASDS continued its efforts to improve the ADAM al

location model. This was done in spite of the earlier decision that the 

dynamic allocation model \'/as not appropriate for the LAPD team policing 

environment. 

Much of the Phase II-8 work on the allocation model focused on the 

problem of officer-initiated calls. It was felt that the failure of the 

LEMRAS/ADAM dynamic model to consider officer-initiated calls had been a 

primary source of inaccuracy in the forecasts. During Phase II-A, in 

37. (continued) 
was 81.6 percent; that is, 81.6 percent of the source documents con

tained legitimate address information which cculd be matched by the sys
tem with a reporting district number. Nine subsequent source data runs 
were made with an average match rate of 84.9 percent. Prior to acquisition 
of the GBF and ADMATCH systems, the average match rate achieved by manually 
appending reporting district numb,=rs to message logs had been 65-70 
percent. 
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fact, a consultant had been hired to study the mathematical model and to 

recommend ways to improve its accuracy. Now the consultant's final report 

was given a thorough technical review by both the department and the city's 

Data Service Bureau. Both concluded that the report was unsatisfactory 

because it did not meet the provisions of the contract. 38 Among other 

things, the department claimed that the consultant had neither identified 

"areas of incongruity of the model with the real world situation confront

ing the department," nor described those characteristics of ADAM data which 

rendered the existing predictive model inadequate, especially for the fore

cast of officer-initiated activity.39 

About the same time that the consultant was hired, Dr. Jan Chaiken, a 

mathematics professor at UCLA and an employee of the Rand Corporation, 

approached the department about developing a class project at UCLA that 

would deal with emergency service systems, response time, and queuing the

ory. In response, the department gave Dr. Chaiken and his class permission 

to make an evaluation of the ADAM system. During the summer of 1974, the 

UCLA class presented its report to the department. 40 

The report did not limit itself to reviewing the existing LEMRAS/ADAM 

model. Instead, much of it was devoted to advocating an alternative dyna

mic model which the class believed would be superior to the LEMRAS/ADAM 

38. Los Angeles Police Department, "Final Report Phase II-B, A.D.ft. ~.," 
March 31, 1975, pp. 6, 10-11. 

39. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 

40. Larry Glazer, Victor Hernandez, et al., "Analysis of the Los Angeles 
Police Department's Patrol Car Deployment Methods," UCLA Public Systems 
Analysis class, June 1974. 
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technique. The UCLA program, unlike the ADAM model (which, according to ~ 

the LAPD, treated officer-initiated activity as unrelated to the number 

of units deployed), operated on the assumption "that the amount of officer

initiated activity performed by a radio car would vary according to the 

amount of call-for-service workload. 1I The class calculated the number of 

affected cars needed in each division for each tour and then applied a 

correction factor (because of cars unavailable due to officer-initiated 

activity and IIhousekeepingll duties) to determine the number of "actual ll 

cars needed to achi eve the lIeffecti veil number of units. 

Using this model, the class discovered that to achieve the objective 

of answering 95 percent of calls without delay, the size of the patrol 

force would have to be doubled. Accor'dingly the class recommended that 

the department set more modest objectives. As of summer 1976, the original 

response time objective had not been relaxed. 4l 

In their report, the UCLA students also compared the number of car

hours actually available in the five valley divisions (during deployment 

period 2) \Iii th the number 1 i sted on the ADAM print-outs as being requi red 

to obtain a 95 percent probability of no dispatch delay. (See Table 6-8.) 

The class discovered that the car-hours assigned to the entire valley area 

approximately equaled the number called for in the program. However, 

41. The department, however, has established three levels of priority 
assignments: Priority 1 for emergency dispatches; Priority 2 for calls 
which involved a high priority but still required the police officer to 
obey traffic 'laws when proceeding to the scene; and Priority 3 calls, in
cluding all other police activities. Response delay was being monitored 
by the various priority cate~ories, with the realization that delays should 
be smaller for higher-priority calls and greater for lower-priority calls. 
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the distribution of car-hours bet\'leen the five areas did not match the 

need as predicted by the model. The class then sought to determine whe

ther there were justifiable reasons for the differences between the various 

divisions in car-hours actually assigned. On the basis of their analysis, 

the class concluded: 

... we can see that West Valley and Foothill show a 
low patrol frequency and high average travel time. 
These two divisions justify assignment of excess 
cars in order to improve their pattol frequency and 
travel time expectations. Conversely, there is no 
way evident to justify the relative excess of cars 
assigned to the North Hollywood Division. 42 

Perhaps more important, the class determined that, independent of 

whether a division was relatively over-allocated or under-allocated (in 

terms of the aggregate ADAM predictions), within each division, on the 

average, lithe increase in cars on duty during the busiest hours was less 

than it should have been,1I and the reduction in cars on duty during slow 

hours was also inadequate. Although the class conceded that it was easier 

for patrol commanders to make small variations in the number of cars on 

duty than to make large changes, they argued that this practice was unde

sirable because it resulted in longer dispatch delays than necessary. In 

fairness to the division commanders, however, it should be noted that the 

basic car requirements considerably constrained their ability to follow 

the recommendations of the LEMRAS/ADAM models. 

Following the submission of the UCLA report, Dr. Chaiken concluded 

his direct \'lork for the LAPD, but he continued his efforts to develop re

source allocation models. Although these effurts were not specifically 

> , 

42. Ibid., pp. 28, 31. 
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directed to\'/ard the Los Angeles police, the ultimate product may eventu- tit 
ally be used by the department. Under the auspices of the Rand Corpora-

tion in Santa Monica, Dr. Chaiken had already participated in the design 

of a resource all ocati on system for the New York City Pol ice Department. 43 

Using the essential features of both the New York system and the UCLA 

model, Chaiken and the staff at Rand subsequently developed a new general-

purpose patrol car allocation model which became known as PCAM (Patrol 

Car Allocation Model).44 At the conclusion of Phase II-B, the ADAM staff 

studied the new model and decided that they would recommend implementing 

PCAM as a part of the resource allocation planning for the LAPD. (There 

is some question as to why the staff came to this decision, since the 

LAPD app8ared to be committed to team policing and the PCAM model was 

likely to exhibit many of the ADAM's limitations in relation to the team 

policing environment.) 

Meanwhile, after receiving authorization from the RCA, the ASDS had 

developed procedures whereby the newly designed ADAM historical data re

ports could be used to deploy personnel among divisions by day of week and 

by watch. The new ADAM reports presented data on the man-hours expended 

in each district, including breakdowns on such factors as service calls, 

self-initiated activities, and crimes. 45 By June 1974, the necessary 

43. This model was based on the resource allocation algorithm presented 
in Chapter 5 of Richard C. Larson's Book, Urban Police Patrol Analysis 
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press), 1972. 

44. For more detail on PCAM see Jan Chaiken and Peter Dormont, "History 
of Patrol Cat Al1ocation Programs," Appendix A in Patrol Car Allocation 
Model: Users Manual, R-178612 (Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 
1975). PCAM is programmed in FORTRAN and is available in a batch or an 
interactive version. 

45. Los Angeles Police Department, IIFinal Report, Phase II-B, ADAM," p. 7. 
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computer programs were fully operati ona 1, and the ASDS recommended that, 

effective January 1, 1975, the Office of Operations adopt the use of 

computer-generated historical reports as a replacement for the existing 

hazard formula utilized for patrol deployment among divisions. 

The Office of Operations, however, did not concur with the ASDS 

recommendations. Its staff preferred that, instead of replacing the exist

ing Patrol Bureau Formula with the ADAM reports, the new deployment system 

should be based both on the ADAM reports and on components of the old 

hazard formula. 46 On March 10, 1975, a formal decision to implement such 

a compromise system was announced. But even then, further delays occurred, 

and the new system was not initiated until July 1, 1975. 

D. Evaluation of ADAM, July-December 1975 

Although the ADAM Phase 11-8 proposal ended in December 1974, some 

grant money was available through April 1975, when all resources from the 

federal grant would be expended. If the historical reporting system was 

to move from a developmental status to an operational mode, additional 

resources would be necessary. The police department therefore asked the 

City of Los Angeles for $44,000 for final implementation. The t~ayor turned 

down the request for two reasons: because city expenditures had to be 

reduced to avoid a budget deficit,47 and because th~ police department had 

46. Interviews, Scott Hebert with Officer-in-Charge, interdivision deploy
ment, April 1975, and Kent Colton with ASDS staff, July 1976. 

47. This response'is interesting in light of the fact that the LEMRAS/ 
ADAM project had been introduced as a measure which would potentially 
increase the efficiency of the LAPD. 
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expressed lIan ambiguous position in regard to the acceptance of ADAM's 

purported ability to replace the manual preparation of the Patrol Bureau 

Formula. 1I48 In response, the department stated that ADAM was a viable, 

operational program, and made a renewed case to the Mayor and the City 

Administrative Officer. On April 16, 1975, the department received an 

appropriation of $15,000, which would carry it up to July. (The City 

Administrative Officer had advised the Mayor that the entire sum of 

$44,000 was not required.) In his letter announcing the reinstatement of 

the ADAM project in the Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 1975-76, the Mayor 

noted that such action should not be viewed as a complete acceptance of 

the ADAM system. He also asked that a six-month pilot program be insti

tuted to determine the true benefits and costs of the system, as well as 

user opinion concerning ADAM's ability to provide desired information. 

Criteria for evaluating the pilot program were to be provided by the City 

Administrative Officer, who was also to conduct the final evaluation and 

submit his recommendations to the Mayor and City Council. The evaluation 

was to run from July 1 through December 31, 1975, and the city funds al

located for the operation of the system during that period. 

In preparation for the pilot program, the ASDS prepared a detailed 

IIUsers Manual" on the ADAM historical reports. The manual outlined the 

method for carryi.ng out a division workload study and for shifting resour

ces among the various police teams. 49 

48. Letter from Tom Bradley, Mayor of Los Angeles, to the Los Angeles 
Boal~d of Police Commissioners, May 8,1975. 

49. Los Angeles Police Department, Advanced Systems Development Section, 
Advanced Planning Division, Automated Deployment of Available Manpower 
(ADAM) Users Manual (Los Angeles, 1975). 
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In addition, the Office of Operations completed its new formula for 

interdivision deployment of excess manpower among the 17 divisions. The 

first factor of this formula measured the areas l percentages of city-wide 

patrol workload or IIproportionate need ll and used four pieces of informa

tion from the ADAM reports: calls-for-set'vice, officer-initiated activi

ty, reported time unavilable for administrative reasons, and data concern

ing selected crimes. This 1Ij:!"oportionate needll factor received a weight

ing of ten in the overall formula. 

Each of the other six factors, which were incorporated from the pre

vious hazard formula, received a weighting of one. They consisted of 

property loss, traffic accidents, casualties, anf fatalities; stolen vehi

cles recovered by area, Los Angeles City population in that area, street 

miles, and population density. All seven factors were totaled by area, and 

e then the areal s "percentage of the city's workload ll was calculated. 

It is important to remember, however, that deployment both within 

each division and among the 17 divisions was carried out within the con

text of team policing. Thus, the 66 LAPD teams were to remain as fixed 

posts, and the new allocation techniques utilizing the ADAM reports were 

only to be used to deploy the additional resources, termed the IIdeployable 

pool.1I In the summer of 1976, for example, the LAPD had 3,860 uniformed 

officers, 3,160 of whom were assigned to fixed posts in team areas. This 

left a deployable pool of 700 men to be allocated among the various divi

sions. Each quarter, the Office of Operations was to recalculate the 

proportionate need among the various divisions, and shift officers from 

the deployable pool among the divisions. Similarly, each of these 17 

divisions was encouraged to carry out a ~ivision workload study and to use 

ADAM historical reports to allocate people from their deployanle pool by 
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watch hours and by day of week so as to improve their performance in 

responding to calls-for-service. 

The si x-month eval uati on report, which was prepared by the ADAM 

staff in March 1976, comprised four sections. 49 The first focused on 

the evolution of the system; the second examined changes in the resposne 

to calls-for-service during the pilot program; and third explored the 

attitudes of user personnel and their acceptance of the system through 

a series of interviews held at the beginning and end of the test period; 

and the fourth analyzed some of the costs and benefits of the system. 

According to the evaluation, the six-month period had permitted the 

output and di stri buti on of two ADAM quat'terly reports. These reports 

(for the third and fourth quarters of 1975) were distributed to the 17 

divisions. They requested that each division cat'ry out workload studies 

based on the formulas described above, and proposed executing appropriate 

changes in deployment. Interviews had been conducted with the area man

agement teams, district team leaders, and analytical officers for each of 

the 17 divisions approximately two weeks after the quarterly reports had 

been published and distributed. In addition, the staff of the Office of 

Operations had been interviewed to see how they felt the system was work

ing. According to the ASDS report, the pi lot program I demon-

strated that it [the adam historical reporting system) 

49. The Mayor had originally stated that the evaluation could be conduc
ted by the Chief Administrative Officer. Instead, it was conducted by 
the ADAM staff. Although there is no reason to suppose that they would 
have altered the facts, it would have been difficult to eliminate all 
biases and an independent evaluation might have provided a more objective 
judgment. 
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is an effective patrol deployment planning tool ,11 50 and on the basis of 

the six-month evaluation, the City of Los Angeles and the LAPD decided to 

continue to use the ADAM system. 

Specifically, the ASDS report found that: 

o Calls-far-service had increased by .53 percent during the first 

seven deployment periods of 1975, as compared w'jth the same period 

in 1974. Service level had decreased during the Saille deployment 

periods by an average of 1.1 percent per period, but after imple

mentation of ADAM the lower service-level trend had been reversed. 

Deployment periods eight through thirteen had shown an increase 

of 8.2 percent in calls-for-service in 1975 as against 1974. At 

the same time, service level had increased very moderately by an 

average of .7 percent per deployment period. 

o An even greater improvement had occurred in the average minutes 

of delay for those calls not dispatched within five minutes of 

receipt. The average delay of calls during the last six months of 

1974 had been 29.1 minutes -- a reduction of 2.6 minutes or 8.9 

percent. 

o As a result of the workload studies completed with the ADAM system 

data, 156 uniformed patrol officers had been redeployed within 

geographic areas. The increase in service level and the decrease 

in delays had followed this redep1oyment. 51 

50. Los Angeles Police Department, Advanced Planning Division, IIAutomated 
Deployment of Available Manpower System Evaluation, July 1,1975 - December 
31,1975,11 p. 3. 

• . 5'1. Ibid., pp. 4-7. 
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On the surface, these numbers appear positive, and in some respects 

they may be. However, it is important to place them in perspective. 

First, the apparent improvement in service level between 1974 and 

1975 was so small that it is difficult to tell whether the change was 

statistically significant. 

Second, there is the problem of establishing a causal relationship. 

A number of factors may have contributed to the reported changes in patrol 

force workload and performance -- changes ill the type of call-for-service, 

overall community attitudes, police ~nthusiasm with team policing, more 

efficient communications and dispatch, and so forth. The ADAM reporting 

system may have been one of the causal factors, but it is difficult to 

imagine that its influence would have been ver'Y great, for only 156 men 

(approximately 4 percent of the uniformed force of close to 4000) were 

transferred during the period of evaluation. In fact, as Figure 6-1 shows, 

the improvement in dispatch delay began during deployment per-iod four, 

before city-wide implementation and evaluation of ADAM, which suggests 

that other factors were at least partially responsible for the changes in 

performance. 

F j ita 11y, even if we coul d say with confi dence that the use of ADAM 

historical reports was responsible for the apparent improvements in patrol 

performance, the system's impact on the quality of police se}'vice was 

still very limited. Specifically, more than 50 percent of the calls-for

service had incurred a dispatch delay, and for an average of 26 minutes. 

In addition, the evaluation report also discussed acceptance of the 

ADAM pilot program by the police management teams. :Of the 17 divis'ion man

agement teams that were interviewed, 16 stated that they had attained 

familiarity with the ADAt~ system by the end of the evaluation .• Ten 
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division commanding officers said that they had instructed their team 

leaders to set service-level goals for 1976 on the basis of historic ADAM 

data. Also, 42 of the 66 district team leaders at the end of the evalua

tion period said that they were actively using the ADAM quarterly reports 

for deployment planning, in contrast to 28 team leaders who had been using 

the reports at the beginning of the period. To the staff this seemed to 

indicate a trend toward increased use of the system by team leaders. In 

addition, analytical officers found the system to be a significant improve

ment over the old uniform deployment formula for computing workload studies. 

Of the 17 analytical officers, 14 said they had a good working knowledge 

of ADAM, and all 17 stated that they had completed at least one workload 

study using the ,lI,)AM data. Moreover, the ASDS reported that ADAM had 

permitted the completion of an Rrea workload study in one man-day -- a 

saving of 14 man-days over the old method. 

Once again it is important to review the findings more thoroughly. 

For example, while 16 of the 17 division management teams stated that they 

had a good familiarity with the ADAM historical reports by the end of the 

pilot program, confidence on the part of the management team had increased 

'Jcry l~t\.:le during the experimental period. In addition, while the ASDS 

report noted that 15 of the 17 divisions had formulated an area policy 

regarding use of the ADAM historical reports, in only 10 of these 15 (or 

58 percent of the LAPD divisions) did this policy require team leaders to 

set service-level. goals for 1976 on the basis of the ADAM statistics. 

Moreover, the evaluation revealed that, while.42 teams were uS'ing the ADJ:'M 

reports to some extent for deployment planning, by the end of the pilot 

period, 24 still were not. This means that over one-third of the teams 

did not use the ADAM historic 'reports, even though a fairly intensive 
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effort must have been made to encourage their support during the evalua- 4It 
tion period. 

Finai1y, the evaluation report indicated that implementation of the 

ADAM system had eliminated the preoaration and processing of the Daily 

Field Activities Reports (DFAR), which had been needed to prepare the 

previous patrol bureau quarterly report. The annual cost of this old 

report was estimated at $257,686. The LAPD evaluation report stated that 

these savings more than offset the annual ADAM operating expense of 

$124,319. However, most of the costs attributed to the old system were 

based on time spent by patrol officers in roll call, training, and coding 

the 01 d DFARs. Whi le many of the costs for the ADAM system were "new" 

costs to the police departn~nt, the dollars saved came primarily from 

patrol officer time. Although such savings may have financed additional 

police time in the field, they did not result ina spending reduction for 

the LAPD. 

E. Status of the ADAM Reporting System 

Early in 1977, the ADAM historical reporting system was a part of 

LAPD operations. The officers in the ASDS seemed satisfied with the system 

and looked forward to its continuation. In addition, the Officer-in

ChaY'ge of Deployment in the Office of Operations expressed satisfaction 

with the new deployment formula, both in term~ of the ease of calculating 

proportionate workloads for the divisions and the overall operations of 

the historical reporti~g system. 52 HoweVer, it is important to remember 

52. Kent Colton interviews with LAPD staff, July 1976. 
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that the system now in operation is very different from the one originally 

concerned when the LEMRAS project began. The current ADAM system is not 

a dynamic resource allocation model which includes forecasts of 

workload demand. Rather~ it is a management information system which 

keeps track of service workloads~ responses to calls-for-service, and 

crime activities in the LAPD. These historical reports are used to facili

tate hand calculations, which in turn are used to allocate and deploy 

excess manpower. Further, it is not mandatory for each division to carry 

out workload studies based on the ADAM system. According to the ASDS 

staff, in the summer of 1976 six divisions were using the ADAM reporting 

system livery effectively," v/ith all non-fixed-post deployment based on 

the system's workload reports. Another six developed workload studies 

using the system, but less extensively. Finally, five divisions did not 

appear to be utilizing the system at all. 53 This is not surprising, for 

as the experience in St. Louis has shown~ if pressure for use is not main

tained by the ranking command staff, there is no assurance that a new 

system will continue in operation. 

In order to encourage use of the system, the ASDS was preparing, at 

the end of 1976, a series of charts each quarter in order to track the 

following activities: (1) the number of units deployed in each of the 

divisions by time of day; (2) the average number of calls-for-service per 

hour; and (3) the average number of minutes per hour when no units were 

available to respond to calls. (Figure 6-1 displays such a chart for the 

Venice District.) These charts gave the.ASDS a way to track the divisions' 

53. Based on Colton interviews with LAPD staff~ July 1976. 
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progress in comparison with overall objectives. If an area's performance 

declines, it appears that the ASDS will attempt to pressure the division 

into improving its deployment and utilizing ADAM. The final decision, 

though, still remains with the division commanders of the 17 geographic 

areas, and the real tesi: question is: "Will the ADAM system still be in 

use, say, in five years l time?" 

Further, the use of the ADAM reporting system sti 11 confl icts wi th 

the team policing concept. Since team policing calls for a fixed number 

of posts, at most the use of the ADAM reporting system will have only a 

marginal impact on workload distribution. If the PCAM model is ever im

plemented, this conflict will become even more apparent, particularly when 

the question of geographic allocation arises. Essentially, the PCAM 

system would offer two options. First, the model could be used to allo

cate cars to very small.geographic regions (team areas), but this would 

not work very wel1. For example, PCAr~ will never allocate fewer than two 

cars to a region because of the underlying queuing formula assumptions 

that capture economics of scale for numerous cars but not for a single car. 

Second, the model could be used to allocate cars to precincts, even if the 

precincts were divided into team areas. But then nobody would have the 

authority to compel compatible decisions by the team commanders so that 

the sum of the team allocations may not equal the desired p}~ecinct alloca

tion suagested by the model. 

In 1977, although the ASDS was planning to implement the rCAM model, 

the process has been very slow. This slowness of pace has been aggravated 

by a budget crunch within the city. Even if the PCAM model were to be 

implemented, it would still serve only as an advisory source of informa·· 

tion to each of the' division comnanders, and the conflict with team 
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policing would remain. 

The experience of the LAPD in terms of the conflict between team 

policing and ADAM demonstrates an important point regarding law enforce

ment technology. Technology is not value-free. Each new technique or 

piece of equipment brings with it implicit assumptions about the role of 

police and the effective strategies for fulfilling that role. In resource 

allocation it is critical that police departments, municip~lities, and 

the citizens they serve recognize this fact and analyze the implications 

of the technol.ogy on the nature of police operations before proceeding 

with imp·lernentation. A decisior. should be made first concerning the 

basic criteria for allocating resources, and a deployment program should 

be selected to reflect this strategy. In the case of the LAPD, the 

decision was made to utilize the philosophy of team policing as the pri

mary criterion for deployment. ADAM, therefore, has had to operate with

in that context and its constraints. 
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Table 6-1: LEMRAS Forecasted Event Data for the Van Nuys Division 
Compared with Actual Event Counts 

Day of Week 

Sunday 

Monday 
. uesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Total 

Totals for Deployment Periods IV (March 23 - April 19) 
and VI (May 18 - June 4),a 1969 

Event Count 
Actual Predicted Accuracy 

815 847 96.1% 

746 739 99. 1 

716 689 96.1 

754 741 98.2 

745 766 97.2 

782 783 99.9 

892 848 94.8 

775 877 86.8 

692 744 92.5 

654 702 92.7 

616 729 84.5 

701 721 97.1 

659 742 87.4 

889 823 92.6 

10,436 10,751 95.9 

a. The October report did not explain why only these two deployment 
periods were examined in the analysis of predictive accuracy_ 

Source: Los Angeles Police Department Evaluation of LEMRAS (October 1969), 
Appendix itA," Table No. 1. 
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Table 6-2: Calls-for-Service Only (1973) 

Actual Predicted Percentage Di vi 51 on Period Events Events Errora 

Van Nuys 4 5,786 5,288 - 9 West Valley 4 4,960 4,527 - 9 North HollyvlOod 4 3,921 3,659 - 7 Footh; 11 4 3,965 3,472 -13 Devonshire 4 2,600 2,465 - 6 
Total, 5 Divisions 4 21,232 19,411 - 9 

Van Nuys 5 5,572 5,781 + 4 West Valley 5 5,297 5,519 + 4 North Hollywood 5 4,285 4,023 - 6 Foothi 11 5 3,913 4,051 + 4 Devonshi re 5 2,617 2,831 + 8 
Total, 4 Divisions /' 5 17,399 18,182 + 5 
Total, 1 Di vi s i on 5 4,285 4,023 - 6 

Van Nuys 6 5,857 6,143 + 5 West Valley 6 5,530 5,664 + 2 North Hollywood 6 4,247 4,456 + 5 Foothill 6 4,112 4,217 + 3 Devonshi re 6 2,618 2,649 - 1 
Total, 4 Divisions' 6 19,746 20,480 + 4 
Tota 1, 1 Division 6 2,681 2,649 - 1 

a. A minus sign indicates an underestimation of events, a plus sign 
indicates an overestimation of events. 

Source: Los Angeles Police Department Final Report on A.D.A.M., Phase I, 
p. 24. 
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Tab1e 6-3: Calls-for-Service and Officer-Initiated Events (1973) 

Actual Predicted Percentage 
Division Peri od Events Events Errora 

Van Nuys 4 8,122 6,085 -25 
West Valley 4 7,960 5,864 -26 
North Hollywood 4 5,965 4,588 -23 
Foothi 11 4 5,817 4,204 -28 
Devonshire 4 4,341 3,240 -25 

Total, 5 Divisions 4 32,205 2~ ,981 -26 

Van Nuys 5 8,431 8,104 - 4 
vJes t Va 11 ey 5 9,080 8,811 - 3 
North Hollywood 5 7,351 6,054 -18 
Faothi 11 5 6,325 5,990 - 5 
Devonshi re 5 4,791 4,674 - 3 

Total, 5 Di vi si ons 5 35,978 33,633 - 7 

Van NuYSb 6 7,505 7,911 + 5 
West Valley 6 9,196 9,505 + 3 
North Hollywood 6 7,117 7,412 + 4 
Foothill 6 6,344 6,594 + 4 
Devonshire 6 4,937 4,706 - 5 

Total, 4 Divisions 6 30,062 31,422 + 4 

Total, 1 Division 6 4,937 4,706 - 5 

a. A minus sign indicates an underestimation of events, a plus sign 
indicates an overestimation of events. 

b. Van Nuys does not incl ude Sunday total s fot Period 6 due to faulty 
computer print-out. 

Source: Los Angeles Police Department Final Report on A.D.A.M., Phase I, 
p. 25. 
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Table 6-4: Calls-for-Service Only (1973) 

Total Number 
Number Number of Watches of Watches 

of with Error Rate Predi cted 
Watchesa 0-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31%+ Greater 

Divisions Peri od A B C D E than Actuals 

Van Nuys 4 21 10 9 1 1 6 
West Valley 4 21 12 8 1 0 5 
North Hollywood 4 21 13 5 2 1 6 
Foothi 11 4 21 8 8 4 1 4 
Devonshi re 4 21 9 8 3 1 8 

Total, 5 Divisions 4 105 52 38 11 4 29 
Percent, 5 Divisions 4 100% 50% 36% 10% 4% 28% 

Van Nuys 5 21 13 6 1 1 13 
West Hollywood 5 21 16 4 1 0 16 
North Ho 11ywood 5 21 11 7 3 0 6 
Footh; 11 5 21 14 5 2 0 16 

eevonshire 5 21 14 1 3 3 13 

Total, 5 Divisions 5 105 68 23 10 4 64 
Percent, 5 Divisions 5 100% 65% 21% 10% 4% 61% 

Van Nuys 6 21 17 4 0 0 17 
West Vall ey 6 21 13 7 1 0 12 
North Hollywood 6 21 11 8 1 1 14 
Foothi 11 6 2'1 14 5 1 1 11 
Devonshire 6 21 9 8 2 2 8 

Total, 5 Divisions 6 105 64 32 5 4 62 
Percent, 5 Divis;ons 6 100% 61% 30% 5% 4~~ 59% 

a. Total number of watches = 3 watches/day x 7 days/wep.k. 

Source: Los Angeles Police Department Final Report on A.D.A.M., Phase I, 
pp. 26-27. 
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Table 6-5: Calls-for-Service and Officer-Initiated Events (1973) 
for \~ a t c h e s 

Total Number 
Number Number of Watches of ~'Jatches 

of wi th Error Rate Predicted 
Watchesa 0-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31%+ Greater 

Di vi sions Period A B C D E than Actuals 

Van Nuys 4 21 1 5 10 5 0 West Valley 4 21 0 4 11 6 0 
North Ho llywood 4 21 1 7 11 2 0 
Foothill 4 21 1 2 7 11 1 
Devonshi re 4 21 3 5 6 7 1 

Total, 5 Divisions 4 105 6 23 45 31 2 
Percent, 5 Divisions 4 100% 6% 22~~ 43% 29% 2 

Van Nuys 5 21 16 4 1 0 8 West Valley 5 21 17 4 0 0 8 North Hollywood 5 21 5 8 7 1 1 Foothi 11 5 21 16 5 0 0 7 Devonshi re 5 21 6 9 5 1 9 
Total, 5 Divisions 5 105 60 30 13 2 33 Percent, 5 Divisions 5 100% 57% 29% 12% 2% 31% 

Van NuYSb 6 18 18 0 0 0 18 vJest Valley 6 21 15 6 0 0 15 North Hollywood 6 21 17 3 1 0 13 Foothill 6 21 15 4 1 1 14 Devonshi re 6 21 7 9 3 2 7 
Tota 1, 5 Divisions 6 102 72 22 5 3 67 Percent, 5 Divisions 6 100% 71% 21% 5% 3% 66% 

a. Total number of watches - 3 watches/day x 7 days/week. 

h. Sunday watches of Van Nuys excl uded due to faulty computer print-out. 

Source: Los Angeles Police Department Fina) Report on A.D.A.M., Phase I, 
pp. 28-29. 
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Table 6-6: Calls-for-Service Incurring a Dispatch Delay and the Average Length of Delay 

Not Delayeda Delayed Average Total 
Division Period Number of Events Percent Number of Events Delay in Events b 

(A) (B) Minutes (C) 

Van Nuys 4 3805 65.7 1981 22.0 . 5786 
5 3563 63.9 2009 23.7 5572 
6 3874 66.1 1983 21. 1 5857 

West Valley 4 3432 69.1 1528 19.5 4960 
5 3613 68.2 1684 21.1 5297 
6 3946 71.3 1584 21.0 5530 

North Hollywood 4 2718 69.3 1203 19.6 3921 
5 2948 68.7 1337 21.6 4285 
6 3018 71. 0 1229 20.8 4247 

Foothill 4 2697 68.0 1268 23.6 3965 
5 2557 65.3 1356 25.9 3913 
6 2845 69.1 1267 22.7 4412 

Devonshi re 4 1738 66.8 862 21.8 2600 
5 1726 65.9 891 21.1 2617 
6 1845 68.8 836 21.2 2681 

a. Not delayed is interpreted to mean five (5) minutes or less between the time a call was received 
and the time it was accepted by a unit. 

b. C = A + B. 

Source: Los Angeles Police Department Final Report on A.D.A.M., Phase I, p. 31. 
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Table 6-7: Percent of Calls-for-Service Dispatched without Delaya by Priority Calls 

Division Peri od P RIO R I T Y C LAS Sb 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ,- ---

Van Nuys 4 89.7 85.1 80.8 71. 7 52.6 73.5 46.3 49.3 93.3 
5 92.7 82.9 77.9 64.7 53.0 64.1 57.4 50.6 94.1 
6 96.7 86.0 82.8 70.2 52.8 64.2 57.4 50.4 100.0 

West Valley 4 93.6 81.8 81.4 71.4 59.2 71.8 57.6 55.8 88.0 
5 90.1 83.2 85.2 69.0 57.6 73.6 63.9 51.8 97.3 
6 94.7 90.2 82.6 73.3 60.8 73.2 64.7 61.5 100.0 

North Hollywood 4 90.0 86.4 82.4 75.8 56.2 70.2 53.8 58.0 92.1 
5 90.4 82.3 80. 1 75.6 60.9 66.6 60. S' 64.7 100.0 
6 92.6 86.9 86.8 74.7 58.0 65.5 63.8 57.6 100.0 

Foothi 11 4 86.5 81.6 80.0 71.6 56.4 75.4 52.7 39.3 100.0 
5 81.8 83.1 83.5 65.9 51.8 54.7 57.8 48.9 95.6 
6 82.3 82.8 82.8 71.8 56.5 42.5 67.0 50.8 97.4 

Devonshi re 4 90.3 69.4 80.8 68.7 57.4 79.1 50.8 5(\;7 8Et . 
5 90.0 82.8 80.4 65.7 57.4 76.0 59.0 48.6 97.6 
6 91. li' 85.2 83.0 72.2 58.5 62.5 63.5 51. 2 100.0 

a. Without delay is interpreted to mean five (5) minutes or less between the time when a call was received 
and the time it was accepted by a unit. 

b. Calls are divided into 9 different priority codes, with class # 1 representing the top priority. 

~ource: Los Ange"ies Police Department Final Report on A.D.A.M., Phase I, p. 30. 
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Figure 6-1': Workload and Service pe~mance Data -1 2 3 456 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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Figure 6-2: Venice District Patrol # 5, 1976 
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CHAPTER VII 

POLICE USE AND ACCEPTANCE OF ADVANCED DEPLOYMENT 
TECHNIQUES: FINDINGS FROM THREE CASE STUDIES 

by Scott Hebert and Kent Colton 

Chapters IV, V, and VI presented the case studies of three police 

departments that attempted to introduce new resource allocation techniques 

into their patrol operations. These cases demonstrated the technology's 

difficulty in achieving clearcut, long-term acceptance. In fact, only one 

of the efforts examined came close to meeting the standard proposed for 

the first level of evaluation outlined in Chapter I, that is, that the 

technology has been in operation in the department for a period of years 

and that it technically functions as implementers said it would. l 

In St. Louis, for instance, none of the district captains is cur-

rently requesting the computer-generated resource allocation reports, 

and the Board of Police Commissioners and the command staff are doing 

little to encourage the system's use. In Boston, the patrol fo~ce 

simulation model was abandoned several years ago, and serious questions 

have been raised regarding the less complicated manual resource alloca

tion procedures implemented on an experimental basis in 1974. 

In Los Ang81es, on the other hand, the ADAM historical reporting 

system which was implemented in June, 1975 is still in 

operati on in 1977. Los Angeles is, therefore, the only case which 

'._'1 

1. The research for the case studies,in Chapters IV ~nd V was concluded 
in Spring 1975. Accordingly, the conclusions are based on the depart
ments' experiences up to that point in time. Kent Colton was able to 
visit the LAPD in the summer of 1976, however, which permitted the 
detailed updating of Chapter VI. 
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begins to meet the first "test H of having an operating system. 

However, the LEMRAS/ADAM dynamic deployment model was dropped 

in 1974. Moreover, the current ADAM package no longer includes 

forecasts of future needs. Rather, the LAPD's deployment 

recommendations are based on manual calculations utilizing 

computer-generated reports of historical data. Technical 

benefits have been achieved from computerized reports in 

terms of reducing the manpower required to analyze workloads, 

but the service impacts are still unclear in terms of the 

influence the system has had on the response without delay to 

calls-for-service. Finally, one of the original service 

objectives of the LAPD's resource allocation effort -- to 

improve crime prevention -- has essentially been abandoned. 2 

The lack of acceptance of the ne\'/ resource allocation techniques in fie 
two departments during the periods examined and the difficulties encountered 

in the third cannot be explained by a single factor. Rather, the problems 

in each case resulted from a confluence of factors, behavioral as well as 

technical. The first section of this chapter will explore some of the 

patterns of implementation that were common to the three cases. In the 

final two sections, the authors will present their individual interpreta

tions of the implications of the three cases for future efforts to 

implement similar police technology. 

2. The Advanced Planning Division of the LAPD is still considering the 
possibility of utilizing the Patrol Car Allocation Model (peAM). How
ever, as discussed in Chapter VI, the extent and timing of this implemen
tation remains uncertain. Also, there are still questions about the 
compatability of PCAM in the team policing environment. 8 
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A. Patterns of Acquisition, Use, and Acceptance 

Five aspects of the implementation process in the three cases will 

be discussed: the decision to implement the technology, the attitude of 

the headquarters command staff towards the technology, the attitude of 

district and division commanders, the response of patrol officers and 

field supervisors, and changes in support for the new deployment tech

niques. 

1". The decision to implement the technology. One characteristic of 

the resource allocation efforts which contributed to the difficulties 

which arose was the narrow base of interest and support for the advanced 

deployment techniques in each of the organizations. Rather than being an 

"idea in currency"3 which filtered its way up through the ranks and 

gained widespread support, the resource allocation technology was brought 

from the outside and IIso1dll to a few high-level department lIexecutivesll 

(in many cases civilians) who often made the decision to implement the 

technology with little consulation. 4 As top-level managers, these 

3. For a further discussion of the diffusion of innovation and the means 
by which ideas evolve through organizations, see Donald A. Schon, Beyond 
the Stable State, W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1971, pp. 80-115. 

4. One of the more interesting features of the attempt to introduce the 
technology into the three departments was the active role which the models' 
builders/vendors played in generating interest in their new techniques. 
For example, in Los Angeles and Boston, it was the vendor/builder who 
initiated discussions regarding the possible implementation of the sophis
ticated allocation techniques. In St. Louis, the department first heard 
of the computer-assisted allocation technology through the attendance of 
one of its personnel at a conference where the builders of the model were 
demonstrating their system for local law enforcement agencies in an attempt 
to get the departments to experiment with the deployment system. 
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executives dealt daily with questions of 

effi ci ency and opti mi zati on and therefore \>Jere used to the abs tracti ons 

embodied in the models. They believed the builders' reasoning that 

the use of the models might permit a reduction in dispatch delay and many 

fel t that the new techniques might result in higher arrest rates and 

less crime. 

In each of the cases, however, considerations other than the desire 

to improve patrol deployment influenced the administration's decision to 

acquire the technology. Although such multiple objectives are not unusual 

and may encourage initial support, they may also dilute acceptance later 

in the implementation process. In Boston, for instance, the simu'lation 

model promised to provide information which could be used to make tile 

districts and their patrol units more accountable to headquarters, an 

important concern for some membe~s of the administration but one which 

would generate resentment among some in the rank and file. Implementing 

the simulation package would also permit the Boston Planning Director, who 

had been trained as an operations researcher, to app1y and remain involved 

in the latest developments in his field. Moreover, there was considerable 

public pressure in Boston on both the McNamara and diGrazia administrations 

to produce a symbol of modernization, and the sophisticated resource 

allocation programs represented such refOl'1T1. 

The image of tile organization appears to have been a consideration in 

the other departments' deliberations as well. For example, in Los Angeles 

the LAPD had the reputation of being one of the most innovative departments 

in the la\>J enforcement conmunity. Experimenting with the latest develop

ments in police science (such as the computer-assisted resource allocation 

models) enhanced that reputation. In St. Louis, the underutilized state 
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of the newly acquired and expensive computer, and the possible public 

reaction to such II was te," apparently was a factor in the department·s 

decision to move ahead with the resource allocation computer application. 

Perhaps the most important factor in the department·s deliberations 

over implementation of the technology, however, was the ability to share 

its cost. If the vendors had not offered the computer package free, or 

if federal funds had not been available, the resource allocation efforts 

probably would not have been undertaken in the three departments. In Los 

Angeles, for instance, the City Council balked at appropriating the 

$65,000 which would hBve made the LEMRAS System operational throughout the 

Valley divisions. Similarly, the St. Louis MPD indicated in its applica

tion to the LEAA that the cost of the project would have been prohibitive 

without federal subsidization. And in Boston, the federal funds which 

e \,iere recei ved represented approximately half of the total di screti onary 

funds available to the Commissioner of Police. Without outside funding, 

it woul d have been di ffi cult to support the project. 

While some of the departments· top lIexecutives ll were initial1y enthu

siastic about the possibilities offered by the new deployment techniques, 

the reactions of other personne1, and especially other ranks, in the 

department were more mixed. This was true of the headquarters command 

staff, the district and division commanders, and the patrol officers and 

field supervisors. 

2. Attitudes of the headquarters command st~ff towards the technology. 

As already mentioned, the decision to implement the advanced techno1ogy 

was often made with litt1e consultation with the respective headquarters 

command staffs. In Boston, under the diGrazia administration, this situa~ 

tion appat'ently resulted in resentment toward:) the resource allocation 

\ \ 
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projects on the part of some command officers who felt that their views, 

based on years of experience, should have been solicited. In general, how-

ever, headquarters 5taff who had not been required to sit on a project

related committee paid little attention to the deliberations over the 

technology. Like many bureaucracies, police departments subscribe to the 

theory of IImonocratic responsiblity:1I praise and blame are attached to 

jurisdictions, and career rewards are conferred or denied according to 

the successes and failures which occur within jurisdictions. 5 The result 

is strong personal identification with organizational subunits and sub-

functions and a corresponding lack of identification with other jurisdic

tions within the organization. Therefore, few officers except those in 

the planning and research department or those responsible for allocating 

manpower in the field operations bureau were likely to concern themselves 

with patrol deployment beyond following the directives of their superiors. 

As for those headquarters command officers who did participate in 

the deliberations to implement or expand the resource allocation systems, 

few emerged as strong advocates of the new technology. There seem to have 

been several reasons for this. First, some command officers did not see 

their department as having a IIresource allocation problem,1I and considered 

the existing techniques to be adE.~quate. In addition, many of the command 

officers were veterans of twenty or more years, and, in general, they had 

not had much formal education in administration or much exposure to the 

latest management techniques. Certainly, few had the background in math

ematics necessary, to understand the operations of the models. As a result, 
, 

5. Victor A. Thompson, Bureaucrac and lnnovation, (Tuscaloosa, Ala.: 
University of Alabama Press, pp. 22-26. 
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a number of the command officers failed to understand or perceive the 

relevance of the technology. This fact is illustrated by the difficulties 

the consultants had in trying to train the line officers of the BPD in the 

use of the patrol force simulation model. 

For those members of the headquarters command staff who were involved 

in the resource alh·;ation projects, the concepts embodied in the new 

techniques often conflicted with the traditional theories of policing. 

For instance, many members of the st. Louis command staff who were inter

viewed expressed concern over the new allocation procedures because the 

ide-a of varying the number of beats by time of day and day of week violated 

the principle of fixing a patrolman's responsibility to a certain Ilterritori' 

-- a central concept of police administration theory. 

Nonetheless, \,/hi le many members of the headquarters command staff in 

the three departments apparently had at 1 east some reservati ons about the 

technology, they rarely seemed to offer any real opposition during the 

formal deliberations over th~ resource allocation projects. Instead, they 

tended to pursue the "politicalli' safe course of following the lead of 

their superiors. 

3. Attitudes of the district and division commanders toward the new 

deployment technigues. In all three of the police departments, but especi

ally in St. Louis and Los Angeles, the resource allocation and computer 

packages were intended as tools for the division and district commanders. 

Yet the departments often extended little effort to involve the affected 

commanders in the development of the operational procedures, or, per.haps 

more important, to train them in the proper us~ of the new techniques. 

In St. Louis, the commander of the Fifth District was informed of the 

proposed pilot progr~m only a few weeks before its planned implementation 
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and after the guidelines of the program had already been laid down. Simi

larly, in Boston when a new consultant was hired by the diGrazia adminis

tration to assist in analyzing and reallocating the department's manpower, 

the consultant did not demonstrate the new allocation techniques and the 

deployment plan for the district captains and their staffs until just a 

few days before the assignment changes were to be made. (It is ironic 

that in an earlier evaluation report, the same consultant had strongly 

criticized the previous commissioner and his planning director for their 

failure to involve career departmental personnel in the planning and 

implementation of the modernization efforts.) 

The LAPD's decision to implement the LEMRAS/ADAM dynamic deployment 

system in the various divisions apparently was made with little input 

from the affected divisions. On the other hand, once the decision to 

extend the model to the valley division had been reached by the department 

administration, the ADAM staff held discussions with the commanders of the 

various geographic areas and their aides to explain what information would 

be available from the system and how it could be used. Yet, interviews 

with command and supervisory personnel from the valley divisions revealed 

that even this training effort v.Jas inadequate and a considerable amount 

of confusion and ignorance persisted after the meetings. The LAPD 

Advanced Planning Division eventually recognized this problem and when the 

department subsequently implemented the ADAM historical reporting system, 

they exercised much greater care in training the relevant personnel. 

In Boston and St. Louis, the deleterious effects of the insufficient 

training for distric commanders was especially pronounced. For instance, 

the abstractions and technical jargon used in presenting the nevI deploy

ment techniques were "over the heads" of some of the district commanders, 
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and the officers who did not under~tand the techniques being advocated 

often felt threatened. In fact, as the St. Louis case study pOinted out, 

several district commanders felt so threatened by the new procedures that 

they chose to retire prematurely when the decis"ion was made to implement 

the advanced techniques city-wide. Even in Los Angeles, many division 

comnmnders found the computer printouts intimidating, uninterpretable, or 

too long to be useful. 

Moreover, there were indications in all three cities that members of 

the district and division command staffs developed unrealistic expecta

tions regarding the resource allocation systems, in part as a result of 

inadequate training, but also encouraged by overly-optimistic claims 

regarding the technology. Consequently, the officers had not been prepared 

for the program "bugs ll or system down-time which inevitably characterize 

technological development projects. In regard to this disillusionment, 

some LAPD officers who were interviewed stressed the importance of empha

sizing the "experimental" nature of such projects at the outset, and felt 

that the failure to do this had hurt the acc~ptance of LEMRASjADAM when 

problems and difficulties appeared. 

There were a number of other factors which negatively affected the 

capacity or inclination of division and district commanders to use the new 

resource allocation techniques. In several of the three departments 

studied, district commanders were evaluated, at least in part, on their 

ability to keep their areas 'quiet' -- that is, to keep down the number of 

complaints or public pressures emanating from the jurisdiction. One way 

in which commanders tried to accomplish this was by placating an influential 

citizen or business person who complained by assigning an extra unit or two 

to his or her neighborhood. Since there were times when available patrol 
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cars were scarce, $trictly following the resource allocation models made 

this desired procedure difficult. 

The St. Louis resource allocation experience clearly exemplified 

the conflict between the modells recommendations and public pressures for 

more police protection. Under the resource allocation project, the number 

of police officers who would service the Second District, a high-income 

area which had a relatively low incidence of crime, was to be reduced. 

When this was discovered, many local residents who perceived that crime 

in the district was on the increase became upset. Citizen groups threat

ened to march on the district headquarters if a greater number of patrol

men were not allocated to the area. As a result, the area major and 

district commander decided that the area would be given a greater 

number of units than were required by the resource allocation program. 

Another factor which contributed to the hesitancy to employ the 

technology was that the new techniques sometimes recommended lal"ger 

variations in patrol strength available over the 24-hour day than many 

commanderc desired. Even though certain times of the day, such as the 

early morning hours, generally experienced little workload, district 

command staff frequently preferred to have nearly equal manpower 

assigned to each watch so that an adequate number of units would be 

available just in case ofemergency.6 

In Los Angeles, for example, after the LEMRASjADAM system had been 

6. According to Dr. Richard Larson, Associate Professor of Urban Studies 
and Electrical Engineering, MIT, this pattern of "risk minimization" was 
also evident in the New York Police Department's attempt to utilize 
advanced deployment techniques. (Based on an interview between Scott ~ 
Hebert and Richard Larson, 1975.) ,., 
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extended to the five Valley divisions, the division commanders tended to 

fieid more units during off-peak hours than the model recommended. Some 

of the conmanders were not wOrY'i ed about the possi bi 1 ity of a maj or di s

turbance during normally slow periods; rather, they claimed that since 

the dynamic deployment model often underestimated the time which would be 

required to service incidents, it sometimes recommended too few cars. 

Some commanders also complained that the LEMRAS/ADAM system did not take 

into account such factors as court time, which meant that the manpower 

recommendations of the computer model for the day watch were consister.~ly 

too low. Because of this loss of confidence in the modells predictive 

accuracy, support among the division commanders for the program dropped. 

According to LAPD Advanced Planning Division staff, it was only after a 

new project director was appointed that the resource allocation effort 

began to move forward again. This director was a civilian, but one who 

had previously served as a police officer, and, therefore, had more credi

bility among the patrol force personnel. Moreover, he made a specia1 

effort to consult with appropriate command staff in the Office of Operations 

and the various divisions. The result of this consultation was the Advanced 

Planning DivisionIs decision to redirect its ADAM system from dynamic 

deploym8nt to historical reporting. Further, in the historical reporting 

system specific consideration was given to officer-initiated activities, 

the time needed to service incidents and other factors such as court time. 

4. Attitude of patrol officers and field supervisors toward the 

technology. A very important factor influencing the opinions of district 

and division commanders toward the resource allocation projects was the 

impact which the new deployment procedures had on the morale of the field 

officers. Anc1 even before the new deployment procedures were implemented, 
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at least three features of the resource allocation projects seemed to make 

a bad impression on many members of the sworn force, especially field 

officers. 

First, there was the civilian domination of the projects. Not only 

were most of the technology's advocates (both external and internal) civil

ians, but also in each department thu initial efforts at implementing the 

techniques were put under the supervision of a civilian. While the deci

sions to appoint civilians as project directors in St. Louis and Boston 

were quite justified on the basis of comparative expertise with data 

processing and mathematics, in both cases the appointment of civilians 

had a detr"imenta 1 effect on the recepti vity of sworn personnel towards the 

resource allocation efforts. Particular"ly in the more traditional depart

ments of Boston and St. Louis, it \'las apparent that many in the sworn force 

greatly resented civilians in the department either because they threatened 

to take away the less strenuous or more desirable inside jobs (which would 

otherwise have accrued to the older or best-infirmed Officers), or because 

they earned higher pay, or, as in the case of the Boston Planning Director, 

because they exercised great influence in the department even though they 

had not worked their way up through the ranks and did not know what it was 

like to be a "street cop." In Los Angeles, it seems that this opposition 

to civilian involvement was overcome, but only, as indica.ted earlier, by 

a civilian who had served previously as a police officer. 

Second, the fact that the resource allocation projects were based in 

the research and planning divisions of the respective departments also 

seemed to contribute to misgivings on the part of field officers. In 

Boston and St. Louis, especially, members of the force viewed the planning 

section with a certain skepticism. Field officers often believed that 
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individuals in research and planning, both civilian and sworn personnel, 

possessed a different ethos from that of the rest of the force. Whereas 

most facets of the department command structure emphasized tradition and 

routine performance of duties, the research and planning section was com

parativelyexperiment-oriented. For the 1I 0fficer in the street,1I who 

likewise placed a high value on predictability in their work, changes 

proposed by the r~search and planning staffs were often threatening, and 

the resource allocation projects were no exception. 7 

A third factor which, at least in St. Louis, heped to create a poor 

first impression was the computer orientation of the resource allocation 

project. Because of their limited contact with data processing systems, 

it was difficult for the field officers to understand what the computer 

did and how it related to their work. Consequently, a number of officers 

consi dered the computer system (whi ch had cost the department over a 

million dollars) a waste of money. Since the new deployment models were 

identified with the computer system, the negative opinions of the computer 

were transferred to the models. 

In the opinion of at least some field officers in the three depart

ments, the actual experience with the new deployment procedures only 

served to confirm the initial misgivings which they had felt in response 

7. Field officers often became especially aroused when they were put 
through what they perceived as the trauma or inconvenience of a change in 
procedures instituted by the research and planning section only to discover 
a short time later that the change had been discontinued by the department. 
In each of the departments visited, this situation had occurred prior to 
the resource allocation projects. It not only had produced a general 
resentment toward the planning staff, but had also led to the attitude that 
reforms instituted by that staff may only be temporary. 
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to the administration's proposal to implement a new allocation system. S 

In many of the situations examined, the jobs of field officers became more 

difficult or unpleasant as a result of the new.procedures which accompanied 

the resouY'ce allocation projects. For example, the IIMaximum Patrol Plan" 

instituted in Boston in September 1973 eliminated many desk jobs, and 

required older officers, who make up a relatively large percentage of that 

department's manpower, to return to the less desirable street duties. The 

new allocation plan also necessitated many transfers between districts. 

Some of the patrolmen who were transferred disliked the move because it 

meant reassignment to a "busier" district, or one which had less overtime. 

Some felt that they had been shifted because they lacked political connec

tions. Others were upset because the transfers required them to establish 

a completely new set of relationships with supervisors and fellow patrol-

men. 

In St. Louis, as a result of the limited pre-test training provided 

to the Ninth District's field personnel (whose only orientation to the 

complex experin~nt was a presentation of the new guidelines at roll call 

by members of the j'esource allocation staff ten days before implementation 

of the project), the patrol supervisors and officers of the experimental 

district experienced considerable confusion with the varying sector 

boundaries. Patrol supervisors, erroneou~ly believing a unit WijS lingering 

out of its assigned area, would reprimand patrol officers. Such encounters 

8. The oplnl0ns expressed in the next few pages are based on a limited 
number of interviews with officers in the three departments in question. 
Due to limited resources, no effort was made to solicit opinions through 
formal means such as a survey. Rather, interviews were based on time and 
officer availability. 
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not only tainted the feelings of those involved towards the new procedures, 

but also undermined the relationship between patrol officers and the com

mand and supervisory personnel. 

Some St. Louis field officers were also upset about the fact that, 

whereas theoretically the resource allocation project was supposed to 

benefit the patrol officer by creating more balanced, equitable sectors, 

over the course of the experiment the call-far-service teams were expected 

to handle twice as many calls per tour as they had prior to the test. 

This increased workload placed added pressure on the officers, and 

reinforced their perception that the split-function patrol 

approach was inequitable. In addition, although the revised recreational 

schedule which had been developed by the resource allocation staff (to 

meet the manpower recommendations of the deployment model) promised more 

efficient allocation of resources, it represented a significant inconveni

ence to the rank and file who now had to battle rush-hour traffic and wait 

longer for week-end time off. 

The amount of field officer opposition to the resource allocation 

effm'ts resulting from diff'icu1ties that the new procedures cre-

ated varied widely from department to department and district to district. 

For example, although the Los Angeles patrol officers seemed to grumble and 

joke about the inconveniences of the LEMRAS/ADAM deployment approach, they 

generally cooperated with the experiment apparently because of their pride 

in the innovative orientation of the LAPD. In some of the Boston and St. 

Louis districts, though, where the patrol officers possessed a more 

negative view of change, the field officers l reactions against the new 

~ , deployment procedures were quite strong and vocal, and to a considerable 

extent influenced their superiors l attitudes toward the project. As 
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RLtbenstein has pointed out, a district comrnander 

1I ••• is an administrator who must enforce the regu
lations that are funneled to him from headquarters, 
but at the same time he must also seek to protect 
his men, who frequently resent what they consider 
arbitrary and capricious changes in their operating 
procedures [and who can employ various techniques 
for effectively sanctioning their supervisors]. 
He balances his obligations by aligning himself 
with his men, demonstrating to them in their 
presence that he is a 'good guy,' and requiring 
their adherence to changes only after indicating 
that he is helpless to do otherwise in the face of 
superior authority.lIg 

Accordingly, it is not surprising that the cases yielded several. 

examples of commanders petitioni ng headquarters to modi fy or null i fy cer

tain aspects of the resource allocation projects which the patrol officers 

found particularly upsetting. Nonetheless, as long as the depa~·tment 

administration actively supported the projects and was willing to sanction 

subordinates for non-adherence, the district and division commanders were 

still required to demonstrate basic compliance with the resource alloca

tion effort, no matter how much they or their officers disagreed with the 

new procedures. 

5. Changes in support for the new deployment techniques. Particularly 

detrimental to support for the resource allocation projects were changes 

in the administration and personnel of the departments. These changes 

often brought in new chief executives with competing theories of policing 

and a new organizational agenda. When this happened, the new executives 

9. Jonathan Rubinstein, Cit~ Police (New York, N.Y.: Farrar, Strauss, 
and Giroux, 1973), pp. 30:JT. 
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often exhibited distrust of on-going efforts in the department which had 

been initiated by the previous administration. Consequently, the experi

mental deployment projects were given a lower priority. 

Changes in the administration of the various departments also brought 

considerable transferring and promotions of other personnel. The contin

uity of the resource allocation projects was often broken as a result of 

such transfers, and individuals who had not been involved in the earlier 

resource allocation efforts or trained in the new techniques were appointed 

to supervisory and command position. This further reduced utilization of 

the technology. 

Finally, and perhaps most important, support for the projects waned 

because of the failure of the technology to demonstrate clear success in 

achieving the initial objectives of the projects. Advocates for the 

technology in the three departments had built up expectations that the 

new procedures would result in concrete benefits in terms of reduced dis

patch delay, increased arrests, and lower crime rates. When such results 

did not materialize in a concrete at.d conclusive fashion, support for the 

system among the administration and command staff faltered. 

In Los Angeles, the eventual reaction was to terminate use of the 

LEMRAS/ADAM deployment model and to shift attention to the ADAM historical 

reporting system. In St. Louis, though, when the district and division 

commanders realized that their superiors were no longer taking a special 

interest in their compliance with the new deployment procedures, they 

began to follow their own feelings regarding the new techniques, and use 

of the new procedures was made voluntary by the department administration. 

While some commanders continued to employ the advanced techniques, in 

general the procedures were given less and less weight relative to other 
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considerations in deployment decision-making, and were eventually 

abandoned. 

B. Implica~ions for Future Efforts to Improve the Performance of Criminal 

Justice Agencies 

by Scott Hebert 

1. The record of the technology. Over the last decade, the U.S. law 

enforcement community has exhibited a growing interest in the application 

of technology to the problem of crime control. In particular, many reform

ers feel that a great potential exists for improving the deployment of 

patrol resources through the analytic capabilities offered by high-speed 

computers and operations research techniques. 10 

The case studies contained in the preceding three chapters were under

taken as a means to examine the actual experience of police departments 

with su~h advanced resource allocation techniques. The record of the tech

nology, as reflected by these particular cases, is not an encouraging one 

for advocates of the advanced techniques, however, During the time periods 

that were examined, four of the five efforts involving new deployment tech

niques failed to achieve organizational acceptance. ll In each case, the 

10. For example, see Chapter II of this volume. 

11. The five efforts include: (a) the St. Louis Metropolitan Police 
Department's Resource Allocation project, (b) the Boston Police Department's 
Patrol Force Simulation project, (c) the Boston Police Department's Resource 
Allocation project, (d) the Los Angeles Police Department's LEMRAS/ADAM 
Dynamic Deployment Model project, and (e) the Los Angeles Police Department's 
ADAM Historical Reporting System project. 
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inability of the technological efforts to realize acceptance was the re

sult of a variety of factors, both technical and behavioral. But perhaps 

the most important factor was the allocation projects' general failure to 

stimulate and maintain demonstrable improvements in the departments t 

patrol force performance, particularly in the area of crime control. 

Even in Los Angeles, where the latest deployment project is receiving 

continuing support from members of the department administration, the 

available data regarding the technology's impact on performance is incon

clusive. In part, the acceptance of the technology in this instance can 

be explained by the close resemblance of the new technique to the previous 

Patrol Bureau Formula. Unlike the other resource allocation efforts 

examined (which all involved sophisticated mathematical techniques such 

as queuing theory and exponential smoothing), the LAPD',s new deployment 

procedure is still basically a hazard formula utilizing historic data. In 

addition) it should be noted that use of the new LAPD deployment prG~edure 
~ 

is currently left ot the discretion of the division commanders, and a 

significant number (over 25 percent) have elected not to employ the new 

techniques. 

The general findings of the resource allocation case studies contained 

in this volume appear to be consistent with the results of independent 

research that has been published recently by the RAND corporat;on. 12 The 

RAND staff examined the efforts of ten police departments to implement 

advanced deployment techniques similar to those described in the Boston, 

12. Jan M. Chaiken et al., Criminal Justice Models: An Overview, R-1859-
DOJ (Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, October, 1975). 
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St. Louis, and Los Angeles cases. The research staff found that the 

techniques were operational in only two of the departments, and even in 

these instances the technology apparently was receiving far less use by 

decision-makers than the models' designers had anticipated. In addition, 

the factors cited by the RAND study to account for the technology's lack 

of use are very similar to those advanced in Part I of this chapter. 13 

Despite the findings of- thi s chapter and the RAND study, however, I 

expect that over the next several years that there will be a growing number 

of attempts by police departments to introduce advanced deployment tech-

niques such as those examined into their operations. There are several 

reasons for this belief. One factor is the scarcity of data regarding the 

actual experience of departments with such techniques, espe9ially informa

tion about unsuccessful efforts. As a rule, organizations do not adver-

tize their failures, and aside from this report and that of the RAND Cor

poration, there have been very few publications that have taken a critical 

look at the experience with the technology. 

A second factor is the active advocacy that is being carried on by 

the models' designers and by EDP vendors, who have offered use of the 

resource allocation packages at very low prices in order to encourage 

acquisition hy departments of the necessary computer and support equipment. 

13. In addition to its research on the police, the RAND study examined the 
experience of other criminal justice agencies with computer-assisted models. 
The total picture which emerges from this work is fairly negative. Of 
thirty-nine efforts in the criminal justice area which were surveyed, the 
research staff concluded that the models actually were being utilized in 
only seven instances. Unfortunately, the RAND study di d not attempt to 
assess the technology's impact on organizational performance in those 
agencies where the techniques were actually operational. 
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The initial cost of the technology for police departments has been reduced 

further by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration's willingness to 

assume a large share of the expense for the technology's development or 

modification to fit the characteristics of particular departments. 

The effect of endorsement of the technology by the LEAA, the Pres i-

dent's Crime Commission, and other II professional law enforcement ll opinion 

leaders cannot be overestimated. Such endorsement causes the technology 

to be ident.ified with professionalism and progress, not only by local law 

enforcement officials, but also by the citizenry.14 Consequently, at the 

very least, the technology becomes a comparatively easy way for a depart

ment to acquire the trappings of II professionalism." 

Few department administrators are so cynical that they would intro

duce the technology primarily for its public relations value, however. 

Most will make the decision on the basis of a belief in the professional

ists' logic concerning the technology's potential for reducing crime. For 

those with a strong faith in the professionalists' reasoning, even exposure 

to the disappointing experience of other departments may not be persuasive. 

Advocates of the technology, for instance, can always dismiss the 

apparent failure of the new techniques to improve crime control performance 

thus far by pointing to the inadequacies of statistics on reported crimes 

as accurate indicators of performance (a very real problem). 

14. One of the problems of the police reform movement in the U.S. is the 
lack of a clear definition of "professionalism" as it applies to the police. 
In general, when police reformers speak of professionalization, they are 
advocating: (a) the insulation of the department from political influence, 
(b) the creation of a centralized command and control structure, (c) an 
emphasis on the agency's law enforcement mission and (d) the exploitation 
of the latest training and technology. In the following discussion, the 
term llprofessionalistll \'Iill be used to refer to those individuals or groups 
who subscribe to this approach to improving the quality of police service. 
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Nonetheless, in spite of the best intentions of the departments at 

the time that they decide to implement the advanced allocation techniques, 

I feel that the crime control record of the technology will not improve 

appreciably in the near future. I conclude this because the reasoning 

underlying the Crime Commission's belief in the technology's crime control 

potential is unrealistic in several critical respects. 

2. Errors in the professionalist's logic. In The Challenge of Crime 

in a Free Societ~, the President's Crime Commission made several asser

tions. First, while they indicated that it wouldn't be easy, the Commis-

sioners expressed confidence that it was possible to win the 1I\l/ar on crimell 

which they had declared. Further;, the Commission argued that in this II war ,1I 

the most effective approach wou1d be to provide the established criminal 

justice agencies with additional resources, in the form of more and better 

patrolmen, prosecutors, and judges, and the latest scientific and techno

logical developments to support them. For their specific recommendations 

regarding the technology that criminal justice agencies should acquire, 

the Commission relied heavily on the suggestions of its Task Force on 

Science and Technology. 

In its report to the Crime Commission, the Task Force had outlined 

the findings of a systems analysis of police operations which it had under

taken to idelltify potentially effective crime control strategies. 15 Start

ing with the assumption that the principal function of criminal justice 

agencies is to reduce crime, the Task Force had reasoned that the police 

15. See Task Force Report: Science and Technology (A Report to the 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice), 
prepared by the Institute for Defense Analyses (Wash., D.C.: U.S. Govern- ~ 
ment Printing Office, 1967), p. 3. ~ 
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primarily prevent crime through deterrence. A deterent effect is achit!ved, 

its argument continued, \'/hen th,9 probabil i ty of apprehens i on is hi gh 

enough to create too great a risk of penalties for a would-be offender to 

be willing to commit a crime. In the Task Force's view, the problem of 

crime control therefore became a technical one. That is, how does the 

department best deploy and utilize its resources so as to create the maxi

mum possible apprehension probability? Since apprehension probability 

seemed to be inversely correlated with patrol unit response time to cal1s

for-service, the Task Force concluded that departments should concentrate 

on implementing procedures and equipment which would be likely to reduce 

response time. As examples, the Task Force recomnended computer-assisted 

, . command-and-contro 1 systems and vari ous operati ons research techni ques, 

such as the advanced deployment models. 

Upon reflection, it seems possible that if certain constraints were 

satisfied, use of the allocation techniques recommended by the police 

professionalists could result in some improvement in a department's dis

patch delay performance. The constraints, however, are formidable. First, 

the model employed must be an accurate representation of the particular 

department's patrol operations. Second, there must be enough patrol units 

available to follow the recommended manning schedules. Third. the patrol 

commanders I actual deployment decisions must closely approximate the 

model's recorrmendations. FinarIy, there cannot be any sudden demographic 

snifts or changes in workload patterns. 

The experiences of the three departments examined earlier in this 

volume testify to the extreme difficulties involved in meetinq these con

straints. Yet, even if these cvnstraints were met, the magnitude of the' 

change in dispatch delay would still depend on how poorly the department's 
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patrol units had been allocated prior to the introduction of the new 

deployment technology. In addition, because of the way high-f.lriority 

! 

ca 11 s, such as crimes-i n-progress, are currently handl ed by many depart

ments (for instance, preempting service on a low-priority matter rather 

than placing the emergency call in a queue), it is conceivable that most 

of the improvement in dispatch delay resulting from the use of the technology 

would accrue to non-emergency calls which don't require a fast response. 

r~reover, even if the improvement accrued to some emergency calls, the 

reduction in dispatch delay still might not be enough to have a noticeable 

impact on apprehension rates if the average response time initially had 

been very large (as in the Los Angeles case). . .... 

Nevertheless, let us assume for the'moment.that, through the use of a 

computer-assisted deployment model and other tactics, a police department 

was able to increase its apprehension rate by 50 percent (in the real 

world, a highly unlikely event). What would be the probable effect of 

such a change on the incidence of crime? 

Accor'ding to the professionalists, an increase in apprehension rate 

principally affects crime by causing potential criminals to perceive an 

increased risk of incurring punishment for their illegal activities. 16 

16. Another possible way for deployment models to affect apprehension is 
by i ndi cati ng whi ch units are unnecessary for ca ll-for-servi ce duti es, 
and, therefore, can be released to perform preventive patrol. Of course, 
this view assumes that the department in question has an' excess of cars 
over the number needed to insure reasonable response time performance, a 
situation which the Boston, St. Louis, and Los Angeles departments rarely, 
if ever, realized. It also assumes that preventive patrol is effective 
at apprehending criminals and deterring potential offenders, a position 
which various theoretical and empirical studies (including the famous 
Kansas City study) have tended to discredit. 
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However, the threat of arrest may not deter a potential criminal unless 

there is an expectation that conviction and imprisonment are very likely 

to follow. In fact, only about half of the individuals arrested actually 

appear in court. 17 For example, many cases are dropped or dismissed be

cause the prosecutor or judge feels there is insufficient evidence to 

substantiate the charge. This illustrates a critical point that the Task 

Force1s analysis of police operations failed to acknowledge: a police 

department IS abil i ty to achieve the organi zati ana 1 goal of crime control 

is dependent, at a minimum, on the actions of the other criminal justice 

system agencies. 

Let us suppose, however, that the 50 percent increase in the appre

hension rate led to a proportional increase in conviction rates. We wou1d 

probably be optimistic in estimating that twenty percent of an reported 

crimes are currently followed by conviction. 18 A 50 percent increase, 

therefore, would raise the conviction rate to 30 percent, changing the 

risks of being penalized from one in five to three in ten, for reported 

crimes. If one considers that at least half of all crimes go unreported, 

then from the criminal1s point of view, the risk ~as increased from two in 

twenty to three in twenty. 

According to Lehman, the threat of punishment is unlikely to be a 

particularly effective lever with the disaffected and disenfranchised of 

society, who feel that they have little to lose. Consequently, the 

17. Warren Lehman, "Crime, the Public, and the Crime Commission: A Criti
cal Review of The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society," Michigan Law 
Review, (Vol. 66; May 1968) p. 1521. Also see President's Commission on 
law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice,TheChallenge of Crime 
in a Free Society (1967), pp. 247-248., 

18. Lehman, p. 1521. 
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marginal increase in risk that we have posited, if it is perceivable at 

all, in all probability will have little influence on such indi'Jiduals. 

We also cannot expect the marginal increase to have much of an effect on 

crimes of passion, since the perpetrators of such offenses are not in a 

rational state of mind to consider conviction probabilities. For both of 

these categories of offenders, it seems that a more promising approach 

would be to make the necessary counseling services or social and economic 

opportunities available before cumulative frustrations lead the individual 

to comnit a criminal act. 

On the other hand, there undoubtedly are potential offenders who 

operate in the rational fashion postulated by the Crime Commission staff, 

and who '/Jould modify their behavior in reaction to an apparent increase in 

the chance of apprehension and punishment. The responses of this group of 

individuals to a perceived increase in risk could be very different than 

that anticipated by the Crime Commission, however, Rather than curtailing 

their criminal activities, such individuals might simply move their base 

of operations, or focus on crimes which are less susceptible to apprehen

sion. They might even respond to the police's technological developments 

with sophisticated hardware of their own, such as police radio scanners to 

determine when a patrol car has been dispatched to their location. 

Another way, in theory, whereby an in~rease in apprehension rates 

could lead to an improvement in respect for the law is through the rehabili

tation of those individuals who are actually convicted. Once again, how

ever, the police's action of arrest generally is not sufficient in itself 

to bring about the desired change in crime control performance. The 

principal responsibility for rehabilitation currently lies with other 

components of the criminal justice system, especially correctional 
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institutions. Moreover, the overan record of the criminal justice system 

in the area of rehabilitation is very poor. In fact, there is considerable 

evidence which suggests that by exposing a person to the v";olent and 

dehumanizing conditions of correctional institutions and by labelling the 

individual as IIcriminal ll in the eyes of prospective employers, the criminal 

justice system actually decreases the likelihood that the offender will be 

able to IIgo strnight. 1I19 And, rather than improving this situation, the 

data processing technology and information system networks recommended by 

the Crime Commission may only he making matters worse by insuring that the 

mistakes of an individual's past will follow him to the grave. As former 

senator Sam Ervin has noted: 

The new technology has made it literally impossible 
for a man to start again in our society. It has 
removed the quality of mercy from our institutions 
by making it impossible to forget, to forgive, to 
understand, to tolerate ... 20 

Thus, even in the unlikely event that the deployment and computer 

technology permitted the police to achieve a dramatic increase in appre-

hension rates, it is very probable that we wouldn't see a significant 

19. This seems to be especially true for youthful offenders. See for 
instance, Howard S. Becker, Outsiders: Studies in the Sociology of 
Deviance (New York: The Free Press, 1963); Aaron V. Cicourel, The Social 
Organization of Juvenile Justice (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968); . 
and Richard Quinney, The Social Reality of Crime (Boston: Little, Brown, 
& Compeny, 1970). 

20. As quoted in Richard Quinney, Critique of Legal Order (Boston: Little 
Brown, & Company, 1974), p. 130. Ervin continued with a warning about the 
tendency of the technology to centralize power: liThe undisputed and un
limited possession of the resources to build and operate data banks on 
individuals, and to make decisions about people with the aid of computers 
and electronic data systems, is fast securing the executive branch offi
cials a political power which the authors of the Constitution never meant 
anyone group of men to have over all others." 
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reduction in crime as a resu1t. The lesson here is that crime is a very ~ 

complex phenomenon the product of a plethora of social, economic, 

political, and psychological forces -- which is not likely to be amenable 

to the comparatively crude and inflexible technical solutions advocated 

by the Crime Comnission and its Task Force on Science and Technology. 

3. The positivist approach and the realities of the criminal justice 

system. The Cl"ime Commission's prescription for reform, with its emphasis 

on working through existing institutions, increasing rationality and cen

tralization, and exploiting science and technology, strongly reflects a 

"positivist" 0·rientation. 2l The positivist approach to social problems, 

however, characteristically has exhibited a number of shortcomings. To 

begin with, the fundamental objective of the positivist is not the estab

lishment of social justice, but the creation of an orderly society. This 

emphasis would not be so disquieting if it were not for the positivists' 

concurrent acceptance (born of positivism's lack of reflexibility)22 of 

21. Ibid., pp. 2-5. 

22. Ibid, p. 3. Quinney writes in this rega~~d: " ... what is ignored in 
this [positivistic] approach to explanation is an examination (or eve~ an 
awareness) of the philosophical assumptions by which the observer operates. 
There is neither a recognition that the nature of explanation depends upon 
the kinds ot things investigated nor that explanation requires a descrip
tion of the unique context in which events occur. Likewise, the positivist 
refuses to recognize that to assess and make statements about human be~ 
havior is to engage in a moral endeavor. Instead, the positivist regards 
his activity as being 'value free,' 

The intellectual failure of positivism is that of not being reflexive. It 
makes little or no attempt to examine or even question the metaphysics of 
inquiry, to turn the activity of explanation back upon itself. The posi
tivist refuses to be introspective. His concern is to get on with the 
task of explaining, without considering what he is doing. Positivistic 
thought is of a particular kind; it is calculative thinking as described by 
Heiddeger: 'Its peculiarity consists in the fact that whenever we plan, 
research, or organize, we always reckon with conditions that are given. l

.
u 
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the status quo. In the case of the Crime Commission, this meant that 

there was little or no questioning of the established order, the existing 

institutional framework, or the conventional wisdom. As Quinney has pointed 

out, liThe legal order [was] taken for granted... Little attention [was] 

devoted to its questions about why the law exists .•• or what a just 

system would look like,,1123 Rather than examining the basic inequities of 

society, then, the Crime Commission concentrated on improving the tech

niques of social control which may only serve to reinforce those inequities. 

To see whom the criminal justice system penalizes, we need only 

examine the population of the na~ion's prisons -- the poor, the racial 

minorities, the. uneducated, the offspring of broken homes.' Palella 

has written: 

Both the substance of the law, in that those in power deter
mine what acts are to be considered criminal, and the enforce
ment of the law, in that officials enjoy a wide latitude of 
discretion, allow those who are responsible for more serious 
crimes to be free from prosecution. Slum lords, war mongers, 
anti-trust violators, and those who are responsible for air 
and water pollution, unsafe products, exorbitant prices, and 
other crimes of truly serious social consequences do not 
suffer the stigma, humiliation, and devastation of being 
defendants in criminal adjudications. It is rather those who 
are trapped by social conditions that2~ause poverty that are 
found to endure the criminal process. 

23; Ibid., p. 4. 

24. Charles Palella, IINon-legal Criteria and Illegitimate Functions of 
Urban Criminal Justice ll (Antioch College, unpublished thesis; Spring, 
1975) p. 2. For example, the staff of the National Moratorium on Prison 
Construction (a Washington-based reform group) has pointed out that 
while 40 billion dollars a year is lost through white collar crime, most 
criminal justice resources are devoted to fighting street crime, which 
accounts for a $2.5 billion annual loss. Moreover, the group notes: 
IICorporate crime is seldom di scovered. And, when it i 5, the offender 
rarely goes to prison. For example, only 18 percent of all convicted 
embezzlers go to prison (for an average of 15 months). For the rest, 
there are numerous alternatives. 89 percent of all convicted robbers 
go to jail (for an average of 10 1/2 years) ... 11 
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The rhetoric that our criminal justice system provides lIequity undet' 

law" and lIequal justice for all ll is contradicted by the actual functioning 

of the system. The wealthy white is much more likely than the poor black 

to be diverted from the criminal justice "pathwayll prior to arrest or 

adjudication. 25 Moreover, should a case go to trial, the rich can purchase 

the necessary legal services to insure the adjudication conforms to the 

adversarial ideal and all aspects of due process are respected. The poor, 

on the other hand, lacking financial resources to obtain adequate repre

sentation,26 become victims of the lIadministrative ethic" that dominates 

the orientation of many courts, especially those that serve urban neigh

borhoods. Under this ethic, the smooth functioning of the system becomes 

the principal objective of the court's officials, and the protection of 

25. The following is an example of differences in the criminal justice 
system's treatment of wealthy and poor offenders: 

"According to a study at the University of Michigan ... middle and 
upper income white boys commit more crimes of robbery, burglary 
and car theft than do lower income whites ... only eight percent 
of the middle and upper income class offenders in the study 
were arrested; only four percent end up in the courts, and a tiny 
one percent are committed to institutions ... The reason is that 
for middle and upper income kids we have all kinds of diversions 
like sending them to military academies and giving them psychiatric 
help. Those who are committed are nearly always poor. 1I (Milton 
Rector, head of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 
as quoted in the Boston Phoenix, May 14, 1974.) 

26. According to Knowles and Prewitt, the judicial system is: 

" ... although based on the idea of equal protection for all, in fact 
largely dependent on financial considerations. With regay'd to 
justice, as with other American commodities, the more one can 
pay, the better product one gets ... Because a greater proportion 
of black than of white defendents is poor, the economic bias is 
racist." (Lewis Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, eds. Institutional 
Racism in America. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969.) 
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individual rights is often sacrified in the interest of administrative 

efficiency and order. For instance, the use of plea bargaining is encour

aged, which destroys the adversarial nature of the trial and replaces the 

presumption of innocence with one of guilt. 27 

Even in cases where the disadvantaged receive the services of a public 

defender, the other members of the court can and do employ powerful incen

tives to prevent the defens Q counsel from deviating from the informal 

arrangements of the court. The public defender has to deal with the same 

clerks, prosecutors, and judges on a daily basis, and in the interest of 

future clients, cannot jeopardize long-term relationships with any of these 

officials. Consequently, the public definder will: 

•.. not cause any serious trouble for the routine 
motion of the court conviction process. Laws 
will not be challenged, cases will not be tried 
to test the constitutionality of procedures and 
statutes, judges will not be personally degraded, 
police will be free from scrutiny to decide the 
legitimacy of their operations, and the community 
will not be condemned for its segregative prac
tices against Negroes ... 

In lreturn l for all this, the district attorney 
treats the defendant's guilt in a matter-of-fact 
fashion, doesn't get hostile in the course of the 
proceedings, doesn't insist that the jury or judge 
'throw the book' but rather 'puts on a trial' (in 
their way of referring to their daily tasks) in 
order to, with a minimum of strain, properly place 
th~ defendant behind bars. Both the prosecution 
and the public defender thus protect the moral 28 
character of the other's charges from exposure ... 

27. Plea bargaining is a particularly undesirable practice in that it 
penalizes the innocent while treo\ting the guilty more lenient1y than might 
be warranted. 

28. David Sudnow, II Normal Crimes: Sociological Features of the Penal 
Code in a Public Defender Office," 12 S'ocial Problems (Winter 1965), p. 
273. 
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In other words, while the criminal justice system may provide the 

poor with legal assistance in order to maintain an appearance of equity, 

challenges to the existing institutional framework are not tolerated. 

Nor is this pattern limited to the criminal law. In the 1960's, when 

the Lega 1 Serv'i ce Program (LSP) of the Offi ce of Economi c Opportunity 

brought the first effective use of the civil law to attack the causes of 

poverty, the response of those in power was to criticize and restrict the 

functions and procedures of the reform lawyers. 29 The tactics which the 

LSP lawyers had been utilizing, however, were not unlike those that had 

commonly been vi€wed as acceptabh,: and responsible legal practice on 

behalf of corporate clients. 

Therefore, despite the official rhetoric to the contrary, one has no 

choice but to conclude that the law and the criminal justice system are 

not impartial. Rather, they are political institutions which often reflect 

racism and other social inequalities, and tend to protect dominant economic 

interests. It has been stated that: 

The myths of criminal justice, ... are the myths 
of American Democracy. Such treatment of indi
viduals as occurs in our criminal process would 
not exist in a country that was truly dedicated 
to the ideals of freedom, equality, and indivi
dual dignity.30 

4. The direction that future reform efforts should take. From the 

foregoing discussion, I think that it is clear that the crime control 

question cannot properly be addressed independent of the broader issues 

of criminal and social justice. It is also apparent that the actual 

29. Palella, supra note 14, pp. 2-6. 

30, Ibid., p. 38. 
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functioning of the criminal justice system is in many ways neither just 

nor legitimate. Yet the reform efforts undertaken in the years since 

publication of the Crime Commission report have given comparatively little 

emphasis to this aspect of the criminal justice system's problems. Instead, 

these efforts have largely concentrated on improving the efficiency of the 

law enforcement apparatus through the introduction of modern management 

techniques, sophisticated technology, and improved commur.~cations between 

agencies. Given the poor record of these efforts, I think it is time to 

reconsider our priorities and approach to improving the criminal justice 

system. 

One factor which contributes to the illegitimate functioning of the 

system is the wide discretion afforded criminal justice personnel in the 

exercise of their authority. While the principles of due process and 

legality would suggest regularity in th~ system's treatment of offenders, 

in practice these principles are "subordinated in favor of a wide freedom 

of the official to make decisions within the area of his competence.,,31 

This growth in discretion within the criminal justice system is a conse

quence of the recognition that "the rigid application of laws without 

regard to the unique circumstances of particular cases would result in 

manifest injustice.,,32 

However, as the American Friends Service Committee has noted, lithe 

power to make exceptions in the delivery of legal sanctions is humane only 

to those who gain the sympathy of the system or those who have the power 

31. Sanford H. Kadish, "Legal Norms and Discretion in Police and 
Sentencing Processes" 75 Harvard Law Review 904 (1962), p. 905. 

32. Palella, p. 25. 
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to merit special fulJor. 1I33 In general, the criteria used by criminal 

justice personnel in their decision-making at each discretionary stage are 

isolated from judicial review or other restraining checks. As a result, 

members of the police are able to pursue selective and discriminatory en

forcement of law. Likewise, court officials are free to employ t~A 

discretionary powers surrounding charge determination, bail, and sentenc-

ing to coerce those dofendents who lack funds or political clout into plea 

bargaining for the sake of administrative efficiency and expediency.34 

A principal goal of future reform efforts, therefore, should be 

elimination of the illegitimate exercise of discretion by criminal justice 

persunnel. Traditionally, police agencies have attempted to control the 

discretion of members of the force through the creation of centralized 

organizations with strong command-and-control orientation. However, be

cause of insufficient supervisory resources (even with the use of techno

logical aids), countervailing administrative pressures, and differences 

33. American Friends Service Committee, Struggle for Justice, (NevI York: 
Hill and Wang, 1971), p. 134. 

34. It has been stated that: 

/~~ 1I ••• prosecutions are often withheld, sometimes on the basis of 
political, personal, or ulterior influence, without guiding 
rules as to what will or will not be prosecuted, without 
nEaningful standards stemming from either legislative bodies 
or from prosecutors themselves, through decisions secretly 
made and free from criticism, without supporting findings of 
fact, unexplained by reasoned opinions, and free from any 
requirement that the decisions be related to precedents. 
Furthermore, decisions of a top prosecutor are usually unsuper
vised by any other administrative authority, and decisions not 
to prosecute are customarily immune to judicial review. Even 
a capricious or politically induced decision to prosecute A 
but not B, when the evidence against B is stronger and B is 
otherwise more deserving of prosecution, is typically unreview
able either by a higher administrative authority or by a court.1I 
(Kenneth Davis, Discretionary Justice. Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 1969, p. 224.) 
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between organizational and community values, this approach has historically 

proven inadequate. Similar problems have plagued the attempts of co~rt and 

corrections administrators to effectively regulate the behavior of their 

personnel. 

An alternative that might be tried is the development of independent 

lIoversightll agencies which would be responsible for investigating individual 

complaints and conducting periodic monitoring projects to determine the 

general level of compliance with recognized standards of justice. In carry

ing out its responsibilities, the overs.ight agency would be expected to 

make extensive use of volunteer staff from the community in which the 

organization being evaluated was located. This would serve to both edu

cate citizens about the operations of the criminal justice system and 

increase the system1s accountability to the community. 

Another way in which the criminal justice system could be made more 

just and humane is through the creation of victim compensation programs. 

At prese.1t, the needs of a victim of a criminal act are largely ignored by 

the system: 

IIAlthough he has suffered most directly in the corrmis
sion of a crime, his interests are addressed only 
secondarily, if at all. His primary role in the 
court process is to serve as a witness. He is required 
to ... [appear at] hearings in a confusing and uncomfort
able courtroom, often only to have the case continued; 

- '-. and to testify and therefore be subject to cross
examination; all to the end of protectir.g an abstract 
·state interest l ! The inconvencience of the process, 
coupled with a seeming insensitivity to the needs of 
the victim, almost constitute a secondary affront. The 
experience with the court often fails to resolve his 35 
problems and leaves him as embittered as a defendent.1I 

35. Justice Resources Institute, Inc., The Urban Court Program, Boston, 
Mass. (1976), pp. 2-3. 
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Special care should be taken to advise victims about what to expect 

(and what will be expected of them) at each stage of the judicial process. 

In addition, social services should be made available to them to help 

ameliorate the trauma of the criminal act and the inconveniences associated 

with the subsequent investigation and adjudication. Financial compensation 

should also be available, especially for those individuals who have incur-

red medical expenses or loss of income as a result of a criminal incident. 

Whenever possible, the court should require that part of the restitution to 

the victim come from the offender's resources (either money or services). 

This should contribute to the victim's perception of justice in the pro

cess, and may help the offender to understand the direct human consequences 

of his deed. 36 

In the corrections area, a number of reform measures appear to be 

warranted. First, the bail system should be revised so that all but the 

few individuals who present a high risk of flight or continued pre-trial 

36. Stephen Schafer, "The Proper Role of a Victim-Compensation Program", 
Crime and De1inguency, (January 1975), pp. 45-56. 

Some urban courts have expanded on this idea with the experimental 
introduction of special disposition panels for certain cases. Made up of 
the victim, offender (who has already admitted his guilt in court), their 
legal counsel, and community members, a disposition panel works together 
to develop an understanding of the causes underlying the offense, the 
needs of the defendent, and the loss of the victim. After considering all 
these factors, the panel develops sentencing recommendations which, in 
addition to actual or symbolic restitution to the victim, may include 
ttaining or education programs, requirements to perform neighborhood 
services, and other community reintegration activities. These recom
mendations are then reviewed and implemented by the bench. (See Justice 
Resources Institute, The Urban Court Program, supra note 26.) 

Unfortunately, there is little documentaiton yet available regarding 
the effectiveness of these projects to humanize the disposition process 
without sacraficing the due process rights of the defendent. 
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criminal activity will be granted release or personal recognizance. The 

majority of those currently in pre-trial detainment are there solely be

cause they are too poor to raise bail. 37 Both justice and economy de

mand that such individua-ls be released pending trial. In addition, cl(~ar 

standards should be developed as to when money bail can still be required 

and what would constitute a reasonable bail size. Implementation of these 

standards should be closely monitored. Moreover, a right to immediate 

appeal of bail decisions should be established. 

Second, much greater emphasis should be placed on alternatives to 

institutionalization of convicted offenders. Admittedly, there ;s much 

that we don1t know about penology. Hawkins and Morris, however, have 

pointed out three propositions that are supported by considerable empiri-

cal evidence: 

Ill. Humanitarian systems of treatment (e.g. probation) 
are no less effective in reducing the probability 
of recitivism than severe forms of punishment. 

2. Money (if not souls) can be saved by revised 
treatment systems. The cheaper systems are more 
often than not also more humanitarian. 

3. Much money is wasted ... by the provision of 
unnecessary security precautions. The public pays 
very heavily for the marginal gains that may be 
provided by repressive custodial apparatus and 
systems. 1138 

Prison administrators themselves often concede that the vast majority 

of people in prison don't belong there, Moreover, by weakening family and 

economic ties, institutionalization may only be adding to the difficulties 

37. Norval Morris and Gordon Hawkins, The Honest Politician~ Guide to 
Crime Control (Chicago, Ill.: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1970), pp. 112-115. 

38 • I bid., p. 1 21. 
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involved in reintegration of these individuals back into the community. 

Consequently, unless strong reasons to the contrary can be demonstrated, 

the treatment of offenders should be community-based. 

Third, there should be an expansion of programs to diminish the social 

isolation and humanize conditions for those who are imprisoned. Since most 

inmates are eventually released, a prison experience which leaves the 

offender more bitter and alienated is not in the community1s best interest. 

To create a better correctional atmosphere, the size of prisons should 

be reduced, and meaningful educational and vocational training programs 

developed. Drug treatment, alcoholism, and other social services for 

prisoners should be strengthened. Inmates should be allowed unrestricted 

corresp0ndence and frequent visits from family and friends, including 

conjugal visits from mates. A variety of pre-release options, such as 

furloughs, halfway houseses and lIopenll institutions, should be established. 

In addition, lI aftercare ll employment and counseling services should be 

available. 39 

The measures suggested above should be viewed as a first step in a 

continuing struggle to improve the quality of justice in our criminal jus

tice system. Complete reform of the system will require us to look beyond 

criminal justice agencies, however. As we have noted previously, the 

criminal justice system is a reflection of the larger society and the 

inequities therein. Accordingly, while there is poverty, discrimination, 

concentrations of wealth and political power, and excessive government 

secrecy in American society, our criminal justice system will continue to 

function illegitimately. 

39. Ibid., pp. 123-134. 
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C. Conclusions and Recommendations 

by K€:lit Colton 

The case studies in this report have demonstrated the difficulty of 

actually implementing more advanced resource allocation techniques in 

police patrol operations. Moreover, the implementation problems encountered 

in the three cases do not seem to be isolated instances. Rather, there is 

evidence that such difficulties are commonplace, as illustrated by the 

study on criminal justice models by the RAND Corporation cited earlier in 

this chapter. 40 

Many of the difficulties that have been identified in this study and 

in the RAND study do not appear to be technical; rather, they are related 

to environment, institutions, and to questions of organizational objectives. 

Past experience has demonstrated both a misunderstanding of the nature and 

environment of technological change, and a failure to properly manage 

inr~vation. To the extent that innovations are brought in from the out

side, are funded oniy from federal resources, and fail to achieve a broad 

base of support within a police department, the likelihood for successful 

implementation will always be small. Further, once the decision to imple

ment technology is made, careful attention must be given to the process 

of managing change. The case studies in Boston and St. louis present 

illustrations of some of the problems that arise, including, for example, 

inadequate training, failure to involve key command staff, overly optim

istic promises that could not be met, civilian domination of projects, 

40. Jan M. Chaiken, et al., Criminal Justice Models: An Overview, 
OPe cit. 
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failure to consider the reactions of the rank and file, and lack of recog

nition of conflicting objectives. If resource allocation deployment 

efforts are to achieve operational success, careful sensitivity is 

required to such behavioral and institutional issues. One of the primary 

reasons the ADAM historical reporting system in Los Angeles was eventually 

implemented was because the LAPD \'Ias able to overcome some of their 

problems and oversights along these lines. 

Chapter XII is devoted to a more detailed discussion of implementa-

tion. However, even if implementation obstacles can be surpassed, the 

questi on remains as to the overall benefit and util ity of such resource 

allocation efforts. Because of their failure to achieve operation over 

the long term, the case stUdies in this report provide few insights along 

these lines. Further, the modeling techniques used in these three cases 

are now outdated, and more recent efforts to utilize computer technology 

in police resource allocation go far beyond the St. Louis, 

Boston, and Los Angeles examples. Two of the most 

prominent illustrations are the Hypercube Queing Mode1 41 

41. The theoretical development and computer program design of the hyper
cube model began in 1971. Principal work on the model has been carried 
out by Dr. Richard C. Larson at MIT and has been supported by the National 
Science Foundation in a grant to MIT entitled "Innovative Resource Plan
ning in Urban FLlblic Safety Systems." Additional reserve on the hypercube 
model has been funded under a contract to the New York Rand Institute from 
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development~ A number of documents 
which describe the hypercube model have been prepared. Some of the more 
prominent include: 

Richard C. Larson, "Computer Program for Calculating the Performance 
of Emergency Service Systems: User's Manual (Batch)," Technic:al Report 
No. i4-75, Innovative Resources Planning Project, NSF Grant GI 38004, 
Operations Research Center, MIT, Cambridge, Mass., March, 1975. 

Jan M. Chaiken, Hypercube Queing Model: Executive Summary, The New 
York City Rand Institute, R-1688/1-HUD, 1i975. 
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and the Patrol Car Allocation Model (PCAM).42 Rather than forcing the 

user to consider only a limited number of factors, such as responding to 

calls-far-service, as with the St. Louis and LEMRAS systems, these models 

allow the user to outline a wide range of performance measures as a part 

of their decision process. For example, the hypercube model requires 

police administrators to specify a number of policy objectives for each 

command area or beat. These are stated in terms of constraints. For 

instance, average travel time for urgent calls should not exceed four 

minutes. Other objectives can involve preventive patrol, administrative 

considerations, workload imbalances, or other factors deemed important. 

The procedure determines the minimum number of units required for each 

beat, so that all objectives are fulfilled. If the total number of units 

to be allocated is insufficient to satisfy objectives, then the method 

computes the deficiency and requires a more modest set of objectives. The 

model, then, can be used in a variety of applications to allocate resources 

such as designing police beats, Gistributing ambulance services for 

42. Much of the research and development on the Patrol Car Allocation 
Model (PCAM) has been under the direction of Dr. Jan M. Chaiken at the 
Rand Corporation. With the help of funding from the U. S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development and the National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice at the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. A 
descri pti on of the mode" is found in the fa llowi ng documents: 

Jan M. Chaiken and Peter Dormont, Patrol Car Allocation Model: Execu
tive Summary, The New York City Rand Institute, R-1786/l-HUD/DOJ, 
September, 1975. 

Jan M. Chaiken and Peter Dormont, Patrol Car Allocation Model: Users' 
Manual, The New York City Rand Institute, r-1786/2. 

Jan M. Chaiken and Peter Dormont, Patrol Car Allocation Model: Pro
gram Description, R-1786/3. 
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emergency response, developing a police allocation plan with overlapping 

beats, and examining the consequences of alternative prevention patrol 

strategies. 

Based on a recent survey, 32 law enforcement agencies have requested 

and received the computer programs for the hypercube model. Of these, 25 

appear to have actually tried to use the model, although only seven indi

cate that they have actually made manpower and district changes as a 

result of the hypercube recommendations. Regarding the use of PCAM, 28 

police departments have received the computer program for the model. 

Twelve of these same departments indicate that they have used the model or 

are using it, and an additional seven state that they are likely users in 

the future. 43 Such data indicate growth in the use of these two models, 

but the actual results of the efforts in these cities must still be 

evaluated. 44 In looking to such evaluation, though, we must be realistic. ~ 
At best, we can hope to examine the impact of models on police process 

e.g. improvements in dispatch time because more cars are available to 

respond, better distribution of workloads, improved officer attitudes, 

etc. However, when it comes to "result-oriented" measures or, more speci-

fically, to impact on crime, our expectations should be limited. The 

three cases in this report have demonstrated the difficulties in relating 

43. Jan M. Chaiken, "Implementation of Emergency Service Deployment Models 
in Operating Agencies,1I Rand Paper No. P-5870, Santa Monica, Calif., May 
1977, pp. 13-18. (Paper presented at the Joint National ORSAITIMS meeting, 
San Francisco, Calif., May 10, 1977). 

44. The National Science Foundation is currently funding a project to 
evaluate aspects of the hypercube model. The grant is to The Institute 
for Public Program Analysis, st. Louis, Missouri. An evaluation report 
is expected to be forthcoming in 1977. 
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crime statistics to technological innovations. In Section B of this chap

ter, Hebert correctly pointed to the failure of the allocation projects to 

demonstrate improvements in the departments' patrol force performance, 

particularly in the area of crime control. Perhaps a greater failure was 

our original expectations in the 1960's that we might be able to establish 

such linkages. Criminal activities are based on a wide range of factors 

only a small portion of which are influenced by police activity. Changes 

in deployment patterns may have some modest influence, but criminal statis

tics are far too imprecise to measure these differences or to isolate the 

portion of the change attributed to police allocation as opposed to changes, 

for example, in the weather or the unemployment rate. 

The failure to link innovation to an effective war on crime may lead 

some to conclude that technological innovations should be abandoned. I 

agree that we shaul d not look to technology as, our saving grace. .We must " .. . \ ....... ; 
~. 

continue to try to address the basic inequities in our society and to 

reform the many dimensions of the criminal justice system. However, such 

reform, if it comes, will take time. Further, a determination as to a 

reordering of priorities depends on one's perspective and requires politi

cal judgment. We might all agree that inequities should be removed and 

the problems of the poor resolved. A decision as to the actual distribu

tion of limited resources, though, depends on a much tougher choice, in

fluenaed by who you are and your perspective towards change. Unfortunately, 

there are no simple solutions. As James Q. Wilson has pointed out: 

Those who argue that we can eliminate crime if only 
we have the 'willI to do so, whether by ending 
poverty (as the Left argues) or by putting more 
police on the street and more gallows in our jails 
(as the Right believes), seriously mistake what we 
are capable of under even the best of circumstances~ 
and place the blame for the failings precisely (continued) 
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where it should not be -- on our willpower, and by 
implication, on our governing morality. I argue 
for a sober view of man and his institutions that 
would permit reasonable things to be accomplished, 
foolish

4
ghings abandoned, and utopian things for

gotten. 

Ever since the Crime Commission, and even before, there are those 

who have argued for the advance of technology with the naive hope that 

money spent on police equipment might solve our problems and bring down 

crime rates. I disagree with that limited perspective. On the other 

hand, there are those who feel that) since technology has failed to 

achieve this same, impossible objective of reducing crime rates, all such 

innovation should be abandoned in search of a more basic solution to our 

criminal justice dilemmas. I also must reject that view. Rather, it 

seems the truth must lie somewhere in between. Technological change will 

not solve basic issues, but if properly implemented, it may achieve modest 

objectives in the process of police operations. Although we must realize 

the impact will only be marginal, the benefits may well justify the costs. 

Obviously, we must be careful so as to not delude ourselves as we proceed, 

but it does seem appropriate for police departments to devote time and 

talent to achieve the most effective deployment of their manpower in order 

to meet service objectives and to equalize workload responsibilities. 

Crime indicators, though, should not be the only measure of performance. 

As pointed out in Chapter I, much of police work is devoted to service and 

o}'der maintenance activities. Multiple criteria are necessary to evaluate 

success. 

45. James Q. Wilson, Thinking about Crime, (New York: Vintage Books, 
1975), pp. 222-223. 
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What then can be said about past and future efforts to utilize com

puter technology in police resource allocation? Four conclusions and 

recommendations seem appropriate. 

1. Many of the early predictions and promises concerning computer

aided resource allocation systems have not been met, and our expectations 

for the future should be altered accordingly. At one time, some advocates 

argued that the use of computers and technology might re~ult in the almost 

daily reallocation of police units. An officer reporting for duty would 

simply call in and be assigned to patrol or to answer calls in an area 

designated through the analysis of available data and the aid of modeling 

technology. It seems very apparent that this type of IIfluid patrol ll is 

not going to occur, at least in the short or middle run. This is illustra

ted by the St. Louis experience. At one point in the St. Louis resource 

allocation project, patrol beats were changed every four hours. Such a 

practice has long since been abandoned for two reasons: behavioral factors 

worked strongly against such shifts which were confusing and unsettling to 

the officer on patrol, and the benefits were questionable, especially since 

workload needs did not seem to warrant such dramatic action. 

Past experience, then, should appropriately temper our future expec

tations. Rather than looking for the long-term implementation of computer

aided resource allocation to redesign police deployment patterns on a daily, 

monthly, or even quarterly basis, we should expect the use of modeling 

techniques on a more limited, almost one-time basis, where police depart

ments use computer technology to redesign their patrol structure once and 

then wait for several years before using the model again. 

2. Despite the disap~ointments of the past, police computer modeling 

efforts should not be abandoned. We should continue to seek improved 
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methods for police resource allocation, but with a more realistic perspec

tive. All police departments must deploy their resources in some manner or 

other. The two leMA surveys in 1971 and 1974 demonstrated that there was 

an increased use of quantitative data in attempting to make manpower 

deci s ions. Accordi ng to one chi ef of pol i ce: I! I used to feel that the 

only criteria in police work was to get more officers on the street. Now 

I have come to realize that other standards of performance should also be 

considered. There is more to resource allocation than seat-of-the-pants 

observations.1! If the right criteria are built into the models, technology 

may assist in more effectively identifying and responding to future needs. 

Further, in order to develop police models, detailed review and 

analysis of the criminal ju';tice system is required. Use of the technology 

may aid the operations of the police, not because the model per se will 

improve the system, but because law enforcement personnel may become more 

educated and involved in the deciSion-making process. However, if this 

education process is to be meaningful, it must be tvlO-way, not only invol

ving the model builders, but extensively involving the model users as well • . 
It is difficult to involve law enforcement decision values in such a pro

cess, not only because of differences in style and approach, but because 

the complex vlOrld of policy management faces immediate demands. The 

police commander who faces day-to-day decisions is often unable or unwil-

ling to afford the luxury of model building and analysis. 

The last few years have seen the development of several new and more 

flexible approaches to computer-aided police deployment such as the Hyper-
.. '" . 

cube or peAM models. However, in desi,gning and implementing such model's, 

hopefully, we can lear~ from the past so that our expectations will be 

realistic and we will remember that the quality of the outputs of the 
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model are highly dependent upon inputs, design, and assumptions. 

3. As computer modeling work is continued, evaluation is essential, 

and careful consideration should be given to a more systematic program to 

evaluate such technology. Any claim about the impact on performance of 

advanced deployment models will largely remain speculation until more 

careful research and evaluation is carried out. Hopefully, over the next 

~cc~de we can learn to test our ideas. Rather than simply spending federal 

resources to fund our hopes and fears, let us evaluate our efforts. 

The time seems appropriate to develop a more systematic program of 

evaluation for resource allocation efforts, and the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration should consider designing such an experiment to 

test alternative resource allocation strategies. It is only through such 

an experiment that we will be able to determine whether, or to what degree, 

the development and implementation of such police technology is warranted. 

If such evaluation is forthcoming, though, it must be independent; and 

pre-test conditions must be analyzed, implementation monitored, and the 

effects of the technology reviewed. The evaluation must be multi

disciplinary with attention paid to the local citizenry's perception of 

changes in the overall quality of service in all three dimensions of police 

performance -- law enforcement, service, and order maintenance. We have 

already highlighted the inability to relate such innovations to changes in 

crime statistics, though, and success or failure will need to be measured 

in more process-oriented and attitudinal terms, such as evaluating the 

impact on workload distribution, the response to ca11s-for-service, and 

officer and citizen satisfaction. 

4. Finally, and perhaps most important, there is no one best way to 

allocate law enforcment resources. Rather, there is a range of alternative 
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strategies, and each implies a different, sometimes subtle, set of conse

quences. Whether the cri teri a is based on res pc; "se to call s-for-servi ce, 

remaining in a patrol beat, maintaining public visibility, or preserving 

consistent patrol strength in case of emergency, the computer cannot pre~ 

scribe the ideal method. ~~hen embarking on the implementation of innova

tion, it is important to review and understand these consequences of 

alternative policing strategies and to realize that the use of technology 

is not value-free. The experience in the LAPD is especially informative 

in demonstrating this point. Team policing and the resource allocation 

model, ADAM, repres(~nted two separate philosophies of police work. ADAM 

placed priority on responding to calls-for-service, generally irrespective 

. of patrol be&t assignments. Team policing focused on serving an area of 

the city and keeping patrol officers in that area to ptevent crime. The 

conflict became apparent when ADAM was implemented in the team policing 

environment. The problem was not the ADAM system, per se, rather, there 

\'/ere two di ff"!rent strategi es i nvo 1 ved vii th very different objecti ves. 

Any resource allocation system is obviously based on some basic set 

of criteria or decision rules used to deploy police forces. To obtain 

the best results, a department must select rules that match their basic 

objectives. A department must be especially careful in buying pre

programmed packages from a vendor that relies on a set of decision rules 

which are essentially unkno,,"Jn to the department. The result may be unex

pected or yield the wrong consequences. Certain criteria -- for example, 

responding to calls-for-service -- may become the emp'hasis when, indeed, 

they do not have the highest priority. Emergency response to calls-for

service comprise only a small portion of the actual work of the police, 

yet it is possible that such measures can become the primary criteria for 
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allocating resources if departments fail to think carefully about their 

deployment strategy. 

Earlier, it was stated that if the right criteria were used, tech

nology might assist in meeting future needs. However, in deployment man

power, there 1s no single criterion which will bring magic resul~s. Goals 

and objectives vary, depending on the focus or emphasis which is desired. 

There is more to police work that crime-related activities; service and 

order maintenance functions are also of primary importance. Unless the 

use of computer technology can reflect this reality, oversights may 

develop and subt1e and undesired impacts may arise. 
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CHAPTER VI II 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH 
SYSTEM BY THE SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT 

By Kent W. Colton 

A. Computer Technology and Police Command and Control 

The potential for computer technology to assist in the police command 

and control process was first highlighted by the Presidentls Commission on 

Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice in 1967. Studies at that 

time suggested that such technological systems might achieve cost

effective reductions in police response time. Some hypothesized that com

mand and control innovations might even improve apprehension rates and 

thus serve as a deterrent to crime. As part of their Task Force Report: 

Science anQ Technology, the Commission identified the police depart

mentis communications center as the focal point for directing and control

ling police activities. The various dimensions of responding to a call

for-service were identified from the time a citizen recognizes the call 

and reports it to the police to the time a police vehicle arrives on the 

scene. (See Figure 8-1 for a display of the police emergency response 

system in the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department. This figure is 

also found in Chapter XI.) In addition, the Crime Commission pointed out a 

number of command and control problems that limited police effectiveness. l 

1. The Presidentls Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice, Task Force Report: Science and Technology, Prepared by the 
Institute for Defense Analyses, Washington, D.C., 1967, pp. 21-28. 
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Figure 8-1: Police emergency response system: measured mean response 
times (St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, District 3) 
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o A great deal of information flows through a communications center, 

but little can be readily recalled to provide feedback on the 

results of actions. 

o The location of patro1 cars is only crudely known. 

o The communications center is a significant part of response time; 

if processing improvements could be made, delays in response 

might be reduced. 

o In many police departments radio congestion presents a significant 

problem for communication between the dispatcher and the officer 

in the field. 

In an effort to improve and modernize police communications and con

trol, a variety of technological innovations have been proposed and in 

some cases installed. Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) systems provide the 

framework for bringing together many of these new pools through the par

tial automation of the call answering, processing~ and dispatching activi

ties of a police communications center. With CAD, technology automatically 

matches the address of a call-for-service and the police patrol beat are 

automatically matched through a computerized geographic file, and instant 

r.ecall of dispatch data is possible. 

CAD in and of itself does not track the location of police vehicles, 

though, so automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) and automatic vehicle loca

tion (AVL) systems have been suggested. As defined in this report, AVM 

systems provide a police dispatcher with real-time location estimates of 

each vehicle in a fleet and, through its monitoring function, provide 

additional vehicle status information (e.g. "in pursuit," "enroute to 

scene," "driver door open"). An AVL system provides only location estimates 

without additional status information. 
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Other technological changes have also been considered or implemented 

in the command and control area. These include mobile and portable digital 

terminals to allow officers in the street to communicate digitally with the 

dispatch center'1 s 911 emergency telephone numbers, and improved 

radio equipment w'ith such innovations as dynam"jc channel assignments. 

Some of these innovations in command and control are routine: tech

nology basically replaces a previously manual activity such as digital 

terminals or the automated transfer of information from the telephone 

operator to the dispatcher. However, command and control innovations also 

provide the framework for a number of nonroutine activities, such as track

ing and monitoring vehicle location, automatically timing the length of 

calls and raising a "flag" if a call takes over a specified time (say, 30 

minutes), or providing new information to be used for management. Command 

and control then not only pertains to the ability of the dispatcher to 

deploy vehicles, but 

over and 

also pertains to the police administrator's 

modification of control 

pa trol operations. 

In this study, four case studies of command and control areas have been 

documented. Their purpose is to examine the implementation 

process~ and, where possible, to b~gin to assess the use and impact of such 

technology. 

The first three relate to the implementation of systems. This chapter 

describes the experiences in San Diego, Chapter IX outlines the efforts in 

New York City, and Chapter X documents the Boston case. Chapter XI re

lates to vehicle location and is a case study of the beginning phase of the 

first full-scale effort to implement an AVM system in a major urban police 
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department, St. Louis, Missouri. General conclusions concerning these 

four cases and other applications of computer technology will be outlined 

in Chapters XII and XIII. 

Naturally these four cases represent only a small sampling of the 

command and control innovations that have been tried in the United States. 

As such, the findings will not be conclusive; rather, they serve as a 

beginning in examining the many dimensions of such innovations. 

B. The First Attempt at Computer-Aided Dispatch in San Diego 

San Diego1s first attempt to implement a CAD system, begun in 1967, 

was funded jointly by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) 

and the City of San Diego. Although the system was established to service 

three city departments -- police, fire, and water utility -- it was expected 

to be expanded later to the entire metropolitan area. The project failed 

for three reasons: 

Fi rs t, use r s 0 f 

its design and implementation. 

the system were involved very little in 

The project director was apPointed by the 

city, and a task force was established with a representative from each of 

the three operating departments (a lieutenant in the case of the police 

department); but virtually no dialogue took place between the task force 

and the user agencies. For example, no questions were put to the head of 

the Police Communications Section, and no studies were conducted to outline 

the flow and workload of the communication process. According to one 

police departrrent spokesperson, "The director of the CAD project felt he 

~ . was a data processing expert. He had his own plan for the system, which he 
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intended to implement. 2 

The second reason for the project's collapse was failure to establish 

and maintain a specific schedule. Timing changed frequently, causing 

general confusion. 

Third, hardware purchases were made without detailed specifications 

requiring vendors to conform to agreed standards. Since the hardware was 

purchased without consultation with the user departments, the system bore 

little relation to real needs and requirements. 

At last the assistant project director became uneasy about the CAD 

project and decided to discuss it with the San Diego City Manager. 

The City Manager called in an outside consultant to review the project, 

and, on the basis of his recommendations, the project was stopped in 

February 1972. The project director was fired and the lieutenant who had 

served as the liaison officer between the police department and vendor 

was asked to retire. Over a million dollars had already been spent on the 

project. Because the resources had been so poorly handled, much of the 

money was returned to the LEAA. 

C. A Second Effort to Implement CAD 

Because a number of communications problems continued to plague the 

police department after the first CAD effort had been halted, in November 

1972 a captain from the Patrol Division was asked to review the communica-

tions system. This marked the beginning of a second effort to 

2. Interview between Kent W. Colton and Inspector Kenneth N. Fortier, 
San Diego Police Department, July 20, 1976. 
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establish a CAD system in the San Diego Police Department. 

1. Analysis of the old system. The first step in the review was a 

detailed systems analysis to identify communication needs. The analysis 

uncovered a range of problems. 

First, the facilities for the communications center were found to be 

crowded and inadequate. The center was housed in police department head

quarters, built in 1938, and there was little room for expansion. While 

the city-wide standard for space was 100 square feet per employee, each 

employee in the Communications Section was confined to about 25 square feet 

of space. The air-conditioning was insufficient and the noise level was 

extremely high. 

Second, the telephone system had special problems, including an over

loaded switchboard and not enough operators. The result was poor telephone 

4It service. A survey made in 1972 showed that at times citizens were required 

to wait as long as 80 to 90 telephone rings for the police department 

operator to answer. Once the operator did answer, he or she talked to the 

citizen for an average of three minutes before referring the call to the 

dispatcher. 3 The system was so overloaded that those familiar with the 

Communications Section called on the section supervisor's private lines in 

order to avoid excessive delay.4 One factor contributing to the workload 

problem was that the rate of telephone calls to the police department had 

increased so rapidly that the Communications Section couldn't keep up with 

the demand. Table 8-1 indicates an increase of more than 30 percent in the 

number of calls between 1968 and 1972, with an increase of only 24 percent 

4. Kenneth N. Fortier, "Implementation of a Computer-Aided Dispatch System 
for the San Diego Police Department," unpublished M.A. thesis, San Diego 
State Univ~rsity, 1976, p. 20. 
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Table 8-1: Telephone Calls to and Personnel Assigned to San Diego 
Police Communications Section, 1968-1972 

Number of 
Teiephone 

Calls 

Percentage 
Increase 

Number of 
Personnel 

Percentage 
Increasea 

1968 1969 

1,011,494 1,169,941 

14.4% 15.6% 

58 64 

9% 10.3% 

1970 1971 1972 

1,229,529 1,214,584 1,321,704 

5.1% -1.2% 8.8% 

64 69 72 

0% 7.8% 4.3% 

a. Part of the increase in personnel occurred in areas not related to 
telephone/dispatch. Personnel figures include supervisors, clerical 
personnel, and additional radio operators, as well as security and public 
information counter personnel. There were no such pOSitions in the 
Communication~ Section in 1968. 
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Total 
Net 

Increase 

310,210 

30.6% 

14 

24% 



in the number of personnel positions aSSign~he Communications Section. 

And many of these new positions were not related to telephone response. 

Third, the dispatch system was essentially manual. In order to deter

mine the beat assignment for a particular call, the operator made a manual 

check of the map to match the incident's address to the appropriate beat. 

A conveyor belt then carried the information from the telephone operator 

to the dispatcher, who assig~~d a field unit to respond to the call. The 

radio system for communicating with officers in the field was also over

loaded; it had only three operational channels with as many as 60 patrol 

field units per channel. Field units were often dissuaded from radioing 

headquarters because the channels were overloaded. 

Finally, the old communications (telephone and dispatch) systems pro

vided very little information for managers. Although data regarding com

munications activ'ity were keypunched, the information was taken" from hand

written dispatch cards which were difficult to read and subject to wide 

interpretation. Further, the reports prepared from the data were printed 

as listings of statistics rather than as reports that would be more useful 

to management. 5 

2. Designing and implementing a new system. To the 

reviewers it seemed clear that improvements were needed in the Communica

tions Section. Gradually a threefold strategy evolved that included: 

first, improving the technical and personnel dimensions of the telephone 

system; second, designing and implementing a new CAD system; and, third, 

moving ,the location of the telephone and CAD systems to new, spacious 

5. Interview between Kent W. Colton and William Kalender, Chief of 
Police of the San Diego Police Department, July 19, 1976. 
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premises. 

a. Telephone system. Much of the San Diego city government was 

already on a .centrex telephone system, which provided direct lines to 

various city departments. Placing police department on the centrex sys-

tem eliminated its need for the old switchboard. Additional telephone 

lines were put in, raising the total number to 25. Even more important, a 

"call distributor" V·JaS installed to allow for the queuing of incoming calls, 

thus assuring that the calls would be addressed in the order in which they 

arrived at police headquarters. Calls were directed to the next available 

complaint operator by means of a fluttering light that indicated v,rhich call 

should be answered next. The odditional telephone lines reduced signifi

cantly the number of busy signals. In addition, the budget request begin

ning July 1973 asked for money for a significant increase in telephone 

personnel -- 24 new positions. 6 To better employ the additional personnel, 

a new system for handling incoming calls was established. Primaryopera

tors were set up to handle all incoming calls, but a screening process was 

developed whereby they could determine if the call would require the dis

patch of a police officer. If so, the primary operator continued with the 

communication until completion. If dispatch was not required, the call was 

transferred to a secondary operator who completed the processing for the 

call -- by taking a report, for example. In order to implement this 

"primary-secondary" system, exercises were conducted. A standard telephone 

approach was developed, and the operator, instead of allowing the conversa

tion to wander, was instructed to ask specific questions, such as: "00 you 

6. "Fiscal Year 1974 Budget Request," San Diego Police Department, 1973. 
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e need a pol i ce offi cer?1I or, IIWhat sort of problem are you reporti ng?" 

based on this new technique and the ability to transfer calls to secondary 

operators, two goals were set: (1) to lower the telephone talk time to 60 

seconds per call; and (2) to answer 90 percent of all incoming calls within 

20 seconds. 7 In order to facilitate the achievement of these goals, a 90-

hour workshop for police dispatch clerks was established, and all new dis

patch clerks were required to complete training before assuming their duties. 

b. The CAD system. While the telephone system was being modified 

and new operators were being hired and trained, plans were going forward to 

establish an entirely new CAD system. In April 1973, a systems analysis of 

the police department dispatch operation began. It included a 

review of the department's priority system for calls-for-service. In the 

past there had been no special priority system, even though some calls 

clearly of an emergency nature required direct response while others 

permitted less haste. Priorities were grouped logically into five cate

gories, as Table 8-2 shows. Such grouping proved helpful in the dispatch 

process, particularly in responding to and analyzing higher-priority calls. 

When the system analysis had been completed, police department 

personnel worked closely with the communications and electrical division of 

the city to develop a detailed, functional Request for Proposal (RFP) for 

a CAD system,8 Before putting the RFP out to bid, however, the city 

7. Raymond L. Hoobler and Kenneth N. Fortier, "A Computer-Aided Dispatch 
System for the San Diego Police Department," Police Chief, October 1975, 
p. 23. 

8. The RFP was issued in August 1973, with proposals to be returned no 
later than October 2, 1973. See liThe City of San Diego, San Diego Police 
Department Communications Improvement Program, Bid-8008. 11 
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Table 8-2: Priority COQc'~ for the San Diego Police Department 

Priority 
Code 

Number Description 

1 Officer needs assistance (11-99). 
All lifesaving calls (11-40; 11~83). 

2 All crimes in progress or just occurred where a possibility 
of apprehension of suspect exists. 
Alarms. 
Incomplete calls for help. 
Lost children of 'tender' years. 
Bomb threats and 415's involving weapons. 

3 Disturbance. 
Non-injury accidents blocking traffic. 
Meet with Shore Patrol for UAjlAHOL check. 
Prowler call. 
Child abuse (not in progress). 
In-custody persons from private agencies (i .e., shoplifters). 
Drunks. 
Lost children not of 'tender' years. 
Parking violations with traffic blockage. 
Kites in flight pattern (Balboa Park). '-. ': 

I 

4 Take a report of a cold crime (suspects not know, or at least 
not in vicinity). 

Provide transportation (could change, based on location or 
agency) . 

In-Custody persons from other enforcement agencies. 
Checks for 'suspicious persons.' 
Blocked driveways (people not trying to leave). 
Disturbances, loud party or music. 

5 Abandoned vehicles. 
Recovered property. 
All remaining service assignments. 
All parking violations not covered above. 
Motorcycle disturbance calls that would normally be referred 

to Trail Safe. 
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decided that in order to avoid extensive cost overruns and the problems of 

the first CAD failure, it would determine exactly how much money would be 

available for the project. The City of San Diego had already decided to 

use federal revenue-sharing funds for the new system, and a total 

of 1.2 million dollars was available. Since the police department's radio 

communication required improvements, $400,000 of this amount was allocated 

for the purchase of r;~w four-channel radios. Of the remaining $800,000, 

over $100,000 had already been committed for other aspects of the communi

cations system, including the telephone improvements just described. Ap

proximately $670,000 was available, therefore, for the RFP for computer

aided dispatch. 9 The RFP was issued in August 1973. Eight bids were 

received, and on December 20, 1973, the City of San Diego awarded a contract 

to Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc., for a complete installa-

tion of the system at a total fixed-price contract of $650,000. The system 

began operating in a test mode in November 1974, and in January 1975 the 

police department took over operation. In August 1975, the police depart

ment concluded that the various test criteria for the system had been met, 

and final payment was made to the vendor. (Installation of the new system 

will be discussed later.) 

c. Communications Center and CAD. In the process of establishing 

the new CAD system, the Communications Center was moved from police depart

ment headquarters to a more spacious facility in the sub-basement of the 

City's Operations Building, approximately one mile away. In 1977 the police 

9. Interview between Kent W. Colton and Inspector Kenneth N. Fortier, San. 
Diego Police Department, July 20, 1976. 
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communications system in San Diego was still operating as it had been set 

up in 1975. It revolved primarily around positions for primary operators, 

who received and processed telephone calls, and for dispatchers, who actu

ally dispatched the calls to the officers in the field. In addition, 

there were secondary operators to whom calls which did not require a 

unit to be di spa tched were referred. 

The CAD system had slots for twelve primary operators 

and six dispatchers. The twelve operator pOSitions were fully equipped 

with cathode ray tube (CRT) screens, a full complement of telephone lines, 

and Alpha Numeric Keyboard terminals on which to enter information into 

the computer system. The radio dispatch positions were also equipped with 

a CRT screen, an Alpha Numeric Keyboard terminal, and a two-way voice radio 

capability to communicate with the officers in the field. The six dispatch 

positi ons incl uded: four primary di spatch posi tions, each responsi b 1 e for 

specific beats or geographic sections of the city; one inquiry station 

which handled requests for information from field vehicles; and one posi

tion for future growth. 

When a call was received, the new CAD system generally worked as fol

lows. The p\~imary operator received the call from a citizen requesting 

police service. The operator hit a key on the keyboard and the system dis

played a "pre-programmed incident form.1I Information concerning the ad":. 

dress and details of the required dispatch request was entered on the IIform.1I 

The system then provided research via a IIstreet-to-beat file ll in which the 

computer linked the address of the incident to the police beat, the census 

track, the radio frequency, and the appropriate dispatcher. In addition, 

the computer assigned an incident number. The complaint operator 

then simply pressed a button on the keyboard and the information was 
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transferred automatically to the screen of the appropriate radio dis

patcher. Calls were then queuet for the radio operator according to the 

priority and age of the waiting calls, which meant that the oldest, highest-

pri ority call was fi f_ t in line for dispatch. Besides transferring 

the lIincident form ll with the information from the primary operator, the 

computer system also IIrecommended" five available police field units which 

might be assigned to handle the incident. Since the system included no 

means to track the location of police cars, IIrecommendationsll were based 

first on the availability of cars, and, second, on 

the geographically closest beats to a particular incident. The radio 

operator then chose which officer or officers to dispatch, and a 

normal voice dispatch followed. 

The San Diego Police Department was particularly proud of the system's 

IIstreet-to-beatll search capability and ability to give specific dispatch 

recommendations. In addition, computer capability enabled the dis-

patcher to keep an ongoing record of the latest incidents in progress. The 

system listed and displayed recent calls at the bottom 

of the complaint operator's screen. This feature reduced duplication in 

dispatching calls, as, for example, in the case of multiple telephone 

calls about a major traffic accident. 

In order to provide access to other information sources, the CAD system 

was linked directly to the real-time inquiry systems of the county, the 

California Law Enforcement Telecommunications System, and the National Crime 

Information Center (NCIC) in Washington. If a patrol officer needed infor

mation concerning stolen vehicles, vehicle registration, outstanding war

rants, or dangerous individuals, for example, he could call the dispatch 

informati on operator who coul d inqui re directly through 
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his CAD terminal of these other systems. 

To facilitate the transfer of routine information from field personnel 

to the dispatch center, 20 mobile data (MODAT) units had been installed on 

an expet'imental basis when the system was first implemented. These units, 

which were placed in 20 patrol cars, provided patrol officers with the 

capability of sending pre-coded digital messages to the Communications 

Center, using non-voice, digital-coded tones. The officer simply pushed 

the appropriate button, and the dispatcher knew whether the car was in 

service, en route to an incident, or out of service. 

The communications system also provided management information for 

the Communication Center and the police department as a whole. As t result 

of the modifications made to the telep:lOne system, a special system, 

entitled the Force Administrative Data System (FADS), was established, 

which collected telephone statistics enabling the department to closely 

monitor the number of calls, telephone handling time, 

telephone talk time, and so on. This FADS informa-

tion, coupled with the CADIs management information, provided valuable 

data for the police department. The actual nature and use of these reports 

will be discussed in greater depth later in this chapter. 

3. Objecti ves of the nevI communicati ons systern. Al though the preci se 

goals for all aspects of the new communications system were not outlined 

before the system was implemented, the following five objectives (which 

will be used later in this chapter as a baseline for evaluation) were laid 

down: 

o to answer 90 percent of all incoming calls within 20 seconds, and 

to limit normal telephone conversations to a maximum of 60 seconds; 

o to improve police response, especially by shortening the response 
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time for priority calls-for-service (with a predicted 30 seconds 

saved simply through the added IIstreet-to-beat" research capability 

of the new system); 

o to use better information in the overall operation and management 

of the police department; 

o to improve the overall working conditions of the Communications 

Center; and 

o to improve communication with field units 

radio system and the MODAT digital units. 

through the new 

D. Implementati on Approach of the San Diego Pol i ce Department 

One of the most intriguing aspects of the San Diego case study is the 

police department's overall approach to implementation. Insights gained 

from the San Diego experience may profit other departments that are planning 

the installation of information technology. 

In implementing its CAD system the San Diego department emphasized 

user involvement. Perhaps this focus resulted from the lessons learned 

during the first, unsuccessful attempt to establish such a system. At any 

rate, the initial step in implementing the second system was to set up a 

city task force (directed by a police captain) of personnel from various 

areas within the police department and other municipal agencies. In 

addition, because the support of the Chief and those in command pOSi _lons 

within the department was considered essential, it was solicited 

throughout the project. Finally, a real effort was made to consider the 

ideas of the telephone operators and dispatchers regarding the design of 

e . the sys tern. When new telephone procedures were be in g des 1 gned, II gami n gil 
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sessions were held during v,rhich selected telephone operators offered sug-

gestions. Moreover, the final format of the lIincident form ll for the CAD 

system and the blueprint of the new Communications Center were carefully 

scrutini zed by a number of operators as well as di spatchers. 

The department1s overall approach to user involvement is described in 

the following excerpt from an article on San Diego published in Police 

Chi ef: 

In many systems, much emphasis is given to 
equipment and, in some instances, not enough im
portance is placed upon people within the user 
group ultimately required to operate the system. 
Throughout this project, input from radio dispat
chers, complaint operators, and sworn police 
supervisory staff was not only sol icited, but 
scheduled and required before proceeding to the 
next step in the II critical path,1I CRT IIpage" lay
outs, etc., were also designed with operator 
input. An important point considered in imple
mentati on of the San Di ego CAD system was that 
ultimately it was people, not machines, who would 
make the system successful. The most efficiently 
designed system to move a citizen1s request for 
police service from input to a police field unit 
was prone to delay if somewhere along its path an 
untrained operator or one not knowledgeable as 
to work standards, system1s goals, etc., took 10 
an excessive amount of time on a telephone call. 

Early in the implementation of the CAD program, a great deal of 

emphasis \~as placed on training the operators and dispatchers who would 

be involved. Once new procedures were desi~ned, a gO-hour training aca

demy for pol'ice dispatch slerks was established through a local community 

college. Funding for this effort came through the California Commission 

for Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST). The curriculum included 

a general orientation to law enforcement; an outline of specific 

10. Hoobler and Fortier, "A Computer-Aided Dispatch System ll p. 24. 
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dispatching procedures; a discussion of miscellaneous items~ such as laws 

and ordinances, community relations, and first aid; and a complete review of 

all reports, forms, and procedures necessary to operate the new system. 

Perhaps the most useful session was that in which complaint operators and 

dispatchers simulated working situations and developed expertise in handling 

probable situations. Although it is customary for dispatchers in most police 

departments around the country to receive on-the-job training, this training 

academY for communications personnel is unique. 

Another important aspect of the San Diego approach was the interaction 

between the police department and the vendor. Five features of this inter

action are particularly noteworthy. First, the department prepared a very 

specific and detailed RFP outlining in full detail the system to be installed 

and the specifications to be met. ll The RFP was prepared by police depart

ment personnel and by a communications engineer from the City of San Diego's 

Communication and Electrical Division to encompasse both a technical and a 

police department perspective. Second~ the RFP required bidders to qualify 

in order to submit a bid: qualifying was based on the demonstration of 

prior experience in the design and successful implementation of a CAD system 

in the law enforcement environment. Third, potential bidders wet'e required 

to accept a "turnkey" contract in which they agreed to assume full responsi

bility for all elements of the CAD system, including the hardware, software, 

radio communication, communication console equipment, and the necessary inter

face between the telephone SUb-system and the CAD system. By imposing the 

11. The citation for the original RFP document is as follows: liThe City of 
San Diego, San Diego Police Department Communications Improvement Program,'" 
Bid-800S, City of San Diego, August, 1973. 
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turnkey requirement, the San Diego Police Department made one vendor respon

sible for the performance of the entire system. Fourth, a fixed price was 

written into the legal and binding contract, as mentioned earlier. And 

fifth, payment was tied to successful implementaion, and bidders were advised 

that no payments for any portion of the system would be made until the entire 

system was completely installed and operational, with a determination as to 

operational contingent upon the passage of certain specified acceptance 

tests. In other words, no partial payment would be made until the project 

had been successfully implemented. 12 

The vendor was selected on December 20, 1973. Before the final contract 

was awarded, a 14-hour negotiating session had occurred in which the detailed 

specifications of the system were outlined along with the specific acceptance 

tests to be used in determining successful completion of the system. (Table 

8-3 outlines the areas of agreement specified at the meeting.) Precise spe

cifications were outlined, such as the time that would be required for the 

system to make a "street-to-beat" check, the amount of downtime that would 

be allowed, the precise storage requirements of the system, the maintenace 

requirements, and the time to be allm'led for various input/output transac

ti ons. 

Since the vendor had already established CAD systems in several other 

police departments, building the system was a matter of modifying previous 

efforts. By November 1974, the system was operating in a test mode, and in 

January 1975 formal operation of the system began. According to contract 

12. Kenneth N. Fortier, "Implementation of a Computer-Aided Dispatch System 
for the San Diego Police Departm,ent," op. cit., pp. 35-36. 
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Table 8-3: Tentative Agreement Outline 

1. Statement of work. 

A. Tasks. 

B. Mil es tones. 

2. Functional specifications. 

3. Deliverable products. 

A. Hardware to be delivered and statement of completeness, 
including all option. 

B. System software to be delivered (other than applications): 
disk pack, compilers, system generators, etc. 

4. Schedule -- detailed, including clearly identified milestones. 

5. Installation. 

6. Test plan -- including specific acceptance criteria. 

7. Documentation to be furnished -- list of required documentation 
outl i ned. 

8. Training -- special number of personnel for which training and 
expenses are paid for by contractor. 

9. Payment. 

10. Warranty. 

11. Project management outlined -- city must consent if a change 
occurs later. 

12. What the City of San Diego is expected to provide. 

13. Quote options to add CRT's, backup CPU fQ}~ a fixed price for 
a fixed period of time. 

14. Monthly progress reports. 
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provisions, however, no payments were made until the acceptance tests were 

completed in March 1975. Only 80 percent of the payment for the system was 

made in March, though, because at the time the contract was signed, an addi~ 

tional condition had been negotiated whereby the final 20 percent was not to 

be handed over until after 90 consecutive days of satisfactory system opera

tion. liSa ti sfactory" was def; ned as system performance accordi ng to agreed

upon specifications 95 percent of the time. It took almost half a year for 

this final condition to be met, and therefore final payment was not made 

until August 1975. 

The San Diego case study illustrates the importance of specifying the 

mutually acceptable criteria by which both parties can determine that the 

system is operating successfully. This seems like an obvious procedure in 

dealing with vendors, but it does not always occur in cases of technological 

innovation implementation. In fact, such a provision could have been omitted 

in San D'iego if federal revenue-sharing monies, as opposed to funds from such 

sources as the LEAA, had not been forthcoming. With revenue-sharing monies 

the city officials had complete freedom to postpone payment as long as they 

felt necessary. A city with an LEAA grant faces quite a different situation. 

Since its grant will expire at a particular time, payment must be made by the 

expiration date even if the new system is not operating properly. An expira

tion date can sometimes be extended, but both the bureaucratic effort re

quired to do this and the fear that a delay in meeting the deadline will put 

the city in a bad light when future LEAA contracts are to be awarded may 

make an extension an undesirable alternative. 
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E. Evaluating the CAD System in San Diego 

The resources available for the preparation of this case study did not 

permit a detailed cost-benefit analysis of the San Diego CAD system. There

fore I can only evaluate the system by pointing to some of its benefits and 

problems. 

In 1977 the CAD system in San Di~go was working and was expected to 

continue working for some time. The first criteria for evaluation outlined 

in Chapter I -- establishing an operating system -- had been met. In fact, 

in the first six months of 1976, the system's average downtime was only 1.98 

percent per month. 

As outlined earlier, five objectives were discussed for the communica-

tions project -- to improve: 

o telephone service; 

o police response, especially through shortening response time for 

priority calls-far-service; 

o information to be used in the overall operations and management of 

the police department; 

o overall working conditions of the Communications Center; and 

o communications with the field through the new radio system and 

the MODAT digital units. 

Each will be discussed below. 

Data collected before and after implementation of the new communications 

system showed significant progress had been made in achieving the first goal 

-- to improve telephone service. Prior to its installation, calls 
1 

sometimes required 80 or 90 rings before the phone was answered. According 

to data from the Force Administrative Data System (FADS), in 1970 the average 
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time needed to answer the telephone was 2.5 seconds, well the original goal 

of answering 90 percent of all incoming calls within 20 seconds. A further 

goal set at the outset of the project was to reduce the average talk time per 

call to 60 seconds. Between January and June of 1976 the average 

talk time per call was 77 seconds, 28 percent above the initial goal, but 

significantly below the average of more than three minutes 

the communications project began. 

before 

Between the two periods January and June 1975 and January and June 1976, 

the number of total calls for the police department increased by 2 percent. 

Yet because more reports were handled by secondary operators than by primary 

operators, the number of calls dispatched decreased slightly, thereby 

relieving the overall workload for field units. When the new telephone 

system was installed, complaints from the public regarding brusque treat

ment from the telephone operators increased because the operators were trying 

to epeed up conversations and make callers be more specific. Once this 

technique was mastered, complaints declined. Between January and June 1975, 

71 complaints were received from the public; between January and June 1976, 

this dropped to 32. 

Telephone operators reported that the system helped to equalize 

the workload among themselves. Under the old system, operators would take 

as many calls as they wanted, depending on their mood or motivation. Some 

worked hard and very fast, while others were slower and more lackadaisical. 

The new automatic call distributor insured an equal workload for all person

nel. 

The second goal of the communications system was to shorten the response 

time to calls-for-service. Overall data on response time indicate that some 

improvements may have been achieved through the operation of the new system; 
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however, these data do not lead to firm conclusions. Although the CAD sys

tem could capture detailed information regarding the amount of time between 

receipt of a call and the arrival of an officer at the scene, no comparable 

data were kept prior to the new system. Several benchmark studies were con

ducted in July 1974 and March 1975, but since response rates depend on so 

many variables .-- such as the total number of cal1s, the time of year, the 

number of police cars availablp. -- it is difficult to make valid comparisons 

from such a limited sample. Still, the numbers are worth reviewing. 

Table 8-4 lists response time data by priority classification for five 

periods: (1) June 1974, (2) January-June 1975, (3) Mflrch 1975, August 1974 

and (5) July-December 1975. Column I presents results of a benchmark study 

conducted by the San Diego Police Department for a short period during July 

1974. The study included estimates for telephone handling time, telephone 

talk time, and travel time. Travel time was estimated using a random sample 

manual counting procedure. Data from this study are not statistically sound 

but do provide a range for comparison. Column II provides inforr,lation from 

the CAD system which is statistically sound but do provide a range for com

parison. Column II provides information from the CAD system which is statis

tically valid for a six-month period. Unfortunately, similar data are not 

available for another year, and there are major limitations in trying to 

make direct comparisons between response time for January-June and July

December of the same year. Column III is from a benchmark study for a two

week period in late March. Column IV is from another benchmark study for a 

two-week period in late March. Column IV is from another benchmark study 

and represents a short period of time 1n August 1975. Column V is based on 

data from the CAD system for a six-month period in 1975. 

Taking the data problems into account, it is probable that travel time 
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Table 8-4: Summary of Five Response Time Studies by Priority --
Column I Col umn II Col umn I II Column IV Column V --,-
July Jan.-June March August July-Dec. 

P' . t a 1974 1975 1975 1975 1975 rl orl y 

One THTb 1.23 1.58 1.43 1.32 1.34 
ULTc 2.14 2.32 1.41 1.40 1.27 

TTd 5.89 4.96 5. 19 4.62 4.22 

Total 9026 8.86 8.r3 7.34 6.83 

Two THT 1.12 1.58 1.43 1.32 1.34 
ULT 4.93 2.75 1.97 1.82 1.81 

TT 5.89 5.28 4.97 4.70 4.15 

Total 12.05 9.61 8.37 7.84 7.30 

Three THT 1.23 1.58 1.43 1.32 1.34 
ULT 8.83 5.70 5.61 4.47 5.22 

TT 6.86 6.00 7.53 7.09 7.16 -Total 16.92 13~ 28 14.57 12.88 13.72 

I~. Four THT 1.23 1.58 1.43 1.32 1.34 
ULT 12.13 8.17 15.82 13.00 9.89 

TT 9.42 12.00 11 .00 10.38 11.36 --
Total 22.78 21.75 28.25 24.70 22.59 

Five THT 1.23 1.58 1.43 1. 32 1.34 
ULT 13.22 13.19 13.03 13.54 11 .71 

TT 11.28 11.00 11.44 10.73 12.33 

\ Total 25.73 25.77 25.90 25.59 25.38 , 

a. See Table 8-2 for a description of priority codes. 

b. Telephone Handling Time. 

c. Unite Locate Time. 

d. Unit Travel Time 
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decreased somewhat. There were several possible ~o~~ons for this. First, 

because the quicker response to priority 1 and 2 calls, lower-priority 

classifications (especially priority 4) experienced a slow-down in 

res;Jonse. This was natural because low-priority calls were II stacked ll in 

favor of high-priority ones. In addition, it appears that the CAD system 

facilitated more rapid processing of calls. Unit locate time (ULT) 

generally decreased across the five columns in Table 8-4, 9specially in 

the first three priority areas. Telephone handling time (THT) remained 

relatively constant, however. The new telephone system was installed 

before June 1974 (Column I), and many of the benefits from it were 

reaped by the time the CAD system was fully implemented. 

In evaluating response time benefits, some qualifications should be 

borne in mind. The three times (THT, ULT, TT) listed in Table 8-4 make 

up only part of the overall response time from the time a crime occurs 

to when the police arrive. Significant time may elapse before a call 

is ~ven reported to the police. Such considerations modify response 

time impact when one realizes that a drop in response time of 30 seconds 

or O~A minute is only a small portion of the overall time required for 

an incident to be identified, reported, and arrival of a police officer. 

In addition, one must be careful in attributing all changes in response 

time in San Diego exclusively to the new CAD system. A number of other 

dimenstions of the overall communications system in flux at the same 

time may have contdbuted significantly to change. For example, the 

Communications Center received a large increase in personnel with the 

installation of the new system, which makes it difficult {if not 

impossible) to tell whether improvements in response time resulted 

from the new system or simply from the increase in staff. 
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Besides tne goals regarding telephone operations and police services, 

the CAD system sought to achieve a third goal -- to improve information 

to be used in the overall operations and management of the department. 

The system included a link to a number of data files (such as for out

standing warrants and stolen vehicles) and it provided ~ valuable data 

base of management information. Before the installation of the system, 

the department received reports concerning police operations and workload, 

but these reports left much to be desired. The handwritten dispatch call 

cars used as sources of information were often difficult to read, were 

subject to a wide range of interpretation, and failed to record level 

of priority and response time. Since reports prepared from this data 

base were printed as strai9~lt statist'ical summaries, little thought had 

been given to designing them for management. With the installation of 

the CAD system a wide range of new reports were developed. A set of 

reports was designed to aid the department in effectively deploying 

personnel throughout the city, in measuring workload by time of day and 

day of week, and in determining overall response time. 

While these reports include important management information, certain 

problems have been identified regarding the use of this information. 

Personnel are informed that a wide range of reports is available, but 

there is no regular schedule for circulation or distribution. Moreover, 

the quantity of reports is so enormous that it creates a potential for 

information over10ad. If CAD's management information is to have optimal 

impact, a new set of reports pointing out exceptions to the standards and 

and highlighting items of special note will be necessary. Although the 

potential management improvement exists, it is still unclear at this 

point in mid-1977"who really uses the reports and whether maximum impact 
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will be achieved. 

Other problems have accompanied the implementation of the new system 

which reiate to the fourth objective -- to improve the overall working and 

operati ng conditi ons of the Communi cati ons Center. The greatest techni cal 

difficulty appeared to be the slowness of the system in responding to in

quiries. To change the status of an incident, a dispatcher had to "call 

Up" the "incident form" to the CRT screen and locate the item to be 

modified on the form. This process involved a time span in the range of 

10 to 12 seconds, about 2 seconds for the form to appear, and 8 to 10 

seconds to make the change. During em emergency, though, even this length 

of delay could be crucial. Further, no one knew when the system was going 

to go down. Although the amount of downtime was very small, the Communi

cations Center had a poor manual back-up system which required physically 

running from the telephone to the dispatch section of the center; and 

since the dispatcher had no place to put the dispatch cards when they were 

delivered, it was difficult to stay on top of the situation. Because of 

these impediments, there was pressure for a new back-up system. 

The most significant problems in implementing the CAD system, though, 

seem to be of a behavior and morale nature. Since one of the demands of 

the new system was for gl~eater space, the Communications Center was moved 

from police headquarters to a new facility in the sub-basement of the 

City's Operation Building. But the new location was more than a mile from 

police headquarters, and the personnel in the Communications Center some

times felt that they had been isolated and dumped into a "subterranean" 

environment. Further, the system was so highly automated that a number 

of the staff became bored because the machine controls had taken over 

many duties. Prior to CAD installation, when a telephone call came in, 
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any of the operators could simply reach over and pick up the phone; after 

installation, they had to wait until a call was assigned to them by the 

automatic call distributor. The CAD system destroyed the personal touch, 

and many of the people who had been involved in the earlier dispatch pro

cess found difficulty in adjusting to this. Of the approximately 65 

employees of the Corrmunications Center when the nevI system was installed, 

15 left, and most of them were hot replaced. For the few new recruits, 

the press of work required lI on-the-job li training, and time did not permit 

them to receive the gO-hour training program at the academy. 

Some steps were taken to help alleviate the morale problems. For 

example, in order to relieve boredom, operators were allowed to bring 

reading material to the job. (This helped to resolve boredom, but during 

slack times visitors sometimes wondered whether the Communications Center 

was underworked.) Finally, the new people who were hired knew only the 

new system and carried over no expectations from the past. Another step to 

rnprove morale was to reclassify pay scales of radio dispatchers and 

telephone operators. Earlier, both positions had been classified and 

paid at the same level. After reclassification, dispatchers received an 

increment in pay because of the additional demands of their jobs and the 

CAD's new II tedi ous ll procedures. 

In regard to the fifth objective -- to improve communications through 

a new radio system and mobile digital units -- it seemed that the new 
, ,"' . 

radio system was well received, but the reaction to the mobile data (MODAT) 

system was mixed. The problems with MODAT were both technical and 

behavi oral. Whenever an item was transferred over the ~1ODAT uni t, an 

audible IIturkey gobb1e" was heard on the radio. This irritated and dis

tracted the communicators. In addition, field supervisors questioned the 
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use of MODAT because it diminished their control over officers. Before, 

when an officer arrived at the scene, he or she would signal the dispat

cher by radio and the supervisor would then learn of the arrival. After 

the MODAT unit was installed, when a digital signal was sent the dispat

cher was informed, but the supervisor remained "in the dark." As a result 

of these problems, the department decided to maintain only the 20 units 

currently installed rather than expand. 

F. Conclusions 

As of mid-1977, San Diego's CAD system was working well. Problems 

still remained and resources did not permit a complete cost-benefit 

analysis. Nevertheless, the system was operating. 

Just as important in the context of this report as the ultimate 

operation of the system, is the process of implementation followed by 

the San Diego Police Department. Those involved in the projec: placed 

great importance on human factors. A major effort was made to involve 

the user in the design, and training of dispatch and telepHone personnel 

was emphasized. Even with this approach, the greatest problems which 

surfaced were still the "people questions" of morale and motivation. In 

addition, the San Diego Police Department developed a very effective way 

to work with the vendor in managing the implementation of technology. 

Specific criteria to measure success were outlined at the outset of the 

project, and the vendor was held to these criteria. This was an important 

step because if police departments fail to set realistic specifications 

for their new projects, the vendor may demand payment prior to proving 

adequate performance. Further, the leverage of the San Diego ·Police 
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was greatly enhanced by its power to withhold payment. Although I would 

not urge complete flexibility on the part of other funding agencies (such 

as the LEAA), they should reconsider beefing-up the bargaining power of 

police departments to permit more effective control over the implementa

tion and management of new technology. 

Third and finally, the San Diego case demonstrates that when a 

department is seeking improvements, all aspects of a system -- in this 

case the communications system -- and not just new computer technology, 

n,ust be viewed. The CAD system seems effective, but many of the improve

ments that the San Diego Police Department has experienced have come from 

the new telephone system, a system which cost far less than the CAD 

installation. The most expensive innovations don't necessarily produce 

the greatest benefits. 
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CHAPTER IX 

SPRINT: COMPUTER-ASSISTED DISPATCH 
IN Tf.! NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTt~ENT , , 

J. Mark Schuster and Kent W. Colton 

On May 10, 1976, the New York City Police Department (NYPD) went on 

line with the newest version of its Special Police Radio Inquiry Network 

(SPRINT). Called "SPRINT II II or "Enhanced SPRINT," this revised system com

bines computer hardware, computer software, and telephone hardware into a 

command and control operation that forms one of the most advanced applica

tions of computer technology to police communications in the country. 

SPRINT II was the result of a SPRINT Development Phase initiated in 1973 to 

update and improve the SPRINT system, parts of which had been in operation 

as early as 1968. 

Although it is difficult to extrapolate the unique experience of New 

York City to other cities, the SPRINT system does py'ovide a useful case study 

of the possibilities and problems associated with the use and implementation 

of computer-aided -- or, as it is called in New York, computer-assisted 

-- dispatch. As we painted out in Chapter II, themte of the actual imple

mentation of computer-aided dispatch (CAD) systems has been far below initial 

police pred;ct'ions. In the 1971 survey, conducted as a part of this study, 

sixty-one police departments indicated that they would install a CAD sys-

tem within the next three years. However, when a sceond survey was conducted 

in 1974, only fifteen departments had operating CAD systems. 

New York City, then, was one of the first police departments to imple

ment this use of information technology. Not only is the SPRINT system 

working 24 hours per day, it has been in existence for seven years. The 
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first cr~terion we have used for reviewing the use of computer technology 

whether the innovation operates over a period of time -- has clearly been e 
achieved. 

In addition, the system has been in existence long enough that many re

finements and adjustments have been incorporated into its operation. Such 

improvements expand the potential of SPRINT to do more than simply rapid, 

automatic II routine ll aspects of the dispatch process but to begin to serve as 

a management and planning tool. For example, the Management Information 

Services Division (MISA) of the New York Police Department, which, among other 

things, is responsible for providing computer systems support to the Communi

cations Division, is beginning to tap the rich SPRINT data base by compiling 

information on the computer system's operation and by automatically printing 

management reports on unit allocation and availability, speed of dispatch, 

and the like. Even though some similar reporting has existed since 1969, the 

improvements in the system, particularly in software, help present data in a 

format readily accessible for management decisions. 

Three obvious questions remain: How much impact, if any, will SPRINT 

have on the activities of the police depart~ent and even though data are 

united, how do the benefits of SPRINT compare to the costs? 

To address these and other issues, this chapter is divided into five 

parts: a brief history and outline of the early system development; a de

scription of the first SPRINT system; a review of some important implementa

tion factors involved in SPRINT; a discussion of the enhancements in the 

SPRINT II system; and some final thoughts evaluating the system. 
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A. History and Early System Development 

A brief history of the NYPD Communications Division indicates that the 

police department has always tried to stay at the forefront of technological 

innovations in communication. Before beginning a detailed discussion of how 

computerized information technology, as embodied in SPRINT, affects the com-

munications and response capabilities of the New York police, it is interest-

ing to take a brief look at the evolution of police communications in New 

York. l 

1. The history. In 1651 the "Ratt1e Watch," a group of citizen-watch

men, used a loud wooden ratchet device to signal alarms while policing their 

neighborhoods. A II more efficient method of a1arm ll was introduced in 1741; 

a bellman swung his lantern and sounded his bell in emergencies. The New York 

City Police Department has always kept up to date. In electronic communica

tions the telegraph was introduced in 1845, directly connecting all precinct 

station houses to central headquarters; in 1858 the Dial Telegraph, which 

enabled police officers to spell out words on a pushbutton console, eliminated 

the need to learn Morse code; and in 1880 the New York City telephone directory 

included the first telephones installed in the Bronx, linking patrol officers 

to the station house by requiring them to "ring" the station at predetermined 

intervals. 

The first communication system that allowed some flexibility in contact

ing the patrolman on the beat was the "f1ash-light call system ll of 1914: 

"A recall light, suspended about 25 feet above the street level on a single 

1. For a description of this evolution, see New York Police Department, liThe 
Communications Division," reprinted from SPRING 3100, July-August 1968. 
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box pole, was activated by the precinct desk officer when he wished to con

tact the cop on post via the signal box. A civilian could also make the 

light flash and attract the attention of the officer by pressing a button 

affixed to the pole. 1I2 Telephone booth posts were also adopted in 1914. Two 

officers were stat~0ned at the booth -- one to man the phone and one to 

respond via bicycle to the scene of the incident. 

Truly mobile communications were instituted in 1916 when the first police 

car was equipped with a wireless radio. This radio required a 3D-foot mast 

supporting an antenna that was as wide as the automobile. More recent inno

vations in police communications implemented by the New York City Police 

Department include the first police radio station -- installed in 1920; the 

first teletype communications system linking headquarters and stations 

e~tablished in 1922; radio receivers in all police cars implemented in 

1931; and the two-way radio system set up in 1937. With two-way radios, 

. mobile units could transmit as well as receive messages for the first time. 

However, all police vehicles did not have two-way radios until 1950. 

M single, citywide police emergency telephone number, 440-1234, was 

adopted in 1964. Again, the police department utilized the latest available 

technology -- in this case telephone technology -- to minimize dispatch and 

response time. 

Throughout this rapid evolution of police communications in New York 

City three important factors prompted the police department to continually 

modify and replace its communications systems. The first is simply the rapid 

growth in the demand for police services. The law enforcement experience in 

New York City is, and always has been, removed by orders of magnitude from 

2. Ibid. 
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similar experiences in other cities. The daily volume of emergency calls and 

resulting paperwork has always been staggering -~ 15,000 calls per day were 

received soon after the emergency "91P number first became available in 1968. 3 

In short, New York always had a need for improvements in the efficiency of 

the dispatch process. 

The second reason for change is the perception, on the part of the police 

as well as the general public, that improved response times were desirable. 

The demand for speedier response was highlighted by the 1967 Report of the 

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. 4 

This report concluded that the national average of gathering, evaluating, and 

disseminating information related to each dispatch normally was 1 to 5 minutes 

and thus accounted for 20 to 50 percent of the total response time. The Com

mission therefore proposed that improvements in communications handling could 

result in marked improvements in response time. 5 

The third motivating factor is the pride that develops in the upper 

echelons of the police department after the implementation of the most 

modern innovations. 6 Considerable prestige is accorded those at the llcutting 

3. Richard Larson, "Improving the Effectiveness of New York City's 911," 
in Drake, Keeney, and ~10rse (eds), Analysis of Public Systems (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 1972), pp. 151-180. 

4. The President's Commission on law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice, The Challenge of Cri~e in a Free Society (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 251. 

5. Later in the chapter we will discuss more recent studies that have 
raised questions about the overall length and nature of response time and the 
impact that technological innovations might have on respqnse time. 

6. This motivation was indicated in personal interviews by Mark Schuster with 
members of the New York City Police Department, including Inspector James 
McSloy, Captain Daniel Cawley, Captain Ed Six, all of the Management Informa
tion Services Division, and Sergeant Gene Muntzner, Communications Division, 
on May 18, 1976. 
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edge ll of'technology. With new computer technology becoming available, the 

police department wanted to decide how it could best be used in New York. 

2. The Joint Study Group. In 1965 Police Commissioner Leary formed a 

Joint Study Group to investigate how the police department could benefit from 

using computer technology. Representatives from the Data Processing, the 

Planning, and the Communications Divisions of the police department, as well 

as four IBM representatives including an IBM sales manager, were members of 

this committee. The Joint Study Group considered all possible computer ap

plications appropriate for the Department. 

Its final report identified thirteen different areas for possible computer-

ization: 

1. Special Police Radio Inquiry Network (SPRINT): The computer
assisted dispatch system, which is described in detail below. 

2. Vehicle Information File: A file of data on stolen automobiles 
that could be referenced for such information as registration, ~ 
ownership, color, and make. ~ 

3. Crime Analysis: A file containing information on various 
types of crimes could be used to identify patterns and trends 
in the occurrence of those crimes. 

4. Personnel Files: An automated system to keep track of depart
mental bookkeeping as well as sick leave, vacation time, person
nel scheduling, and such special skills as pilots' licenses and 
foreign language speaking ability. 

5. Telecommunications Network: A system to improve the efficiency 
of communications through automatic monitoring and switching 
of incoming calls. 

6. Stolen Property File: A data file on stolen property includ
ing the general descriptions of the items and serial numbers. 

7. Criminal Name File: An "alias ll file that includes information 
on the names commonly used by known criminals. 

8. Fingerprint Identification: A centralized, computer-coded 
fingerprint file for automatic fingerprint identification. 

9. Resource Allocation: Mathematical modeling techniques to assist 
in resource assignments to meet anticipated work loads. 
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10. Library: A reference file containing all departmental 
protocols as well as laws~ regulations and procedures often 
required by police officers. 

11. Fleet Accounting and Maintenance: Centralized records on the 
cost and condition of the vehicles owned by the police depart
ment, allowing for better planning of repairs and replace
ment. 

12. Program Conversion from 1401 Co~puter: Revision of programs 
used on the computer previously owned by the police department. 

13. Election Returns: Automated collection and reporting of elec
tion returns. 

In considering these rt:!commendations, Commissioner Leary identified 

two basic options -- (1) Ilcommercialll applications and (2) computer-assisted 

dispatch -- only one of which could be adopted at that time. 

In Commissioner Leary's terminology, commercial applications included 

those types of computer usage which were common to the operation of a 

wide range of institutions and not designed specifically for the police. 

They included several such l' routine ll applications as administration (person

nel records, payrolls, fleet accounting, and maintenance), traffic control, 

and criminal investigation (crime analysis, criminal name file, and finger

print identificdtion).7 Computer-assisted dispatch, on the other hand, was 
\ 

a communications-oriented application that would allow emergency telephone 

operators to quic~ly transfer emergency information to police dispatchers 

through computer terminals. In addition, it was proposed that the second 

CAD path include a basic police patrol and inquiry application. Certain 

data, such as the stolen property file and the vehicle information file, 

.~ 

7. Chapter II makes a distinction between "routine" and "nonroutine" 
computer appiications. The reader should note that the commercial applica
tions referred to by Commissioner Leary generally can be classified as 
"routine" use of computer technology. 
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could be directly accessed by dispatchers responding to requests for 

information from field units. 

The benefits associated with the various commercial or routine appli-

cations could be substantiated, at least partially, by the previous exper

ience of vendors. Some analysis, though, had to be done to identify the 

expected benefits of the proposed CAD system. ~our major benefits were 

expected,S First, the public relies on certain indicators to measure the 

efficiency of police service; among these is response time -- the period 

elapsed from the time an act requiring police service occurs and the ar-

rival of the police officer at the scene. The Joint Study Group expected 

that computer technology could be used to minimize dispatch time, a major 

component of the response time. In New York it was estimated that the 
' .. " . .: 

3- to 5-minute dispatch time under the decentralized handwritten dispatch 

system could be reduced to between 1 and 1.5 minutes under the proposed 

computer system. The second and third expected benefits of the CAD system 

were the availability of better information on the dispatch process and 

the use of this data to improve management of the monumental amounts of 

paperwork and record keeping involved in the Communications Division. The 

fourth anticipated benefit was improvement in the overall control of the 

dispatch procedure. Workloads would be more evenly distributed, problems 

could be more quickly identified, impr~ved operating standards and procedures 

could be implemented, and available resources could be automatically 

ic~ntified. 

3. The commHment to computer-assisted dispatch. In 1967 Commissioner 

Leary decided to implement computer-assisted dispatch as the first major 

S. The analysis of the original objectiv~s of the SPRINT system were 
derived from personal intervie\>Js with members of the NYPD. The primary 
interviews are listed in Note 6. 
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computer application vJithin the New York City Police Department. The ff\ur 

goals implicit in that decision were the benefits discussed previously: 

(1) lower response rates through a reduction in dispatch time, (2) avail

ability of better information, (3) improved management of information botL 

to simpl ify record keeping and to make better data available for management 

decisions, and (4) increased control over the entire dispatch procedure, 

which was becoming increasingly unwieldy under the manual system. 

Two specific modules were selected for immediate development: the 

Special Police Radio Inquiry Network (SPRINT) and the Vehicle Identifica

tion File (VIF), a subsystem of SPRINT that featured a police patrol 

and inquiry file of New York City stolen vehicle information which could 

be accessed by the radio dispatchers. Eventually a dat~ link to the National 

Crime Information Center (NCIC) was also added. 

The 1968 capital budget for New York included nearly $5 million in city 

funds designated for the development of SPRINT and VIF. Of this total $1.7 

million was for software development and the remainder was for hardware 

purchases. No resources frQm the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

(LEAA) or its predecessor, the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance 

(OLEA) were involved in catalyzing this computer installation. Federal 

money has often been a primary stimulant for technological efforts; how

ever, it has sometimes shaped the proj"ct in a different direction than 

the community might have chosen if it used only its own funds. When the 

grant ends, the loss of federal money sometime~ results in the dismantling 

of projects where the local community had little long-term commitment. 

Neither factor affected the New York City program. The system chosen and 

funded was a response to a felt need and a firm com~itment within New York 

_ City government, which -js reflected by the city's wil1ingness to pay for 

the system.· . 
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Contracts with outside suppliers were signed in December 1967, with 

the expectation that the centralized SPRINT computer-assi~ted dispatch sys

tem would be in place by January 1S70. While the police department was 

considering its future computer needs, the telephone company was also 

working on the improvement of emergency telephone communications. In Janu-

ary 1968, AT&T announced that the long-awaited 911 emergency assistance 

number was available. This new centralized number quickly became an inte-

gral part of the SPRINT system, replacing the previous centralized number, 

~40-l234. The 911 number made the cGm~itment to computer-assisted dispatch 

even more visi~le and innovative, helping to improve the public image of 

the NYPD. 

Other no,lcomputer improvements in the commlJnications system were also 

being developed at the same time. As early as 1964, Police Superintendent 

of Telegraph William J. Kanz had submitted a plan for centralizing and co-

ordinating the communications and dispatch functions of the police depart

ment. 9 Sections of this plan meshed particularly well with the proposed 

SPRINT system. The department also improved internal communications by 

converting a Centrex telephone system that allowed general direct dialing 

to any extension and thereby eliminated the main ~witchboard and operators. 

4. Centralized dispatch and 911. Both prior to SPRINT and later in 

coordination with SPRINT, the Police Department had decided to consolidate 

its dispatch functions. By 1967, plans were under way to centralize 

emergency requests and dispatch for all boroughs in one room at Manhattan 

headquarters. On July 1, 1968, Mayor John Lindsay a~d Police Commissioner 

9. New York Polict: Department, liThe Communications Division," op. cit. 
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Leary dedicated the first communications and dispatch system that combined 

the concept of centralized dispatch with the newly availuJle 911 emergency 

number. SPRINT was added to this system later. 

The general operation of the system can be briefly outlined.'O In

coming 911 calls were automatically distributed to one of twenty-four pri

mary operator positions. A light on the selected telephone console signaled 

the operator that a call was ~niting, and a color code indicated the borough 

of origin. After determining the nature and priority of the call, the 

operator had three basic options: 

(1) If the incident was very serious, the operator could contact the 
dispatcher immediately by pressing one of the borough hot line 
buttons on tile console. 

(2) If the incident \'Iarranted priority attention, the operator would 
fill out a three-part dispatch form and deposit the slips in the 
appropriate channel of a highspeed, l2-channel, color-coded 
conveyor belt that 1 inked the operator posi tions to the appropriaJ:e 
dispatcher positions. This step was also followed for very 
serious incidents so that a written record of the incident and 
its disposition would exist. 

(3) Nonemergency and particularly complicated calls would be trans
ferred to one of 24 secondary operator positions for processing. 
These secondary operators could also process priority calls when 
the system was congested. 

Each dispatcher used an electrically controlled car file-~ystem of 

slots with switches that triggered a series of car availability lights when 

di spatch forms were inserted--to update information on the i l'llJminated map 

of the dispatcher's patrol division. The lights indicated which cars were 

busy on assignment. A dispatcher arbitrarily selected the "nearestll avail

able car to respond to the current call. (Determining the "nearestll un'it 

involved a basically subjective judgment. The unit responsible for the 

sector in which the incident had occurred was assigned if it was not busy. 

10. For a more detailed description, see ibid. , 
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Otherwise, cars from any of the adjacent sectors would be dispatched.) 

After radio dispatching a Radio ~otorized Patrol (RMP), the dispatcher 

slid the dispatch form into the slot that corresponded to the dispatched 

vehicle, automatically switching on the assignment light. When final dis

position was radioed in from the RMP, the card was removed, the disposition 

recorded, and the card was forwarded to the citywide radio room supervisor 

for filing. 

This system, which turned out to be only an interim facility, was 

financed entirely out of the department's capital budget at approximately 

$1.2 million. The new radio room equipment cost $600,000 and renovations, 

including the conveyor belt system, cost another $600,000 

telephone system cost an additional $105,000.)11 

(The Centrex 

Despite the vestiges of the manual system, this new procedure improved 

the coordination and ?peed of dispatch and laid the groundwork for a gradual 

implementation of SPRINT. This interim s;/stem was an important precursor 

to SPRINT in several respects: (1) even though it was not computerized, 

it familiarized operators and dispatchers with computer formats and coding 

forms; (2) it provided valuable experience in implementing and testing 

centralized dispatch; (3) it clarified the division of responsibilities 

that later were incorporated into SPRINT: (4) its manual aspects were re

tained as a backup for the SPRINT system; and (5) it paved the way for 

using civilian personnel in the Communications Division. 

The 911 system also led to at least one not wholly anticipated conse

quence. The opening of the new central communication room (CCR) triggered 

a flood of incoming calls--15,000 per day during the summer of 1968. These 

11. Ibid. 
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calls included requests for police service as well as calls from indiv-

iduals who were interested in finding out whether or not the system 
12 actually worked. In large part this increased demand resulted from the 

fact that 911 had beer, marketed to the citizen·s of New York as being able 

to provide an "instant cop.1I13 As a result of these Y'ising expectations 

the system experienced periods of congestion, and complaints were received 

both from citizens and operating personnel. 

Consultants from the RAND Corporation in New York were called in to 

perform the first of a series of studies to improve operations within the 

emergency communications system. Larsol~ identified two major problems 

with the system: (1) not enough personnel were assigned to the turret 

(telephone) operator positions, and (2) too many calls were being handled 

as emergencies, thereby generating an unusually large number of patrol 

car dispatches. 14 

Of the 48 turret operator positions (24 primary and 24 secondary) often 

only 20 to 30 were manned. Although the number of operators was adjusted 

by time of day, the variation did not adequately reflect the changing 

rate of calls received per hour. Changes in daily rates of calls were 

also not generally taken into consideration in scheduling operators. 

Therefore, during certain periods of the week (for examp1e on Friday and 

Saturday nights) large delays were regularly experienced whereas there 

12. Unfortunately, only fragmentary data exist prior to centralization 
so comparisons are based primarily on impressions. 

13. Derived from interviews by the authors with personnel from the New 
York City Police Department. 

14. Larson, II Improvi ng the Effecti veness of New York City I s 911, II 

op. cit., p. 157. 
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were virtually no delays during other periods of the week. After consider

ing existing manpower assignment levels and operating characteristics, 

Larson recommended a revised operator allocation procedure. This procedure 

was designed so that it could also be used after the implementation of 

SPRINT, benefiting directly from its increased statistical collection 

capabilities. As the assignments of turret operators and dispatchers were 

changed, this scheduling flexibility was returned. 

The police department was also concerned that too many emergency calls 

resulted in dispatches under the new system. RAND investigated possible 

explanations. When CCR opened, the police department decided that civilian 

police trainees (at an annual salary of $4,500) \'JOuld be assigned to the 

primary positions while uniformed patrolmen (at $11 ,000) would be assigned 

to the secondary positions. This decision reflected the belief that 

emergency call processing was straightforward and that more complicated 

nonemergency calls should be transferred to policemen at the secondary 

positions. 

Data for the number of calls and the number of radio runs (dispatches) 

were collected daily during July and August of 1968 (see Figure 9-1). 

Larson emphasized the following characteristics of these data: 15 

o Emergency calls follow a weekly cycle; most calls are l~eceived on 
Saturdays. 

o The number of dispatches per day varies less than the number of 
calls, indicating that a greater fraction of lower priority calls 
are received during busy days or, more likely, that the dispatch 
priorities of the system are adaptive and that cars are not dis
patched for some marginal calls during busy days. 

o The mean number of calls received per day is approximately 15,000; 

15. Ibid., pp. 157-158. 
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Fi gure 9-1: Number of 911 calls received and radio runs per day 
(New York City, July-August 1968) 
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radio runs average between 7,000 and 8,000. Roughly 50 percent of ~ 
the calls result in a dispatch. This percentage, however, de- ~ 
creased gradually over the two-month period. There were two likely 
causes for this decrease: (1) the department had decided not to 
dispatch cars to certain low priority calls; and (2) the civilian 
trainees were getting better at screening out nonemergency calls 
(reports of open fire hydrants, for example). 

Thus, the early experience \,Iith centralized cOllTilunications and dis-

patch indicated how rigorously collected data that were readily available 

in the centralized system and that had not been available for the old bur

ough dispatch system could steadily help improve the system. This experi-

ence also pointed out the importance of the human element in the success of 

such a system. Operator and dispatcher training and behavioral conventions 

have a direct and significant influence on system operations. 

Numerous incremental changes have been made since the implementation 

of SPRINT to minimize congestion. Such changes include revised screening 

procedures (new decision rules for dispatch), gradual elimination of the 

secondary operator positions, and referrals of certain jobs to local pre

cinct houses. 16 In 1974, the Communications Division reported that d'is

patches had fallen from a daily average of 7,300 before screening to an 

average of 6,700 after screening. 17 However, more recent data indicate 

that since this 1974 low, there has been a return to around 7,000 dis

patches per day, and that this range has been remarkably consistent. In 

1975, there were approximately 7,10J dispatches per day, and from February 1, 

1976, to January 31, 1977 the mean number of dispatches per day was 

16. Pete-Kolesar, "Algorithms for Alleviating Saturation of New York 
City's computerized 'SPRINT' Police Dispatching System~" (New York: 
New York City RAND Institute [R-1695-NYC], July 1975). 

17. New York Police Department, I!The New Communications Division," 
reprinted from SPRING 3100, May 1974. 
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The daily ratio of dispatches to actual calls received between 

1974 and 1976 stayed approximately constant at 41 or 42 percent. 19 For 

exampl e, between February 1, 1976 and January 31, 1977, 17,294 1191111 call s 

we~e received per day (as compared to an average number of dispatches per 

day of 7,157), with a ratio of dispatches to calls of 41 percent. 20 

B. The Operation of SPRINT (I) 

SPRINT was inaugurated on October 20, 1970, twenty-eight months after 

the centralized Communications Division was opened and thirty-three months 

after the initial contracts were signed. Before going citywide, the entire 

system had been tested on dispatches in Bronx for a full year. The start

up in October 1970, was eight months later than originally scheduled,. but 

considering that SPRINT was the first real time CAD system in the country 

for a large metropolitan police department, such a delay is not excessive. 

The initial SPRINT system resembled the interim conveyor belt system 

in many respects. In fact, a superficial consideration would indicate 

that the only change that had been made by implementing SPRINT was that the 

computer and its peripheral devices--primarily the Cathode Ray Tube 

displays (CRTs)-- had replaced the conveyor belt system for efficiently 

18. Letter from Inspector James M. McGoey, Communications Division, to 
Kent W. Colton, March 3, 1977, 

19. Pranay Gupte, IICa11s Swamp Police 911 Emergency Line," The New Yor~;. 
Times, 19 August 1976, p. 1, and interview between Marl<:'· Schuster and 
Police Administrative Aid Barney Puleo, NYPD Communications Division, 
March 9, 190. 

20. See note 16. 
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transferring incident information from the operators to the dispatchers. 

However, several rather sophisticated refinements have been included. 

Still, the communications and dispatch system in New York City is primarily 

the product of incremental rather than major changes. For example, th9 

SPRINT system contains no capacity for locating police cars, such as an 

Automatie Vehicle Locator (AVL) or Automatic Vehicle Monitoring (AVM) system. 

These systems are discussed in greater depth in Chapter XI. Even with the 

advent of on-line computers, the operation of the system only changed in 

minor ways. In fact, it seems that the major modifications in the Communica-

tions Division were made as a result of a new set of underlying assumptions 

about how emergency services should be delivered after centralization 

(aided first by 440-1234 and later by 911) and civilianization. These modi-

fications were made before any serious work on the SPRINT system. 

This is not to say that such "incremental" changes were not traumatic 

to the personnel charged with operating the system. For example, teaching 

patrolmen to type so that they could efficiently use the CRTs was sometimes 

difficult, but it had little effect on the basic logic and operation of the 

system. 2l The SPRINT system was a further institutionalization of the 

previous manual systems, many vestiges of which are still in evidence. 

Before discussing the various components of the SPRINT system in detail, 

a brief sUtTGnary of its operation is appropriate. 

the information flow through SPRINT. 22 
Figure 9-2 illustrates 

21. Personal interviews, New York City Police Department, May 18, 1976. 
See note 6. 

22. James Tien, "A SPRINT Based Dual Radio Network for the New York City 
Police Depar-tment" (Nev.J York: New York City RAND Institute [Wn-8002-NYC], 
December 1972). 
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Figure 9-2: Communications Flow with the '973 NYPD SPRINT System 
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Calls coming in on the 911 lines are assigned by the Automatic Call 

Distributor (ACD), which constantly polls the operator positions that are 

presently manned and seeks the first available turret operator. The turret 

operator, using the SPRINT system and the CRT, enters an emergency call mes

sage into the computer. This message along with a list of available RMPs 

is displayed on a CRT in front of the appropriate division radio dispatcher 

who radios the information to an available RMP. The RMP then responds to 

the call. When the case is completed, a final disposition is radioed back 
23 to the dispatcher who then enters this information into the SPRINT system. 

1. The phone system. The Automatic Call Distributor (ACD) allocates 

the workload among the operators by polling operators' positions until it 

locates one which is not servicing a call. Originally the ACD picked any 

operator and indicated the borough of origin for each call by lighting up 

the specific borough light on that operator's console and by playing a pre

recorded message which announced the borough before the caller was actually 

connected. When the Communications Division moved to the new Police Head-

quarters at 1 Police Plaza on October 1, 1973, operators were assigned to 

specific boroughs and, except during system congestion, received calls 

only from those specified boroughs. This revision allowed operators to 

become more familiar with the area of the city to which they are assigned. 

In addition, primary and secondary positi ons \'/ere gradually phased out; 

all operator positions are not "primary" positions, staffed by a mix of 

police and civilian personnel. 

23. For a more detailed description of the SPRINT System, see New York 
City Police Department, "Communications' Center~" undated brochure, and 
New ¥ork City Police Department, "The New Communications Division." 
op. cit. 
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2. Incident description. The turret operator ascertains the nature of 

the call and enters the relevant information into SPRINT via his terminal if 

a dispatch or a rerouting of the call is required. This information is typed 

according to a predetermined fixed field computer format with allowances for 

free fot'm conments. The Total Incident Display a'iso includes any other 

details of the incident that the operator deems pertinent. 

3. Geocode file. When the operator has completed the incident descrip-

tion, he presses the "enter" key on the terminal, which initiates several 

automatic error checks. First, the system does Q field check to see if all 

field that it expects to be filled with data are filled. Second~ the system 

corroborates the street address and automatically identifies the precinct 

and sector of the borough in which the incident is occurring, as well as 

the hospital area by looking up the address in a geocoded file. This file 

~ associates specific street addresses with precinct and sector numbers. 24 

(For police purposes, the city is hierarchically divided into areas, zones, 

precincts, sectors, subsectors~ and patrol posts.) 

4. Master resource file. Once the precinct and sector of the incident 

have been determined, the computer checks which units are available to service 

the call. The Master Resource File contains updated information on all 

24. Three special computer reference files assist this location process and 
help eliminate human error: the alias, place name, and misspelling files. 
The alias files cross-reference all streets whose names have been changed. 
For example, elderly callers may only remember an old nJme for a particular 
street but SPRINT will process the call according to the new street name. 
The place name file includes exact addresses of 13 categories of places 
including schools, hotels, and parks. The misspelling file includes the 
most common misspellings of street names and automatically corrects 
operator spelling errors. 
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units under SPRINT's control. At the beginning of each eight hour police 

tour the file is updated by the dispatcher to include only units in operat

ing condition. In addition, as units are dispatched, various programs 

keep track of their status. 

The computer automatically nom'inates several cars as candidates for 

dispatch to a particular incident. (Originally it nominated three; now 

five are selected.) If an RMP assigned to a particular sector is busy or 

out of service the computer nominates cars in adjacent sectors. 

5. Dispatch. The computet' next displays a one-line summary message on 

the precinct dispatcher's CRT. The summary message includes the nature of 

the call, its location, and the precinct sector cars nominated by the com

puter. These messages are listed in order of their priot'ity. Originally, 

priority assignment was O!l a binary basis -- priority or no priority -- but 

SPRINT II (see Section D) includes seven different priority levels. The 

uperator can scroll the messages up and down the screen to see every incident 

presently in his dispatch queue, and he can request the Total Incident Dis

play when he i e dispatching a particular job. Using a specific radio 

frequency, the dispatcher then assigns a patrol unit to the incident. 

When this happens, the Master Resource File is updated and the unit is 

given lion assignment" status. In addition, a clock begins keeping track of 

how much time the patrol car spends on the incident. If the unit does not 

respond within a half hour, the dispatcher's terminal displays an "overdue 

resource II message, reminding the dispatcher to contact the unit to see if 

further assistance is necessary. The clock restarts every time a unit 

calls in and an interim message is entered into the computer by the dis

patcher. When the call is completed, the patrol car radios the dispatcher 

with its final disposition and the unit is returned to "available" status. 
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.~ 6. Taped records. The SPRINT system is monitored by a two-level 

voice taping system. Each turret operator position is equipped with a mes

sage repeater that automatically records the last three hours of conversa

tions on a continuous loop of tape. The operator can play back this tape 

at any time to verify previous conversations. This feature is particularly 

helpful when the caller is hysterical or speaks very quickly. 

All messages received by o!=,prators and sent out by dispatchers or patrol 

units are recorded on master tapes. Five 40-track tapes constantly monitor 

these communications. The master tapes, which are stored for at least 90 

days for future reference and documentation, are often subpoenaed for evi

dentiary purposes in criminal trials. 

7. Other routings. Often emergency calls involve other agencies be

sides the NYPD. Although dial transfer was partially available previously, 

~. SPRINT has the capability to handle a number of automatic routings quickly. 

For example: 

o On a fire c~ll, the operator connects the caller directly ~o the 
fire dispatcher who ascertains the appropriate Fire Department 
response while the police dispatcher is using SPRINT to dispatch 
a police unit to the fire. 

o Requests for ambulances are automatically routed to dispatchers 
from the New York City Health and Hospital department. They use 
their own screening procedures in deciding how to dispatch units to 
such calls. 

o Operators can automatically route emergency requests from Spanish
speaking callers to multilingual operators who handle approximately 
300 such calls each day. 

The system also can provide access to other information files. The 

Vehicle Information File can be directly accessed by a dispatcher to check 

on stolen car inquiries. Other files such as the New York State Police 

Information Network (NYSPIN) and the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) 
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presently require manual off-line requests for searches. 

Another routing of SPRINT involves the Central Complaint Desk (CCO), 

which was established to exercise control over all criminal complaint reports. 

It was formed in response to pressure from the FBI, which wanted the NYPD 

to comply with the FBI's Uniform Crime Reporting Standards and to remove the 

temptation and the opportunity to suppress crime reports. The CCO procedure 

preslently involves a complicated series of checks and balances. The Central 

Comp -Ii a i nt Desk and the Precinct Desk each assign different numbers to each 

crimi:' (in addition to the separately generated SPRINT job number)i Much 
, 

effort is spent on reconciling these di ffel'ent sets of numbers to ensure 

that each crime has had final disposition and has been recorded properly. 

The RAND Corporation has suggested that a SPRINT-based single-number 

repOl"t'ing system replace the CCD procedure. This recommendation (still unim

plemEmted) would make more efficient use of the computer, save manpower, and 

provide a more complete incident report. In discussing the CCD routing, 

the authors of the RAND report concluded, "Despite the availability of a 

computerized dispatch system, the current report control procedure resembles 

the manual, pre-computer procedure that was established in response to a 

recommendation made in 1952 .... 25 Changes in the CCD procedures, even after 

computerization, have been small and tentative and are an example of how 

slight an impact the SPRINT system has had on certain aspects of the communica

tions and dispatch functions. 

25. James Tien, Lt. James Mills, and Lt. Samuel Marino, "A SPRINT Based 
Single Number Reporting System for the New York City Police Department: 
Preliminary Analysis" (New York: New York City RAND Institute WN-8003-NYC, 
January 1973); and Bruce Smith, ProJect Director, liThe NeVI York Police 
Survey: A Report for the Mayor's CommHtee on Management Survey" (New 
York: Institute of Public Administration, 1952). 
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8. Other featUY'es. Two other features of the SPRINT system deserve 

mention: multiple call handling and system backup. Several methods are 

used to eliminate confusion arising from situations in which multiple callers 

report the same incident. The operator can route the incident display into 

a "turret queue" if he f.~els that the incident will cause multiple calls. 

This incident then shows up on all borough operators' CRTs. Information 

can then be added by otr~r operators and automatically transferred to the 

dispatcher. The dispatcher has the capability to link jobs together if he 

suspects and confirms that they are the same incident. The dispatcher can 

also call up and compare the Total Information Displays or can query the 

computer by street address to get a listing of all active (or past) incidents 

at that address. 

Although the Management Information Systems Division has done an excel

lent job of keeping the system operating, the possibility of system failure 

makes a backup system necessary. Constant hard copy information about the 

status of the system gives fall-back data and a simplified conveyor belt 

and handwritten dispatch form system (modeled on the interim system) can be 

placed in operation if n(~cessary. 

C. The Implementation of SPRINT I 

The SPRINT system was installed in October 1970. This was eight months 

later than the initial schedule had anticipated, and thirty-three months 

after the first contracts were signed. However, considering the uniquness 

of the system -- SPRINT was, in essence, the first police CAD system to be 

installed in the nation -- and the fact that almost all technological inno-

~ . vations seem to include time lags, which are often longer than eight months, 
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the delays involved with SPRINT are not surprising. The SPRINT system had 

been designed initially with certain expected workloads in mind. Much of 

this design was completed before it was clear that 911 would be not only 

avail~ble but also would dramatically increase the volume of requests for 

police service. Such volume increases required a reassessment of SPRINT 

to ensure the CAD system was adequate. One particular component of the 

system that took a long time to develop, test, and continuously revise is 

the geographical data base file which links street addresses to the appro

priate precincts and districts. For a city the size of New York, developing 

such a file is a huge job, and, once the initial data base is developed, it 

requires regular updating as street addresses and locations change. 

Perhaps more important in understanding the delays, though, is the fact 

that SPRINT is a complex system not only from a technical perspective but 

from a behavioral dimension. The installation of the communications system 

t'equired detailed interaction between the Communications Division, the Man

agement Information Systems Division (MISD), and police personnel in the 

field. This type of coordination requires time. Fw'ther, personnel in the 

Communications Division were attached to the old manual system. When SPRINT 

was first tested in the Communications Center on a trial basis~ the system 

failed. The response from the personnel who were at work at the time was 

an instant cheer. Time is often required to overcome this type of inertia. 

SPRINT has been in operation for seven years though and the system is 

well established in the New York Police Department. MISD personnel were 

asked why the implementation had succeeded. Four primary reasons were cited. 26 

26. Interviews on February 9, 1977, between Kent Colton, Mark Schuster, 
and Captain Richard Noonan and Sargeant Vito Passannante of MISD, NYPD. 
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First, SPRINT was developed from a technological system that was already 

working. It was patterned after an airline reservation system developed 

by IBM, which allowed an important head start in design and programming. 

In addition, the NYPD was satisfied with the selection and work of the 

vendor and with the experience which they brought to the effort. Second, 

the MISD felt that there had been a consistent comnitment from top city 

officials including the mayor. Third, the police department had made a 

long-term commitment of their own time and resources to SPRINT. As a con

sequence, a competent team of police personnel had been assigned to work 

with the vendor and to maintain the system. Fourth, the human element was 

not rieglected in the implementation process. Personnel in the Communications 

Division received intensive training. Probably more important, though, 

over the last seven years an almost complete turnover in the composition of 

the Communications Division helped ensure acceptance of SPRINT. ~~hereas 

in 1970, almost 100 percent of the personnel manning the NYPD communications 

operation were police officers, in 1977 about 80 percent are civilians. 

Because the new personnel have been trained only with the new system, 

there is no longer a problem with attachment to old methods. As one MISD 

officer put it, "Now the people in communications couldn1t do without 

SPRINT.II 

D. SPRINT II -- Resource-Oriented Computer-Assisted Dispatch 

The major revision of SPRINT, called SPRINT II or Enhanced SPRINT, was 

the New York Police Department1s first comprehensive attempt at improving 

the operation of the SPRINT system. 
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The commitment to major revisions in SPRINT was first made in 1973 when 

a development phase was initiated. Primary needs evident at the time in

cluded the need to increase SPRINT's capacity and the desire to keep up with 

the state of the computer art. Both concerns were evident in the biggest 

hardware chang0., a switch from the IBM 360/40 to the IBM 370. 

As was the case previously, the development phase was funded entirely 

out of the city's capital budget. Hardware and software costs were $11.8 

million. Software contracts included among others $600,000 to IBM, $1 mil

lion to Greenwich Data Systems, $1 million to Action Corporation, and 

another $350,000 to IBM for systems support. Hardware contracts included 

$5.25 million to IBM, $1 million to Olivetti, and $200,000 for the purchase 
27 of Modems. Again, no LEAA funding was directly involved in the SPRINT 

system. Although grants for the development of other computer applications 

have been received by the NYPD from LEAA, they have not been directly related 

to the SPRINT system. 

The SPRINT Development Phase identified twelve desirable improvements 

in the system. These "enhancements II included both hardware and software 

changes. On May 10, 1976, the Police Department went on-line with the modi

fied SPRINT system (SPRINT II). Nearly all the enhancements, discussed briefly 

below, were implemented at that time. 28 

1. Expanded incident codes. This enhanc~ment includes more detailed 

incident and disposition codes and additional automatic recording of the 

status of the field units. Expanded incident codes include qualifiers 

27. Ibid. 

28. Internal document from Inspector James McSloy, MISD, NYPD. Subject: 
"Current Development Projects/SPRINT Enhancements." Undated. 
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indicating whether an incident is inside or outside a building and the type 

of building (for example, B=bank, C=commercial). By including this informa

tion crime patterns can be better investigated and improved preventive 

measures, such as vertical patrols in certain high-rise buildings, can be 

implemented. Also, ne't/ly included is the supervisor's ability to vary the 

system's time parameter for flagging overdue resources. Previously this 

was fixed at 30 minutes. 

2. Incident message routing. Improved automatic message routing to 

other agencies and desks relieves some of the demand on dispatchers. Th~ 

computer automatically checks a routing field in the Total Incident Display 

and routes the information to CRTs or printers located in different agencies 

or at different police desks. One aspect of this enhancement which is not 

yet fully operational is an extensive Field and Administrative Terminal Net-

4It work (FATN) which will place terminals in all precinct stations and low 

priority incidents will be automatically routed to pl"ecincts where available 

patrol units will be assigned on a non-priority basis. 

3. CCD and notification. Precinct terminals are now also used by pre

cincts to account for crime complaints independently of the Central Complaint 

Oesk (CCD) in the Communications Division. SPRINT communications to the 

precinct are handled via a "Front-End Communication Controller" which sig

nificantly simplifies reporting crime statistics by eliminating much of the 

manual cross-checking necessary in earlier systems. As a result, the CeD, 

one of the least innovative components of the SPRINT system, will be eliminated 

(see Section B). 

4. Split-screen dispatch terminals. Improved software and hard'tlare 

(larger Raytheon CRTs) allow more information to be displayed on the dis

patchers ' terminals. An updated list of incidents to be service9, appears 
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on one side of the terminal and the split screen saves room for dispatcher 

work space and incident reference on the other side. SPRINT II includes 

seven different job priority levels that are automatically generated by the 

computer from the incident code. The jobs are placed in a first-in first-out 

IIqueue li within priority levels, and this queue is automatically displayed on 

the dispatcher's terminal. Thus, neither the turret operator nor ~ile dis

patcher needs to sort the job or the queue. This removes the necessity of 

repeatedly changing the display, and dispatcher time is focused more on dis

patch and less on information retrieval. (An internal operational analysis 

has shown the most used function of SPRINT I to be the IIqueue caller." 

As a result of these staff studies the dispatch display was redesigned to 

minimize such use.) 

5. Flexible dispatcher queue allocation. Under SPRINT I, incidents 

were routed to dispatcher queues according to the precinct of occurrence~ 

and a dispatcher was defined as responsible for a particular set of precincts 

(which did not have to conform to police jurisdictions). In SPRINT II this 

precedure has been modified: supervisors can now monitor workloads and 

redefine precinct routings to dispatchers. Incidents are automatically moved 

and routed to the applicable queue. This gives the supervisors management 

responsibilities for monitoring the operators' e~ergency call queues. 

6. Termina~ control facilities. This enhancement provides improved 

information about the current status of terminals -- specifically, what 

types of information each terminal is presently sending and receiving. Dynamic 

capabilities are provided to monitor and redefine the type of information 

being sent to and from each terminal in the system. Split screen terminals, 

precinct terminals, and terminals in external agencies are included. 
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7. Dispatcher recovery. Improvements in backup capability include 

enhanced printer capabilities. All incidents, additional entries, resource 

assignments, and dispositions are immediately output in printed form. A 

summary outlining pending incident status and any backlogs is printed peri

odically for each dispatcher so this information is readily available 

shoul d the system fai 1 maki ng manual operati on necessay·y. 

8. Terminal operator training. For the first time, on-line training 

facilit'ies are available for turret operators. Any terminal can be designed 

by the supervisor as a training terminal and trainees process calls that 

are being handled simultaneously by another, trained operator. This improve

ment makes all system functions available without disturbing or changing 

system data or systems operatic'l. Previously, training was conducted on-line, 

with trainees handling actual calls rather than in simulations. 

9. Sensitive/hazardous 10cat10n file. The location data base file can 

be modified to indicate particularly sensitive or hazardous locations such 

as buildings under police surveillance or buildings where tenants are par

ticularly hostile to police activity. Updating can be done on-line by author

ized personnel, allowing for the inclusion of the most current information. 

This information is automatically displayed on the dispatcher's terminal 

when an incident is reported at one of these locations and the dispatcher 

informs the field unit about the potential hazards. A limited version of 

this file was included in SPRINT I. 

10. Resource assignment and nomination. This enhancement includes sev

eral SPRINT modifications. For example, scooters and foot patrolmen are added 

to RMPs and are available for SPRINT dispatch. As a result SPRINT II has been 

e . characterized as a "resource-oriented" dispatch system, as opposed to SPRINT I 

which was "RMP-oriented. 1I The change increases SPRINT's ability to 
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coordinate all police units. 

A maximum of ten alternate available resources are listed as backup to 

the primary nominee. Previously, a primary resource and three alternatives 

were listed. A different nominating scheme can be implemented for each resource 

type, which gives precinct commanders better capability to plan dispatch 

strategy. 

For the first time, SPRINT will keep track of multiple incidents as

signed to a single resource. In other words, an RMP can be assigned multiple 

jobs. Further, precinct personnel are allowed precinct-controlled resources 

which they can dispatch to incidents. 

11. Expanded reporting capabil ity. Recently the data in the SPRINT system 

has been tapped for analysis and management purposes (see Section E). This 

enhancement expands SPRINT's ability to furnish such information. Selective 

sampling of the current state and activity of the system can be requested at 

any time by precinct or by dispatcher. Such information includes terminal 

status, length and content of queues, resources on duty, resources available, 

logged records of incident :odes, final disposition, duplicate calls, queue 

delays, service times, and failures to respond. 

12. Front-end and inguiry support. SPRINT will eventually communicate with 

other police data bases through an automatic interface via the Front-End Com

munication Controller. Links will be made to the NYSPIN, NCIC, DMV, and 

DCJS systems. This enhancement will eliminate manual off-line procedures 

presently in use and thereby improve response time. However, this enhancement 

has temporarily fallen victim to budget cuts because it is primarily dependent 

upon hardWare and outside vendors. MISD has indicated that it might do the 

necessary programming in-house to speed up the implementation process rather 
. 

than relying on outside consultants. 
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Thus, SPRINT II presently includes nearly all the software changes for 

e each enhancement. Although those which required hard\'1are or outside, consult

ing have not been completed because of New York's recent financial crisis, 

completion is still a department goal for employees of both the Communications . 
Division and the Management Information Services Division. 29 

E. Evaluating the System 

The SPRINT 'system has beer. in operation for almost seven years. One set 

of major modifications or enhancements has already been made to the system. 

In th~s report one of the criteria for evaluating technological innovation is 

simply whether the innovation meets the test of use over a period of time. 

There is little question that SPRINT has met this fact and become an inte

gral part of the activities of the New York Police Department. In addition, 

from a technical perspective the system seems to be operating well. Accord

ing to NYPD statistics, SPRJNT I was up and in operation 98 percent of time 

and SPRINT II is working essentially 99.3 percent of the time. 30 

The questions that remain, then, go beyond the operations of the system 

and raise issues concerning the actual benefits and utility of SPRINT. 

Have the initial objectives of the system been met? What about service and 

power structure effects? Do the benefits justify the costs? 

The primary obstac1e in trying to answer these questions is that good 

29. Interviews May 18, 1976 and February 9, 1977. 

30. These figures were obtained in interviews at the NYPD on February 9, 
1977. The 99.3 percent figure for SPRINT II, refers to thp average percentage 
of time the system is "Up.1I Included in the 99.3. per<;:ent figure, though, i~ some 
planned down time for regular system maintenance. In other words, the 
SPRINT II system is out of operation on an unplanned basis only 0.7 percent 
of the time. 
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data are not always available, particularly in trying to do a IIbefore-

after ll compari son of the new di spatch system. Vi rtua lly no data were coll ected 

and preserved systematically before the implementation of SPRINT. Even in

formation gathered within the last seven years does not always provide 

adequate answers. For example, in some areas the data do exist within the 

system but the software to extract the data in usable form does not, particu

larly for SPRINT I. SPRINT II, on the other hand, yields more extensive 

information. When the system was first implemented, the overwhelming pres

sure was to alleviate corgestion in the dispatch system. The result was a 

primary effort to achieve the appropriate changes rather than to gather in

formation to analyze these modifications. The information found on SPRINT 

operations, then, is somewhat piecemeal and idiosyncratic. RAND studies pro

vide some data although they were generally specific analyses of particular 

problems and include only data on the time period in question, not for a long 

span of the system1s operation. Other data come from the MSID and the Communi

cations Division, but even they are illustrative of a particular time. 

Therefore it is extremely difficult to cast the evaluation in the most appro

priate one-group pre-test, post-test experimental design. Such limitations 

do not mean that we cannot make informed observations about the operation 

of SPRINT, however, it suggests that some of these observations must rely 

upon subjective information. With this qualirier in mind, the impact of the 

system can be reviewed. 

When the decision to implement SPRINT was made, four objectives seemed 

implicit: (1) availability of better information; (2) increased control 

over the entire dispatch procedure; (3) lower response time through a reduc

tion in dispatch time; and (4) improved management of information and 
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~ management decisions within the department. Each of these will be examined 

below. 

1. Availability of better information. It seems clear that better infor-

mation is available as a result of the SPRINT system. This is a technical ben

efit, and written documentation, both in summary reports generated by the 

system and active incident information within the system, has been greatly 

improved. The manual aspects of dispatch that were the source of many dispatch

er inconsistencies have been minimized by the necessity to conform to rigorous 

computer formats and requirements. For example, except for the manual system 

backup, which is very rarely used, all handwritten dispatch slips have been 

eliminated. The automated files allow the dispatcher to rapidly access police 

patrol and inquiry information on outstanding wants and warrants and to provide 

that information to officers in the field. Also, the automatic error checks 

built into the system have improved the quality of the information being 

transmitted. These checks were too unwieldly to be included in a reasonable 

manual system; They can now be done efficiently by computer. 

Other dramat'ic improvements are rel ated to the abil ity to retri eve i nforma

tion from ttJe system. The stages in the SPRINT dispatch process are outlined 

in Figure 9-3. Computerizing the dispatch procedure means that data concern

ing the various stages of the process are stored in the computer, and with 

proper software development this information can be utilized for systems 

analysis. As a result, data should become more available than they have been 

in the past. Improvements in the system can be made on the basis of studies 

like the operational analysis that led to the split-screen enhancement in 

SPRINT II. Further, the greater availability of information means that there 

are more data to use in allocating ahd managing department resources. The 

potential exists; the question now is whether it will be used. 
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2. Increased control over the dispatch procedure. The availability of 

better data also means an increased ability for the NYPD to analyze their 

needs and to understand their communications performance. For example, with 

SPRINT II, workload statistics are available on the number of calls received, 

the number of calls abandoned by the caller, the number of calls handled, 

the number of radio dispatches and the like (see Figure 9-3). For example, 

the following statistics are available for January 1977. 31 

Number of calls offered (NCO) = 474,000 [rounded] 

Number of calls handled (NCH) = 449,000 

Number of calls abandoned (NCA) = 25,000 

Number of radio runs (dispatches) = 200,000 

Calls not requiring RMP response = 249,000 

Although these data are not in any sense representative of other months 

(and, in fact, because of an extra heavy workload on Nevl Years Day, January 

1, may be somewhat untypica1), they do allow some interesting observations 

when coupled with other data. First, of the total calls handled, 45 percent 

received radio dispatch. This average (between 40 percent and 45 percent) has 

remained fairly constant over the tenure of SPRINT. In addition, the NYPD 

has found that the average number of calls and dispatches per day has remained 

remarkably stable for the last few years. As discussed earlier, from February 

1, 1976~ to January 1, 1977, the department received 17,294 911 calls per 

dctjr, and made an average of 7,157 dispatches in response. This was roughly 

true in 1968 according to the data collected by Richard Larson and cited 

earlier, and it was roughly true in 1972 when a study of a sample week was 

31. Interview, NYPD Communications Division, March 9, 1977. See Note 17. 
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Figure 9-3: SPRINT Dispatch Process 
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carried out by the RAND Corporation. 32 SPRINT has therefore removed the 

haphazard nature of the previous manual data collection system, and the NYPO 

can speak with some confidence about the communications workload of the 

department. Although the number of calls increased when the 911 system was 

first installed, the number of calls allJ the required field service appears 

to have remained fairly stable within the last few years. 

In addition, SPRINT allows the department to begin to establish stand

ards of performance. For example, the Communications Division collects data 

on two types of systems backlogs: (1) air time delay, a period of time 

during which the dispatcher holds five or more jobs in his queue for 30 

minutes or longer because of communications delays (that is, cars are avail

able but the dispatcher doesn't have time to call them}; and (2) field back

log, where five or more jobs remainundisPdt~hed for 30 minutes or more as 

a result of unavailable RMPs. There were nine air time delay backlogs in 

January 1977 (most of them on January 1), and 161 field backlogs (about half 

on January 1).33 Such backlogs are monitored by the department to determine 

and correct, if possible, problems that may arise. 

The department also collects data on the time to answer 911 telephone 

calls and the operator talk time. A "customer service standard" to answer 

98 percent of the calls within 30 seconds has been set; it appears that 

the NYPD is meetlng this goal. 8eginning with the week of January 3-9, 

1977, response rates for the first nine weeks of 1977 resulted in the,fol-

lowing percentages: 98.4; 98.3; 99.1; 99.5; 99.1; 99.1; 98.2; 

98.2; 98.0. According to personnel within the Communications Division, 

.tt 

32. See, James Tien, "A SPRINT Based Dual Radio Network," op. cit. and Larson, A. 
op. cit. The study by Tien found an average of 17,496 calls to 911 and ~ 
6,739 SPRINT dispatches for the week of November 27 - December 3, 1972. 
Also see Larson, op. cit. 

33. Interviews with NYPD personnel, March 9, 1977. 
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higher echelons exert a great deal of pressure when response time exceeds 

30 seconds. 34 

Such performance standards are also useful for the police department in 

interacting with the mayor's office. As a result of the New York City fiscal 

crisis, liThe Mayor's Management Report" was issued. The objective was for 

each city department to demonstrate that performance was remaining the same 

under decreasing resources. Such data as those above will help the Communi

cation Division to document that service is being maintained. 

In terms of personnel relations, SPRINT has also helped in establishing 

accountability because of the organizational constraints such a mechanized 

system imposes. The flow of information is well-defined and monitored. As 

one officer in MISD said, "You know mort: precisely where the work orders 

are coming from." 35 The amount of work is also being distributed more equi-

tably. Operator workload is distributed by the Automatic Call Distributor, 

idle cars are identified and nominated for assignment by the system, and 

various schemes have been introduced to help relieve congested components 

of the system. 

Finally, the new communicatlons system expands the interaction between 

the Communicaticns Division and field units and provides command staff with 

greater means of control if they choose to exercis~ them. For example, 

RMPs are flagged after they have been on assignment for 30 minutes without 

communication to the dispatcher. This indicated how the system tracks 

34. Interviews with NYPD personnel, Marcy 9, 1977. 

35. Personal interviews, NYPD, May 18, 1976. 
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dispatches and remote unit response. In addition, eRTs are now available 

at Precinct Headquarters and commanding officers can overview the precinct 

activities on a real time basis. 

Reactions by police officers to these features have been mixed. On 

the one hand, the 30-minute flag can be viewed as a safety device that alerts 

the dispatcher to possible problems; on the other hand, patrol officers 

sometimes resist being monitored so closely. 

3. 10wer response time. Has the system improved response time through 

a reduction in dispatch time? People interviewed at the NYPO seemed to agree 

that it had, but no real information is available to document this claim. 

Further, it appears that the original goal of a dispatch time of 1 to 1.5 

minutes has not been achieved. For example, in January 1977 the median dis

patch time for calls where a crime was in progress was 1 minute, 52 seconds, 

and for the calls in NYPD's first priority category (including, for example, 

assistance for a police officer, robberies in the past or in progress, burg

laries in the past or in progress), the time was 2 minutes, 34 seconds. 36 

Does this mean that the SPRINT system has failed because dispatch time 

is above 1,5 minutes, or is 2.5 minutes adequate? The answer is far from 

clear. Because good comparative data do not exist, it is impossible to 

measure SPRINT's impact. In addition other external factors have an important 

effect on response time, such as increased demand for police services, 

36. Median dispatch time ;s used by the NYPD rather than mean dispatch time 
because of the sensitivity of the mean to extreme values -- items which 
took a great deal of dispatch time but may have been justified. The police 
department does not feel it should be "penalized" by such variations. 
Data on median dispatch time was obtained in interviews with NYPD personnel 
on March 9, 1977. 
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decrease in available manpower through personnel cutbacks, or changes in 

unit manitenance and availability. Even if better pre-SPRINT data were avai1-

able~ the amount of the change that could be attributed to the new dispatch 

system would be debatable. Further, recent studies have raised questions 

about the overall importance of response time in the law enforcement process. 

If citizens take a long time -- say, 5 or 10 minutes or more -- to report an 

incident to the police, then saving 15 or 30 seconds in response time through 

an improved dispatch system may mean' little in terms of apprehending the 

culprit or solving the crime. 37 

Finally, even if SPRINT has had little influence on response time, some 

aspects of the new system influence the quality of the response system. As 

improvements are made in hardware and software, the system can do more refined 

operations such as checking hazardous locations, utilizing special routings 

for particular calls, and checking the alias, place name, and misspelling 

files. The response time may stay the same or even increase because of the 

added check, but the quality of the information contained in the dispatch 

message is improved. 

4. Improved management of information and decisions. SPRINT has made 

a great amount of information available to the police department. In fact, 

the system automatically compiles statistics and generates nearly 20 dif-

ferent Output Reports on a daily or weekly basis. Each report is 

intended for a specific responsibility level in the department, and each 

could assist department managers to make decisions about resource allocation 

manpower distribution and productivity. Some examples of these reports include: 

37. For a discussion of response time see, for example, Deborah Bertram and 
Alexander Vargo, "Response Time Ana1ysis Study: Preliminary Findings on 
Robbery ; n Kansas City, II • Pol ice Chi ef , May 1976. ' 
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o SPRINT Assignment Exception Listing: Prepared weekly by precinct, 
this report summarizes activities that the department managers 
consider to be "exceptional ll and undesirable. It lists all jobs 
that took over 60 minutes from dispatch to final disposition, all 
assignments that moved units from the precinct into another, and 
all jobs which waited in queue longer than 5 minutes before being 
dispatched. The precinct captain uses this report to identify and 
correct problems in precinct operation. This report is an example 
of how the higher echelon sets performance standards defining 
unusual system behavior. 

o SPRINT Workload Summary: This weekly report by day and tour lists 
the number of jobs Qccurring in every sector. It makes automatic 
comparisons to precinct statistics for the previous four weeks. 

o Transactions Reporc: Generated daily and summarizing activity by 
terminal, by operator, and by dispatcher, it is used to reassign 
precinct queues after assessing workload. 

o SPRINT Hourly Job Distribution List: This weekly report indicates 
the workload performed by each precinct sector unit. Also calculated 
is the average service time for each unit. A 40 percent utilization 
statistic is used to calculate the expected number of units ne£ded. 
There are 480 minutes per tour; i20 of these are allotted for meals 
and coffee breaks. During the remaining 360 minutes the unit is 

.-

expected to be servicing calls 40 percent of the time or l44~minutes per ~ 
tour. The rest is allocated to patrol. Individual units are evalu- ~ 
ated according to this standard, specified by the Chief of Patrol. 
Precinct captains use this report to schedule units and document needs 
for additional resources. 

o Monthly Personnel Report: The performance of Communications Division 
workers is measured by number of hours worked and error percentage 
in computer use. Errors are summarized by type, and training sessions 
revised to emphasize those portions of thL computer process. Super
visors also use this report for personnel evaluation. 

The list of reports is almost endless and relatively flexible, and new 

types and formats are tested regularly. The more critical question, however, 

is whether they are really being used. At first, most reports were generated 

daily by SPRINT, but the commanders were quickly lost in a blizzard of paper. 

As a result, some effort has been made to tailor the reports to the specific 

needs of the various segments of the department. In September 1976, the 

Management Information Systems Division completed a booklet entitled, 

IISPRINT Output Reports and Resource Allocation,1I which was designed as a 

training aid for a IICaptains and Above ll course on using the computer as a 
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management tool. 38 Because this training was done recently, it is difficult 

to assess the full management impact of the SPRINT output reports at this time. 

Many commanders, for the first time, will have information at their 

disposal to assist them in making staffing and unit allocation choices. 

Whether they actually use this information to improve their management choices 

;s still a question. For example, a primary purpose of developing the data 

;s to aid in the resource allocation of police units. Using data from the 

SPRINT system, the MISD developed a staffing plan for the NYPD using both 

computer modeling techniques and. more manual IIback of the envelope ll calcula-

tions. Although the plan provided a general guide for the department, it 

was never implemented on a formal basis both because of political reasons 

within the department (no precinct commander wanted to lose officers) and 

bec se of personnel (to avoid a major shift of people within the department.) 

In summary, one can ask whether the benefits of SPRINT justify the costs. 

On the cost side~ two factors are involved: costs to establish the system 

and operating costs. Only rough estimates for both are available. In devel

oping SPRINT I, nearly $5 million of city money was allocated, $1.7 million 

for software and the remainder for hardware purchases. The city·s capital 

budget allocated $11.8 million for the development phase of SPRINT II. Com

binoing the costs of SPRINT I and II, nearly $17 million of city funds have 

been devoted to the development and installation of the system. Operating 

costs are a little more difficult to establish, but a rough estimate yields 

an average annual cost in the range of $900,000 to $1.1 million, not includ

ing computer,operating costs ($600,000-$750,000 for personnel costs; 

38. New York Police Department, Management Information Systems Division, 
IISPRINT II Output Reports and Resource Allocation,1I September 1, 1976. 
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$25,000-$50,000 for materials; and $275,000-$300,000 for vendor service 

contracts).39 

These numbers may seem high, but when placed in context, the magnitude 

is somewhat diminished. The total 1975 expenditures of the NYPD were approx

imately $625 million. Thus if the total costs of SPRINT are estimated to 

be $24 million ($17 million for development plus $1 million for each of the 

seven years of operation), then total SPRINT costs are slightly less than 

4 percent of the police budget for 1975. 40 Put in another way, the annual 

cost for operating a two-man patrol car around the clock in New York City 

can be estimated to be in the range of $280,000-$300,000 ($230,000+ for per

sonnel) and $50,000 for automobile costs).41 This means that the annual costs 

of operating the SPRINT system ($900,000 to $1,100,000) are comparable to 

the annual costs of providing four patrol car units 24 hours per day. Further, 

if the development costs of SPRINT were depreciated over a t~n-year life, 

the annual depreciation would cost about $1.7 milli per yea)'. Total annual 

costs for developing and operating SPRINT would therefore be about $2.7 

million, or equivalent to annual cost of operating ten police patrol units. 42 

39. Estimates based on discussions with the Management Information System 
Division, February 9, 1977, and March 9, 1977. 

40. Such estim:tes are only meant to provide a rough comparison of the 
magnitude of the dollars involved. We realize that in totaling development 
and o~erating costs, time frames and discount rates are being ignored. 

41. This is based on an estimate of police officers to staff one two-man 
patrol car around-the-clock. Estimates based on' discussions with the 
Management Information Systems Division, March 9, 1977. 

42. $1: million depreciated over a ten-year life would cost approximately 
$1.7 million per year. Annual operating costs are about $1 million per 
year. Assuming a cost of $280,000-$300,000 per patrol car, the development 
costs of SPRINT would be equivalent to the cost of operating 6 patrol cars 
around-the-clock and annual costs for operating SPRINT would be equivalent 
to the cost of four patrol cars. 
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The available information is too rough for this report to reach a final 

conclusion as to I,!hether the benefits of SPRINT justify the costs. And even 

if better data were available, it is not clear a definitive conclusion could 

be reached, because mnny of the benefits are difficult to quantify and many 

aspects of such a judgment require value choices. CAD in New York City has 

automated a number of the routine dimensions of the dispatch process and 

has provided a wide range of information to assist in the management and 

control of the police department. On the surfece it seems that the benefits 

derived from the data could easily mat.ch the. benefits of tell pol ice patrol 

units on an annual basis. In fact, the technical benefits of the system 

alone -- for example, the rapid processing of dispatch information, the link

age of SPRINT to want/warrant files, the assistance to dispatchers in record

ing and keeping track of data, and the production of a wide range of infore 

~ mation -- may justify the expenditures. The New York Police Department has 

begun to realize the potential of the SPRINT system. However, some of the 

real benefit of the system will depend on whether the more nonroutine 

aspects of SPRINT -- such as the actual use of the information available to 

improve the coperations and management of the Communications Division and 

the department as a whole -- are actually utilized. 
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CHAPTER X: 

COMMAND AND CONTROL IN THE BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT: 
A TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH TO REFORM 

by Scott Hebert 

During the last 50 years, a number of national commissions have been 

fermed to study the problems of law enforcement agencies and determine ways 
-

to improve their performance. l These commissions, drawn from the elitp of 

government, business, and the criminal justice community, have consistently 

advocated II professionalism ll as the solution to the inadequacies of police 

service. As part of their goal of police professionalization,2 the com

missions have repeatedly recommended greater exploitation of technology. 

However, while a considerable amount of space in the police literature has 

been devoted to advocating technology, su~prisingly little information is 

available about the actual process of introducing such technology into a 

department's operations. 3 Specifically, very little has been written about 

why departments decide to select a particular piece of technology, how they 

1. See particularly the National Corrrnission 0',1 Law Enforcement and Obser
vance, Report on the Pol ice (New Jel~sey: Patterson Smith, 1968) and the 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 
The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, Task Force Report on the Police, 
Task Force Re ort on Science and Technol2.9.l (Hashington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1967 • 

2. According to the reformers, a nprofessional tl department is character
ized by a strong command-and-contro1 structure" insulation from pol itical 
influence, and an emphasis on aggressive law enforcement, efficiency, and 
the use of the latest training and technology. 

3. One of the few publications that deals with the actual implementation 
of police technology is the Law Enforcement /Issistance Administration's 
Innovation in Law Enforcement, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1973). 
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use it, how various groups in the department react to the adoption of such 

technology, and what its impact is on operations. Such questions focus on 

the diffusion of innovation. 

In part, this dearth of information seems to be a result of assumptions 

that professionalists like the 1967 President's Crime Commission have made 

regarding police organization and the process of diffusion. Most of the 

1967 Commission's recommendations were predicated on the assumption that a 

department had first organized itself into a system of strong, centralized 

control (similar to Weber's lI~onocraticll bureaucracy).4 According to this 

model of organization, an order issued by the top police executive is faith

fully enforced down through the departmental hierarchy. 

In subscribing to this model, the President's Crime Commission saw the 

diffusion process primarily as an act of communication. 5 The Commission 

believed that most police administrators shared their deep concern and 

expectations for improving crime control performance. Because it assumed 

that departments already would have established a system of centralized 

control, the Commission felt that all that was required to get local police 

agencies to decide to introduce the advanced equipment was the endorsement 

of the technology by prestigious professional bodies such as itself. The 

implementation process was not perceived as much of a problem once a 

department had made the decision to adopt the technology and was given 

4. Victor A. Thompson, Bu~eaucracy and Innovation ( Tuscaloosa, Ala.: 
Univ. of Alabama Press, 1969), p. 15; TaskForce Report on the Police, 
pp. 45-50; The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, p. 113. 

5. For a discussion of theories of diffusion, r.ee Donald A. Schon, Beyond 
the Stable State (New York: Random House, 1971), pp. 80-116. 
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little attention in the Commission's final report. 6 The single factor that 

the Commission staff explicitly recognized as a possible obstaCle to the 

technology's introduction was the expense of such equipment. To counteract 

this, the Commission sought the creation of a federally subsidized program 

of research and development that would defray some of the costs. 7 

By viewing the diffusion of technology in this way, however, the Com

mission overlooked the fact that even the most centralized of organizations 
,~ 

often have powerful coalitions over which the top executive has limited 

control and who consequently playa major role in determining the nature of 

changes in the department. Moreover, as in all organizations, the staff of 

police agencies are attempting to achieve a variety of personal and adminis

trative goals in addition to (and often in conflict with) the organizational 

goal of crime control. Thus, the decision to innovate could be prompted by 

other factors than the desire to improve crime prevention, and the role 

which technology is assuming in law enforcement agencies could be quite 

different from what the 1967 Commission envisioned. 

This chapter will consider a case of technological innovation in the 

Boston Police Department similar to the kind espoused by the 1967 Presi

dent's Crime Commission. By examining this case, as well as the others 

contained in this volume, we hope to begin to develop an understanding of 

why police departments actually adopt such technology, what its impact is 

on operations, and whether the behavior and experience of the police con

forms to the Crime Commission's assumptions. 

6. The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, p. 269. 

7. Ibid., p. 246, 269-71. 
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A. The Impetus for Reform 

In 1962, after 77 years of state control, jurisdiction over the Boston 

police was returned to the municipal government. Shortly thereafter, Mayor 

John Collins appointed Edmund L. McNamara, a l6-year FBI veteran, as 

Boston's new police commissioner. Also in 1962, the International Associa

tion of Chiefs of Police (IACP) completed a survey of the Boston Police 

Department (BPD) and recommended a wide variety of reforms. 8 

The IIQuinn Tamm Report," as the IACP survey was locally known, des-

cribed the BPD as "probably the :nost decentralized organization in the 

counti~Y" and claimed that the department was characterized by divided 

authority, excessive spans of control, and inadequate recordkeeping. 9 The 

report was also highly critical of the use of patrolmen in Boston for such 

non-law enforcement tasks as performing clerical duties, taking the census, 

licensing taxis, and providing ambulance services. Among its many recom-

mendations, the IACP suggested that the department should narrow its 

responsibilities, reduce its number of districts from 17 to 5, reassign 

the station detectives to headquarters, and organize the force according 

to function. The IACP's recommendations reflected the basic prescription 

for reform that police professionalists had been advocating for decades. 

As Thomas Reppetto pointed out: 

8. For a further discussion of this survey and its implications, see 
Chapter V of this volume. 

9. International Associatior. of Chiefs of Police~ A Survey of the Police 
Department of Boston, Massachusetts (Washington, D.C.: IACP, 1962), p. 143; 
see also Thomas A. Reppetto, Public Safety Service Needs of the Future 
City of Boston (Unpuu1ished manuscript, October 1971), pp. 19-25. 
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the IACP sought to emphasize the law enforcement, crime 
control mission of the police, and to create a tightly 
controlled, highly centralized department with a well
trained ~taff operating under the classic merit personnel 
system. 1U 

In 1964, Commissioner McNamara made a presentation to the IACP con

ference in which he reviewed the progress of the BPD over the previous two 

years in implementing the recommendations of the 1962 survey.ll One of 

McNamara's first tasks as commissioner was to form a planning board, which 

he instructed to select those survey recommendations which it felt were 

within the administration's ability to put into effect. 

McNamara had also created a new organizational structure for the BPD. 

The reorganization, which became effective in 1963, consolidated the 

department's divisions into four bureaus, each headed by a superintendent 

who reported directly to the commissioner. Under the new organization, the 

inspection function, which had received special attention in the IACP study, ~ 
was expanded considerably to full bureau (line) status. 

At the conference, McNamara also noted that he had already encountered 

some serious local opposition to the implementation of several of the IACP's 

10. Reppetto, Public Safety Service Needs, p. 22. Reppetto also notes that 
similar programs had been previously recommended to the Boston Police by 
such notable police reformers as Leonard Harrison (in the thirties) and 
Bruce Smith (in the forties), although few of their suggestions were ever 
implemented. However, because of the desire of the city administration in 
the early sixties to seek a more economical approach to providing municipal 
services and the continuing public pressure on the department to respond to 
a recent bookmaking scandal involving police officers, the possibilities for 
accomplishing such reforms seemed more favorable. 

11. Edmund L. McNamara, "Discussion of Implementation of IACP Survey Recom
mendations," The Police Yearbook (Washington, D.C.: International Associa
tion of Chiefs of Police, 1964). 
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major recommendations. Citizens and businesses v~ho feared that closing 

local stationhouses would mean a decline in the quality of police servi~e, 

protested distri~t consolidations. The IACp·s suggestion to reduce the 

patrol force drew similar criticism from local groups as well as from 

members of the force. 

Moreover, because the low pay scale of the policemen made them the 

cheapest available source of labor for perfot'ming such municipal duties as 

census taking and licensing, it appeared that the city administration would 

oppose any attempts to eliminate BPD responsibility for such functions. 12 

While some of the opposition from citizens, muni:~pal officials, and 

department staff may have coincided with McNamarals personal views, it also 

threatened to frustrate his efforts in many of the areas where he had agreed 

with the IACP1s recommendations (such as removing the departmentls respons-

~ ibility for such nonpolice functions as licensing taxis). If the McNamara 

administration was to produce additional concrete reforms, to demonstrate 

to the IACP that the BPD was moving forward on the survey l"ecommendations, 

it would have to look to less controversial areas. 

B. The BPD Reports and Records System 

One such undisputed concern was records and reports. The existing BPD 

records system had evolved slowly with little att8ntion to its overall 

design. 13 As a result, the department had literally hundred of different 

12. Reppetto, Public Safety Service Needs, pp. 22-24. 

13. Arthur D. Little, Inc., Re orts, Reco~ds) and Communications the ._-
Boston Police Department: 
Law Enforcement Assi~tance ~ssociation, 

D. c. : 
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forms, many of which contained largely redundant information. Filling out 

all the proper forms for an incident was an arduous and time-consuming task 

for the patrolmen. Moreover, the data from these reports were all compiled 

by hand by clerks at the stationhouses and at headquarters, which increased 

the chance of error. 14 The BPD's system of record-kfeping was so inadequate, 

in fact, that the FBI had refused to accept the accuracy of the department's 

crime statistics in 1958. In response, the department decided to switch -

from compiling statistics by hand to the use of unit record equipment. 

Several computer vendors suggested that the department purchase more sophis~ 

ticated data processing equipment, but the police commissioner in office 
15 at thdt time had felt that such equipment was not necessary. 

In 1962: with the advent of the McNamara administration and the IACP 

report, the department was again approached by vendors. By 1964, McNamara 

had signed a letter of intent with IBM for the lease of a 360 Model 30 

computer with 32K bytes of core memory, which the department's Data Pro

cessing Advisory Committee subsequently approved. 

In October 1966, a few months before the computer was expected to be 

insta'lied, BPD representatives met with the local Office of Law Enforcement 

Assistance to explore ways in which the OLEA could help the department in 

its modern'ization efforts. An agreement was reached that the department 

would request a grant to study its reporting system and to devise a design 

for an integrated information system utilizing the new computer. A key 

14. See Boston Finance Commission, Survey of Boston Police Department, 
Massachusetts Legislative Documents, House 2600 (1949), pp. 1-67; also 
Christian Science Monitor, May 20, 1960, p. 2. 

15. Interviewed by Kent Colton with Deputy Superintendent John West, 
Spring 1971. 
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objective of this study was to determine lithe most efficient method and 

means for acquiring, storing, retrieving, and disseminating information" 

of use to the department. 16 For technical assistance on the study, the 

department approached the Cambtidge office of an internationally prominent 

consulting firm. 

C. OLEA Grant 153 

In December, 1966 representatives from the consulting firm met with 

the BPD. The police contingent consisted of the head of the Bureau of 

General Services, the head of the Bureau of Inspectional Services, two 

patrolmen from the Planning Division, and an operations research graduate 

student from MIT then working with the department. 

At the December meeting, it was agreed that developing an integrated 

information and communications system for the department wou1d involve at 

least two stages. First, the consultant would develop a plan for estab

lishing the system. For this task, the firm suggested the department should 

apply for a federal grant of $30,000. For doing the actual implementation, 

the firm indicated that a second grant would be required, on the order of 

$90,000. The BPD representatives accepted this approach, but stressed that 

the end result "should show some benefit to other police departments in the 

country.lll7 The department was apparently not only concerned with improving 

its information system, but also making it transferable and innovative 

16. From BPD notes on the meeting. 

17. BPDts meeting notes. 
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enough to increase the department's status in the police cOITllllunity: 
18 The OLEA approved the Boston grant application in February 1967. 

In September 1967, the consulting firm submitted its final report on the 

OLEA grant 153 project, which outlined a general plan for implementing an 
19 integrated information system. In their final report, the consultants 

defined the value of the proposed integrated information system largely in 

terms of the managerial control of field units. This definition was a 

drastic shift from the consultants' earlier position in the grant appli

cation, in which they had argued that the principal function of the in

formation system would be to measure differences in the quality of police 

service achieved by changes in operating procedures. 20 The final report 

claimed that the command staff had significantly less control of field 

units than they should, and noted l1it is our judgment that the inability 

to control the field operations is the single greatest defect in the 

[Boston] pol ice function. ,,21 

18. In reviewing the request, the OLEA had had some question whether the 
department could do away with the regular solicitation of bids, but this 
problem was eventually resolved and the selection of the consultant was 
approved by the mayor. For its services over the course of the grant 
(March-August 1967) the consultant was to receive $25,915. The contribu
tion of the department itself to the project was primarily in noncash 
credits (donated space and part-time of some BPD personnel). The Superin
tendent of Inspectional Services was named as project director for the 
department. 

19. ADL report, OPe cit., in note 18, p. 86. 

20. Ibid., p. 9; and BPD "Application for Grant,1I January 13,1967, pp. 
2-3. 

21. ADL report, Ope Cit., p. 55. 
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The recommendations that followed the opening sections of the Grant 

153 final report also reflected tne shift in the consultants' emphasis 

towards control of personnel. The original focus for the study had been 

the development of a plan for a new reporting and records system. 

Accordingly, the consultant's report suggested several changes in the 

existing records system to cut down on duplication and to free men for 

patrol duty,22 (The most promising of these was the recommendation to 

eliminate the District Journal, a handwritten record of incidents and 

activities of the patrol force that required an equivalent of 75 men to 

maintain.) Hov!ever, the most significant suggestion made in the final 

Grant 153 report was the recommendation to develop a real-time Command and 

Control System (CCS) as the foundation of the integrated information 

system: 

The Districts would not have to generate the synthetic 
reality represented by the Journals if they had the 
information available in the turret plus a little more. 
That "little ll is very likely to be exactly what the 
turret ne8ds to perform its function more effectively: 
a status board describing the recent past. 

At present the dispatcher (in the turret) knows 
which cars are on assignment, but can tell only at con
siderable inconvenience the relative importance of 
various car assignments. It is so difficult, in fact, 
that few attempts are made to search out cars on unim
portant assignments when an emergency arises and cars 
are scarce. Furthermore, no attempt is made to mnnitor 
cars to see whether they are off the air so long as to 
suggest danger or dereliction. The latter information 
can be pieced together after the fact, but iS,not, ~ 
spite of its utility for the supervisory sergeants at the 
district level •.•. 

It is now technically feasible to make a command and 
control system which will: allow the dispatcher to see 

22.' Ibid., p. 13. 
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at a glance the status of car operations in any Dis
trict; allow Distrirt supervisory personnel to know 
what its cars are doing; provide data on daily oper
ations in a machine-usable form for the preparation 
of daily operationRl statistics; provide the basis 
for a District control log to be prepared at Head
quarters for transmission to the Districts; and pro
vide the machin2-usable data base for a name and 
location index. 23 

Although the consultant gave significant attention to how the CCS 

woulr benefit the districts, the report explicitly indicated that the real 

purpose of the proposed technology was not to assist individual district 

commanders but rather to benefit the headquarters staff. 24 However, 

the firm did not mention that authority for controlling the patrol 

force had traditionally been in the hands of the districts, not the dis

patchers. Thus, the CCS threatened to modify dramatically the existing 

power structure in the department. 

Whi 1 e the di stricts may not have been pl eased with the consultant' s _ 

recommendations, the response of the BPD administration to the consultant!s 

final report was quite favorable. For one thing, in its recently released 

report, the prestigious President's Crime Commission had strongly endorsed 

similar systems. In fact~ a recent graduate of MIT's operations research 

program, who was serving as a planner in the BPDts Planning Division, re-

ported that "Boston is [because of the consultant's study] probably as far 

advanced in implementing these particular recommendations of the Crime " 

Commission as any city.,,25 This meant that the BPD could potentially ac-

23. Ibid., pp. 16-17. Italics added. 

24. Ibid., p. 17. 

25. Memo from S. D. Rosenberg to Supt. John T. Howland, "Comparison of the _ 
Recommendations of tile Ar'thur D. Little Report with the Recommendations ••• 
of the President's Commission ••• " (Fall 1967), p. 2. 
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quire a great deal of status if they developed the s:istem recommended by the 

consultant. Moreover. the CCS promised to provide improved supervision of 

the patrol force--one of the stronger recommendations of the 1962 IACP report. 

These considerations, as well as the fact that the federal government 

would be bearing the brunt of the costs, help to explain the BPD adminisLra-

tion's receptiveness to the consultant's recommendations. Nevertheless, 

despite the firm's attempts in their final report to anticipate any criti

cisms that might be raised by the department, some individuals in the BPD 

administration had objections even at this stage. In particular, the BPD 

planner opposed ~he firm's suggestion to postpone the :omputer installation 
• 

contemplated by the department. The consultant had argued that the planned 

computer would have to be designed specifically to facilitate the control of 

operations. The firm envisioned that this design process would be a compli

cated task and, in the meantime, it would be senseless for the department to 

install and teach its personnel to operate equipment that would probab1y be 

inadequate for the new purposes. 26 

The BPD planner, on the other hand, was apparently more sensitive to 

the pragmatic issues facing the department. In a memo to the project 

.director the planner argued that the IIpolitical ramifications of cancella

tion at this time would probably be disastrous. 1I27 It seems that Kevin 

White, a mayoral candidate at the time, was being very outspoken about the 

department's inefficiency,28 one problem which the new computer was supposed 

26. ADL report, op. cit., pp. 17-18. 

27. Memo from S.D. Rosenberg to Supt. John T. Hm'lland~ "Comparisons of 
Recommendations ••.• " 

28. Rory Al bert, A Tim@ for Reform: A Case Study of the Int.eraction Beh'/een 
the Commissioner' of the Roston Police Department and the Boston Patrolmen's 
Association (Cambridge, Mass.: Innovative Resource Planning Project, M.I.T., 
1975) p. 7. 
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to help alleviate. In addition because the computer contr~ct that the 

department had executed was "cancellable at the en~ of the term, or at 

ninety days notice," the planner felt that "no fiexibility in planning 

future systems [would] be lost by proceeding as planned with the system 

360. 11 

Moreover, during 1967-68 Commissioner McNamara was chairman of the 

IACP Committee on Uniform Crime Records, which was strongly emphasizing 

computer use by police. 29 If the BPD administration was as sensitive to 

attitudes of the broader police community as some of its actions suggest, 

it would want to avoid the loss of face the department might suffer in the 

IACP if the computer installation was canceled. 

Eventuall}', the planner's arguments prevailed over the consultant's 

recommendations and the computer installation continued as planned. 

D. OLEA Grant 346 

In October 1967, the BPD and the consulting firm submitted an appli

cation to the OLEA for funds to continue the effort started during Grant 

153. According to the grant application, the focus of the latest work 

would be: 

to refine and implement a number of recommended changes 
in the department's reporting, records, and communi
cations system, and subsequently to assess the impact of 
these changes. A major portion of the technical work 
performed will be to refocus a planned computer facility 

29. Edmund L. McNamara, "Report of the Committee on Uniform Crime Records, 11 

The Police Yearbook (Washington s D.C.: IACP, 1968. 
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frorr an information retrieval syst~m to a switching 
system as well, for the real-time control of field 
operations. 30 

In other words, while several interim changes would be made in each of 

the areas identified in the Grant 153 final report (i.e., records l reports, 

communications, the computer facility, and command-and-control), the em

phasis of the proposed work was the development of the command and control 

system. For instance, the design and implementation of a completely re

vised records system was to await the completion of the CCS. It was not 

clear from the application, however, exactly how far along implementation 

of the CCS would be at the end of the proposed 12-month period. 

In June 1968, after the OLEA had approved the BPD's grant request for 

$13,450, the consulting firm evaluated the department's newly installed 

computer system. In an August 1968 memorandum to the BPD, the firm re

ported: 

Our initial examination of the computer hardware installed 
in the police headquarters indicated that the configuration 
is likely to be inadequate for all but the very short run 
needs of the department .... The conclusions we draw from 
these meetings Twith the vendor and another consulting 
company which had advised the BPD], from consultations 
with computer experts ... and from relevant documents are 
as follows: 

a. No substantive and systematic examination of the 
the department's total medium- and long-range re
quirements preceded the specifications of computer 
ha rdv/a re . 

b. The new computer will do little more than duplicate 
the functions already satisfied by the IBM 407 
accounting machine currently in use, but the cost 
to perform these functions will te increased sub
stantially .... 

30. BPD, "Application for Grant" (U.S. Department of Justice, Office of 
Law Enforcement Assistance; Form LEA-l), submitted October 23, 1967~ p~ 5. 
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c. On-line access to stolen car information cannot 
be furnished 24 hours per day without substantially 
impairing flexibility ..•. 

d. In its present configuration the machine will 
support only one of the police application programs 
which IBM reports to be available, namely a UCR 
package •.•• 

Upon discovering the inadequacies of the installed equipment, the 

firm tried to piece together how the choice was made; 

The real reason for the selection of the particular 
hardware now installed will probably never be known, but 
it is evident that no one is eager to assume respons! 
ibility ..•• However, the limited info that is available 
suggests how the decision could have been reached. 
IBM ... [is] convinced that the department is barely 
capable of working with the present compl1ter system, and 
that anything more would be too complex 'L' be understood 
and ma i nta i ned by the present pol ice programmers. IBr~ 
reports that if it had specified a machine with more 
capabilities, the department would not have agreed to 
lease it. IBM contends that it sold the department 
as much as it could support at the time the sale was 
made and that the department would not have been able 
to obtain funds to lease additional hardware. IBM 
expects to supply more hardware in the future, including 
at least another 32k of memory, and is fully aware that 
the present hardware is inadequate for future require
ments. In the meantime, the department can learn about 
computer~ on the machine it now has, eliminate its 407 
accountin9 machines, and enjoy the advantages (whatever 
they may be) of a computerized stolen car file. 

We question whether these benefits a§f worth about 
one hundred thousand dollars per year .•.• 

In the August memo, the consultant1s first formal report to the BPD on 

the Grant 346 work, the firm also announced that its time horizon for the 

project, along with its conception of the project task, had again shifted. 

After a brief review of the benefits that the completed CCS would yield, 

the firm )'evealed that it IImay not be possible to accomplish [installation 

31. Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
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of the CCS] within the time of the present project. Consequently, we will 

develop a more limited system, in parallel, for ear1y implementation. The 

details of this system will be reported in a memorandum already in pro

gress. 1I32 What the consultant did not make absolutely clear at this point, 

however, was that this limited CCS was not to be an operational system, 

but rather a prototype whose function would primarily be confined to use 

as a training tool for the dispatchers. 

The consultant's draft of the functional specifications for the 

1 imited CCS prototype were $ubmitted to the department in two parts--on 

December 29, 1968, and on January 4, 1969. 33 A revised schedule for the CCS 

project was also outlined, which included six phases. Phase One.was concerned 

with development of the prototype CCS, with the other phases focusing on 

development of an operational version and expansion of the capabilities of 

~ the system (including improving the districts' access to the CCS). However, 

specific dates for the completion of each phase were not included. 

In April 1969, the BPO's MIT-trained operations researcher/planner 

held a series of meetings with the consultant to discuss the functional 

specifications. During the sessions, the BPD planner, who was apparently 

32. Ibid., p. 8. 

33. Part I of Working Memorandum EDG-3 (the functional specifications) 
primarily discussed the two basic "dispatching ll files for the CCS: a 
vehicle status file and an incident status file. In addition, the CCS 
could potentially incorporate a number of secondary files, including missing 
persons, stolen vehicles, warrants, and license registration files. How
ever, at the time of the memo, ADL noted that they were actively considering 
only the missing persons and stolen vehicle files. A related issue dis
cussed in Part II of Working Memorandum EDG-3 was the Electronic Data 
Processing hardware ADL chose for implementing their proposal, which was 
differer.t from what was then leased by the BPD. 
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expanding his role in the federal projects in anticipation of the 'forthcom:' e 
ing retirement of the current project director (the Superintendent of 

Inspectional Services), largely stuck to narrow technical comments on the 

proposed functional specifications. 34 The content of these discussions also 

distinctly reflected the administration's interest in the aspects of the CCS 

concerned with the cont~ol of the field force. For example, the BPD planner 

repeatedly indicated that the department wanted a way (via the CCS) to flag 

vehicles that were off the air for more than 20 minutes. In these meetings, 

it was evident that the administration was committed to proceed with the CCS 

development and was excited about whatever additional margin of control that 

the system would give headquarters over the performance and use of the 

patrol force. 

E. Application for LEAA Grant NI-69-007 

In May 1969, a month before the termination of Project 346, another 

grant application was submitted to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra

tion (LEAA), which had replaced the OLEA. Unlike previous proposals that 

suggested research and work on a number of the integrated information system 

components besides the CCS, this application was almost exclusively devoted 

to discussion of the prototype Command and Control System. 

In the May 1969 grant application, the consulting firm introduced yet 

another project schedule. The consultant stated that the CCS development 

could now be viewed as three phases. Phase I was considered to be the 

34. This conclusion w~s made on the basis of Rosenberg's and ADL's notes 
on these meetings. For example, see ADL memorandum from Edward Gilbert to 
Steven Waldron on Case 70375, April 24, 1969. 
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first "brief" study of the department. According to the consultant, the 

department was currently engaged in Phase II, during which the recommended 

changes which the consulta~t had felt needed additional support had been 

"buttressed by more work. II In addition, the firm claimed that during this 

phase it had also "created and examined a large number of systems for 

information management and the control of field operations." Work in this 

area had supposedly gone so well that the application professed, "we have 

finally come down to the specifications of a particular system which we be

lieve can be installed in the very neat' future. Implementation is well 

under way ..•. 1135 

According to the proposal, the objective of Phase III, which the 

department would enter on approval of this new grant request, was to create 

what was termed a IIpreliminary" command and control system for use in the 

command-dispatching center ("the turret") of the BPD. The development of 

the prototype CCS was just the first of a series of tasks that would be 

involved in the eventual installation of the "preliminary" system. The 

application also disclosed that the consulting firm had made the decision 

to base the full CCS on an IBM 260/40 with 128 bytes, a computer system 

considerably larger than the one the department then possessed. 

Although by the time of this new application the consultant had de

veloped the functional specifications for the prototype, many of the other 

tasks that the firm was supposed to perform under the contract for Grant 346 

were incomplete, and the BPD was becoming increasingly concerned about the 

pace at which the CCS was being developed. Consequently, in their contract 

35. See SPD, "Application for Grant" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department 
of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, May 8, 1969), p. 8. 
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with the consultant for the new LEAA grant, NI-69-00?, the BPD stipulated 

that the prototype was to be ;nst~lled and evaluated during the upcoming 

grant period. Moreover, the department specified that all work not completed 

by the firm on grant 346 was to be completed during this next grant 

period. 36 

F. Mayor White Evaluates the BPD 

In 1969, about the time that the consultant was developing its latest 

grant application, the Boston Police Department again became the focus of 

an investigation. This time, however, the criticisms came from City Hall. 

Concerned with the department's high cost, citizen dissatisfaction J and 

renewed indications of corruption, Mayor Kevin White formed a Task Force on 

Police and instructed them to evaluate the department's operations and re

commend improvements. The Task Force report reissued many of the same 

criticisms that the IACP had made seven yedrs earlier,3? intimating that 

36. Contract between the City of Boston and Arthur D. Little, Inc., for 
LEAA Grant Number NI-69-00? (September 20, 1969). 

37. Two important criticisms made by the IACP were absent from the Mayor"s 
Task Force Report, however. Fot' one th'ing, the IACP had recommended re
ducing the size of the BPD force. However, the crime rate had risen drama
tically since 1962. Moreover, Boston was the scene of numerous large 
demonstrations, which the department was called on to monitor while main
taining a patrol force throughout the city to respond to cal1s for other 
assistance. As a result, the Task.Force and mayor felt that a reduction 
was not warranted. 

(Footnote continued on next page.) 
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the department administration had been unable to significantly improve the 

BPD in McNamara's one and one-half terms as commissioner. According to 

the Task Force, the police were still poorly trained and deployed. Officers 

were still engaged in nonpolice tasks which (with the rise in salaries paid 

to the department's sworn personnel) cost the taxpayer unnecessary dollars. 

The department was decentralized, poorly coordinated, and exercised in

adequate supervision of the patrol force. Moreover, the department was not 

responsive to the needs of the minority population of Boston. 

The annual report from the commissioner for 1969 (issued in January 

1970) demonstrated that the McNamara administration had taken the mayor's 

Task Force report very seriously. For almost evei~ aspect of its operations 

which the Task Force had criticized, the department reported that some type 

of reform had taken place. 38 For example, to bring greater supervisory 

e capability to the patrol operation, 12 additional marked cars had been PUi'

chased and assigned to patrol sergeants at the district level. Moreover, 

the number of patrol supervisors had been increased through promotion of 

37. (cont'd.) The second lACP recommendation missing from the Mayor's Task 
Force Report was concerned with the consolidation of stationhouses. White, 
who had established IIlittle city hal1s 11 throughout the city, was not opposed 
to 1I1ocal ll district stations in neighborhoods. Rather he was upset that 
the district personnel in many areas were not responsive to the needs of 
the minority community, or the mayor 1 s orders to correct this situation. 
Consequently, to increase the patrol force's accountability, he urged the 
appointment of deputy superintendents to supervise groups of districts. 
These command officers would IIserve at the pleasure of ll the police com
missioner, who was appointed by the mayor. 

38. Boston Police Department, 64th Annual Report of the Police Commissioner 
for the City of Boston for the Year Ending December 31, 1969, Document No.1 
28, p. 9. 
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patrolmen to sergeants. The 13 districts had also been grouped into 6 

divisions, and a deputy superintendent was appointed for each one. 

In the BPD's summary of its reform achievements, its technological 

projects figures prominently.39 For example, the report pointed to the 

Command and Control System being developed as one of the ways that the BPD 

was trying to improve supervision, as well as to reduce response time to 

emergency calls. Moreover, the report mentioned that the department was . 

continuing to seek out innovative programs that would help the BPD better 

exploit technology to allocate its resources. 

G. The BPD Attempts to Expedite CCS Development 

By February 1970, the MIT-trained planner had been appointed as an 

administrative assistant to McNamara and as director of the department's 

Planning and Research Division. He had also been selected to succeed the 

Superintendent of Inspectional Services as project director for the BPD's 

federal grants (for the CCS project, grant NI-69-00l). 

During Spring 1970, to get a clear sense of the CCS's status, the new 

planning director requested that the consulting firm report on the technical 

progress achieved during the latest grant period and the work that remained, 

with the latter to include an expected date of implementation. In the 

Project Plan that the firm helped to develop as part of a May 1970 appli

cati0n for further federal support of the CCS project, the consultant re

sponded by providing a list of the various technical functions planned for 

39. Ibid., pp. 4,9. 
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the upcoming grant period. However, although this list was one of the 

most detailed work schedules that the consultant had provided for the 

department to date, it was still extreme1y vague about the exact nature and 

timing of the tasks. For instance, the Project Plan claimed that "because 

of the inherent complexity of the work to be done and because it is not 

possible to arbitrarily separate each activity from the others, accurate 

forecasting of the work to be comp1eted within a specific time period is 

not possible. 1I40 Moreover, the Project Plan gave little insight into the 

amount of technical work al~eady completed. 

Although during the NI-59-007 grant period, the firm had again been un

able to complete much of the contracted work (including completion of both the 

prototype CCS and the new records and reporting system), the department 

elected to go along with the consultant in submitting this new grant re

quest. Despite the difficulties that the department had experienced thus 

far, it was still firmly committed to making the system operational, if 

only to have something tangible to show for the grant funds already ex

pended, 

At this point, however, the planning director took several steps to 

minimize any delay in implementing other projects that might be caused by 

the slow pace of the CCS's development. For example, he phased out the 

consulting firm's involvement in all projects which were not inseparably 

tied to the CCS. He also began to seek out other consultants to perform 

ancillary CCS tasks (such as developing a geographic base file and 

40. Boston Police Department, "Application for Grant" (Washington, D.C.: 
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, May 1970); 
see also IIProject Plan and Supporting Data,1I op. cit., p. 6 .. 
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monitoring the reconstruction of the communications command center), which 

had originally been considered part of the firm's purview. During this 

time, the BPD even explored the possibility of achieving some of the 

benefits of the CCS through the use of some less sophisticated equipment. 

Utilizing an idea suggested by the consulting firm in an earlier memo on 

patrol car communications, the planning director and the BPD's communi

cations division developed a siren activator device that was placed in all 

the department's marked patrol units. This device gave the dispatcher in 
" headquarters the ability to activate either the overhead light or siren of 

a patrol car to attract the patrolman's attention in an emergency if he 

'.'las away from the vehicle. 

The available documentation on the siren activator fails to explain 

why this device would be necessary if the patrolman was carrying a portable 

two-way radio at all times. However, according to several individuals 

working with the department around this time, the dispatchers were having 

considerable trouble contacting units. After completing a series of 

assignments, some patrol units would remain "off the air," feeling that 

they deserved a break: ann would not acknowledge the dispatcher's request 

that they identify their status. In fact, at times the only way for the 

dispatcher to obtain a car to respond tc incidents was to describe the 

nature of the call over the air which tied up valuable transmission time. 

At such times, if the incident was an emergency or promised excitement, 

many of the missing cars would suddenly "come to life." In suggesting the 

selective calling device, the consultant was apparently hoping that the 

threat of activating their siren (which is annoying loud for the occupants 

of a patrol car) would be an incentive for the patrolmen to stay in closer 

communication with the dispatcher. 
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The siren activator effort did not fare very well, however. 'dithin a 

month, almost all of the devices, which were fastened under the dashboard 

of the police cruisers, had been broken. Although the BPD ad~inistration 

officially claimed that the equipment was faulty, the head 0-: ~le depart

ment's communications division privately admitted that the merl hadn't liked 

the devices and some had "whacked them \oJith their night sticks until they 

broke." In discussing the effort, some officers complained that the siren 

activators had impaired their ability to function effective1y; others 

indicated that they resented the activators because of their. "big brother" 

impl ications or bec;·lse they kept them from tcking breaks which they felt 

they deserved. 41 

H. Grant 70-107E: Confrontation and Concessions 

LEAA approved the BPD's latest CCS grant application for an additional 

$100,000 in September 1970. However, the BPD planning director informed 

the consultant that, despite the official October 1 start-up date of Grant 

70-107E, he wanted to see a much more detailed work statement from the firm 

before he would finalize the contract for this latest phase of the CCS 

development. 42 

The planning director's negative feelings at this point had undoubtedly 

been heightened by the fact that even in those previous instances where he had 

41. Interviews with patrolmen of District Eleven (Boston Police Department), 
Spring 1974. 

42. See memorandum from Steve Rosenberg (Director of Planning and Research, 
BPO) to Maurice Silber (Contracting Officer, AOL), January 22, 1971. 
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directly informed the consultant's staff of his displeasure, he had ap

parently gotten very little satisfaction. In the revised work statement 

for LEAA Grant 70-l07E that the firm submitted in mid-February 1971, though, 

the consultant seemed to ,have made some significant conciliatory gestures. 43 

For example, despite the BPD's wishes to the contrary, since grant #346 the 

firm had persisted in viewing' the complete redesign of the records and 

reporting system as work that would follow the development of the CCS. In 

the February 1971 version of the 70-l07E work statement, however, the firm 

said this work would be completed during the current grant term, regardless 

of the status of the CCS. The February work statement also differed from 

the consultant's previous presentations in th~t it contained a detailed 

description of the remaining steps in the prototype CCS development, as 

well as a specific schedule for their accomplishment during the next six 

months. According to the firm's estimates, the prototype CCS would be 

functional by August 1971. Just what the prototype CCS would and would not 

do was also carefully addressed. 44 

In April 1971 the BPD planning director received a complete progress 

report on the CCS from the consulting firm. According to this report, the 

prototype system was in a "demonstration state" with one terminal on-line 

and with vehicle and incident files available to the programs. The memo 

further reported that the project team was also completing final drafts of. 

the system's documentation and operations manual. It also disclosed that 

43. Stephen Waldron, "Work Statement: Boston Police Department Integrated 
Information System Project, October 1970-June 1971" (Cambridge, Mass: 
Arthur D. Little, Inc.), February 1971), p. 13. 

~ 44. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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much of the core storage wh~~h the BPD (upon the consultant's advice) had 

been leasing in anticipation of the prototype's installatiun would not be 

necessary, at least for the near future. 45 

In May 1971, after some further negotiations, the consultant finally 

demonstrated the prototype system for the planning director and two other 

BPD representatives. Though part of the prototype system was operational, 

several tasks associated with grant 70-107E were as yet unfinished. To 

ensure that such work would be completed during the present grant term the 

p1anning director sent several additional memos to the firm reviewing its 

obligations. For example~ the memo directed that the reporting system was 

to be completely documented, structured and analyzed and a detailed imple

mentation plan for installation was to be prepared, including the organi

zation of interim filing procedures pending establishment of a new central 

records system. In connection with the central records system component of 

the contract, the consultant was to prepare a set of final functional speci

fications, including flow charts of t~e records operation and procedures, a 

description of the basic files that would be maintained, and estimates of 

file size and access requirements. For documentation of the CCS phase of 

the current project, the BPD demanded a series of materials, including a 

system description explaining all programs and flow charts, and a number of 

copies of the users' manuals. The planning director also mentioned the 

trouble that department personnel were experiencing vrith "bomb-outs" of the 

45. Stephen Waldron, "Progress Report" (Cambridge, Mass.: Arthur D. 
Little, Inc., Case 70375-1, April 2, 1971). 
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CCS prototype. The memos implied that such problems were to be corrected 

before approval of the final contract payment would be given. 46 

On March 14, 1972, the BPD received a letter from the consulting 

firm's contracting officer. In the memo, the firm stressed that, in its 

own opinion, it had fulfilied its responsibility to develop the prototype. 

Further, the letter indicated that any further work on the CCS would be 

rleferred until a new contract had been completed. 

Under a contract associated with Grant Number 70-107 
[sic], the Prototype System has been implemented and 
operated for nearly a year. It was originally intended 
that modifications which became evident from test of 
the Prototype System would be embodied in the ultimate 
or production Command and Control System. At this time 
there appears to be need for an interim stage at which 
the modifications can be tested in the Prototype con
figuration before the complete hardware configuration 
is implemented ..•. 

The objective of the proposed work is to modify 
the Prototype Command and Control System so that it 
will be simpler to operate and will better meet the 
needs of the department for training and further 
evaluation .... 

The modified Prototype System will include a 
restart capability adequate for testing and training 
purposes. It will not include the ultimate capability 
to read out data to tape .... 

The total proposed program would come to $11,000. 
Work would commence immediately upon receipt of a fully 
executed contract and would be completed within four 
calendar months.47 

In response to the firm's latest proposal, on April 11, 1972, the 

planning director sent a l~tter to the consultant listing a number of CCS-

46. See, for instance, Steven Rosenberg's memos to Dr. Stephen Waldron 
of ADL on November 8, 1971, and February 14, 1972. 

47. Memo from M.W. Silber (ADL) to Steven Rosenberg (BPD), irA Proposal 
for the Future Work on the Prototype Command and Control System," March 
1972, pp. 1,5 (emphasis added). 
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related problems that had to be remedied "before the BPD could begin to 

consider the firm1s responsibility lito demonstrate an operating prototype 

to be completed. II Among these problems was the prototype1s unreliability 

and extreme instability. According to the planning director, the prototype 

system was so unstable that one could not operat~ it long enough to make 

any meaningful tests. The BPD personnel were continually plagued by the 

extremely frustrating problem of setting up the system by assigning a number 

of cars to radio calls using one of the system transactions (commands) and 

then having the prototype fail as soon as some other transaction was used. 

Moreover, whenever the system bombed out, all previously entered data were 

lost, making it necessary to start the time-consuming initialization pro

cedure over again. 

Another problem which was mentioned concerned the incident completion 

time. Although the consultant had sold the CCS on the basis of its use

fulness for supervising the patrol force, the prototype did not contain a 

program for recording incident completion time, a critical piece of data 

for determining service times and for use as a performance indicator. 

Finally, in his memo, the planning director reported that the depart

ment had problems in operating the system with multiple terminals on-line. 

The BPD staff found that intermittently the entry line was lost on one of 

the terminal display tubes when the other display tube was transmitting, 

making it impossible for each IIscope ll to act independently. 

The planning director undoubtedly realized that the final payment for 

Grant 70-l07E might not be enough of an incentive for the consultant to be 

will ing to do the specifi'ed prototype modifications. Therefore, though he 

did not agree to the new $11,000 contract package, in his response to the 
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firm, the director included a second list of activities that could bn 

undertaken in lithe next phase of "ystem development. 1148 

I. Change of Personnel 3t the Boston Police Department 

The consulting firm apparently was convinced that the BPO's promise of 

a contract renewal was sincere, and it agreed to the planning director's 

counter-proposal. However, within the month, the planning director, the 

central actor in the department's federally subsidized programs, had re

signed from the force. In r~ay 1972, t~ayor White disclosed that he was not 

going to ask Commissioner McNamara to serve for another five-year term. 

With this news, the planning director, who had been one of r~cNamara's key 

aides and had occupied a management position created by McNamara, announced 

4ID his own resignation. 

With McNamara's and the planning director's departures, a power 

struggle began in the BPO among high-ranking officers interested in pre

serving or improving their positions in the new administration. As a 

result, anything inseparably associated with the former administration 

became tainted, and the CCS project, like the Larson simulation (see 

Chapter V), was no exception. A deputy superintendent was appointed by 

the acting commissioner to supervise the remainder of the federally funded 

projects, but he apparently did not have the planning director's technical 

understanding nor the intellectual commitment to utilizing such sophisti

cated tools. Given these differences and the uncertain political environ-

4'8. Memo from Steven Rosenberg (BPD) to Dr. Martin Ernst (ADL), ApI";l 11, 
1972, pp. 1-3. 
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ment within the department, it is not surprising that the deputy super

intendent carried out his obligations to the CCS project as a passive 

caretaker rather than actively advocating the project's implementation. 

With this change of personnel, the consulting firm, whose contract 

had officially ended back in June 1971, terminated its work on the CCS 

project. The prototype was turned over to the BPD with many of the prob

lems which the planning director had mentioned still evident. 49 

J. The April 1973 Evaluation of the BPD's Technological Projects 

In the months before the planning director's resignation, the ~PD's 

modernization projects increasingly were coming under review by external 

groups. In April 1972, representatives of the Governor's Committee, 

Massachusetts' LEAA state planning agency, had decided to evaluate the 

BPD's resource allocation, communications, and information system projects. 

The planning director apparently had been concerned with the possible re-

percussions of such an evaluation and sought some measure of control over 

who would perform the study and have access to its findings. In late 

April 1972, shortly before he left the department, he sent a memo to the 

executive director of the Safe Streets Act Committee: a mayoral advisory 

group, in which he asked that the Governor'~ Committee be reminded that 

the department and the city "reserve(d) the full right to approval of the 

successful bidder" [that is, veto any unacceptable bidder]. Moreover, he 

49. See Touche Ross & Co., A Review of Information Systems 'Projects and 
Related a erations in the Boston Police De artment {Boston: Touche Ross, 
Inc., Aprii 1973 , pp. 3-10 to 3-13. 
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requested that the Governor's Committee be asked to insert a sentence to 

the following effect in the Request for Proposals to perform the evaluation: 

No report, oral presentation, publication, or other 
presentation of material concerning this contract is 
to be made to any person, group, agency, meeting, or 
assembly without the express written permission of the 
Boston Police Department. 50 

It is not altogether obvious why the GovernorJs Committee had decided 

to do an evaluation at this time. In the April 1973 report which resulted 

from the evaluation, four reasons were given. 51 First, all contracts for 

consulting assistance on the projects in question had been completed and 

the required final reports submitted. Second, the people responsible for 

initiation and direction of the projects--the planning director and, to a 

much lesser extent, McNamara--had both left the department, breaking the 

continuity of the development. Third, a new police commissioner, Robert J. 

diGrazia, had been appointed by Mayor White. Finally, the report claimed 

that the future development of these systems would involve the commitment 

of substantial additional amounts of money and department manpower. 

Although these reasons seemed logical enough when the final evaluation 

of the federal projects was submitted to the Governor's Committee, most of 

the events given as rationalizations for the study had not taken place and 

could not be completely anticipated in April 1972 when the actual decision 

to do the evaluation was made. Instead, the major motivation for the 

evaluation appears to have been a change in the personnel on the Governor's 

50. Memo from Steven Rosenberg (BPD) to Peter Borre, Executive Director of 
the Safe Streets Act Committee (Boston, Mass.), April 28, 1972. 

51. Touche Ross & Co., A Review of Information Systems, pp. 1-1, 1-2. 
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Committee staff that shifted the Committee's stance from one of funding 

source to one of evaluator. Essentially, the individual in charge of 

monitoring and assisting in the technology-oriented grants, who had been so 

responsive to the department's requests for funds since 1970, left the 

Committee staff in early 1972. His replacement found it extremely difficult 

to make sense out of the half-decade of BPO grants and reports and decide to 

enlist the aid of an outside consultant to he~p in this task. 52 In August 

1972, a consulting firm was hired to perform the evaluation. 

The evaluation consultant engaged in a two-stage study of each of the 

specified project areas (see Table I). First, the firm made a calculation 

of the results in each project area and compared them to what the firm felt 

were the original stated goals. To do this, the evaluation consultant 

reviewed written materials and project documents that were made available 

by the Governor's Committee and the BPO. 

Second, to develop an assessment of the operational impact of the 

various projects, the evaluation staff observed the operations of and inter

viewed personnel from the Bureau of Field Operations, the Bureau of Special 

Operations, the Bureau of Inspectional Services, and the Bureau of Central 

Services. Additionally, the consultant staff met with representatives of 

the Governor's Committee and the Mayor's office to discuss their perceptions 

of the federally funded projects. However, the final evaluation report did 

not indicate whether the consultant had interviewed either McNamara, the 

former planning director, or the relevant staff of the department's previous 

consultants. 

52. Interview with Steven Long (Governor's Committee for Law Enforcement 
and the Administration of Justice), Fall 1973. 
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Table 10-1 

The Projects which the Evaluation Consultant Examined: 

Project No. I 

, 
I • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Radio Communications System Development: Redesign of the 
radio system and purchase of new mobile and portable trans
ceivers. 

Command and Control System Development--Reconstruction: De
sign, purchase, and installation of ten new radio dispatch 
consoles, thirty-two complaint operator positions, and 
supporting equipment. 

Command and Control System Development--Computer Aided 
Command and Control System: Development and test of a proto
type computer system to assist police vehicle dispatch. 

Command and Control System Development--Automatic Vehicle 
Monitoring System: Determine the feasibility of an elec
tronic system to locate police cars during patrol. 

Bureau of Field Operations Administrative Command Center: 
Design and implement a communications room for the control 
of significant field operations. 

6. Records and Reporting System Development: Redesign and imple
ment new paperwork procedures. 

7. Resource Allocation System DevelopnEnt: Develop an automated 
procedure to establish patrol patterns in response to changes 
in the pattern of crime. 

8. Statistical System Improvement (Geographic Base File): Imple
ment an automated method to convert street address into 
patrol area, district, map coordinates, etc. 

9. Computer System Development: Identify and implement new com
puter applications. 

10. Headquarters to Station Communication System: Investigate 
and install new cable to provide data, audio, and video 
capabil ity. 

11. Callbox System: Install free public emergency telephones at 
key street locations. 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

Note: For each of these projects, the evaluation report summarized the 

stated goals and objectives, examples of expected operational improvements 

and project results, and presented the consultant I s recommendations l~e

garding further development. In this chapter we have been primarily con

cerned with Projects 3 and 6. 
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Overall, the April 1973 evaluation report \."as very critical of the 

department's attempts at technological modernization. In fact, in the 

Findings Summary of the report, the consultant preparing the report stated 

that, with the exception of the installation of the new radio dispatch con

soles, mobile radios, and portable radios, the eleven projects evaluated 

had not achieved their stated objectives. Further, the consultant empha

sized that in those areas where it felt that project goals had been modified 

(such as the Command and Control System), even the IIless ambitious ll objec

tives had not been fully met. 53 

The report argued that the alleged overall lack of success could be 

basically attributed to inadequate leadership by Commissioner McNamara and 

his director of Planning. 54 For example, the consu1tant asserted that the 

projects undertaken by the McNamara administration had emphasized research 

and the use of sophisticated technology rather than concentrating on oppor

tunities to improve the street operations (patrol and investigation) of the 

department. Moreover, the evaluation staff reasoned that to be successful 

and sustain the interest of operations personnel, some IIquick payoff ll pro

jects had to be included in any overall plan of improvement. In the BPD's 

case, the evaluation staff concluded that projects with the potential for 

qu;ch paybfs had been organized in such a way as to prevent early benefits. 

Specifically, they pointed to the l~ecords and reporting system where the 

elimination of repetitive paperwork had been tied to prior implementation of 

the computerized command and control systeJTl. The easier project failed, 

53. Ibi d., pp. 1-4. 

54. Ibid., pp. 1-4, 1-5. 
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the staff· claimed, because the complex computer-aided dispatching system 

had failed. 55 

The April 1973 report also claimed that the commissioner and his 

planning director had been unable to attach the "confidence and respect" of 

career department personnel even to the paperwork simplification effort, 

whi ch was II we 11 known to need improvement. II The eva 1 ua ti on consultant 

suggested a number of reasons for this situation: 

o Career department personnel had little or no involvement in 

formulating improvement projects. 

o Outside consultants were prohibited from working closely with 

department staff and field personnel who would use the new 

~ystems. 

o No 1 ine commander \'Ias made responsi bl e for successful compl e-

ticn of the project. 

o Few reviews of project progress were held with command per

sonnel. Command personnrl frequently did not understand the 

material presented to them and, feeling that the projects were 

not their responsibility, did not attempt to alter project 

direction. A general belief existed that the projects were 

not relevant to departmental problems. 56 

The evaluation consultant maintained tnat the projects had not been 

part of an overall program for improvement of the department, and the 

relative priority of projects was neither established nor reviewed by the 

55. Ibid., p. 1-4. 

56. Ibid., p. 1-4. 
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department command personnel who would be affected. Further, because the 

projects were oriented toward research and new technology and because line 

commanders were not convinced that the projects were useful, the evaluation 

consultant argued, no sense of urgency was attached to their completion. 

Consequently, "projects were not closely monitored and were not completed."S7 

After reading the full text of the April 1973 report and other relevant 

materials, however, a number of the statements which the consultant made in 

the Findings Summary appear to be inaccurate. For instance, while the 

Findings Summary states that only the radio equipment projects had met their 

objectives, information presented in other parts of the report indicates 

that the Automatic Vehicle Monitoring System study and the BPO Administrative 

Center project also had been completed according to the department's specifi

cations (although these projects may not have had a discernible impact on 

~ operations).58 Further research into source documents reveals that several 

other projects had probably met some or all of their contracted specifi

cations as well. 59 

Even in the case of clearly unsuccessful projects, some of the evalua

tions's interpretations of events seem to have been mistaken. In discussing 

the expected operational improvements of the CCS project, for instance, the 

evaluation staff asserted that the goals of the project had changed from 

Ilimplementation" in 1968 under OLEA Grant 346 to IIdemonstration and research" 

57. Ibid., p. 1-5. 

58. Ibid., pp. 3-14 through 3-17. 

59. For instance see Chapter 5 of this volume. 
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in 1970 and 1971, under LEAA Grant 70-l07E. 60 In the opinion of this 

writer, however, the a11eged change in the CCS project goals did not occur. 

Though the short-term objectives of the CCS project admittedly changed from 

grant to grant, throughout all their applications and work statements the 

CCS consultant had carefully and consistently specified that its long-range 

goal was the implementation of an integrated information system. 

If aspects of the evaluation's interpretations of project accomplish

ments are debatable, its analysis of the critical factors in the project's 

histories is equally so. For example, the evaluation consultant strongly 

criticized the former planning director for preventing the previous con

sultants from working more closely with the command staff or field officers. 

At least in the case of the CCS project, however, it appears that it was 

not the department who made the decision that the consulting staff should 

operate independently of career officers, but the CCS consultants themselves. ~ 

Similarly, although the evaluation made it look as if the police department 

had decided to have the records and reporting system revision follow the 

completion of the CCS, the department had repeatedly tried to get the CCS 

consultant to perform this work during the prototype phase. In fact, al

though in discussing future action the evaluation consultant had emphasized 

the importance of making a line commander responsible for project completion, 

it was not untll the MIT-trained civilian employee of the BPD became project 

director (replacing a line officer) that the CCS consultant began to produce 

more tangible results. 

60. Touche Ross & CO' J op. cit., in note 48, pp. 3-11. 
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While the April 1973 report contained a number of questionable points, 

many of its criticisms of the technological projects were quite warranted. 

In fact, almost all the BPD's modernization efforts exhibited significant 

shortcomings of some kind. For instance, as we have previously indicated, 

the ecs prototype package delivered to the BPD still contained the errors 

which caused the system to stop functioning (to "bomb out"), as well as 

design features that made it difficult to simulate the operation of a pro

duction system (the stated purpose of the prototype). According to the 

evaluation consultant, the system did not have the ability to store such 

data as car availability from run to run. It was not possible to simUl

taneously and separately simulate the complaint operator and dispatcher 

functions on the prototype. Moreover, the evaluation staff pointed out 

that the conceptual design of the system had been completed almost five 

years previously, and since then, developments in real-time computers and 

"intelligent ll terminals had made the prototype's configuration technically 

obsolete. 

K. EPILOGUE: The diGrazia Administration 

In May 1973, the Commissioner's administrative staff presented 

diGraz"ia wi'th a list of 18 projects as part of a proposal for an extended 

program for modernizing the department. According to department spokesmen, 

the new corrmissioner then chose "paperwork simplification" and "resource 

allocation" as the first to be implemented because "they had specific 

boundaries, were clear and readily grasped both conceptually and technically, 
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and were programs which offered something to the men in the field."6l 

Within the month, the diGrazia administration selected the firm which 

had carried out the April 1973 evaluation as consultant for the resource 

allocation project. This effort is discussed in Chapter V of this report. 

In addition to its resource allocation and paperwork simplification 

projects, the diGrazia administration, like its predecessor, also decided 

to undertake the development of a command and control system, wh'ich they 

termed a "computer-assi sted di spatchi ng systerr" (CAD). Duri ng Fall 1974, 

eleven firms submitted bid statements in response to the department's re

quest for proposals. Despite the pro~lems previously experienced, from 

among the eleven diGrazia selected the consulting firm which had worked with 

the McNamara administration on the earlier CCS prototype. 

In January 1975, work began on Phase I of the new CAD system develop-

·e 

ment effort. This phase was concerned with developing the basic capabilities ~ 

of the CAD, which would permit complaint clerks to transmit information on 

calls-for-service (nature, priority, address verification) to the radio 

dispatcher. The dispatcher couid then monitor the status of cases and their 

assignments via video display devices. The system would also create and 

mainta:" a record of these activities. For this work, a $410,434 LEAA grant 

was obtained. 62 

Phase I work was completed in mid-1976, and a follow up grant of 

$250,000 was sought to expand the basic system in three ways: 

61. ~1al"y Ann Pate, "Change Processes: An Analysis of the Paperwork Simpli
fication and the Resource Allocation Projects in the Boston Police Depart
ment,1I Interim Report (rough draft), July 1974, pp. 2-3. 

62. Massachusetts Committee on Criminal Justice, 1976 Comprehensive Criminal 
Justice Plan, p. 44. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

develop a direct interface with the state police computer; 

develoo a tie-in via video display and ha",-': ,,'~Y printing 
devices to the districts; and 

create additional on-line data files to alert dispatchers} 
and thereby field ufficers, Qf hazards associated with par
ticlllar response situations. b3 

LEAA approval of the Phase II grant request was received shortly there

after. In November 1976, however, partly as a result of pressure from the 

police union, the Boston City Council voted to reject the federal g"rant. 

With at least one Council member a"lluding to a "national rack8t," the 

action was explained in terms of the fear that if the funds were approved, 

the same civilian aides and consultants would be back using the funds for 

what the Council felt were projects of questionable benefit. 64 The Mayor 

and the police depa'tment tried to fight the Council IS action, but to no 

ava i 1 . 

Since the City Council vote, the BPD has been exploring ways of lIsin9 

existing departmental resources to complete Phase II work. 

L. Findings and Conclusions 

The udsic question raised at the beginning of this case study was 

whether the President's Crime Commission was realistic in its assumptions 

about why Clnd how police departments would implement the advanced techno

logical systems the Commission advocated, and what the impact of such techno

logy would be. While there are obvious problems to drawing conclusions to 

63. Ibid., p. 45. 

64. Boston Globe, November 23, 1976, pp. 1, 3. 
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such questions on the basis (\f a sing'Ie case, it seems 1 ikely that many 

aspects of the Boston Police Department's experience may be generalizable 

to other large urban police forces. Indeed. m~ny of the other cases pre

sented in this volume exhibit similar patterns of experience, as do related 

studies which have been conducted. 55 

1. The Implementation Process. The data on the Boston Police Depart

ment indicates that the Crime Commission's endorsement of highly sophisti

cated technology (computers, simillation models, automated command-and-control 

systems, and the like) probably did serve as an importnnt inducement for 

departments to procure such hardware. Since the BPD infrequently had the 

in-house technical expertise and resources to adequately evaluate techno

logical proposals,56 it was forced to rely to a great extent on the opinions 

of external reference groups (such as the IACP and the Crime Commission) for 

an appraisal of the technology's potentia1 utility. ~loreover, during a time 

when the BPD was under pressure to demonstrate significant reform (and 

65. See for example Kenneth C. London, Computers and Bureaucratic 
Reform: The Pol i ti ca 1 Functions of Urb,9n Informati on Systems (New York; 
John ~~iley, 1974); Garry D. Brewer, Politicians, 8ureaucrats, and the 
Consultant, (New York: Basic Books,l97~lartin Greenberger, Matthew 
A. Crenson, and Brian L. Crissey, ~lodels in the Policy Proce,,§s, Public 
Decjsi o..!lJ~ak~~ the Computer Era ( New York: Russel"! Sage Foundati on" 
1976); and J. Chaiken, T. Crabill, L. Holliday, D. Jacquett, M. Lawless 
and E. Quade, Criminal Justice Models, An Overview, Rand Report R-1859-DOJ, 
(Santa Man i ca ,Ca 1 if.: Rand Corpora t ion, October, 1975). 
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concurrently was experiencing considerable political ar.d intra-department 

opposition to many of the changes that had been recommended), the sophisti

cated technology--in large part as a result of the Commission's endorsement 

--promised to provide the administration with highly visible symbols of 

modernization and professionalization. 

The problem in relying on the Commission's recommendations, however, is 

the fact that its evaluation of the technology did not necessarily represent 

a balanced picture. The Task Force Report on Science and Technology, from 

which the Commission got most of its research techniques, was prepared by 

the Institute for Defense Analyses. As its name implies, the Institute's 

activities normally were limited to performing systems analyses for the 

Department of Defense. However, a number of the Institute's members were 

interested in expanding the market for such techniques in the domestic 

sector. Accordingly, it is not surprising that the Institute's assessment 

of the technology is an exceedingly opt'imistic one. 

In addition to the importance of endorsement by law enforcement opinion 

leaders, the Boston experience demonstrated that the Commission was correct 

in anticipating that federal subsidization would be another powerful in

centive for departments to adopt the recommended technology. During the 

period examined, there were few individua1s in the BPD who were seriously 

committed to applying the technology. As a result, if federal funds had not 

been available and the projects had to compete with other units of the 

organization for scarce resources, it is clear that the BPD's technological 
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program would have been much smaller. 66 

However, while the availability of federal funding permitted experi

mentation which otherwise would have been impossible, it also brought its 

problems. The lack of a significant BPO financial stake in the technological 

program, for instance, seems to have contributed to the administration's 

tendency to be lax in demanding concrete results during the first years of 

the program. 

In fact, although the Crime Commission correctly assessed the importance 

of certain factors in the decision to acquire the advanced systems, it 

failed to anticipate the range of problems which the BPO encountered in the 

course of developing and implementing the recommended technology. For 

example, as a result of the disorganized state of the BPO's existing records 

system, the complexity of the proposed technology, and the lack of previous 

efforts to serve as guidelines, the CCS developed required much more time 

and money than had been originally estimated. Consequently, four years and 

over $350,000 were required to produce an error-filled prototype version of 

the system. Moreover, because of more recent developments in the computer 

field, the technical work completed on the CCS was of little value to the 

subsequent CAD project (Phase I), which itself ended up costing at least 

twice as much as what the Task Force on Science and Technology had predicted 

66. The survey findings outlined in Chapter II appear to substantiate the 
importance of the federal grant program. According to the 1974 survey, over 
forty percent of those police departments who have access to a computer 
indicated that they had received LEAA subsidization of their- electronic 
data processing operation, and more than 65 percent of these forces admitted 
that their computer facility would have been smaller or non-existant without 
such help. 
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a complete system would cost. 67 If the Boston experience is at all repre

sentative, one could hypothesize that many other departments attempting to 

develop advanced systems would experience similar cost and schedule overruns. 

The national survey of police departments \'Ihich was directed by Colton in 

1974 (see Chapter II) seem to further document that police departments have 

had problems in implementing CAD. 

In addition; because the Boston Police Department did not have the 

technical expertise to effectively monitor and evaluate the work that was 

being performed, the department was in an extremely vulnerable position 

relative to the vendors and consultants. Moreover, some of the firms with 

whom the BPD dealt appeared at times to be insensitive or unresponsive to 

the basic needs of the organization, such as when the vendor leased the BPD 

an expens i ve computer sys tem wh i ch the fi rm knew wou1 d do 1 ittl e more than . 

the tasks already being performed by the department's unit record equipment. 

Even when the MIT-trained operations researcher became project director for 

the technological projects and could deal directly with the consultants, he 

was limited in the actions which he could take to expedite the cess develop

ment. For instance, a decision to fire the CCS consultant before something 

tangible had been produced probably would have prompted a review by the 

funding bodies, would have impaired the II reform li image of the department, 

and may have led to complete termination of the CCS effort (an outcome which 

the project director wished to avoid). 

67. The Task Force on Science and Technology had estimated that a command
and-control system for a city like Boston would cost $200,000; the actual 
figures for the CCS and CAD (Phase I) development projects were $350,000 
and $410,000, respectively. 
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Since many police departments during the last decade may have been as 

technologically naive as the BPD, it seems likely that other departments 

required the services of outside experts, and were in a similarly vulnerable 

position. In 1972, for instance, the U.S. Congressional Committee on Govern

ment Operations which investigated the LEAA block grant program reported 

that nearly one-fifth of every state Planning Agency planning dollar had 

been spent on outside consultants. Moreover, the Committee suggested that 

there was a strong possibility that vendor "overselling" and consultant mis

con1uct might be a common phenomenon. 68 

An interesting finding of the Boston case was the small role played by 

the local LEAA State Planning Agency in the day-to-day development of the 

technological systems. Given the limited technic'dl expertise and ma!lpower 

which the 9PD could devote to the federally funded projects, the active in

volvement of the SPA staff might have contributed a great deal in terms of 

both the department's ability to monitor on-going work and the accountability 

of the consultants. During McNamara's administration, however, the SPA 

staff was surprisingly ill-informed about the technological projects' 

development, and apparently did li" ,le more than routinely and uncritically 

approve the BPD's requests for additional grants. Even after the CCS con-
, 

sultant had repeatedly failed to meet contract 'objectives, the BPD ex-

perienced litile difficulty in getting additional funds. 69 

68. Committee on Government Operations, supra note 65, pp. 17-60. 

69. This particular situation may have been a consequence of the relative 
newness of the SPA (and LEAA programs), however. Because it had been recent
ly established, the SPA may not have had time to institute thorough moni
toring procedures. Moreover, during the first few years of its existance, 
the SPA apparently had more money than it had promising projects to fund. 
Yet, in order to guarantee that the state's share of the LEAA program funds 
were not reduced the following year, the SPA was under pressure to distribute 
all the available funds. 
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Moreover, when the SPA staff finally assumed a more critical attitude 

toward the federally-funced projects after the departure of McNamara and 

his director of planning, they relied almost entirely on an evaluation per

formed by an outside firm for their understanding of the causes of the 

projects' problems, and their opinion of the technology's merits. The final 

report from this evaluation-~which contains a number of inaccuracies--pro

vided the interreg~um BPD command staff with a strong justification for 

abandoning the CCS system whose principle advocate they had resented (because 

the MIT-trained project/planning director was a civilian, yet had consider

able influence on McNamara and department policy). Further, since the evalu

ation placed the blame for the earlier project's failure on the previous 

commissioner and planning director, the SPA felt no hesitation in awarding 

the subsequent CAD contract to the same consultant which had had respons

ibility for the CCS I development. 70 

The clear issue which emerges from the Boston implementation experience 

is the questionability of attempting to introduce a major innovation in an 

organization where there is little internal support for such an effort. 

Endorsement by the elite of the law enforcement community and federal funding 

may be powerful inducements to experiment with the technology. However, if 

the technology doesn't have a broad and influential constituency in the 

organization or continuity of project staff, or if it threatens powerful 

groups, it is very likely that the implementation effort will fail. Because 

the CCS project had few advocates within the department, when several key 

70. In fairness to ADL, it should be noted that the CAD project apparently 
experienced few of the management problems which had characterized the CCS 
development ~ffort. 
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individuals left the BPD the entire project ground to a halt. Moreover, 

while the subsequent administration has been able to implement part of its 

CAD system, opposition from both internal and external groups has created 

a moratorium on completion of the system. 

2. The Impact of the Technology. While neither of the command-and

control systems planned by the BPD has become fully operational, the Boston 

case provides some indicators that technology's impact on police operations 

may be quite different from what the Crime Commission antiCipated. 

For one thing, the Boston experience demonstrates that implementation 

is a much more difficult process than the Commission's report would have led 

one to expect. And, where implementation of the technology has failed 

(either for technical or behdvioral reasons), it seems logical to conclude 

that the system's impact on department performance will be negligible, out

side of the negative effect of having diverted resources and attention from 

other reform efforts. 

The Boston case also suggests that in those cases where the command

and-control systems have been more successfully introduced, its principal 

focus may not be crime control (as the Crime Commission had envisioned), 

but managerial control of personnel. From the Boston experience, it appears 

that police administrators may be judged by their superiors more on the 
/' 

basis of their general ability to placade citizens and keep their personnel 

"in line" than on aggregate (and often unreliable) crime statistics. ~lost 

police administrators have far less control of personnel than the Commission 

assumed in its reform recommendations, though, and certainly a lot less than 

the administrators themselves would like. For such administration, the 

technology represents the opportunity to get instantaneous data on the 
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activities of each patrol car, and therefore more accountability from the 

patrol force. 

Even in connection with the narrower objective of supervision, however, 

there is considerable uncertainty regarding the amount of additional control 

which will accrue from such systems. At best, command-and-control systems 

such as the BPD tried to develop will only provide data on where a patrol 

unit is and how long it has been at its various locations. The administrator 

still will not know what the officers actually have been doing. In addition, 

even this limited supervisory capability can be abrogated through collusion 

of the patrol force and dispatchers. 71 The Boston experi8nce also showed 

that members of the patrol force may not be reluctant to employ more dramatic 

gestures of disapproval of management IS attempts to increase control. 72 

71. For a discussion of collusion between the patrol force and dispatchers, 
see Jonathan Rubinstein, City Police (New York: Farrar, Strauss, and 
Giroux, 1973). ~ 

72. Gestures of disapproval such as were exhibited by some patrolmen in 
response to the introduction of the screen activators and CAD are not likely 
to be unique to Boston. For instance, as part of a digital communications 
experiment, the Oakland Police Department placed manual car location trans
mittors in the marked patrol cars of one of its districts. A technical 
problem with the dispatching room's computer developed, however, and brought 
about a temporary shut-down of the system. When the computer facility re
pairs had been completed several months later, the project staff found that 
most of the devices in the patrol cars had been broken. It seems that the 
transmitters had been installed on the patrol cars' dashboards where the 
field officers had kept clipboards for their stolen car notices. The patrol 
officers had gone along with the experiment when the devices were first 
placed in their vehicles; however, after the system had been shut down for 
a number of weeks and no action taken on their requests that the devices be 
removed, the patrol officers started using the devices as makeshift clip
boards. Unfortunately, in using the pressure-sensitive faces of the trans
mittor as clipboards, the officers often destroyed critical parts of the 
devi ces' circuitry. (See Scott Hebert, "0; spatchi ng and Communi cati ons 
Technology in the Oakland Police Department," supra note 65.) 
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There are undoubtably some departments who are applying the technology 

as the Commission intended--that is) toward the reduction of response time 

in hopes of increasing arrest rates and the patrol force's deterrent effect. 

Unfortunately, because of the CCS' premature termination and the CAD's in

complete development, the Boston case to date provides us with little in

sight regarding the actual effectiveness of the advanced systems in reducing 

response time. 

However, as we have previously argued in Chapter VII of this volume, 

even a sizable reduction in response time will not necessarily guarantee a 

corresponding increase in arrest or crime control performance. Crime and 

criminal justice agencies are both much more complex phenomena than the 

Commission's Task Force on Science and Technology represented in its report 

advocating command-and-control systems. And, short of requiring citizens 

to carry personal location devices and monitoring all buildings with cameras 

--actions which not only would be exceedingly expensive but also would signal 

the r,tablishment of a police state--I seriously suspect that no techno

logical development is likely to result in a significant improvement in the 

police's ability to curtail criminal behavior. 73 This view is shared by a 

number of police scholars, including James Q. Wilson, who has written: 

... "1 doubt that any department, any strategy, or any 
organizational principles will permit the police to make 

73. It might be useful to remember that in 1931 the Wickersham Commission 
had predicted that mobile patrol units, better records systems, and modern 
communications devices would give the police the IIwinning edge" in the war 
on crime. Yet, despite the pervasiveness of such technology in present-day 
police org'lnizations, there is little evidence that the police are any 
better at controlling crime than they were before such equipment became 
commonplace. 
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more than a slight or temporary reduction in the rate 
of most common crimes ... It would be well, therefore, 
not to "oversell" proposed improvements in pol ice man
power, organization, training, equipment, or tactics. 1174 

Nor are the other agencies of the criminal justice system likely to experi

ence much greater success than the police in bringing about a reduction in 

the incidence of crime in the near future. 75 In fact, about the only short

term approach that we can be confident will result in a decrease in crime is 

decriminalization. 76 

74. James Q. Wilson, "Dilemmas of Police Administration," in Public Adminis
tration Review, Vol. XXVIII, No.5, Sept.fOct. 1968, p. 415. 

75. See Part B OT Chapter VII for a fuller discussion of this subject. 

76. In his essay On Liberty" John Stuart Mill defined the proper sphere 
of the criminal law: 

liThe principle is, that the sole end for which mankind 
are warranted, individually or collectively, in interfering 
with the liberty of action of any of their members is self 
protection. That the only purpose for which power can be 
rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community 
against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His own 
good, either physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant, 
he cannot rightfully be compelled to do so or forbear because 
it would be better for him to do so, because it will make 
him happier, because, in the opinion of others, to so would 
be wise or even ri£lht." 

If we accept this definition, we must also conclude that the current sanc
tions in our criminal code against "victimless crimes" (such as gambling, 
homosexuality, prostitution, and drug abuse), like all attem9ts to regulate 
the private moral conduct of the citizen, represent an improper "ovet'reach" 
of the criminal law. 

(Footnote continued on next page.) 
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This situation raises fundamental questions not only about the purpose 

and value of technology in 1aw enforcement, but also about the wisdom of the 

police professionalization movement's traditional prescription for reform. 

For example, the professionalists have consistently argued that the responsi

bilities of the police should be narrowed to the law enforcement function. 

Yet, if there is little hope of the police becoming much more effective at 

law enforcement than they cut'rently are without enormous infusions of addi

tional manpower and various forms of surveillance technology,77 it would 

seem to me that making this task their sole fUnction would be an unwise 

move. 78 

76. (cont'd.) Moreover, Morris and Hawkins have pointed out that the 
existing criminal proscriptions against such behavior has a secondary 
criminogenic effect. Briefly, their argument is as follows: the imposition 
of criminal sanctions creates a "crime tariff" on such goods and services, 
which drives up prices and discourages competition; this leads to the growth 
of large-scale criminal groups which use the funds garnered from the pro
vision of the illegal services/goods to diversify and expand into other 
criminal activity; moreover, in instances where the demand is inelastic 
(such as narcotics), the high prices force individuals into further criminal 
activity to pay for the services/goods; final'ly, because such crimes gener
ally lack complainants asking for the protection of the criminal law, en
forcement is particularly difficult and inefficient, and bribery and 
political corruption, as well as illegal means of enforcement, often result. 
(See Norwal Morris and Gordon Hawkins, The Honest Politicians Guide to Crime 
Control (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969), pp. 4-6.) 

77. As used here, "surveillance technology" not only includes electronic 
"bugs," locatiun devices, and audio/visual monitoring equipment, but also 
law enforcement databanks. 

78. Moreover, the Boston experience intimates that, in some cases, the 
efforts (inspired by the professionalization movement) to insulate patrolmen 
from political influc;nce and the "spoils system II may have only succeeded in 
widening the gulf which many patr'ol officers perceive to exist between them
selves and citizens, and reducing police responsiveness to the communities 
they are supposed to serve. (For more discussion on this subject, see 
Robert M. Igleburger et al., "Changing Urban Police: Practitioners I View" 
in Innovation in Law Enforcement (Washington, D.C.: National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1972), p. 88.) 
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· Determining the proper Y'ole of the police in a democratic society is 

only one of the issues that criminal justice reformers and the public at 

large should be continually addressing. For instance, if we are interested 

in justice, and not merely the control of crime~ then in addition to seek-

ing effective enforcement strategies we must also carefully examine why 

certain acts are labelled criminal, and why individuals commit them. How

ever, by defining crime and police misconduct as technical problems, the 

"technological approachll to criminal justice reform often obfuscates the 

process of addressing such questions. 79 If the emphasis on technological 

approaches continues to deflect attention from these more fundamental issues 

of reform, then instead of being the boon which the Crime Commission contem-
\ 

plated, the advanced tEchnology may end up seriously impairing the quality of 

criminal justice in the United States. 

79. See Part B of Chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER XI 

EVALUATION OF THE PHASE I IMPLEMENTATION OF AN AUTOMATIC 
VEHICLE MONITORING (AVM) SYSTEM IN ST. LOUIS 

By'Richard C. Larson~ Kent W. Colton, and Gilbert C. Larson 

The potential police uses of automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) 

systems were first highlighted in 1967 by the President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administration of Justice.' Studies made at that time ~ug

gested that such systems might achieve cost-effective reductions in police 

r~sponse time, and that they might improve apprehension rates and thus serve 

as a deterrent to crime. Fully eight years after the report of the President's 

Commission had been published, the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Dep(1rt"me:;t"-" 

(MPD) installed a computer-a~sisted dead-reckoning system, FLAIR -- the first 

implementation of an AVM system in a major urban police department. 2 By 

Work on the evaluation project reported in this chapter was supported by 
Grant No. 75NI-99-00l4 from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, to Public 
Systems Evaluation, Inc., a nonprofit corporation in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
This case is included hecause of its overall relevance to the subject of the 
book. Points of view or opinions stated in this chapter are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily represent t~~ official positions or policies 
of the U.S. Department of Justice. T.his chapter is very similar to a report 
presented to the National Institute uy the same authors, entitled "Evaluation 
of a Police Implemented AVM System: Phase I, with Recommendations for Other 
Cities, A Summary Report,1I 1976. 

1. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 
Task Force Re art, Science and Technolo ,and The Challenge of Crime in a 
Free Society v/ashington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printinq Office, 1967). 

2. FLAIR;s a registered trademcrk of the Boeing Company, signifying Fleet 
Location And Information Reporting. The issues discussed here pertain only 
to the FLAIR system, and specifically to the Phase I prototype syst~!11' not 
an lI off-the-s·he1f tl production system. --......, 
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early 1976, a Phase I prototype system, which had been implemented in the 

Third District of the MPD, had completed its first test year. A Phase II pro

duction system incorporating improvements arising from the Phase I experience 

was to be implemented in 1977. This chapter presents a summary of an 18-month 

evaluation of Ph~se I. 

An AVM system should be distinguished from two other computerized sys

tems: AVL (Automatic Vehicle Location) and CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch). 

AVM gives a police dispatcher real-time location estimates of each vehicle in 

a fleet and, through its monitoring function, provides additional vehic1e 

status information, for example, lIin pursuit,1I "enroute to scene," or "driver 

door open." An AVL system provides only location estimates, without any addi

tional status information. A CAD system utilizes a computerized geographic 

base file to pat'tially automate the call-answering, processing, and dispatch

ing activities of a police dispatch center. A CAD system may include either 

an AVM or an AVL system. 

With the computer-assisted dead reckoning system which is being installed 

in St. Louis, vehicle locations are estimated (after their starting positions 

have been established) by integrating raw distance ~nd heading data transmitted 

at fixed intervals from the vehicle. The computer assistance occurs in a "map

matching" process which usually constr~\~ns a vehicle 1 s estimated position to 

be on a street and which corrects for accumulated distance errors when the 

vehicle turns onto another street. This normal mode of tracking is called 

IIc10sed loop." A vehicle estimated to be driving on other than a mapped 

street will be tracked in "open loop" mode, uti1izing only the raw data. 

Occasionally, accumulated errors develop which eventually cause a vehicle to 

become 1I10stll -- that is, the computer can no longer match the vehicle's 

trajectory with possible map routes. When the tracking algorithm recognizes 
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that a vehicle may be lost, the computer causes a IIV II to be displayed with 

the vehicle number, notifying the dispatcher to verify the vehicle's estimated 

location, and if necessary, to reinitialize to the proper 10cation. 3 

Vehicle location information is presented to the dispatcher on a computer

driven CRT display map, utilizing various colors, magnification scales~ and a 

dispatcher-controlled cursor for indicating locations of incidents and vehicles. 

Using this information, the dispatcher can dispatch the car or cars closest to 

the scene ~f an incident and also perform certain command and control functions 

that would have teen impossible without real-time vehicle location information. 

The monitored status of each unit, which is also displayed on the screen, is 

obtained from voluntarily transmitted canned messages (lIofficer-in-trouble,1I 

"emergency alarm,'l llarrived at scene ll ) utilizing the same car-to-base station 

digital channel used for transmitting tracking data. In a strict sense, cer-

tain of these canned messages transcend the monitoring function and include a 

number of responses such as IImessage received ll that are normally viewed as part 

of the radio communication process. Thus, the communicating officer is pro-

vided wi th nearly imme,di ate cOJTlj;1uni cati on to the di spatcher, regardless of 

possible congestion in the voice channel. 4 

3. In addition, when a vehicle travels outside the system boundary (for 
example, outside the Third District, during Phase I) or ~s in the vicinity 
of a magnetic anoma'ly or has travelled IItooll far in an unmapped lIop~n loopll 
area, a IIWU appears which notifies the dispatcher to reinitialize the 
indicated vehicle after a reasonable waiting period. 

4. For further details on the system see R.W. Lewis and T.W. Leznick, "A 
Report on the Boeing ;leet Location and Information Reporting System," 
The Boeing Company, Wichita, Kansas, paper presented at the 10th Annual 
Carnahan Crime Countermeasures Conference, University of Kentucky, Lexington, 
Kentucky. This paper contains Boeingls description of FLAIR and the Phase I 
implementation results. 
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I. 

A. Design of the Evaluation 

AVMsystems and other high technology systems proposed for urban services 

need to be critically evaluated because of the cost/benefit questions sur

rounding them and the likelihood of their'increased use during the co~ir.g 

decades. A proper evaluation must look beyond the purely technological fea

tures of the system to its impact on the operation of urban services and on 

the attitudes and behavior of personnel. Focusing on these three topics 

technology, operations, and attitudes -- this chapter summarizes the results 

of an intensive l8-month evaluation of the Phase I AVM System in the Third 

District of the St. Louis MPD. The major part of the chapter analyzes the 

technological, operations, and attitudinal impacts of Phase I, and the conclud

ing section discusses more general issues, such as the benefits and costs of 

AVM. 

In considering the results of the evaluation, it is important to remember 

that in 1976 when this chapter was written the AVM implementation in St. Louis 

was sti 11 an "experiment in progress." The city-wi de Phase II of thi s ex

periment was being planned at that time, and its results were likely to be 

quite different from those of Phase I. The issues raised in Phase I promised, 

nevertheless, to be important for Phase II. Moreover, because many of the 

Phase I experiences in St. Louis are likely to be repeated in other cities 

and with other forlils of AVM technology, a discussion of these experiences may 

assist other cities in their consideration and implementation of AVM systems. 

Following the MPD's own priorities, the l8-month evaluation focused on 

four objectives: 

o reduction in response time; 
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o improvement in officer safety; 

o reduction in voice-band congestion;5 and 

o enhancement of command and control capabilities. 

Generally speaking, each of these objectives has the potential of improving 

a police department's productivity. Considering that more than 90 percent of 

a department's budget is normally expended on salaries, fringe benefits 1 and 

pensions; that each round-the-clock one-person or two-person patrol car costs 

between $100,000 and $350,000 per year to operate;6 that many cities are 

unable to increase the budgets for their urban services; and that demands for 

urban services keep rising (sometimes by l11~ji" than 10 percent per year); the 

need for productively improving systems and procedures is apparent. 

An overall outline of the evaluation plan, showing both its objectives 

and its three types of ana lys is, is presented in Fi gure 11 -1. The most import

ant issues raised under each of the analytical headings will be discussed. 

Full details of the evaluation, including the data that were collected and 

analyzed, are contained in the Final Report which was prepared in 1976, as 

part of the evaluation project. 7 

5. As pointed out previously, this objective is not strictly AVM-related. 

6. This annual cost is based on the assumption that five police officers 
are required to staff a one-person car for three shifts, including weekends, 
vacations, holidays, and sick leave. For a two-person car, ten police of
ficers are required. Depending on salary levels, fringe benefits, and over
head rates (which vary considerably), the cost of a one-person car is generally 
$100,000 or more and a t\'JO-person car is $200,000 or more. 

7. R. C. Larson, K. W. Colton, G. C. Larso.n, and M.A. McKnew, "Evaluating 
an Implemented AVM System - Phase 1,11 Public Systems Evaluation, Inc., 
Cambridge, Mass., 1976, available from the Office of Evaluation, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Crimina1 Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D. C. This document 
is referred to elsewhere as the "Final Report." 
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Figure 11-1: Overall Evaluation Plan 

EVALUATION PLAN 
AVM System Implemented 
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.-------------------------,----------------------------------
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1. Reduction in response time 
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B. Technological Analysis 

This section reviews Phase I technical performance, with emphasis on ac

curacy and reliability, and describes the corrective actions planned for 

Phase II. 

l~ System performance., Taking into consideration the complexity of the 

new technology, the system functioned well. The color display terminal showed 

the selected m~p of a part of the city with police vehicles traveling on streets 

and with each vehicle identified by number and by class. The display of vehicle 

status, digital code messages, and the four closest cars to an incident site 

were readily discerned. Operation of the display terminal was reasonably 

simple, and most of the better dispatchers integrated the AVM-supplied informa

tion into the dispatching process. 

~ The principal hardware-operating problem during Phase I was accuracy, 

purticularly as it related to the frequency of lost cars. A major system prob

lem was radio-channel capacity: the assigned channel (UHF) accommodated only 

97 cars compared to the 200 required by the FCC. These problems were largely 

responsible for the two major design changes planned for Phase II: 

o an entirely new radio transmission digital format 

which will provide for the required number of vehicles 

per channel, the increased number of bits for distance 

and heading information, more precise synchronizing 

signals, satellite stations, and other improvements; and 

o an entirely new software package that will increase 

computer capacity, include changes to improve open

and closed-loop tracking, and provide more information 

on street widths and off-street ,areas far improved accuracy. 
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a. System Accuracy. Phase I tests showed 95 percent of vehicle ~ 

location estimates to te within 625 feet of the true location--an average 

location estimation error of 137 feet (upper bound) to 101 feet (lower 

bound), depending on the error distribution assumptions--and showed SO 

percent of the estimates to be within 90 feet of the true 10cation.S 

During both the regular Phase I operations and a special three-week test 

period, the system experienced an average of about 11 reinitializations 

per car day, or about 2.2 hours between losses of a tracked vehicle. The 

computer assistance in constraining vehicles to be on streets and correct-

ing for accumulated distance errors when a corner was turned was responsible 

for the exceptional performance for SO percent of the samples; however, too 

many of the vehicles escaped the computer hold, causing the relatively 

poor 90 percent confidence level and the large number of lost vehicles. 

Errors that caused loss in location accuracy gave rise to lost 

vehicles. A modeling analysis, coupled with empirical tests~ indicated 

that the following six factors contributed to diminished accuracy and 

smaller values of the mean time between losses, or equivalently, to 

increased values of the number of reinitializations per vehicle per day.9 

(1) Random error. Random error resulted from tire slippage, 

irregular driving patterns, speed variations (if viewed 
. 10 

as uncorrectable), and mapping errors. Measurements 

S. Based on 713 dispatcher-conducted location checks in which the actual 
location of randomly selected cars was compared with the indicated 
location on the FLAIR display console. 

9. See Chapter V of the Final Report for a description of modeling analysis. 

10. Variations in speed cause predictable variations in tire circumference. ~ 
These variations can be I1corrected for ll in the computer-tracking algorithm. 
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showed, for example, that with a calib,rated "fifth wheel II 
,7 

./ 
the errors caused by exaggerated land switching ranged from 

0.1 percent (five feet per mile) to 0.28 percent (15 feet 

per mile). Simple geometrical models predicted errors of 

up to 80 feet due to alternative methods of turning corners 

and traversing curves (inside versus outside lane). 

(2) Quantization in distance, angle, and time. In Phase I, 

angular and distance resolutions were too coarse--ll.25° 
-

and 24 feet, respectively. The Phase II system w-ill include 

two additional bits for each of these variables, yielding 

resolutions of 2.8 0 and 6 feet, respectively. Time quanti

zation was originally two seconds (i.e., location data were 

transmitted once ever-y two seconds), but that was reduced 

to one second in Phase I; the Phase II system will have an 

update interval slightly greater than once per second. 

(3) Systematic errors. Such errors were due to tempei~ature, 

tire wear, and speed (if viewed as correctable). Phase I 

tests showed that tires increased in diameter with speed, 

causing errors at 60 mph (compared to 30 mph) of 2 percent 

(or 106 feet per mile) for a steel-belted radial tire. Phase 

II will incorporate "velocity" correction in the computer 

algorithm to correct errors from this source. Tires de

creased in diameter due to wear, measuring 2 percent (106 

feet per mile) for rayon-belted and 1.2 percent (63 feet 

per mile) for steel-belted radial. Phase II corrections 

will pI"ovide for odometer recalibrations. Any systematic 

angular errors are usually corrected in the map-mat~hing 

process. 
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(4) Open loop tracking. As a result of crude quantization 

intervals in Phase I, open-loop driving was a primary cause 

of lost vehicles. Tests in off-street areas (parking lots, 

shopping centers) under open-loop conditions caused a V or 

a W to appear for four of the eight areas visited, ~nd 

required three reinitializations. This indicated poor 

performance, but the results require further verification 

because of the small sample size. The finer distance and 

angular resolutions in Phase II should reduce the extent of 

this problem. 

(5) Missed signals. In the FLAIR system, if the headquarters 

receiver misses two or more consecutive signals, errors ~an 

occur if a turn has taken place during that time. Three or 

more consecutively missed signals are more serious because ~ 

the digital odometer may recycle, suggesting a travel speed 

much lower than actual speed. In a test throughout the 

city involving more than 5,000 time-slot transmissions, 

2.35 percent of the signals missed (weak), 0.58 were bad 

data, and 0.31 percent were one of two consecutively missed 

signals. Ov~rall, performance was good except in the one 

area of the city that is in the shadow of a hill. A satel-

lite station may be required to provide reliable signal 

transfer. In Phase II, more historical data will be 

retained in the computer and the ~lgorjthm will be modified 

to use these data to reduce the probability of, error from 

these causes. 

\. 
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(6) Susceptibility to subversion. The system was open to acts 

by patrol officers and dispatchers that were aimed at in

tentionally reducing system effectiveness. These included 

deliberately driving near magnetic anomalies and reporting 

incorrect locations. Subversion will be a major concern of 

the Phase II evaluation. 

While some of the error sources just described appear to be of minor 

consequence, the cumulative effect of even small errors can reduce location 

acc~racy. The inclusion of real-time speed monitoring in Phase II (and periodic 

recalibration of the odometer) ~ill aid in the reduction of systematic error. 

Nevertheless, a ,certain amount of random error will remain due to changes in the 

center-line street mapping technique. As a part of the Phase I evaluation, a 

model was developed to predict the mean time between losses of a computer

tracked vehicle location system. 1l Analysis using this model suggested that 

reasonably tight tolerances on systematic and random error could cut the number 

of losses (per vehicle) due solely to these types of errors to one or two per 

day. Of course, additional losses may still result from missed signals, open

l?op tracking, and system vulnerability. 

Although it is too early to set the required accuracy performance levels, 

earlier simulation analyses have suggested that in a homogeneous city with no 

irr,egularities in travel paths, virtually all of the possible mean travel time 

reduction is achievable with one-quarter beat length resolution. 12 In the 

11. For details on this model see Chapter X and Appendix A. 

12. R. C. Larson, Urban Police Patrol Analysis (Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 
1972), chap. 7. ~'''' __ . 

.. .. ..... .. ~ ~ . 
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Third District of St. Louis, where the average beat is half a square mile, the 

average beat length is 1/ 2 0.707 mile. Thus, one-quarter beat length reso- ~ 
lution correspondes to 0.~07 0.177 mile = 933 feet. Other considerations, 

however, give rise to a more stringent resolution requirement. For example, 

accuracy of one-half block or better is needed in order to determine on which 

side of a barrier, such as an expressway, a car is located, or to quickly lo

cate an officer in trouble in a high-density urban area, or to direct cars to 

specific streets during a command and control operation that involves a chase 

or the sealing off of an area. In St. Louis, this would indicate an accuracy 

requirement of approximately 220 feet with 95 percent confidence, based on the 

estimated average block length. The FLAIR System has an accuracy requirement 

that appears even more stringent, in that it must correctly 'identify each of 

the streets (including allpys) into which a vehicle has turned, which, in the 

case of the short dimension of many rectangular blocks, implies an accuracy 

requirement of 100-150 feet with 95 percent confidence or higher. If the 

tracking computer associatGs a turn with an incorrect street, it will attempt 

to relocate the vehicle to the correct street, but the risk that the vehicle 

will be lost is quite high. 

Regarding the frequency of lost vehicles, in Phase II a level of perform

ance should be achieved that will be substantially better than the 11 reinitial

izations per car per day that were experienced in Phase I. It is difficult 

to establish a yrecise target objective of tolerable reinitializations per 

car per day because the workloads, confidence levels, and attitudes of those 

using the system are involved. Yet it is important to establish such a 

standard as a means of measuring the performance of the system. In the case 

of FLAIR, the requirement for occasional reinitialization can be rationalized 

as a trade-off for the feature of having location estimates pinpointed to ~ 
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street center-lines, which facilitates command and control operations. For 

this benefit, a "price" of perhaps three oY'four reinitializations per car per 

day may be reasonable. 

b. Reliabilit~. In an AVM system, failures in the base station cause 

the entire system to be inoperative. During Phase I, the mean time between 

failure (MTBF) was 38.9 days and the mean time to repair (MTTR) was 1.32 days, 

resulting in a total downtime per year of 12 days. Most of these failures were 

computer-related. Although Phase II will have a standby computer, which should 

greatly improve performance, the transfer from one computer to the other (a 

manual operation) will take about half an hour, not including the time required 

to initialize the cars in the fleet that h~ve moved and those that have not 

b lf " "t" 1" d 13 een se -lnl la lze . 

For the AVM mobile equipment, the mean time between failure was 7.7 days 

per car. The mean time to repair, which did not include delays at the shop, 

was estimated at 1.05 hours. The most recurrent repair problem, recalibra

tion of the magnetic heading sensor, accounted for 25 percent of all service 

problems. 

The number of repair incidents in Phase I, though high, was perhaps not 

unreasonab 1 e for a tri al system. Rel i abil ity was adversely affected by tempo

rary fixes that were applied as problems were uncovered. Also, Phase I service 

operations were hampered by a lack of service information, test equipment, 

spare parts, and spare AVM-equipped vehicles. 

13. During Phase I, a police car could drive to a location directly in front 
of the Third District station, transmit a code"22,"'and be self-initialized 
to that location without assistance from the dispa'tcher. T\'Jenty-two such 
self-initialization locations are being pl~nned. J 
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2. Phase II concerns. By the end of 1976, many changes and improvements e 
had been scheduled for Phase II that were expected to improve the system. 

However, three important areas of concern still remained that might hamper 

technological performance. 

o The software was all new, was more sophisticated than the old, and 

had four times the memory and eight times as many cars to track. 

Some debugging was to be expected. 

o The radio transmission digital format, which was entirely new, 

employed some state-of-the-art design techniques, and it would 

be operating with much greater loading of the time slots. Effects 

on performance and reliability had to be determined. 

o Signal strengths were weak in at least one area of the city. To 

correct this, a satellite receiver, which had yet to be tried in 

the FLAIR system, might be needed. Also, other weak signal areas 

might be discovered during the city-wide implementation. 

C. Operati 0 1s Analysis 

Since reduction in response time is often cited as one of the primary 

advantages of an AVM system, the Phase I operational evaluation focused on 

that area. To understand the effects of AVM on response time, it was neces

sary to examine the entire police response system, both those aspects which 

were influenced directly by the AVM system and those which were not. 

1. Response time. Response time comprised four distinct components: 

o time until reporting the incident to the police -- the time needed 

to detect the incident and make contact with the police; 

o time for complaint evaluatin processing -- the time needed for 
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a citizen's call to be transferred from the central operator 

to a complaint evaluator, who either forwarded information about 

the incident to the dispatcher or handled the call in some 

other manner; 

o dispatch time -- the time from dispatcher notification of an 

incident to disp~tch of a vehicle; and 

o travel time -- the time from dispatch of the police unit until 

its arrival at the scene of the incident. 14 

The approximate mean magnitudes of tha key components of response time 

for the Third District are shown in Figure ll~~.15 Of these four com

ponents, the first two were not influenced by the AVM system, but the 

last two were closely AVM-related. In the following discussion the 

first two components will be grouped t0gether and treated briefly in 

subsection lIa,1I while the last two--dispatch time and travel time--will 

be broken down and analyzed in detail. 

14. For more detailed discussions of the police emergency response 
system and the potential role of technology in improving system petform
ance, see President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Societ , (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967 ; and Larson, Urban Police Patrol 
Analysis, chap. 7. 

15. Due to the limitations of the incident-type data coding procedure 
employed by the St. Louis MPD in Phase I, it was not possible to perform 
a IIbefore and after II analysis of dispatch delays and travel times by 
priority or urgency of calls. Limited prior;ty~oriented response time 
information was obtained by an on-site observer, as reported in Chapter 
VI of the Final Report. The Phase II evaluation will include a more 
extensive analysis of priority-oriented response time. 
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Figure 11-2: Police emergency response system: n:(~Jsul'ed mean response 
times (St. LOLriS l'letropolitan Police ['~partment, District 3) 
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a. Telephone answering delay and complaint evaluation processing. 

According to studies carried out as part of the Phase I evaluation, a caller 

reporting an incident to the police experienced an average 3D-second delay 

prior to reaching a complaint evaluator, and the evaluator required about 90 

seconds to record the information and direct it to a dispatcher. The AVM 

system had essentially no influence on these components of response, but the 

St. Louis MPD might make c~~tain improvements that would result in time savings. 

For example, an estimated 20 seconds might be eliminated by implementing two 
~~/ 

public te1ephone/r~mbers in St. Louis -- one for,emergencies and one for ad-
.,/' . " 

ministrative calls. If the popular three-digit number 911 were to be used as 

the emergency number further reductions might be achieved. 16 Another possibil

ity would be the implementation of a Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) system. 

b. Dispatch time. The use of an AVM system need not result in a sig

nificant increase in dispatch time if the system is operated properly. Mean 

dispatch time during 1975 (January-November) was 3.62 minutes in the Third 

District, down 1.4 percent from 1974. The comparable figures city.-wide 

(excepting the Third District) were 2.55 minutes, down 8.6 percent from 1974, 

as shown in Table 11_1. 17 During the first half of 1975, the Third District 

dispatch times were generally consistently greater than those for 1974, but 

starting in July they dropped noticeably below the previous year1s figures. 

The initial rise can be attributed to the time required by the dispatchers to 

16. A change to a 911 System or a Centrex System 13 was being considered by 
the St. Louis MPD at the end of 1976. 

17. Dispatch time in the Third District has consistently been longer than in 
the rest of the city. Probable reasons for this include the heavy workload 
in that district and the resulting queuing of dispatches during peak periods. 
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JAN 
FEB 
MAR 
APR 
MAY 
JUN 
JUL 
AUG 
SEP 
OCT 
NOV 

AVG 

Table 11- 1 ' 

Percentage CI,lange in Average Dispatch Times, Third District and CitY-Wide, 
- - -1974 and 1975----- e 

Third District 

Average di spatch 
delays 

(minutes) 
1974 1975 % Change 

3.22 3.46 +7.4% 
3.02 3.46 +14.6 
3.25 3.21 -1.2 
2.65 2.93 +10.6 
2.54 3.66 +44.1 
3.70 4.38 +18.4 
5.22 3.62 -30.6 
4.60 4.06 -11.7 
4.74 3.81 -19.6 
3.46 3.34 -0.9 
3.97 3.77 -5.0 

3.67 3.62 -1.4 

City-Wide Less Third District 

Average di spatch 
de1ays 

(minutes) 
1974 1975 % Change 

2.44 
2.20 
2.29 
2.19 
2. 12 
2.93 
3.41 
3.85 
3.52 
3.03 
2.75 

2.79 

1. 76 
1. 81 
1.80 
2.05 
3.56 
2.84 
2.74 
2.92 
3.02 
2.78 
2.79 

2.55 

-27.9% 
-17.7 
-21.4 
-6.4 

+67.9 

-3.1 
-19.6 
-24.2 
-14.2 
-8.2 
+1.4 

-8.6 

Note: Entries in boxes correspond to the months of intensive on-scene 
evaluation, including stop-watth monitoring, interviewing, and 
special testing. 
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· '. learn the use of the new system. Once they had mastered it, dispatch times for 

the Third District dropped significantly, at a rate faster than the overall 

city-wide average. Other factors which influenced the citY-\'1ide and Thir'd 

District reductions in dispatch time were a drop in the call-for-service work

load -- a 12 percent decrease in the Third District and a 10 percent reduction 

city-wide -- and, perhaps, the presence of on-scene evaluators and their in-

fluence on the dispatcher. 

c. Dispatcher workload. Although mean dispatch times increased for 

the Third District during the first several months of AVM operation, the 

decrease in dispatch times during the remaining months indicates that the effect 

of increase in workload was at least balanced by other factors. The AVM 

system created an estimated 5.6 minutes of additional. work per hour for the 

dispatcher -- due to reinitializations and cursor positioning on dispatches 

that would not have occurred without AVM. Simultaneously, however, some of the 

time that would have been spent in on-the-air conversations was eliminated by 

the car-to-dispatcher digital codes. Whether dispatcher workload increased 

or not, dispatchers did perceive an increase. This appeared to result from 
./' 

the dispatchers' constant awareness of a location check (V of W) that wa~ 

queued in the status column, thereby yielding fewer anticipated per'lods of 

inactivity than would have been the case without AVM. 

d. Limitations on AVM dispatch information. After the dispatcher 

had located the cursor at an incident site, the computer selected the four 

closest cars and displayed their n~mbers on the CRT screen in the order of 

distance from the incident site. The computer then determined the distance by 

adding the X-dimension (East-West) to the V-dimension (North-South), which 

gave correct answers when the blocks were laid out in this manner. But in 
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areas where the axis was rotated to other than North-South or East-·West, or ~ 

where diagonal streets existed, errors resulted from this method of computation, 

which (from the examples constructed) could exceed one minute in estimated 

travel time. Also, the computer listing of closest cars did not take into 

consideratio~ either barriers, such as expressways or canals, or one-way 

streets. It was therefore necessary for the dispatcher to verify the closest 

car by observing its location on the visual display. 

e. Travel time: simulated results. Through the use of a specially 

developed simulation model of police patrol and dispatching, mean travel time 

was estimated to have been reduced by up to 25 percert by switching from pre-

AVM dispatching procedures to closest-car dispatching. 18 A large fraction of 

this anticipated reduction in travel time was attributable, however, to the 

relatively inefficient precinct-oriented dispatch strategy used prior to AVM 

inefficient, that is, in dispatching the closest car. 19 Other modeling analyses ~ 

have indicated that the greatest reduction in travel time that can be expected 

from AVM is much less than 25 percent -- roughly 11 to 15 percent when com-

pared to more conventional non-precinct-oriented dispatch policies. It is 

clear, of course, that the potential benefits of AVM depend critically on the 

dispatching policy to which it is compared. 20 

18. See Chapter VI of the Final Report for a discussion and operating des
cription of the simulation model. 

19. In St. L0uis, a precinct is a small collection of contiguous beats, and 
each district contains two or more precincts. Dispatch preferences are given 
to precinct vehicles, even if a vehicle that is in the same district but in 
another precinct is closer. 

20. During the Phase II evaluation, the AVM patrol modeling analysis will 
include a new analytical model as well as the simulation model. R. C. Larson 
and E. A. Franck, IIDispatching the Units of Emergency Service Systems Using 
Automatic Vehicle Location: A Computer-Based Markov Hypercube Model," 
Report TR-2l-76, Innovative Resource Planning Project, MIT,April 1976. This 
paper is to appear in the Journal of Computers and Operations Research. 
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f. Travel time: empirical results. Mean travel time in the Third 

4It District decreased by an average of 8.0 percent, to 4.9 minutes during 1975 

(January-November) compared to the analogous pre-AVM period in 1974. As for 

the mean city-wide travel time, it decreased somewhat less during that period 

by 7.0 percent, to 4.7 minutes. (See Table 11-2.) Since AVM was not used 

to full capacity during much of 1975, it is difficult to draw strong conclu

sions from these data. During a specially monitored three-week test, how

ever, mean travel time in the Third District was down 15 percent (0.89 

minutes) in the test district as compared to the earlier (pre-AVM) 12-month 

levels, but city-wide mean travel time was down 11 percent, suggesting a 

new 4 percent decrease (approximately 15 seconds) due to AVM. Some of these 

reductions could have resulted from decreased ca1l-for-service workloads in 

1975. Therefore, the results of Phase I must be viewed as inconclusive. 

There was no indication that AVM increased travel time, but the empirical 

evidence that it decreased it was not very strong. It is possible that dis

patchers· attitudes, perceptions, and mo:ivations played a key role in measured 

travel-time reduction both in the Third District and thtoughout the city. 

g. Overall response system considerations. As was shown in Figure 

11-2, mean system response time in the Third District was approximately 2.0 

minutes (reporting the incident and complaint evaluation) + 3.5 minutes (dis

patch time) + 5.0 minutes (travel time) = 10.5 minutes. Thus a 3D-second re

duction in mean travel time corresponds to a reduction of about 5 percent in 

overall mean response tine. Even if the s'imulated 25 percent reduction in 

mean AVr~ travel time should take place during Phase II, this would correspond 

to 1.25 minutes or 75 seconds, about a 12 percent reduction in overall mean 

response time. Since about half of the simulated 25 percent reduction was due 

e to pred\1ct-oriented dispatching, only about 37.5 seconds of the travel time 
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Tab 1 e 11- 2 

Percentage Change in Averag~ Travel Times, Third District and City-Wide, 
1974 and 1975 

,-

Third District Cit~-Ylide Less Thi rd District 
Average travel Average travel 

time time 
(mi nutes) (minutes) 

1974 1975 % Change 1974 1975 % Change 
---

JAN 5.44 5.30 -2.57 5.55 4.83 -12.97 
FEB 5.16 4.97 -3.68 4.86 4.62 -4.94 
MAR 5.29 4.89 -7.56 4.82 4.60 -4.56 
APR 5.18 4.79 -7.53 4.76 4.59 -3.57 
MAY 5.37 4.90 -8.75 4.90 4.69 -4.29 
JUN 5.32 4,83 -9.21 4.89 4.67 -4.50 
JUL 5.46 4.78 -12.45 5.05 4.73 -6.34 
AUG 5.59 4.48 -13.42 5.29 4.62 -12.67 
SEP 5.58 4.74 -15.05 5.22 4.71 -9.77 
OCT 5.31 5. 18 -2.45 5.02 4.60 -8.37 
NOV 5.18 4.97 -5.41 4.97 4.80 -3.42 --

AVG 5.35 4.92 -8.00 5.03 4.68 -7.00 

Note: Entries in boxes correspond to the months of intensive on-scene 
evaluation, including stop-watch monitoring, interviewing, and 
special testing. 
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reduction could reasonably be attributed to AVM~ corresponding to 6 percent of 

the response time of the total system. Overall impacts on response time of 

AVM are likely to be small in Phase II, which suggests that if the St. Louis 

MPD is interested in average response time improvements, it should concentrate 

on aspects of the police response system that are not directly related to AVM. 

In any case, during the Phase II implementation the sample iize and data coding 

procedures will permit response time to be examip~d as a function of the prior-

ity or urgency of the call. 
/ 

// 

h. Cross-beat dispatches. Closest-unit dispatching, which utilizes AVM, 

results in a greater amount of cros~beat and cross-district dispatching than 
'/ 

non-AVM dispatching systems. In non-AVM systems the fraction of dispatches 

that are cross-beat is usually about equal to the average workload of the patrol 

force -- that is, to the fractio\\ of time not available for dispatch. 21 With 

AVM, this fraction is increased, usually markedly for low-to-moderate workload 

systems. This predicted behavior was found to hold true for the Third Distr~ct 

when the simulation model of police patrol and dispatching was utilized. Such 

increases in cross-beat dispatches should be of particular concern to police 

departments that desire to maintain (so far as is feasible) the one-man, one

beat concept. At the same time,for those departments that desire wider overlap

ping areas of patrol responsibility, this operationdl consequence of AVM dis

patching should cause little or no difficulty. 

2. Special three-week test. A number of operational difficulties and 

accuracy problems appeared during the Phase I implementation of the AVM 

system in the Third District. In addition, on-scene evaluation suggested that 

21. See Larson, Urban Police Patrol Ana'~, chap. 8. 
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during much of the period the dispatchers were not using the AVM system as it 

was intended to be used. In one sample, the ~ursor was used on only about 35 

percent of discretionary d"ispatches, and information from the closest-cur col

umn influenced only 19 percent of the dispatches. The wide variability of 

these figures suggests that whereas certain dispatchers were wel~ motivated 

and used the system as intended, others virtually ignored it. This problem 

resulted partlY'from the lack of a fully AVM-equipped fleet of vehicles. 

In order to examine the operations and influence of the Phase I system 

under a more favorable set of circumstances, a special test was designed and 

conducted in the Third District from September 15 to October 5, 1975. The opera

tion of the system was studied under two important conditions: (1) proper use 

of the system by a special set of dispatchers; and (2) full coverage of the 

entire district by AVM-equipped cars. 

During the test period the operation of the system improved significantly. 

Dispatchers utilizeu the intended components to dispatch the closest car, and 

patrol officers seemed more satisfied with overall operations. Although no 

specific surveys were conducted, the on-site evaluators, (who talked to patrol 

officers and rode patrol in police vehicles) reported an increased confidence 

in the syst~m. Although travel time was reduced during the three-week test, 

the reduction could not be called substantial when considered in relation to 

city-wide reductions. Once again, however, the special test confirmed that if 

the system was operated properly, dispatch time did not increase. 

With effective and motivated dispatche~s, an AVM system can increase the 

general effectiveness of the dispatching process. The ability to dispatch 

the closest car through the use of this sophisticated technology not only 

improves dispatch decisions directly, but it apl"":i.irs to increase the perceived e 
level of professionalism of dispatchers. Also, the way in which the dispatchers 
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use AVM as an aid in their activities has a major influence on the way officers 

in the field regard the AVM system 5 thereby affecting field performance tl\rough 

such activities as voluntary self-reinitializations. 

In addition'to trained'dispatchers, spare vehicl~s and maintenance person

nel are also essential to the successful operat'ion of AVM. System performance 

and user attitudes arE~ very adversely affected by the presence of non-AVM vehicl es. 

Many of the favorable findings of the three-week test resulted from the field-

ing of a full contingent of AVM-equipped vehicles at ?ll times. 

In view of the substantial improvement in the operation of the system 

during the test period, two important conclusions were reached: trained and 

motivated dispatchers are essential to the successful use of the system and 

spare vehicle and maintenance personnel are equally essential. 

D. Analysis of Attitudinal Impact 

The implem2ntation of an AVM system implies more than the routine intro

duction of a new technolo<]y; such an innovation also has impottant behavioral 

consequences. Generally speaking, by the end of 1976 a number of IIsuccesses ll 

had been achieved in implementing II rou tine ll technological innovations in police 

departments, including the establishment of real-time computer information sys

tems to provide rapid retrieval of information for the officer in the street. 

But when implementation efforts went beyond routine systems to such nonroutine 

innovations as transferring,modeling, or operations research, or to implementing 

an AVM or CAD system, the process became far more complex and only limited suc

cess was achieved. Such efforts faltered partly because insufficient consider

ation was given to behavioral and human factors. A number of studies have 

__ demonstrated that often it is not technical difficulties which limit long-run 



_--impl ementation, but behavioral and peopl e-oriented factors. 22 Therefore the 

implications of installing the AVM system in the Third District formed one of 

the prlmary components of the Phase I evaluation. 

Attitudi nal surveys of di spat,chers and patrol off; cers were conducted in 

the Third District and the Fifth District (the control district) both before 

and after the impl ementati on of the system. The resul ts of these sUl"veys wi 11 

be summarized, and then their implications for the Phase II implementation of 

FLAIR will be discussed. 

1. Summary of findings. General attitudes of police officers toward 

FLAIR shifted significantly during Phase I. Before using the system, 64.4 per

cent of the officers in the Third District thought that FLAIR was lIa good idea. 1I 

When Phase I ended, only 39~8 percent felt that way. 

contributed to this attitudinal change. 

Five factors seem to have 

First, problems with the accuracy and reliability of the system seem to 

have been the primary cause of the change in attitudes, indicating that a 

crucial link exists between attitudes and the technical performance of a 

system. In 1974, 44 percent of the police officers in the Third District 

felt that there were equipment and computer problems with the FLAIR System. 

By the end of 1975 the number perceiving such difficulties had nearly doubled, 

reaching 78 percent. (See Table 11-3.) 

Second, because of such operationa', problems, many of the initial expecta-

tions concerning the system were not met. Such unfulfilled expectations led 

to the disillusionment of some officers and a drop in positive feelings 

22. See Chapter II of this report. Also see Robert K. Yin, Karen A. Heald, 
Mary E. Vogel, Patricia D. Fleischauer, and Bruce C. '\~adeck, A Review of 
Case Studies of Technological Innovations in State and Local Government, 
Rand Report # R-18070-NSF (Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1976). 
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Table 11-3 

Percentage of Police Officers Perceiving Problems in FLAIR System by Problem Area, 
Third and Fifth Districts, 1974 and 1975. 

Third District Fifth District 
Problem Area 1974 1975 1974 1975 

Equipment, Problems 44.0% 78.2% 43.2% 48.4% 
Lack of Street Support 15. 1 21..0 28.4 28.1 
Disciplinary Abuses 65.1 27.7 56.8 53.1 
Difficulty in Operating 7.8 16.8 16.2 12.5 
Communications Problems N.A. 24.4 N.A. 12.5 

Table 11-4 

Percentage of Police Officers Perceiving Importance of Officer Safety and 
Nearest-Officer Dispatch by Degree of Importance, Third and Fifth 

Districts, 1974 and 1975 

Third District Fifth District 
Type of Police Work 1974 1975 1974 1975 

Officer Safety 
Very Important 78.7% 53.4% 78.4% 80.6% 
Fairly Important 15.2 21.2 10.8 8.1 
Not Important 6.1 25.4 10.8 11.3 

Dispatching Nearest Officer 
Very Important 65.1% 30.5% 62.2% 63.5% 
Fairly IrnpoY"tant 26.5 37.3 29.7 25.4 
Not Important 8.4 32.2 8.1 11. 1 

Table 11-5 

Percentage of Police Officers Perceiving Effects of FLAIR on Discipl inar,Z:: 
frocess, Third and Fifth Districts, 1974 and 1975 

Effects of FLAIR Third District Fifth District 
on Disclp1inary' Process 1974 1975 1974 1975 

Fairer 10.3% 6 .. 0% 2.7% 8.3% 

No Difference 31.5 68.4 27.4 30.0 
Less Fair 58.2 25.6 69.9 61.7 
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toward the system. 

Third, the capabilities and motivations of the Phase I dispatchers were 

mixed;-and since the effective operation of AVM relies heavily on well-motivated 

and well-trained dispatchers, this uneven quality contr'ibuted to the dO'llnward 

shift in attitudes. 

Fourth, although attitudes, generally speaking, are volatile and a down

ward trend may be reversible, initial impressions are difficult to qvercome. 

Any future change in officer attitudes may be expected to depenQ heavily upon 

the operational quality of the system during Phase II. It is encouraging that 

during the special three-week test conducted in September and October 1975, 

the careful selection of dispatchers, the availability of a full fleet of 

AVM-equipped cars, and personal two-way radios all had a pos'itive influellce on 

the officers in the Third District. 

Fifth, the level of information about the system and the initial source of ~ 

information were important in influencing attitudes toward AVM. The pre-

implementation training seminar held in the Third District seemed to be in

strumental in influencing positive attitudes, as compared with the experience 

of the Fifth District, where much of the informatlon about FLAIR was communi

cated by word of mouth. Even after the attit!Jdes of the Third District officers 

became more negative, a strong correlation existed between those who were 

favorable toward FLAIR and those who felt well-informed about the system. 

tl.~w:ng the possible initial sources of information, the opinions of other of

ficers seemed particularly important in influencing and reenforcing feelings 

toward the new system. 

In addition to the shift in office~ attitudes toward FLAIR during Phase 

I, the evaluation revealed a shift in the way officers perceived FLAIR's 
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influence on four areas of police operation: officer safety, nearest-officer 

dispatch, digital com~unication capability, and concern about disciplinary abuses. 

Althou.gh officer safety remained the top area of importance to officers, 

its overall rating dropped significantly after implementation. Whereas eight 

out of every ten of the officers suneyed before implementation in both the 

Third and Fifth Districts felt that officer safety was a very important goal 

of the AVM system) after implementation only five out of ten officers in the 

Third District had such feelings. Operational difficulti8s had obviously made 

the officers question whether the system could locate them in emergencies. 

(See Table 11-4.) 

The perceived importance of AVM in dispatching the nearest officer also 

dropped significantly in the Third District after implementation, again showing 

the influence of technological problems on attitudes. 

Both before and after implementation, the digital communication capability 

of the system was perceived by police officers as wel1 as dispatchers to be 

one of the most important aspects of the new system. 

Concern over disciplinary abuses dropped significantly in the Third Dis

trict after the Phase I implementation. In 1974, 65.1 percent of the officers 

had expected disciplinary abuses to be the major problem but in 1975 only 

27.7 percent saw such abuses in that light. (See Table 11-3.) This drop 

can be attributed to operational problems, which caused a number of officers to 

feel that the system could not adequately track them anY\>Jay. Nevertheless, 

the department's general concern about disciplinary abuses was shown by the 

fact that even after the Phase I implementation in the Third District, such 

abuses remained the primary concern of the Fifth District. (See Tab]e 11-5.) 
. ""~-""" 
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The survey responses indicated that officers believed that FLAIR would It 
have (or had had) little impact on police preventive patrol. Officers did feel, 

however, that the AVM system would improve the ability of the department to 

tell where they were, and that this might diminish their flexibility and force 

their continued movement on patrol. Such .::omments regarding AVM's potential 

impact on police operations are only speculative, however. Further work must 

be done during Phase II in order to evaluate the actual impact of FLAIR on 

police operations. 

2. ~lications for city-wide implementation. In previous studies, a 

number of factors have been identified which contribute to the successful 

implementation of technological innovations. 23 Five factors promise to be 

especially important in the Phase II city-wide implementation: the link between 

attitudes and technological performance; the involvement and training of police 

personnel; person-machine interface; the involvement of top supervisors; and ~ 

the long-term commitment and continuity of personnel. 

a. Link betvJeen attitudes and technological performance. Accuracy 

and reliability are essential if the new system is to be accepted and made to 

work over the long run. In order to avoid the rapid deterioration in atti

tudes experienced in the Third District during Phase I, the Phase II system 

should be tested under realistic operational field conditions before it is 

implemented city-wide -- preferably in the Third District because of that 

23. Factors critical to the successful implementation of new technology will 
be d"iscussed in deta"il in Chapter XIII of this report. Also see: Kent W. 
Colton, "Computers and the Police: Police Departments and the New Information 
Technology," Urban Data Service, (Washington, D.C.: International City 
Manager's Association, November 1974); J. Chaiken, T. Crabill, L. Holliday, 
D. Jaquette, M. Lawless, E. Quade, Criminal Justice Models: An Overview, 
Rand Report #R-1859-DOJ, Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, October 
1975);Yin et al., Review of Case Studies of Technological Innovations in State -
and "Local Government. ~ 
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district's previous experience and familiarity with the system. Even though 

the system receives such a test, however, it should be realized that problems 

(such as map errors, magnetic anomalies, or questions resulting from inter

district dispatching) may still arise when the system is implemented city

wide. Such difficulties should be anticipated, for they are a normal part of 

the implementation of a new technology. 

b. Involvement and training of police personnel. There is a para

mount need for effective training and communication concerning FLAIR. This 

means more than just an initial training seminar. As pointed out earlier, 

the feeling of being informed about the system was one of the most important 

factors influencing attitudes toward AVM. An ongoing dialogue is needed in 

order to answer questions and candidly explain problems that may arise. In 

order to achieve such communication, the training program being planned for 

Phase II should be supplemented by periodic visits from personnel of the MPD 

and the AVM manufacturer to the "ro ll callsl! at the beginning of each police 

patrol shift. 

On the other hand, care should be taken not to oversell the system. 

Evidence from Phase I indicates that initial expectations were too high in the 

Third District. In introducing the Phase II system it will be important to 

discuss the problems of Phase I in order to establish a realistic but positive 

set of expectations. 

c. Person-machine interface. One of the most significant elements in 

the successful implementation of a new technology is the development ofa 

proper person-machine interface. In the case of FLAIR the link between the 

dispatcher and the new system is especially vital. The role of the dispatcher 

must therefore receive priority attention in the Phase II implementation. 
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At the end of 1976, a major turnov~r in dispathers was being projected for 

1976 and 1977 due to the discontinuance of a cadet program. In order to place 

capable people in the new jobs, an upgrading of the dispatcher1s job descrip

tion, qualifications, and salary may be required. In addition, procedures for 

dispatcher-car interactions should be clearly specified, and special training 

should be provided. During Phase I, dispatchers did not receive specific 

training on how to handle such II rare events ll as responding to an officer-in

trouble call, handling pursuits, or dealing with civil disturbances. To avoid 

a repetition of this problem, special training exercises might be planned 

in which one dispatcher simulates these types of rare occurrences. 

d. Involvement of top supervisors. Just as it is important to train 

police officers concerning a technological innovation and to integrate them 

into the new program, it is essential that police supervisors become deeply 

involved in the implementation. Experience in other police departments has 

shown that new technologies are likely to fail \'/ithout sustained commitment 

from top management. In the case of FLAIR, the Phase I results have demon

strated that the response-time benefits of the system are below initial 

expectations. Other potential benefits, such as the opportunity for improved 

command and control or better management of resources, must therefore be 

examined to determine the degree to which the benefits may just"ify the costs. 

In order to test these areas, the deep involvement of the St. Louis staff is 

required. A new set of computer-prepared operational reports has already 

been designed for the Phase II FLAIR System. If these reports are to b~ worth

while, they should be modified and perfected by the St. Louis command staff 

so as to provide the best information possible from a management perspective. 
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Further, to properly test the benefits of the system, it may be appropriate to 

~ set up new command and control or organizational relationships, at least on a 

temporary basis. For instance, a high-level command person might be assigned 

to the dispatch center to supervise command and control situations when they 

arise. 

e. Long-term commitment and continuity of personnel. In a recent 

study it was found that efforts to implement operations research modeling 

projects in criminal justice agencies are often promoted by a single advocate 

or a small group of advocates. 24 Although such advocates play an important 

role in spreading innovation, their presence also leaves the innovation vul

nerable if a shift in personnel occurs and a key advocate leaves the agency 

or is transferred. "In order to assure success of the AVM system in St. Louis, 

a long-term commitment based on a broad base of support is required. To broaden 

involvement and develop support for technological innovation, many police 

departments have established a management-users committee of top-level command 

officers to help monitor and oversee change. The St. Louis MPD might consider 

establishing such a committee. 

E. System Objectives and Cost Considerations 

An important part of evaluating an AVM system is determining whether the 

objectives of the system have been met and also whether the benefits justify 

the costs. 

1. System objectives. Although the question whether the four objectives 

of the AVM program in St. Louis (outlined at the beginning of this chapter) 

24. J. Chaiken et al., Criminal Justice Models. (Santa Monica, Calif.) 
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have ~een fulfi 11 ed cannot be fi na lly answered on the bas i s of the Phase I e 
nvaluation, some initial conclusions can be drawn. (These conclusions are 

" 

summarized in Figure 11-3.) 

a. R~onse time reduction. Phase I test did not reveal the expected 

reduction in response time. Although this question will be examined closely 

in Phase II, the current findings do not suggest that savings in travel time 

due solely to AVM will significantly improve police operations or reduce costs. 

b. Officer safety. ~~hen the emergency alarm is activated in the 

FLAIR System, the dispatcher is alerted visually and audibly, the location of 

the activating vehicle is known immediately from the display, and the computer

selected closest cars are identified for quick dispatch. During Phase I, 

however, the degree to which the officer safety objective was not attained 

could not be established, largely for three reasons: 

(1) Lost cars and system location errors decreased the patrol 

officer's confidence in the dispatcher's ability to locate 

him accurately and consistently. Therefore some officers 

(2) 

preferred to announce their situation and location over 

the voice radio. 

Improper use of emergency alarm. Some officers used the 
; 

emergency alarm improperly, as for example, when they acti

vated it to see whether or not the system was operating, 

and some occasionally activated it by accident, causing a 

IIfalse alarm" condition that decreased the sense of urgency 

in responding to a real alarm. 

(3) Few real alarms. The number of real alarms (and therefore 

the sample size) was small, it WdS difficult to make a 

proper evaluation. 
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Fi gure 11-3 

Summary of Phase I Evaluation Results: Meeting System Objectives 

r 
EVALUATION RESU~~ 

AVM System Implemented 
in St. Louis 
(Phase I) '--r'-

, 
ESTABLISH SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 

TECHNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

I 
I OPERATIONS ANALYS~~J 

I 
I ATTITUDINAL ANALYSIS I 

I 
MEETING SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 

Response time - only modest reduction; results inconclusive. 

Officer safety - results inconclusive because of equipment and 
accuracy problems and small sample size. 

Digital communications - level of voice-band congestion was not 
materially changed. However, system experienced high usage; 
permitted instant mobile-to-base communication; provided 
flexibility in dispatcher operations. 

Command and control - new possibilities identified and 
recommended for city-wide Phase II implementation. 

OVERALL COST-EFFECTIVENESS - system cost ~ $2,OOO/year/car 
or 2% of total cost for one-person car. Cost justifi
cation not yet established. 
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During Phase II, the AVM system and equipment will be improved to increase_ 

accuracy; additional training will be given to officers and the emergency 

knob will be enhanced to reduce apparent false alarms; and implementation will 

be city-wide, It'hich \·lill increase the number of incidents. Nevertheless, the 

officer safety had not been met by the end of 1976. 

c. Reduction in voice-band congestion. Vehicle-to-base station dig

ital communication in the St. Louis AVM system allows transmission of 99 

"canned" messages, thereby providing status information and an alternative 

means of interacting with the dispatcher. One of the original objectives 

was to decrease voice-band congestion by using this new medium. Although 

tests made by the MPD during Phase I showed essentially no change in voice

band occupancy levels, four other benefits became apparent. 

(1) High usage of digital communications by patrol officers. 

More than 2,000 messages were sent per day, or more than 

100 per day per car. This represented an expansion in the 

capacity of the communications system over what could have 

been accommodated by the existing voice channels. 

(2) Instant communication of change in status. The patrol 

officer could communicate a change in status instantly to 

the dispatcher, whereas with voice radio alone he would have 

needed to wait for clear channel status, Thiscou1d either 

have involved a considerable delay, or he might not have 

bothered to communicate at all. 

(3) Organization of work tasks. The dispatcher could organize 

work tasks better, permitting some digital inquiries to 

accumulate before acknowledging them if other matters had ~ 

higher priority. Voice radio does not have this flexibility. 
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(4) Security. Digita1 messages were relatively secure and could 

not be intercepted by the commonly avail ab 1 e "pO 1 i ce

monitor" radio. 

Although digital communication was not strictly a part of the AVM 

system, both police officers and dispatchers felt that it provided some of 

the most important benefits of the Phase I period. 

d. Command and control. The term "command and control II pei"tains 

to the ability of the dispatcher to deploy or command vehicles (especially 

under extraordinary circumstances) and to the ability of the patrol adminis

trators to control and modify the manner in which patrol operations are 

conducted. 

Utilizing the display, dispatchers had several opportunities during 

Phase I to incorporate AVM information into their handling of extraordinary 

~vents. For instance, in October 1975 a chase starting in the Third Dis

t)"ict resulted in the dispatcher's commanding fJatrol cars by voice radio 

toward locations for possible interception; after the chase left the dis

trict, however, the dispatcher's effectiveness was greatly reduced because 

most of the radio tililC was spent asking for the locations of the various 

cars involved. Phase II, which will be city-wide, is expected to provide 

more opportunities to evaluate the dispatcher-related command and control 

benefits of the system. If tnese benefits are to be properly evaluated, 

however, dispatchers should receive special instructions concerning all 

aspects of AVM usage (not just normal dispatching), and organizational 

experiments should be conducted. For example, an officer experienced in 

the field of deployment might be assigned to help oversee the dispatching 

functio~ for extraordinary incidents, particularly those which cross dis

trict boundaries. 
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The rcsul:s of Phase I gave little 'information on the potential of __ 

FLAIR to afFect patrol operations. It seemed, however, that fewer patrol 

units volunteered for unnecessary back-up assignments and that fewer units 

congregated for prolonged visits than before FLAIR was implemented. Con

versely, the FLAIR-equipped vehicles appeared to be attentive to their 

assigned duties, whether on assignment or on patrol. This behavior could 

be observed on the display, and of course the patrol officers were aware 

of that. But this capability also had negative consequences. Patrolof

ficers indicated in the attitudinal surveys that FLAIR had limited their 

flexibility and their ability to follow-up on hunches. Such limits may 

have re~ulted in a reduction of time wasted, but they may also have had a 

negative impact. AVM is potentially useful in improving the efficiency 

and effectiveness of the patrol force but this aspect of Phase I still 

must be tested. In any case, information on AVM will provide an impcrtRnt 

tool for control in patrol experiments. 

2. Costs and related consideration£ The total cost of implementing 

the AVM system is estimated at $2,700,000 (including both Phases I and 

II.) These expenses, however, must be placed in the context of overall 

police operations. By p.xtrapolating the probable production costs of this 

particular AVM system, one can estimate the total system cost to be approx

imately $9,500 per car (capital investment), or, on the basis of ten year 

life, an annual depreciation of about $950 per car per year. The estimated 

operating and service costs exceed this amount: about $1,000 per car per 

year. The total of amortized investment cost and operation and mainten

ance costs o~er a ten-year period then approaches $2,000 per car per year. 

As noted previously, the average cost of fielding a round-the-clock 

one-person patrol car is $200,000 per year. The total AVM cost at 
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$2,000 per year then represents no more than 2 percent of the cost for 

a one-person car or 1 percent for a two-person car. If it can be shown 

that AVM will increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the force by 

x percent because of better management of the forces, then AVM will pro

vide at least x:2 return on investment. If x is equal to 10 percent, for 

example, this would produce an impressive 5:1 return. 

Clearly, more than just monetary factors must be considered when 

evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of AVM. It is impqrtant, for 

e;:0.mple, to examine the implications tl-:dt AVM may have for police policy 

and approach. To the extent that AVM stresses rapid response to calls

for-service and dispatching the closest car, it may limit or conflct with 

an alternative approach to policing -- the liane-person, one-beat" approach, 

which gives the patrol officer responsibility for a particular area, as 

in team policing. It is probably impossible to produce a definitive re

view of costs and benefits that will be applicable to all police depart-

ments. Cos~s and benefits, which depend on goals and priorities, will 

be different for each and must be reviewed individually. 
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CHAPTER Xli 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER TECHNOL()GY BY THE POLICE 

by Kent vI. Colton 

The research in this report demonstrates convincingly that the 

implementation of computer technology in 'law enforcement -- or) for 

that matter, in other areas -- is far from automatic. The diffusion 

of innovatlon is a complex and personal process. Chapters 2 and 3 

outline a number of routine comruter uses \'Jhere successful implementa-

tion has been achieved, but even with routine applications~ success 

varied considerably among police departm2nts. Further, the case 

studie5 have shown that many of the efforts to implement nonroutine 

arpl'ic~jtions of c[lmpute\~ technology have been disappointing, either 

because the innovators have failed to consider factors essential in 

the change process or because the technology itself was inferior or 

unable to deliver what had originally been promised. 

The difficulty of implem2nting L.omputet~ technology -- particularly 

nOlll~outine uses where the technologY expands from simply transmitting 

information to using modeling and systems analysis techniques as tools 

for management, decision-H,nking, and education -- has been demonstrated 

in a number of recent stud1as. A 1975 report by the Rand Corporation 

examined a number of cases to implement computel~ models in the crimin,al 
f 

justice area. Summarizing the study, the report had this to say: IlIn 

generaL models have failed to achieve the level of use fen' policy 

deci si ons that \'Ias intended by the model bui 1 ders and those who funded 
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them."l In a 1976 book reviewing public decis;on-mctking in the computer 

era, Mart; n Greenberger and his colleagues reached somewhat similar 

conclusions: "Yet, there is one th'ing that policy models have in com

mon. t'1ost fan short of their potential as instruments for the c.lar'i

fication of policy issues and the enlightcnnx:!nt of policy makers. 

There is considerable evidence indicating that ll10dGling is, indeed, 

effective in education policy modelers ... But the use of models in 

the mak-ing of policy dec-is"ions is beset with PI"oblems.,,2 

vJhy is it so difficult to implement nonroutine computet' tech

nology? \'!hat can be done to mote effectively implement and ti"ansfcl", 

whel'c approprie,te, such inno'.filtions in urban police departments and 'in 

the criminal justice area as a whole. 

One of the conclusions of this report is that people involved in 

the implementation of computer technology often make assumptions 

(either' implicit or explicit) about technology and the process they are 

following. These assumptions al"e often at the heart of the problem. 

Although sometimes partially true, and often undoubtedly expedient, 

t.hey gener'ally l"eturn to haunt the implementer and help to bring about 

the eventual demise of the effort. Six assumptions are particularly 

troublesome and \'Iill be discussed in thi s t.:hapter. After the 

1. J. Chaiken, T. Crabill, L. Holliday, D. Jacquett, M. Lawless, 
E. Quade, Criminal Justice Models: An Overview, Rand Report R-18S9-00J, 
(Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corp., October, ,976), p. v. 

2. Martin Greenberger, Matthew A. Crenson, Brian L. Crissey, 00dcls in 
the Policy Process, Decision Making in the Computer Era, (New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1976), p. 321. 
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raliiifil.ations of each of these are described, a checklist or series 

of strategies which seem to contribute to successful implementation 

will be discussed (although no magic formula will be offered since 

none exists). The chapter will end with some overall thoughts con-

cerning the diffusion and transfer of technology in th~ law enforce-

ment f;e~d. 

A. Common Assumpti ons Concerni ng the Impl ementati orl of Computer 
Technology 

Six somewhat overlapping assumptions have been highlighted here. 

Others could undoubtedly be identified, but these six are more than 

adequate to demonstrate our failure in implementing technology to 

understand the operation of organizations, people, and the decision 

maid ng process. 

1. If the tetbnoJ.Q9Lexists, then there must-be a need and 

jmpl~n5~_ntatioD~hguld proceerl:. This. is probably the most troublesome 

of the six assumpti ons that vii 11 be di scussed. There is a tendency 

for those who have been involved in the design and implementation of 

technological innovations and models to begin to believe that just 

because the technology is there an automatic need or interest exists. 

This often is not the case, either because the innovation is question

able and does not fit a particular law enforCEment agency, or because 

the innovation is not perceived to be vlOrthwhile by the ;Jolice depart-

ment or agE:ncy involved) even if "it is a good idea. 

In the three resource allocation case studies in this report, 
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many member's of tile police depar'tments involved did not perceive the 

existing allocation process as an area in ne~d of reform. Since they 

viewed the existing allocation methods as adequate, little importance 

was attached to tl1e innovation effort. As such, when the efforts 

encountered problems and were substantially altered or fell by the 

wayside, there was little concern. 

In the research carried out by Rand on efforts to establish 

models in 39 different cr-iminal justice agencies the sarna problem 

appeared. Of the 39 modeling efforts examined, only sev~n were found 

to be working or to have pl"oduced recommendations that \'Jere partially 

acted upon. Seven were in some stage of installation and futuy'c use 

was sti 11 anticipated. The remail,.ing 25 models were cases of nonuse. 

In these instances the reasons for thi slack of implementati on were 

explored. A va!,,'iety of factors wel~e invoived, but one of the pr'imary 

causes for non-implementation was that the model was acquired for a 

potential use which did not arise. 3 The Rand report goes on to 

indicate that one of the key factors contributing to the successful 

transf'~r of technology is the perceived importance of the issues 

addressed by the models} and related to that, the appropriateness of 

the model as perceived by the agency administrato!". 

Finally, for some of the law enforcement community resistance to 

the innovation is more than a matter of not feeling a need; their 

apposition results because they feel that the new theories 

3. d. Chaiken, 'et al., Crimi!lal Justice t~odels: An Overview, pp. 
117-125. 
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conflict with their traditional theories of policing. The conflict 

between the LEMRASjADAM system and team policing is discussed at 

length in Chapters 6 and 7. The same phenomenon was also found in the 

St. Louis police department. The idea of the St. LO'lis experiment was 

to use an operations research model b he'lp more effectively allocate 

patrolmen so that a hi ghe'(' pet'centage of offi cers woul d respond to 

call-for-se~~vice without delay. III order to accompl'ish this the number 

of men assignAd to a particular beat was varied depending upon the time 

of day, the day of the week, etc. However, a number of the St. Louis 

command staff indicated that when the nei'! technologY was implemented 

they had deep concerns that such variations in assignments violated 

the principle of fixing a patrol officer's responsibility to a certain 

territory. The concept of fixed responsibnity was basic to their 

philos0phy Qf policing and they felt that to violate it would be a 

mistake. Although when the new technology VJUS implemented, these 

officers generally pUt'sued the politically safe cout'se of following the 

lead of their supervisors, deep down they distrusted the system, and 

this distrust led to the eventual demise of the innovation. 

,Just because the technology exists, it dues not necessarily follow 

that it "is needed or should be implemented. 

2. 1f only th.e technical problems can be l~esolved, then °il13plemen- ~' 

tation can proceed. There is sometimes a tendency to think that if only 

the technical difficulties in implementing an innovation can be resolved, 

then imp'!ementat"i on will proceed wi thout diffi cul ty. Resetli'ch on the use 

of technology by the police shows this assumption is incorrect. Indeed, 

the most critical problem::, in implementing and transferring new technology e 
seem to be behavioral and interpersonal. In the two surveys conducted as 
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a part of this study, it was found that the pl"imary problems faced by 

the police in using the computer were not technical, but behavioral and 

people-oriented. In the study of criminal justice modeling by Rand, an 

effort was made to see what had contr"ibuted to the failure of modGls to 

achieve the leve"1 of use for pulicy decisions wlyich hud original1y been 

intended. The report indi cated that the pr"imary l~eaSCIi for fail ure 

rested with characteristics of user agencies and the interactions between 

model builders and user agencies. The chara:taristics of the models 

themselves \'.'ere less important to the expla(!ation~ \vith the main 

model-rc1ated obstacle being the unavailubility of data nccessat',v for 

operating the model. 4 

amon...8..1UJ the ,vC!:.r.:.1.2..lJs actors. In the three resource all ocati on chapters 

in this tepol~t) it is noted thD.t changes ";n the administration of the 

departments were particularly detr'imental to implementat'ion. In two of 

the cases, chief executives we}'e replaced. Tile new executives not only 

brought a new set of actors into the planning and research area, but 

they had different priorities and theories of police work. In factI the 

new person often exhibited distrust of the ongo"ing ef'fOl~ts 'in the d8part

men t i 11 i ti a ted by the prev; ous adrni ni s tra ti on. In Bas ton, fOr' example, 

the department had already done a great deal of work in trying to perfect 

and implement a resource allocation computer simulation package when the 

new chief arrived. The original bundel~ of the IllOdel even volunteered 

4. J, Chaik~n, et a1., op. cit q pp. 117-124. 
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to develop a more sophisticated version of the allocation technique. 

HO'llever, because the simulation work 'l'as associated \',i th the previous 

Commissioner, this offer was rejected [even though several months later 

a decis'ion was made to hire a different consultant to develop a resource 

allocation program]. 

Although it would be almost impossible to achieve full agreement 

on 'innovation among iJ.ll of the potential actors within a 1m" enforce

ment institution, an effort should be made to try to develop a broud 

base of support. At a minimum, those who are involved in implementing 

nevi technology must clearly rC(llizc the risks they are taking if they 

fail to do so. In fact, often timos it appears that little or no effort 

is made to involve or consider the needs of the command staff or the 

off'icer in the street in design'ing 'innovative efforts. For example, 

bct::er' than five yeat's .1go the L.os Angeles Police Department designed 

and implemented an l\utonlJted Field Interview R(~porting System. The 

program aided investigat'ion by providing rapid computer access to 

information on stops and intervie'tls made by police officers. The system 

was an immediate success. Hm"ever, aftel" u few years the intervie\" form 

was rodesigned so that it became less convenient to place in the pocket. 

As a result, tho men quit cUI'Tying them, and it was only when the o1d 

form was reissued that the system becan to function again. Because of 

form design, the system had nearly been abandoned. Broad acceptance and 

use by the police officer is essential to SliCCeS$, and assuring such 

support i~ often not a technical matter alone, but involves such practi

cal behavioral factor's as convenience and comfort. 

4. Law enforcement supervisors really don't need to understand ho~ 

inn.ova~ions \"ol~k; they simply need to know how to LIse the technologx.. 
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The 'implementation of new technology implies far more than knowing IIho\'I 

to use II the innovation. Undel'standing the technology is necessary in 

order to evaluate the system's effectiveness. If manager~ fail in this 

understanding, they will inadvertently release much of their control 

either to those who are using the technclogy or to the system per se. 

In fact) the i nnovati on may end up II contro 11 i ng" them. As di scussed 

previously, a conflict between the objectives of the model and various 

theories of policing can only be detected if supervisors understand how 

the system that is being installed actually works. 

Undel~standing is also necessary if police super'v'isors are to take 

full advantage of new technology and to adjust to changing situations. 

The evaluation of the Phase I AVM System in St. Louis outlined in Chap

ter 11 has shown that the system has achieved only modest response time 

improvements. Although this finding may be modified when the system is 

implemented citywide) at this point it ~eems that if AVr" is to be cost 

effective, other potential benefits of the system (such as the potential 

for better command and control and improved management of police re

sources) will need to be exploited. In order to achieve these benefits, 

though, police supervisors will need to help design meaningful reports 

from the system, experiment with organizational rnodif"ications, and 

supervi se effecti ve educati on and communi cat; on. Carryi ng out such 

activities requir::s far more than simply knowing ho'l' to use the system. 

5. The guicke.! the innovation can be if/stalled, the bettet'o Tile 

temptation in implementing new technology "is to try to rush the pY'ocess 

wi thout 11aiting to develop a broad base of support or to cl ari fy the 

basic objectives, purposes and technical capabilities of the system. 
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If a project is ready) it makes sense to begi n whil e the momentum for 

change is still strong. However, successful instdllation requires a 

long-term perspective. In the resource allocation cases, all three 

opc:--ated on a tr'ial basis ror a year or tVIO; only one wOrked over the 

long run and then only after eight years and considerable modification. 

Quick installation is not always better, particularly if the innovation 

lasts for only a year or two. 

Almost without exception innovation will take longer than expec-

ted, and those involved must be prepared to adapt to the problems that 

arise. 

6. 1..f_05~~~t.?chnology i~_lnstulle~-"...B0~jtive_.resu.l!s will al!.:~o

!llil.ti~~]JY.-9..~cur. The case studies of both Y'esource allocation and CAD 

have demonstrated that the results of technological inno\fations in law 

enforcement often differ from expectations, and positive benefits are 
I 

not automatic. FLIi,ther, thei'e are nun~(~rous m8tl~'odological p'r'oblems 

in evaluating the impact of new technology. Data in the form of crime 

statistics only u:easure chunges in the number' of crimes reported and ch 

not necessarily reveal the actual incidence of criminal ncts. ~lore 

importantly, in most cases it is essentially impossible to est~blish 

a valid relationship between the changes that do occur as measured in 

crime statistics and the inttoduction of a new technology. To the 

ext0.nt th'lt an innovation promises toill1prove police performance, and 

then fails to deliver, though, it v-li11 undoubtedly undermine confidence. 

8. Elements Contributing to the Successful Implementation of Computer 
Technology 

It should be clear by now that the process of integrating new 
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technology is a fragile one. If implementation is to occur, one of 

the keys is to bri dge the gap betVJcr::'D the new innovati on and the 

existing institutional and organizational setting. Although technical 

and hardware problems cannot be ignored, iL is critical to give care· 

ful attent'ion to the behav'ioral and interpersonal aspects of implemen

tation and a careful interface between the use and those who understand 

tht: technology. \~hat factor's contr; bute to successful 'imp "I ement.ati on? 

Based on the case studies and survey work) twelve factors that seem 

essential in implementing computer technology have been identified. 

In essence, they are the ant"ithes'js of the assumpt'ions discussad 

above and can be grouped into two broad categories: those related to 

the nature and the enVirOnH13nt of the inncvat.ion~ and those l'elc,tcd 

to the project m~lnagement of the innovatioiL Fi-lch of the bJelve is a 

necessat'y but not sufficient aspect of succ;:;ssfLll iwplc;mentation. 

Obviously, it is imposs"ible to expect that each ()f tile cond-itions can 

he met whenever computer technology 'is imple rnent8d, ond it \."ollld b,9 a 

a mistake to vmit for implementation until all facto\~s aN! t'~solved. 

Obstacle5 will obviously arise, but innovation can still occur. How

ever, this list does provide a checklist for the implementation process. 

Enthusiasm to tt'y a new idea should not overshadow a realistic review 

of the need and requirements for innovation and an analysis of the 

eventual pl'obability fot' success in light of the factors descl'ibed 

be 10\11. 

1. Conditions relatecL_to the nature and environment of tile 

innovatioil. Four factol's are especially important in th'is regard. 

a. uerce; ved need for change among those ; nfl uenced b,;' the 

innovation--both police .admin]strators and officp.rs nn the street. The 
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case studies have demonstrated the essential nature of thic:; factor a 

number of times. In the St. Louis resource allocal,.;on case and in the 

Boston resource allocation and CAD c;J,ses, one of the primary reasons 

the ~ys terns encountered s uc:~ di ff'i cul ty \,~"l.s that the new techni ques 

\'Jcre not established as "ideas in good currency" in the organoization 

"vJhich f"iHered their \'/ay up through the rank and file." Rather, it 

was an idea brought in from the outside and sold to a few hig,l-level 

deparbnent executives. Although some comnand staff could be convinced 

that such techniques should be troied, there was no internal feeling at 

need or broad t~se of support. 

One of the best indicators of this perceoived need is a \,/illingness 

to pay for change. Both San Di ego and flc\·/ York CHy II Lls(~d thei r own 

money," so to speak, when they installed CAD systems. f;!any of the 

~'eccnt Hypercube and PCi~~l police resourcc allocation modeling efforts 

have been funded doirect1y by the depal"tml~nts °involved. Although 

projGc ts fund2d i';om tho outsoj de may sti 11 succeed, often thei'c is less 

c,mmri tment and SUPPOi't than in 521 f·ofunded (~fforts. 

b. il._c 1 (;~i~_0..nd reaJj~Ji c ......tJ)1c1e)"s t~ n~ oj nJ) a t ~ij1Lq~tJ: .. ~~J:..J2f the 

E91ic~Llss~es involvcsL. ~·jhen the U\PD firs~ began the LOmAS resource 

a11ocation project, they failed to realize the policy conflict hetlt/cen 

the modeling ancl team policing. If such pol"icy ;s::;ues had been 

identified initially, the process of implementation would have been 

far different. 

c. Effcctivp til11iniL,~!nd sYStt-~El (h~sign so as to meet user 

!leeds. Although the first uttenlPt at CAD failed miserably because of 

fa i 1 ure to i cent; fy user needs, the second attempt was IAle 11 timed ° to 

coincide with rising communications' damands. Timely implementation 
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to meet these demands was a significant aspect of the second San Diego' 

ins ta llati on. 

d. The pro2er selection o,L.2r'ior:jYies in imple!l1Cntjl',9 

compute_r.._t~_c..imol~?'9Y-. The proper selection of priorities plays an im

portant role it. implem;;nt'ing new technology. The most effective 

formula seems to be to start with innovations achieving a definable 

product useful to the "police officer ir. the street." After that~ 

more nonrout-j ne i nnovati ons can be de v\,; 1 opecL Al so ~ compute\" tech-

nology has oft2n been confined to a ndl"rOW range of officer needs. 

The focus has b(~en on cr-im3 and 1m" enforcement activities. One way 

to gain wider acceptance might be to em~hasize sorvice and order 

maintenance objectives. 

2. F~_ct?rs loe 1 ati n9 to th~ll"oject manarg:~meJrt_9f i nn~t:ion. 

Eight elemants are included in this part of the checklist for innova

tion. 

a. A l0l19-term time frarne\':ork a~~l"sgective. One cardinal 

rule should be learned concern-ing tile implem2ntation of nm'i techniques: 

it almost always takes longer than initially plan~ed. For example, ..... ..-

eight years were spent in the implementation of the ADAI~ histor-ical 

reporting system in Los Angeles. Institutions and organizations have 

existed for years. As such, they have established a g\"eat deal of 

momentum which must be overcome when change occurs. Also, unexpected 

technical difficulties often arise. Immediate results should not be 

expected, and in turn a final evaluation cannot be made until the 

system has operated over a long period. A long-term timeframe on the 

part of all actors involved is an important criterion for success. 
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b. Invo1vement and quality of top-level leudershi~. Police e 
departments tend to be fairly rigid orgunizations ItJith \'Iell established 

chains of comomnd. Understanding, 'involvement, and sUPIJort by the top 

leadership is essential if technological innovations are to be imple-

mented and used. More than support solely from the Chief is required, 

though. In addition, support from a core cf agency lenders is neces-

sary if commitment is to endure. 

c. lnvolveJ1]ent of other police J2?-IsO!Jll~. Besides the top 

commanders, police at the operating le'fe1 mllst be involved in the 

des'jgn and development of computer technology, One of the reasons the 

resout'ce allocation system faltered in St. Louis was thut the field 

officers strongly resisted a shift of only one hour in their daily 

schedule because it would have required them to co~nute to work during 

the normal rush hour traffi c. On tIle other' hand~ Vlhen the ALERT system 

VJaS institutt~d in Kansas City, eight policemen \,iere selected through a 

sories of special tests to bccorr;~ programmers and systems experts. In 

Q}'der to cul ti vatc and m.-d ntai n tllc:d r 'j ntcl"est, a speci a 1 techn; cn 1 

pay scttle vms introduced. Throughout the department SVlOt'n personnel 

referred to the involvement of these eight policemen as one of the keys 

to success. 

This is not to say that the only \'lay to succeed is for police officers 

to become programmers. Clearly the actual technical task of program-

mi ng can be performed by a ci vil i an or someone who is un'fum'il'j ar with 

police work. However, the full potential of the computer in police 

operations may not be realized tmt'il sV-Iorn personnel are involved 

intimately ill the design and development of computer applications. Foy' 

example, in Los Ange'!es the police department has evolved a very 
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successful wOl~king telationsh-ip wHh the City Data Service Bureau. A 

number of police officers work in the departmentis Advanced Systems 

Development Sect10n (ASDS) doing the major systems analysis and de

signing computer aprlications. In turn, the Data Service Bureau 

appoints technical prograrrmers to ",!odz w'ith ASDS personnel, and these 

technicians are responsible fat- the programming and technical aspects 

of each application. 

d. Caliber of computer systems_and technical staff. Indivi

duals are required who have both technical skills as well as broad 

perspective~ which will allJw them to see beyond computer technology 

to l~w enforcement needs and to communi Celte successfully vJi th tile 

pol~~e department. In order to attract such individuals, cities must 

be willing to pay competitive wag0S. 

e. Conti nuity ofJersonne 1. Earl i er in the chapter it \<Jas 

point~d out that a critical obstacle to implementation was having 

only a small number of "advocates," thus making the "implementation 

vulnerable to a transfer or change in personnel. NevI systems require 

a long-term perspective; they also require continuity over time to 

implement these changes. Change in personnel is inevitable, but at 

the salTle time a certain degrE:8 of continuity is des'irable. 

f. Effective trainin,fu.. edu§tism, and information dissemi)1a

tion. The process of communication is often at the heart of effective 

innovation. Carefully designed training programs provide an important 

link in such cornmunication. However, innovators must be prepared for 

feedback and the dialogue process must be two way. 

g. E'i1f~has;s placed on human-computer interaction. There is 
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sometimes a tendency to consider computer technology as a replacement 

for people. This is both unrealistic und inefficient. One of the 

most cr'itical variables for the efficient and effective operation of 

any computer system is tIlt: dcvelopmr.nt of the proper balctnce in the 

interaction bet\'/een man and machine. For example, in a visit to a 

mid\,/est police department the author \'latched the installation of d 

real-time comput~r systl'~m. The purpose of the system was rapid re

sponse to the officers in the field. However, the method for retrieving 

i nfOi~lI1ati on from the computer VJas i neFfi cient because of the i nteracti on 

betvlCen the computer and conJllunications personnel. An off'icer "lOuld 

call the dispatcher to request information on a stolen car. The d'is

putchcr \'Iould \-Irite the rcqw~st dm-Jn and hand it to a. terminal operator 

who VIoul d query the computer. The time taken fm' the opn.ratar to get 

a reply ft'OIll the computer 1;'10.S lIsua ny 1 ess than 30 seconds. The 

t2rnrinill opcro.tor Vias sct'vic'ing scV(!ral dispatC:1r:~rs, though, so a 

qucue vlOuld ofton form and t1 delDY vJOuld rG!sult. Once the termina'i 

operatoY' n~c(~ivccl a rosponsG he \'fQuld contact telG patrol officer. The 

result ViaS n ten-minute (somGtimes loi19cr) delay fat' the officer in 

the street. Fat the off'icet, the system VJilS slm-:cr than the pre-computer, 

manual operation. In direct contt'ast ~'Ias the eXumple of another depart

lfient where a video terminal was placed directly in front of the dispat

cher. A Y'equGst for infm'nmtion VItlS typed directly into the computer. 

The result was a ten-'sncond response and extremely satisfied users. 

The machine "lin not Y'ep'luce the human elemont in po'lice operations. 

l3ecaLlse sOll1eth'j ng can be automated does not mean that 'j t shaul d be. If 

we nre to fu11y utilize the computer as an aid in police work, more time 

must be spent on f"inding t:he best relJ.tionship between man and technology 
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in order to obtain the optimum performance from both. 

h. Unbiased eval_y"ation. There is often insufficient informR

t'j on to make a determi flat; on regard; ng the actual benefits of many 

technological innovations. Funding agencies often Gxercise 1ittle 

initiative in monitoring the intr-oduction of new deployment technique::;, 

and often require little in terms of research design and evaluation. 

Recently, the Lavl Enforcement {Issi stance Admi ni strati on has beco'118 

more consci aus of the need for eva.l uati on. If systems have techni ca 1 

or belJavioral problems these should be identif·red early and rectified. 

The evaluation component sh::>uld be integra.l to the design of a project, 

and not considered as an afterthought. 

C. Thoughts Concct'ning the Diffusion and Transre\~ of Pol'ice COhlputer 
Technology 

There is a human tendency to seek direct solutions and to try to 

classify c.ctions as either fai'lures or sur;cesses. In the area of dif-

fusion of technological innovation, though, there seems to be no one 

absolute, single anSVler. It is possible to identify \'ihat not to do 

(particularly with the benefit of hindsight); and, indeed, insights 

from the past should help us prepare for a more sensitive future. The 

right prescription, though. must come from a combination of factors. 

In the public sector conflict is fundamental -- conflict between 

interest groups in the formulation of public policy, regional conflict, 

economic conflict, and conflict between technical experts who want to 

influence policy and the laymen ~"ithin the bureaucracy who do not want 

to yield power. Public decision-making is often less a process of rational 
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choice (the problem is nlways: "\>lhose objectives are you going to 

rationalize?") than it is an effort, at best, of IIpolicy management" 

wherein those with the power to decide must tradeoff competing goals 

and values. 

The use and diffusion of technology taking place in this conflict 

environment has ramifications for the implementation process. Neither 

is technology value-free. The introduction of innovation -- such 

as a new computer modeling technique to allocate police resources -

of necessity involves value choices and ~I/hen brought into an organiza

tion becomes a further factor in the deciSion-making process. Instead 

of speaking of the diffusion of innovation as if it were some neutral 

truth to be embraced by all, it is advisable to realize at the outset 

that tension is inherent in the process of innovation. The most 

pressing question -is not how to eliminai:e or- even bddge the conflict 

bctweCiI model builders and lllodel users, Such confl-ict is normlll and 

to be expected. Rather, the most important question -js how to under

stnnd the di ffcr'j ng pGi'SP:Jct'j yes of the mode 1 bui"1 ders a nd mode 1 nsers 

und to b8st mediate conflicts which arise. 1\ failure to understand 

-Chi] basic policy decision-maldng process leads to U 11 W 0 r k a b 1 e 

rccommGndations for di ffusi on. For example, some have argued for the 
r.: 

need for more lIengi nears" in the techno 1 09Y processo whi 1e others 

advocate development of a new braed of researchers/pragmatists --

mudel analyzers -- as highly skilled professionals and astute practi

tioners able to review both the needs of modeling ~nd for controlling 

5. Jan Chaiken, at nl., Criminal Justice Models: An Overview, 
pp. 123- 127. 
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and direr.ting the model builder. liThe model ana"lyzer would be neither 

model builder nor model user, but in a middle position b2twRen the two, 

empa thati c \;Ji th both. 11
6 The"j ntl"oducti on of new actors in the process, 

though, will in and of itself make little difference. If these 

engi ncct's or researchers/pragmati sts are supermen or s upen~on!(m 9 they 

may be able to enter the arena and P1clY an important role iii conflict 

def"inition and resolution. Howeve}~, the'ir presence will do little to 

change the basic setting and context for deciSion-making and it is this 

basic environment that will provide the ground rules and influence the 

lise, implementation, and impact of computer technology. Routine com'" 

puter applications, by compDrison~ are l~elatively straightforwatd to 

implenJent since they generally involve automating an act-ivity wh-ich 

was already being performed manual1y. However, nonroutine uses of 

technology have the potentiD.1 of L:hanging pm'wr and decision-making 

relation~hips, and, as such, the process of implementation is far more 
I 

complex and value laden. 

l~;th this perspective~ it is possible to make a few additional 

comments concerning the diffusion and transfer of computer technology 

in law enforcement. Diffusion of innovation basically involves four 

steps:7 

o 

o 

Inventing -- the creating of ideas, technologies, models, etc .. 

Informing -- publi::.iz·ing the technology and educating the law 
enforcement cOlTl11unity concerning the technology and its 
possible advantages and disadvantages. 

6. Martin Greenberger, et al., !~odels in tile Policy Process, Public 
Decision Making in the COI11Ruter Era, p. 339. 

7. See, for example, Granville W. Hough, Technolo Diffusion, Federal 
Programs and Procedures (Mt. Airy, Md.: Lomcnd [Jooks. 1975 . 
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o 

o 

Implementing -- introducing the technology into a 1m'! 
enforcement agency. 

Integrating -- the overall social and economic 
acceptance and adjustment to the innovation by 
the agency. 

In developing a more realistic and productive outlook ilnd direc

tion for the diffusion of law 8nforcement technology, all four deserve 

consideration. 

1. Invr.nting -- the ne~:..SLfQr bctt(:~r~§:ch..nol0i1Y..' Altbough this 

report has neither the space nOt' the ca.,1city to be too speci fi c, 

improvements Ciln and should be made in the quality of law enforcement 

computer technology. For example, in the mod,;ling al'ea \'i8 must build 

batter models. Over the last decadG, significant progress has been 

made. The Hypercube and PCAr4 r·1ode 1 s offer far bette!' opt; ons to pol ice 

users than those available six or seven years ago. Further~ it may be 

poss ible, within the proceSSiOili.li cOlrmUiri ~y of COI1!j)uter' techllology, 

engineering and oparations research, to establish higher standards and 

criteria by which inappropriate 'innovations can be viGeded out. 

2. Jni2rmiD.9.,.:.:::...!bc _,r~:~~L:~Q.'r' II tn! th_ ; n techno 1 0ill. II One of the 

greatest 'fu'i1ings related to computer technology in the past decade is 

the tendency to overpromis(1, Ei~PGctations hilve been raised only to be 

dashed due to a whole range of technical and behavioral factors. The 

pr'imary change agents in 1 ai,! enforccmGnt 't8chnology are vendors. They 

obviously have a vest~d interest in selling their product and this 

interest has tendod to focu~ sales propaganda on the advRntag8s of 

technology as compared to the drawbacks. lhe time is ripe to develop 

l"eal'istic performance standards dnd to try to assure that in the inform

ing and educating process that the costs of technology, as well as the 



benefits receive amp1e publicity. 

(-Je nov! know enough about police compute}'" technol09Y to identify 

o,pplication areRS (such as those outlined in Chapter 2) and to develop 

specific standarc!s of performance in each uf these areas. For examp'le~ 

tegurding CJ\O, San Diego and t{C'd York City both rjevf::lop(~d specifica~ 

tions of ac(;ountElbil'ity fer hflrdware vendors. Based on the experience 

in San Diego, New York, Boston, and other cities, general criteria and 

standards for cities v:ith d'ifn.:!\'cnt s'izes and communication needs could 

be developed. Regarding AVr·i~ the evahwtion work 'in St. Louis has 

already led to illll.strntive rocOHi;112fldat'ions of accountab"ility regardojng 

accUl~acy, ma"i ntE I nc(~ and i'iJprd r', system capucity and system adapta

bility,S Bcscd 011 the e;([lef'jmentat'ion which 'is going on around the 

country, those $talidi:d~d~) cou1d bG rGf'itic,d so as to prav'ide genGl"u1 

guidelines for' those v:ho ill"e intett~5tod 'in the applicat'ion of AVM tcch-

nology. The Lavi Enfo\"C0\HCnt (\ssistance Administrat'ion is obviously 

one of the primal"Y actors to stimulate the deve1opm2nt of such 

guidelines. 

3. l.!Jlp 1 CI!t.:nti n.£L::.J:JH~!l.r:.~.cLfc;~= . ..:.P.p 1 i c:X rna nagemen t. II It has 

been pointed out thClt the 'irnplelllQntation process is not sirnr>ly a matter 

of policy choice:; but ~1 process of conflict resolut'ion requiring the 

understandi ng and manllgement of d'j fferfmt values and iJei"specti ves. I 

have alreadY ind'icatecl that I am skeptical about the possibility of 

i ntroduci ng a nel': breed of lI eng i neers ll or 1/ researcher/pragmati sts 1t to 

8. Sec Richard C. Larson, Kent W. Colton j and Gilbert C. Larson~ 
t1Evaluat'ion of a Police Implemented AVt~ System: Phase I, with 
Recommcndatlons to Other Citi es,n report to the Nuti ana 1 Insti tute of 
Lav/ Enforcement and Criminal ~ll1stice, LEAA, funded by Gl~cnt Number 
75-NI-99-0014 to rublic Systems Evaluation, Inc., 1976, pp. 61-63. 
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aiJ in bridging the gap between the builders of tcchnology and th~ 

users. 

HO\'lever~ it has become apparent in analyzing the implementation 

of law enforcen:ont technolvgy, that a new breed of police officers is 

emerging. These ar(; officCI'S \,/ho have Heorne up thl'ough the ranks" and 

have, therefol'c, "ra'icl their dues il and ::1.re l'espected within the police 

community. At the same time, thoUfJh, they have hild sOlne experience 

with both the advantages anJ limitations of nO'?1 technoloqy. Rather 

than try; n9 to teach outs ide engi necrs about pol ice work, it may be 

more prof'itable to cultivdte this 'illside set of "police technOlogy 

expcrtts." For exvmple, there may be ten or tv!(;nty mcmbQrs of police 

departmants ai'ound the country \'Jhc have c!i;:velopcd real p.xpeY'tise 'in 

implem8ntiny CAD systems and a sense or the standards should should be 

;:t~1pl·i(ld. P8t'haps thoy could serve uS cO;l;:;ul cants to other depat'tn:cnts 

in impl,:!~,;')n~ing Cfd) technology. In ~;sscncc) thlW could bocomo a "pool 

of resources" 'in special ar~a3 of conc;}ntrdtion to uidin the C!'iffusion 

ptOCQss. Hm'lever, they mlJst m~rintiJ.;n th(}ii' ind(~p'~i1d;~nc{;! ftOl1l V(?IH.lors 

or otlK!fS villa hUVG n v(~stcd interest i II tho technolonY tr'unsfer 

I)'recess. 

4. 111.t.~~,9~l:11~lFI_~tJ1G t!~~Qd .. f()T_:~he _JJ).:t@!!}.?J. ~~~?J'LYf~J::..i911 and 

i!J:;:t~9X~U,:y_q.L.E!'@!l~~_' It is os sen t i i'\ 1 to renlom!x; r tila t one of the mas t 

criti Cell () lcments of success -j s that tho desi re foy' ch~mge mus t COInG 

from witl1in, not without. G8ttcr evaluation and standards of perFor

mance cun hel p edLica te pol i co dc-:pat'trnents as to the ndvQntages ilnd 

limitations of technology, and "p,::o'ls of t'BSources" from within and 

withal! t the 1 a\'/ enforcement cOll1murri ty mi ght estab 1 ish a tWO-'fIaY cOIiIOluni -

cC1.tion to facil;cute diffusion. Stnl, the final desire for chdnae 



lnd the specific design and implementation of alternatives must come 

'1'001 within the police department 'involved. Openness and meaningful 

';onummicat'ion are required~ anLl although it is difficult to maintain 

iuch behavior constantly, it is essential in helping to bring about 

~ffGctive innovation. 9 

The implementation and diffusion of computel' technolosiY in law 

:nfornlcemGnt i nvol ves many dimensi ons. t'Je Ilave suffel'ed di sappo; nt

;Qnts and mistv.kes. Although thero is no absolute presrdption for' 

Ite future, hopefully ou\~ expel~'i cnces of the 1 ast decade have taught 

s something about \':hat not to do and ho\'! we m'ight realist'ically 

'oecod in the future. [valL!~tion is necessary to \'Jeed out unjust'ified 

II/ovations but it should be remembered that the field of c0rnpllter 

,Gchnology is still in 'its infancy. The first cOl'l1!11ercially sold 

":ored program computer, the Universa'J Automatic Computer, or Univac 1, 

as built only 26 years ago in 1951. The third generation of computers 

.as been commercially available only since the late 1960 1 s. Perfection 

nould not be expected instantly in an area so young and rapidly 

:w.nging. On the other hand, a certa"in mystique, as well as comlllcrcial 

Jrce, surrounding the application of computers has led to high 

1. Time and space in this report preclude a full discussion of the 
,mportancc and process of cownunication and integrating in professional 
lractice. For a thought-provoking and worthwhile treatn~nt of this 
~ub,ject see Christ Argyris and Donald 1\. Schon, Iheoryj_n PrC!...cJjce, 
D.£ret',si n9 Pr<?J~ssi oll_~.1 Eftectiyenesl.., (San Franc; sea: Jossey-Gass, 
ublishel~s, 1974),especially Chapters 4 and 5. 
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expectations, and, in many respects, to oversell. The reality of the 

state of the art is often far less than the general impression 

portrayed in the lite~'atuT'e. As time goes for\'1ard, hopefully 

expectations will become fIlore realistic and our ability to perform 

vlill improve. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

EXEClJTI VE Sur·ii·jI\RY I\rlD CONCLI/S TONS 

by Kent \.1. CoH:olI 

t"c~ fll'i d·-· '/960::;. 

1\ num!)(,i' of unans\'/~\'(:d questions ('bout the lISC' of thh; tecfmolo~'y l"r·'lii~'itl. 

t.:l~itics eli.J im that It!uch of thQ mone,,)! has been \,!;lS!:r.U iJnd that such 'i~lllovirt:'i()nS 

tro1. Advocates ure II:Dl"C op'i'.'ililist'ir th;:rt the costs ure jU$tif"it~d. !lowovet") 

U'/thtlUfjh cons'jderable attention has bern devoted in the police 1itcl'ui:ut'C' to 

ptom()'t;ill~J tocllll n lo!'ty, ~UI'Pl~isingly little has been Id\~'i ttcn aboL. J:. 

its implcrncntat'ion. Oesp'j te presti gi aLls racOllinK~t)(!a ti all!; 

from the Crime COlllllli 5S i on ~ the pY'ocass of i ntrociuci ng chunge toquit'cs mora 

than dil"cct'ivGS fl"om the top. Important bE!havioral and pO\'Jel~ l"Gln'Lions aloe 
(; 
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invol ved and the law enforce." t community must address such questions as: 

HOVI are decisions to implement technology made; hO\~ do various groups vlithin 

the police react; and what impacts result? Such questions address the 

consequences and tho dif ,·:.I3ion of 'innovati on. 

With those issues in mind, this report has examined thE use of computer 

technology by the police in the United States. Our three objectives were: 

(1) To document the current use and evolution of computer 

technology; 

(2) To <tm,dyze the implem(mtation of such innovations in 

1 <WI enforcemcnt; and 

(3) To assess the impact of computer-related 

techno'! ogy. 

In addressing such concerns, res~~rch~rs probe for understanding and 

e~q)'1 ana /:'ions. Ansvwrs i1nd n:l ationsll'i ps sOIlK!tirnes ClPP(}uY', but ofton resul ts 

unCOV0\' nu~,'J quest'ions and t!w pf'ocess of inquiry cOiltitll.!e:i. Som~-: of the 

iSSUGS l"aised in this i'eport have cle~\l~ an::;vJers--foi" (~;~amt)'lc. those per

ttdnh19 to tho U30 and change of computer innovation. J\ns';!ers to other 

qucst'ion~;"-i>a','tiGuhw1y Uli)~)e on the 'it;;plcmclltc\tion and illlPdct of technology 

--arc lc!ss slraightforwurd. In some casl~s the data ate inadequate to reach 

a conclusion; in othGrs, even if better data wnre available, a final opinion' 

\'JOu'ld d(;'pend on perspectives and va'luG ;judgments. 

t·im"c important, although computer technology 'is here to st:.lY nnd ex

panding, it would be a mistake to think ~uch innovations will playa major 

role (at least in the short run) in revolutionizing the police or many of 

the major 'issues they fuce. Lill" enfurcement, to a lar'ge extent, is detel~-
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lnined by the conditions of our soc-iety and its P0ople. 1 Cr'ime and -law 

enforcement have a momentull1 of their own. COlliputer technology may have a 

marginal rcile in influencing and shifting relationships, but the major l~w 

enfOt'ClI1lC'rli: 'is~)L!G~; must be resolved in the contr.;xt of society us a \·:hole. 

\~ith these CaVCi.l.ts in mind "it is poss~ble to begin to detenlline vlher'c 

computer 'cE:chnology -j s no\'! and \,there it Illi 9ht b(.l hcuded. It is no'L enough 

for a~vocatcs to refer to particular success stories or for critics to clainJ 

must identify and ch.ssHy hm! police lise computer tcchno1{.;uy and 110\"./ this 

assess -jmplcm::nl:at'ion and impi:~ct. To anulyzG 'iIl11Hlct~ though, a 

be ac!drc~::;sed., and at lSust fOllt' 1evGls of qlwstions !lavc; bcC!l'I e};amined in 

this study: 

1. 00(:$ the app"licaLicn \'JGtk? Thill: is~ does it stay in 

opE!rcrLion 'foY' 0. P81'iod of YO~lrs, and does "it meet the 

object·jv()~.~ that worc~ specified at tho time of 'implc:rnotJt-

ation? 

2. l~hat have been tile technical impacts of tecl1nology throujfJ 

chJnges 'in the -input~ processing~ Ol' output. of -information? 

Fot' example, does it provide 1m"mr costs of processing 

data s availaLility of new or better infonnation s greater 

speed of processing, or wider collection or distribution 

of information? 

1. Fo\~ a discussion of this posit"ion see James Q. \IIi"lson~ Thin~in9_l\t~out 
Cr'ime~ (NEW York: Basic Books, 1975). 
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3. What have been the service impacts, if any? How has the 

application affected the tasks and services of the police? 

Since technical impacts provide no measure of changes in 

pod'orrnance, the eva'i uat'ion of servi ce impacts mllst seek 

to eX(:lllintJ the process and rl':sults of technological inno-
. 2 

vatlOns. 

4. Have theta br::en i).OY pm'I;:;t slli ft:~ throu'.Jh c:hMIges in the 

st~'uctllr:~ of decision making? DOI~s technolc:JY ilffcci: 

intcl'nnl balances of po':!cr'? FOl' eX.1mple, docs it prov'ide 

greater cOllLral ization or dcc~ntrdl ization, shifts of power 

',;0 highc:r··level officm's~ los~ of {~lcctoral POWC1' to the 

bUI'OC1UCl"ar.y, or loss of 'lnd'ividuul C'ontl'ol OVL,~ 'infonllation 

that lmplnges on privacy? 

?. III c:villlj;,'l:'i011 }'!~St;ilr'ch a ~'i.~W]2 of (:V(l'llHtion m(~;:::;I:n;s h;lV,; ~)~:ei) 'id2nti~ 
fh~d -1;0 1'-:'1;;:;\-/ iHiPilct. In this ;5tudy >rt lC;;i:::t t',10 'levels 07 $ci"V"jcn irn
!nets h:1VO bl~ell llseful: p'i'oe(~ss 1ll:2i.ISl!i"CS an·.! r't'sults n;':C~StlY'GS. "Pi'C'.::ess 
lliea!;lIr~s" i"ef(~i' to (;h.1ng,;s in l;(K~ P;'[)G~~~;S oi' dc:'ii'::!;"in9 p!lblic s(-;,'viccs 
such (1;) chaiI9,:)J -j il Ul(~i:in:(:: 'j i; tt,kes b) ail~;l';'\~t'th2~e'l ~:f)hofH; be:cfluse of a 
rl(~I.'1 CG;l;llunic~tVioiIS system Of' (:h'1nq~~~.;in th,:; cil'!:e rcq!.rir'cd 'i:o provid:~ the 
pol'ic~} (Jff'ic(~r with 'infoi'rnatio,11blJut ;1 slo1dl Cilt 0',' 1;:i1nb~d person. The 
(~i,:;)lhlsis \'lith pt'OCC!oS m:'t~sur(?':; 'i:; on etr-'iciE'lltly dcdi'!erin!J s!::rviccs with 
an "irnDI'()'ring t'trl;-io b,:tt'!(~on ilip')ts and aul'puts. "RC:3UltS m(~nsur(~s," on the 
odiC/" rnne:! tlr'C mon! inl:(;t'r~st;!d in th\:~ c'.ctual t~ff{-~ctiv(:~nGss amI qllcl'l ity of 
"il1l10Vi1'l:lons 'in tCrlllS of t!h~iY' -i:";)0.ct on po"ilCQ S(~tv'jce. Telephone calls 
:lny ~lC ail~~I,J;~red I!lOY'(~ l'ilp'jdly, but I·:ha'l: rHfr'J~"oi1ce lIo.:s it m,:1~(c. If 'informil
ti/Hi is d8'j iv(!t':!U to 'L;'lc oi~l~ic;!r' 'In 'i'he f'it!ld 'in seven seconds, '::hat is the 
i'(~su1t. 8CCClll!ie they :IlDVe rY'Ctil s'j,nply qlltHli:Hy of ~2l"vicc to qu~dity, re-
~!ll'cs 111(~i1S11l"e:)ln} oFtpn d-irficuli: to l~stabl-ish cmd more costly to 
collect. rnr one discus:~ion C!f 1I;~:i1::;tn'in9 parFoY'HJ1lnCC of public pt'oarams 
son Robart fL /\nl:hony dnd HegwR t. !h;l'zb~~rgC'r, r'1i1naCjf;1118nt Control In 
Nonp l'qfi t Gnp n i :~'l t i 0.;;), (Hon:G'dood, Ill.: R i cil a'rer tL -·(r;.~Ji n ~- ·hl;':;;--;- nY75 ) , 
e'c;pr;c~i il'IY' C·11arYCers·-Vl' -and XI I. 
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This report has not been able to Bnswer all of these questions con

e cerning each app1 icat'jon of comrl ~~r tecllnology. Still, such a framol'/ot'k 

provides a useful beginning for review. The ~uostions are 

more than mone'tDJ'Y f(!ct~'s as tv \,/he'i'~1Gi' the hcm(lf"it~.; jus tify t/10 costs. 

Because of the ';rngniuili:rWY l1'ltun: of pol 'icc> \'J(wk and the vat';ety of st.yles 

of polic(~ bch;w'iL:r tk~ circL1i1i~;ti.1nCeS in each police: d:':IIM'tn.cnt diffet', 

Some hnve put up 1l10re rcs'j stance than othc:y's, ((nc! son~e aclricvc 

gteC1t~!Y' success than oth'2tS. Although this rqJol"t \:111 tl~Y to drm: ~jnnerril 

concll1s'jons~ ult'inmtcly COS'CS Clnd benefits dC'p;:~nd on individl!Ci.l 90£1.15, 

prioritios and structures. 

infon'ii.'tt'ion t(;t...I1ilolo9Y; tile second will assess l'Dutillc cor!lpLlt:l~ i1pplicat'iom~~ 

and thE' tllhd \'lill l'lIwlyze cOl::puLGt tc:cfmology 'in selC!ctud noni~out'jnc uses. 

The fOllrth Sl::ct .. iO;l wi"ll d'iscuss thE:: impl(~m0ntC\Uon of ted1i1(llogy in 'lite 1m! 

enforc(':1ICotl'[; eilv'flOl1hient; and th::,: fifth ':fill illc:lud;J some final thoughts 

a,Jout imraci~ and -jmplernentat-ion. Appendix B outlines a 

setoies of recC'!TI!l10.ndutions to tile LEAA rcgm'd'ing the use wld ;mplcm2ntat"ion of 

computer technology. 

A. The U~~e and [volut-ion of COH1[Juter Technology by the Police 

The first real-time police comput~r system in the United states WdS 

installed in tIle st. Louis Po1ice Department in the mid-196ns. Since then 

the grO\·rtll of computer technology by the pol ice ha.s been wi despread. How

ever, surveys conducted as patt of this study in 1971 and 1974 re\leal~d that 
<-
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implementation has been slower than expected. The 1974 survey was mailed 

to 3,11 U.S. police departments in cities with a population over 50,000. Of _ 

the 326 (80 percent) that respondad, 193 (56 percent) wrre using computers. 

l\lthough tll'is was an increase of 1? percent over 1971 responses, it was only 

about half the growth predicted by the eurl ier sL!!"vey.3 

Some of the difference may be explained by a slight variation in re-

sponse rate between the t\'iO stud'ies and by varying interpretations of survey 

questions. But, more important, estimates of future growth tend to be overly 

optimistic. The slower rate may also indicate that som2 police departments 

are taking a more careful and sophisticated approach to computer use. A 

hea lthy pragmat i sm--and sometimes even s!((~pt,; ci sm --exi sts in many ('~part-

m\Jnts. 

l!;ents VJHh cornput::I'S \'Inre asked to identify wf'jeh of 24 appl"icilt-ions they 

w;~n"! IIsing. Tl1e 2£~ applications were gY'oupc:d into ciryht ai'l~as: police 

pattol uncl -inquiry, ti'aHic~ pn1'icG u,jministration, ci'inlo statistical files, 

nriscclluneous opel'ati on') , Y'(;source allocation, c:r'ii:linal "invesit9ation and 

C;OIL:lEmd nne! conti'o 1 (SO~ F1 gure 13-1). 

In oVdlu:ti:"jnq U~,(~ and impact, a USerljl distinction can be made bctvleen 

routino and nontout'inc applicat-ions of computoy' 'tcchno1oljY. Rout-ine JPpli-

cJtions involve the rc1~tivGly straightfor~arcl, repcti~ive n~nipulation and 

inquiry oi" p},psc~"ibQd data, onen by mr~ans of a cief"inite procee!ute. The 

sanK'! n!i111ipulation VlllS usually done by hund before the advent of the comp!Jter. 

3. The 1971 'and '1974 surveys were designed by the autrlor and administeted 
by th2 International City r·ldnagr:ment tlssociation (rcr·jl\). See Figure 2-1 "in 
Chapter 11, p. 42. 
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Technology simply makes the procE:::'s quidet' arid easier. For QXalliple, al

though police patl~ol and inquiry applications are tpchnically advanced i'lld 

provide rapid retrieval of 'infol'mntion to the f"ield officer 

suchinquit'y systems etro relatively sttnig!rLfOiward and the ta5ks C~.ln bG 

lClbellrd rOdtinr.. Other toutinn npplication Ure~\~. comprise; traffic files, 

cdmc statistical fi'les, police adnrin'istl'ation, ctlld misccllntlC'ous opcl'l\Lions~ 

as Figure 13-2 illustrates. 

NOnl'out-jne (l,pplicij"cions Clrc mote elusive to define. In this urru t.he> IIw,c/rine b~

CG;"es a tuol for (:ecLioYHll;l:~'irigs stl'atogir. p-li),nning s and rilntl-'fllachillo intC'l"-

action. There a.r8 no abso1u'1(, IE2thods for hUiicrJing problcrlls~ (-!ither because 

the ,\rea -i;, cOlnplox Oi" bccaw:c they require clIstoPl-

tcdlor-ed treatment. 1he hum;})) dnc-is'lonnuker pl<.Ws a vita.l l"ole 'in jucig;n(':tlt~ 

evaluution, and insight. Nonr0tltina application areas in lvw ~nforccm~nt 

include resource allocd-cion, invest'lg;1't~'ion of cdme, and ~;ommand and control., 

"ith:lud illg m:lOng others ccmplri::er-cdclcd dispatch c:Hld autorilatic vl>h'iclo man; .. 

taring. (See F'igure 13··2) 

Rather than vie\'ring )~outine and 'r:onroutine categm~ies us sharply d'istinct 

clussificat'ions, thougl1~ they should be l'cgarded 1.1S converging from oppos'ite 

ends of a spectrum. As applications move toward the nonroutine end of the 

spectrum, systems desi9n i.Jecomcs mote intricate, and beht1v'iOl~al ~ personalitYq 

and organizational considerations become more significant. Several nppli

cations fall bet\'!f.~en tvlO extremes. The best example is crime statistical 

files, \Vh'jeh, though generally rOllt'ina in collect-ion and processing, '.'Qvida 

the basic data for a number of nonroutine ac~~vities, slich as resource allo

cation. Command and control applications also have both routine and nonrou

tine dimensions. 
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Fi 9llt'e 13-1 

Computer Application Uses 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Traffic 

Pol ice /\dnl'inistration 

Crime statistical files 

Hi sec:l1 i1.ileOIlS r)pCI'tlVi ems 

\1.QSOUY'CC fl"llGcation 

Crimi na 1 i nv,;';t-j gati on 

Con~ll1and and con trol 

_0 __ " _________ . __ 

[Same as Fi gu~'e 2- 3, p. 45 ] 

fOI~putcr ~PJLL1 ca t i~~ 

~1arrant fil e 
Stolen property file 
Vehicle registration file 

Traffic accident file 
Traffic citation file 

" Parking violation file 

Personnel t'ccm'ds 
Budget analysis and forecasting 
Inventory cor.trol f"ile 
Vehicle fleet maintcnance 
Payroll preparation 

Crime offense file 
Crililinal tll"l'est file 
Juvclrile croiminal activity file 

Inte"lligmlcc cemp"ili1tioll -ri"Je 
Jail arrests 

Police patrol allocation and distribution 
Polic8 servi~o analysis 
Traffic pij~rol al1o~ation and distribution 

Automated field interrogation reports 
~"~'id'ls opel"nndi fil e 
Automated fingerprint file 

Compliter-a"idnd disPc1t{:h"ing 
Gp.o£ll'aphic "locution file 
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Figurp. 13-2 

Routine and Nonroutine Uses of Police Computer Technology 

Rout'ill2 NOlw(wtine __ ~_ ...... ~. ''''. _ ~._. ___ .... __ ~ ______ • __ ~._,_ .. _______ " _"" ....... ........ ._._ ........ _. ____ .. -___ ... __ ... -c _."'""' .. _. ___ ........ ..-. 

Traffic applications 

<--

Police n(i!:rirrisl:tation _.-

-'7 
._- ,--) 

"-- Clima~::li1d :~nd contru 1 (i nel udin9 uTIlong 
oth(~rs, cGmpuler-nidcd disPlltch nnd 
ClutonJutic ve:h'icle monitorinu) 

~ Crinrinal investigation 

Crimi? strt'i sti ca 1 fi 1 es 

-- - ! --y 

~-•• <~ -- RE'source allocation 

aThe dotted arrows reflect the fact that routine and nonroutine categories 
are not sharply defined classifications. Rather they should be regarded as 
converging "FrOin oppos He ends of a spectrum. 

[Same as Figult! 2 .. 4~ p. 49J 
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2. The evo 1 u1.i.2D_pf C.QD~pIJter techno 12J.!l. The growth of computer 

use by the police may be divided into four pel"iods: 1960-1966, "1967-

1971, 1971-1Sl74, and 1974-1977. The pr'imary uses of the computer 

betvJccn J2.§.s2.,!l.llclJ .. 2.§.6 \ller:; in the routine areas of traffic, po"lice 

administration, and crime statistical files. In fact, by the end of 

1966, traffic and police adillinistrat'ion applications represented 54 

percent of the total computer use. 

HOWCVl.:H', betvJe~}n .l1G7 an.ct1211 shifts in emphasis occurred in the 

use of con:puters. TllOUgh traffic, administration, and criminul statis-

tics applications experienced strong development, even more striking 

vms tfl(~ trci;i,'}ndous gl"ov'l'chin po·I'ice patrol and 'imjl!i)",Y npplications. 

Such inquii"y uses increased se',1enfolJ batVJeen 1967 and 1971, By 1971, 

aill;ost one·-fifth of all rc;ported police Ctll'iIPUtP.t' use \'IilS devoted to 

th,~ rapid n~ti~iovl\l uP infof'mation on olltstandiil9 wJ.l'rui1ts, stolen 

iH'Cil of COll1jJut(::!r (;c.chnology .. - YOS(lU'r'CQ al1or:ation ._- ,(,r:ceivecl 'incre1.1s-

sentell oni), il small fr'<.lct'icl1 of to/;dl prJlicC! compl\t:~t~ operations at the 

anti of 1971, but 'its gr'cJh~t' th.:lYl si;:fold increasn lx~t\,/(~f~n 1966 and 

1971 sU9gc~ ted that it \'Jould SOOI} bl~r:Olf:8 :1 major appl'ication 

aroa. 

computer lJSc nnticipatcd by police tlnd actual imp'letP~ntation. By 1974 

four of the five most conman application crclIs wera routine. In each 

case, though, actual implementution was signincantly loss than pY'edic-

ted. Resource allocation \'1as the only area, routine or nonroutine, 'in 

which the predicted use level was actu~11y met and surpassed. The 1971 



survey results pl~edicted that by 1974 12 PGI~cent of all cornrt:tp.r ap-

plications would be in the resource allocat'ion QW~il; the: ilctual PO\'-

centage \'laS 16. An addit'ion&l survey question in both 1971 and 197'~, 

asked police departments to rank th(:! I'cl£cVi'.'G 'il1ipol ... tan~(. of dH'i"cl'nnt 

COlllputer applicat'ions. There I'Jas l'itLlc shift \J:.;tl'!cen the how yeC:I'S, 

and in both 1971 and 1974 l'GSQU)'Ct' anoc(1t:lon Rpp'l'icat'ions \'Jcr-e 

ranked f'irst (F'igLIl'C 13-3). 

and computcr-a'id::(\ dispatch -.- '1971-197f;, USEI fer; far' !le'I(M -inh,iill 

of a'!l con;~lutcY' applicatiOtls \'!ou1d be ht cl"-inritlltlinvestigil"L'iclti by 

1974, but the actual perCQnt~g0 was only 4.7. Similurly, 61 derart-

Sys'(,cm by 1974. 1{0\'!eV0r~ only 15 such sy:;tOlHS hr:d been installed by 

1~74 -- less than 1 per-cent of the totCll COrJiputeJ' applications. The 

general failure of depdrtmants Lo acquire such systems despite 

earl icc' am[)i ti ons reflects the dHficll1ty, tim8, and cost invol\!ecl 

in irnplell1::!nting such applications. 

Based on estimates for 1974-1977, similnr p~tterns seem likely in 

the future. Many tout'ine uses~ which are sUll far mote wi(klsln-l~nd 

than nonroutine appl;cations 9 have evolved SiilCC the early 19605. 

Nonrolltine applications are also receiving inctcasing a.ttention, 
q 

although irnplernentat'ion has been slower thcdl predicted, and a number 

of such uscs are still in the planning and testing stages. Resource 

allocation continues to be the primary nonroutinc computer use that 

has been consistently implemented across the counti'Y. 

AftE:r a decade and a half of lise the computet~, wi th a 11 its 
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f-iaure 13-3 

In:pOt'tance of COiil;1Ut:m' I\p;)'licn'tions in 1971 and 1974, 
i\s t<~ll1:':Qd by Police D(;pilrtnlt~nts 

i li'.' CJ:;i.: i ~p ti on 

[Sttl1e <1S FiuuY'e 2-8, p. 62J 
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interesting implic~tions ,l.nd problcms, hils unqucst'ionably become a penmment 

part of 'Im'/ enforcC'llirnt techno'lorJi. Thc, if,sue nO\,I is hoI'/ 

technolofLY vii 11 h(' usrd (lIlCI \'Jith V/lwt ill;pclCt. 

B. Rout-inc !',pplic0.Uons 

computer 

cations 101' pol'icC! piitl'ol ar;d 'incpliry, trc;ffic ilct'iv'il;ies, pol icc EldiWipj;.; .. 

, the di1 til cn,(~ litlri i.eeL 

stati::tical f"iles tIre ~'J(H'kin9 around thc~ country today, as shown in Chapter 

III. For exwnp'lcl, sl~vc:n·,s(~cond rc:tl'icVill of infonn:l.'tion to the officer in 

1974 survey results ind-icatc~ th(~ rdh! of imp'lcm:cmtution hilS been slm'Jer 

thnn c:xpcct('d~ anc! even \'Jitll rc1utine lJ~;es of computei' tecimolo9J/) tile suc:-

cess val'; es s; qni fi cantly all10ng po 1 icc:: cnpnrtlllont:s ~ uften bc~cause of hUlK',~1 

rather than tcchrt'i (;u 1 cons; dera ti ons. r~lrthet'lnorn) 1 arge resources fr'om 

the LEA/\ have 'in some caSl;!) sel'vcd as n "seductive st'irnulant" fo\~ police 

departments to (Jet 'involved \vith compute\' tec:hnolooY in the absence of un 

intr'jnsic desire for understanding. As one police data processing 

managel' put it, "t·1illions of dollars I,ave been spc::nt, but tht~re's still an 

awft1l lot of gal'bage conring out of police computer systems,lI A .. iOugh no 
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l;~II~ kr.m'ls how much waste and nlisusc exists, pol ice computer hardware 

has undoubtedly beer. sold to police depnt'tmcnts who don't kno;·J hO~'J to use 

it or for nonessential applications. 

At the second lowl of g.Y.t}lll~J_iQ'1--tec:hlJj£~LJ,IllP:,~cts,--computer technol

ogy has provided a numbor' of posit'ive benefits. In at least some dL'!part-

IJ]l}frcs Gxtcnsive amounts of ilCVJ or better ii"lfOi'lllution are aVi1ilable more 

rapidly for bi'onder disti'ibution, although, auain, results vary among police 

nauncies. Real-time info~n~tion is not only available to tho officer in 

the f'iold, but also traff'ic~ pol ice i1t!ill'inistNtion, and crim(~ statistical 

r'ccords nrc ll1oro ilccass'ible. llo~"'8ver, techrrica.l boncfits do not uddress 

n'tlsurc 

more 'import':Hlt t~U(}StiOiIS Y'clab:'! to sot'vice impacts. 

RegpOllSQ Tee-lin) system i-las insi;all(~d in 1969, c.H1d the numbQ~' of monthly 

inqu'it"ir~s per po'lico on'iceY' CG,'1CPi'n;ng stolen curs or wantod persons t'ose 

from 36 in JttrlUut'Y l:Ji"O to 90 by ~lilY 1971, and in 1975 police officers \'lere 



averaging 250 inquiri~s per officer per month. In Oakland, California, 

after digital computet terminals were installod in h~lf the pattol cars in 

1971 and 1972, un"its vrlth t(muinals in th~ir cars mud\: n\o\~e tlmn seven 

timos as nIClny inform.:rL:ion t'PCjllC')ts, rCGoivod llIOl'O than thtoc Urnes dS mnn,Y 

Ilpossil>l C! hits, II [lI1d WCI"C thrs8 times as lli'oductivr: in v!nrrant al~rQsts and 

v(~hi c 1 e Y'ccovct"i es as noncqli'l pped un i ts . 

eXD.llri no s the actual service results or 

effectiveness of such routine aDPlications~ several 

p~cts nnd influences bc~co11le cV'i dent. 

,the most advunr.cd palko puti'ol une! inqu'iY'Y systpms in 'Lllo c.olll1try, tim 

car cbcck~;, th(:\"cby CY'Ci1,t'ing a potcllt'i2l'! ll1ilIlP0';:C:i' dr'u'in and slrifting t.OI1Ct~tltl'itt'ion 

from et!!(',!l' vita" poliC(~ tilsks such as pmvc-'ntive crillle' patrol. In (ld:1'iti(li1~ 'il. 'is 

extl'cnr:ly cUrf'icuH, to m("t1SU\'C tile cffc(;tiv(~ness of technolo~l'icdl 'innovations in 

conh(lttin£l ail!::::. Ct'il11G stat'ist'ics are a product uf a wido l'ilnge of 'infltwnet':s 

suefl as tilfi(~ of dc.lY, season, \'JQuther, unemployment and econonric cond'it'ion~;~ 

nei gllborho,')d (!ewe 1 opillunt 

patterns:l po l'i'l;; en 1 net'j vHy, conmunity unrest, and t'cporting t"C:qu'l rcmcnts. 

Relating the llse of rout'inc technological innovations to changr:s in cr-ilJle 

stat·isti<.;~i roqlril~es an enorll1ous and unwnrrant(ld IIl eap of faHh." A nUl1Ibey' 

of eVc.iluat"itms of technolo0Y lwvc attempted to rolatc the impact of slleh 

innovatitlns to crime pattern changes. It is the conclusion of this report 

that such efforts are wasted, and we are fat" 

betl:er off to sitnply admit the difficlIlty 01 tl'ying to corl'elut(~ tcchnolofji .. 

ca 1, at' fol'" thn t nn t:tC}1' many other 1 ClW ~nforcGlnent changes, wi til broad 

social indicators of ct"ime, Further, even if we discard crime as a yard

stic,k and try to eva'i uate performance based on other measures of po1'ice 
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activity, there is ah'JilYs the risk th~t undue emphasis will b2 given to 

those indicators Wllich can be most easily measured--such as the number of 

cal' clli~cks or arrests for st0len property. 

Finally, ns far us service im~Qcts are concerned, it seems that routine 

cOlnputcr uses by the pol'ice hEl.Ve almost entil'cly been devoted to the crime 

cont"I)l and lai'J enfOl"CC,ilent fllnct-ions of the:! police, In ChJpter I it was 

pO'intcd out, though) that only it slilall pOi'ti 011 of po'l ice ti:'ol;~ was devoted to 

artest, etc.) and tInt the lafg~; l!!djority \/(1<; devoted to sarv'icc (persona'i 

found pr'operty, etc.) Ot Oi'([;~t H;nilll:(~nancc (~r:tivltk:<; (fanrily tY'(lI lble, gang 

d 'IS·tll"",,",,()(· 1"'1',.,,1"")""10' 0,1 '''~'Otl')l(' '<:'j'(rl'lts n"'c) B" ,./ !~'4fl ... ,.} ~ ,,,, :JIll.!. I I t'..1 (" .! " 1;;1 ,\; t. , • )J over-

I')i) .. ','p ;l'!'!"""l'!q '1,'1101",,,('1 ;~i'i""'l'('I'IJ'l 1"(, <?,,("h ,,,),)1"'~"";"'I":1" '\'1':- 'j,!;' ci"n~""'('"I'I"'l't"S ~ ..... '-.. .. .. -.' 't.J ~ -..., ... '1.._. ,-'. oJ •. '~'o1' 1 • I dt., HI \"1 I i & ~ '. ~ 1..,0 lI.;:), ) -" v • i \.;, \,\ t ,II \J.i , 

\ '.1':'.".')""":'/,· , _1'),l'~'I';'" ';'!,:, (Ii)'] 1 "r'" :'111"1(' :"'d 'I"f)'" I'l",""jl":-ei" '''''(''''1'1010''''''/ ';n · ... "C/·l (,,~ v, .. ""I h ... j It.;;) r~ \J .... L.',ot' ... .. l -"hl, •.. dv .. «...', .•• 11, ~ .. ' t..-u t JI 

thn-:() (lI'l~u';, i.1 shif(,iilfj i1l1d i'2Ui'ckl'ing of pl"ioi'iths nriv:rt result. 

Individuals could potentially lose 

conLrol of p(~i"sonal inFormation, so S{lf<10uards to assure pi"ivacy and 

secut'ity tH'C nocessiH'y. FurLhet, comput~r tachllJlfJUY may shift power \-'1(;11-

in police d~~partmentG, allow'ing those 'tlho at'e more quantitatively and 
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technologically Ot'ientcd to gaininflucncc. (The implications of such 

sh'ifts will be d'iscussed in tilt"! f"inu'l sedion of the Cllc.p::,er.) 

C. NOlltCrutine Appl'icat'inns 

In tiri s r (po)'t 

cf COI1;put·.::Y' lASe:. r~e~.;om'cc al1ocirUOI1 Hc\S also the only area in lrJhich the 

numbCY' of appl'ica't .. iul1s reported 'in tho 197~, sUfvey actually excGcIJ2d '197'1 

predictions. All police dtrart~snt5 must rnuke deployrnanl decisions Gnd 

the inter0st in the use of technology to aid in this allocation process is 

9r'0',1'1I1g. Hm:cver, the inten~st 'in automated po1"ice dep'loYlllcnt should be 

placed in th8 cont(;xt of a r'(;al'istic llndcrstand'ing of the Imy enforcement 

env'il"onmC!nt. First, the t'C~sourcr: allocation applications noted 'in the SU}'-

veys gencraly refer to using tabulations of crime statistics to detennine 

deploYillC:nt, not to more sophisl;'ica'Lcd models; and even rlhel"8 modeling 

efforts fwve l:>ccn tr'j cd, many of the cases :!BVC met wi til only 1 imHed 

success. 

In the 1974 survey, 147 police departments ~haracterized their reso~rce 

allocation process. Seventy (48 percent) indicated that they use no 
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mathematical techniques in deciding how bast to deploy their patrol 

force. Fifty (34 percent) indicated that they rely on some version of a 

hlzard or quantitative formula for distributing resources. 4 Only 27 (18 

percent) indicated that they used an advQnccd math~natical method, such as 

a computer simu'!iJ:l:ion or another' computGr-aided resoutce allocation np-

proach. In those depai'tml~nts v:hich reported th(~y \'/cre not using a mathe-

Illi.ltical hlOthod, though, more t:lan Im'lf (GO percent) sa .. id they \'J<.:re uS'ing 

a computet' to collect and stor(~ information for polic~ service analysis. 

In oti1at' I;JOn!s, pol'j ce use cornpLl~ers to keep tr~ack of 1 c:n'l enforcement 

si.atistics <mel in a nUillb2r' of cases th0se data are unr.!oubh::dly used to 

ass'ist in reSOllY'Ce alloc'1tion dcc·isions. !l"':lew~r, th.; m:mbc'r' of 1I1Ode"ling 

rn'oj GC 1;s is 1 imi ted. 

The case sl;udies in this report htwe d(,~li1\.mstY'i.\ted t!l(~ dif'?'iculty of 

dis-

to CilGc)lIl'i,;~je us;; of l:ilO systc;n by oth(~y' COlillrl,:md(;rs. Til Dostun, t:I':~ pr'O-

4. 1\ h~,7.i1rd fOt'lilUlil idcnt:'j fies a series of fnctoY's th'l.1: iH'e felt to be 
sigtrificilntin d(~tr~rmini!lg the dc:nand fot polir:e 9atl'nl ~;et'vice. GGner'ally, 
nil a ttoll1pti s tfv}n t'FHlo 'co deploy units so that GRch sector has about the 
S,(fl,,; h(1~~t1i'<i valu(~s. Host dc;pnr'tm::nts s'llilply dt;t(~rljri:1e U1(~ a.nticipated !,'jork 
load, but SOl!10 have II!OI'(:.! sophistir.atod Cppt'Oacf18~; thi1t nntail tlll~ computa
tirm of total service times or consid(;t' a tHl1ilber of c:dditiona'J factors. 
Sonie of t.he Ino;~t COil:;ilonly used factors in c;:r']culat"ing tlla nJlard value of 
un nrea inc1uc\!3 the nLlIni)er of CY"j1l12S u0illl(~t persons, tota'l of an crim(~s, 
cQ'lls for servico~ population, juven'ile del'inquency; accidents and a'ide! 
cn~es, school crossings, and licensed premises. 
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several years ago, alld questions have been t"'--cdsed within the police c!cpnrt-· 

ment concel~ning the m.:JnuCll resollrce allocation procedures thc:t WC}'C imi11e

mcntcd. 

Of the tlwec cases rE:vie\·!~;d 'in tlris n.~pOl't, tho Los An~clr;s Poiice 

Dcpnrt!!lopt (UWD) h«s the only l'eSOU1'C(~ al1oci.'.tion system ut'il izing C(llll!JUtr:i' 

tccllno'lc)9Y ~'!!licl1 is nci'lIu':ly opl.;\~athlU and esL;-1bl'lshecl as a ['(ltt of its 

dsploJli"liE:rd: process. Tile f'irst level of evaltwtion--Iwving an oper(,t'ill£l 

systcm~-has been In8t, !;uwt:\'pr, even tll(~re~. th'2 objC'.ct:lvcs of the reSQ:H'ce 

alloccJ.t'iC'll PI·Ojz.:ct, rJct'e sl!b~Umtially modified. The LEf·mrIS/MWIt dep'loYilKmt 

IT1:Jdel \:;lS droppc·d 'in 197:1 to be: repkccd by the /l,Df.f.; h'istOi~'ic(ll n:port'ing 

the nmnpm:er rc:qlril'ed to analyze vioikloacls ~ind to cnlClllate deployment 

pluns~ but many of tile service irtipacLs are st'i11 unclear, fOl' exaniplt:>, in 

terms of rcspoml'lng t,!1thout delft}' to calls-fOl'-ser'vicc::. Finally, on~ of 

the original service objectiv0S of the LEM~AS/ADAM system, improvod crims 

prevent'j on ~ has been vi rtually abar.dui1(~d. 

Efforts in police depurtmonts to utilize computer technology in re

source allocation go far beyond the St. Louis, Boston and Los Angelcs case 

studies examined 'in tll'is report. The modeling techniques used 'in these 

tfn'ee cases ate now outdated, and improved model shave beE!ll developed. For 

exalilplc, as discussed ill Chapter VII, a num",qr of projects at'e cur~'ently 

undenF1Y to impl ement the Patrol Car All oeati on t~odel (PCAt1) and the Hyper

cube Hodel. These models al1m·, the user to identify a wide range of per .. 

formattee measures--for example) mean travel times to various locations~ 
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workload balances, response to calls-far-service and other dispatching 

strategies--and based on the re'lativc importance of the~c va r ioils measures, 

al i:crnativc deployment strategies are rrovided. As a consequence, SOll1(! of 

Lbe objections 'in St. Louis and Los Angeles--that those modeling efforts did 

not consider enough of the relevJnt factors--have been overcome. The uctua'] 

results of must of these efforts still must be evaluated, though. Further, 

the 'imple:lI1,:mtat'ion problcr:ls enCOliiltel'ed in the tIWf;i~ cusos in this report 

do not seem to be isolirt.~d instances. Rtl'tIIGt', there is str'ong evidenc" that 

~;ueh dHficulties are comil1onplace. For' O;~i-llJ1ple, according to a 1975 report 

by th:-:! f~I~ND COY'pOl'ation thert exnmined a nUIl,bei' of ai:i:em:1ts to implt!IHcnt 

vim'is Hith model buihh~rs and personnel in agr,mc'jl.:!s th!1t atterlJptec1 to '11'tlplc-

fjcner;)l, c'r'illiinal ju;.;t"iC(~ modl~ls ha'lt:; fdilcd to c1cllievQ dilY noh'1ble 'level 

t' f' 1 . I" 'I r; 01' U''j;,~ "or po ley aC::C!Slons.' oJ 

(li:dly rPd'11Qcatioi1 0;: pol'ic2 Imits. i\n eiTicrf reporting' fol" d:rty Hould 

5. J. ella'j kf2n, T. CI'abi 1'1, L. Ho 1'/ i day, D. Jaquctt, f1. Law' 0.SS, and E. 
QUddc, Criminal Justice Models: An Overview, RAND Report R-1859-DOJ, 
(Santar;lorliCric~. "t~\Trr';-.:-Rvrl·d·Corpoi=atroil~-6ctobf~r, 1975), pp. xi'i. 
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call in and be assigned to patrol or to vnswpr calls in an area designatrd 

through the analys'is of available: data and the aid of mockling technoloHY. 

It 'i s appal'cnt thnt tlris typo of "r-wid PQtrol" is not 90in~J to 

aCCtH' . '(hi S 'j s n 1 ustruted hy the st. 

Louis oX;:Jof'icnce. l\L one p::dnt 'in th~ St. Lotris rOS(li.H'Ce ClTioca"Lion, pab'o'l 

bents wc>re C!lc!li~j(~d every foul" hOlJrS ~ 10llg s'ince 

slrif'Ls (vJII'i ell i'fere confusing (mel unsettl"ing to tlie officer on patro'I), unci 

5 0<.····11 i'o I"~;: 1~''''''''1'''' (:11"'1 (11"····[I··-··· .. ·l·(· ~('''''I'O'-l) ~""I • (,( I (" L· ,. _ .... , J (t. ,. '. t, • t., t. I • 

on a 

techno logy to rt~d(!s'l gn t1lc'll' j) trt 1"0 1 structure onc(-~ and tilen wa'it: for sevuJ"(; 1 

years before u:l'ing tk:; mod21 again. 

of behuv'iOl'al and OrQRll'izaUona'/ dHricllHit~s. Pnst e>~pct'ience has _________ -.._ ...... _ .. H. ___ .-__ ~_· .... -_~." __ •• __ .... ,.-__ .... ___ ..... _.__ .... ____ _ 

sho\'Jn both u rnisundC1l"5tandin~1 of the tlPtUl"C illld envi;~Qnmcnt of technologicnl 

change, Clnu a fa'iluY'c to propGt'ly lilrrnag(-! ·innovation. Th(~ case studies in 

this repm't demonstrate tht:: clHficulty of getting po1 ice users involved in 

model ing efforts. Although the /\DJU-1j LH1PJ\S system 'in Los Angr:l es has been 

altel'ed subst':'ntially since its iIH.:ert·ion 1.1 1967, the ADM~ historical 

reporting system is currently in operation, partially because of the 

sens'itivity and app,'oach of LI\PD petsonnel. Chapter VII outlines 

how the eventual approach in Los Angeles contrasted with the ptoject 
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niclr 1'l.gement efforts in St. Louis and Boston. Still, it took eight years for 

changes to be made in Los Angeles which highlights vividly the need for a 

long-term timeframe, the involvement of command leadership, the con-

tinuity of personnel over time, and a number of other factors that will be 

dealth v/ith in 1I;()j'C detail later in this chapter. 

c. Desnitc Pilst disappointments, __ t:.... •. ______ •• ______ ._. ____ _ 

E!'P.~~l)~~thod~ .. 12!_J~o.Ji~~~e~ource _~lJ..<)~t1 ti!~~lL_b1.!.·£:L!J'i .!~191'(:'! re91 i ~i c 

Y:U:_!J?£'~ .. ~iye_. All po"lice dG!Jurtmcnts must dl:ploy th::ir resources in some 

Illallner ai' other. The tvJO surveys -i 11 1971 am! 1971~ d~mons tra ted thil t there 

1.::15 an ·itlG~'QuSE~d use of qUCln ci 'L:.1ti ve tla CD in l11akin9 

(fecisions. ;'\ccoY'ding to one chief of ponce: III u~ed to feel that the only 

ct'Het"ia -in police v/ork vias to ge:t more OfnCGi'S on tht~ stre(:t. NO\'I I havc 

CCHll2 to n'd 1 i ZG that ot:\(~t s~~l.nda\"(J3 of v!rfl)'('m~ilcr; shou'lcl a'i so bi; con-

·yf thQ ct'inrinnl jw.;ticc system is l'\JquircLl. \J,}C of t:1GS0c.:hr.o'!ODY n~uy aid 

;nvo'lvcd in tho JcC'isinn-:n;ddnq process. Hm:ev:':i'1 if til'is education process 

is to be nk!;';)lingfuL 'it must be tVl0 .. way, not on'ly involv'ing the model 

build(~rs, but (1xtcns'lv~';y involving tha hloual users ilS 1:JG'II. It is cI ifficult 

to involve law cnforccl11C!nt decision tnakel's in such a process, not Dilly be-

cause of difFerences 'in style and approach, but because the complex \'Jorld of 

policy management f.1cOS imltlcdiate demands. The police cOTl1mander It,ho faces 
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day-to-day decis-ions 'is often unuble or umli11ing to afford the "UXUI"Y of 

madel building and anCllysis. 

The last f0H years huve: sc('n tl-!c~ clevelopm::.'nt of scv!H{\l new and more 

Septetilk:l's 1975, 12 pol'ic(~ (lcparLtH21lts have lIsed, or ato using PCNi (l:JH:h 

an ndd'itioilal s(;ven dcpi':wt.m:nts uS po::;s'jble future users)~ Clnd applllxillldtely 

24 pol'ice depcH't;,.,C'nts Iw.ve used at n;"8 using the Hypcl'culJe i1odel, at leo.st 

Ho~ever, in designing and implemsnting such 

mudc1s hOP8fu1'ly v:e: cttn l(ji.w'n f\'oH! th~', p~_st so that OUi' exppctc.tions \J'11l 

model ~re h'ighly <.L:pcmdcnt upon -lilputs, deSign, and a,s~;tm·p'L-io!~s. 

Any claim nbout the impact on perfornnnce of 

advanced deploYI'u2nt lllDCkls wil'l remain largely speculative until mote CCH'e-

ful t'e~;c((l'ch vncl cvalui1t'lon is cat'r·i(~d alit. The time may be appt'opl'iatc to 

deve 1 Of) a rnOl"t} sy~;tcn1i.1t i c program of eva 1 uati on:; and the La\'J Enforcement 

Assistnl1cG Administi"D.tion should cons'idc!" des'jgning such an experiment to 

test aHcrn,at-;ve r'cSOl!rc(~ anncation strategies. It is only through such 

an experiment that 'i t ca:l be deternrl ned whether, or to what degree, 

developmant and implementatioll of such police technology is warranted. If 

such evaluation is forthcoming, though, it must be independent; and pt'etest 

conditiolls ml...3t be analyzed~ ililplementnt-ior. monitol"ed, and the effects of 

6. Jdn M. Chaiken, fllmp1cmentation of Emergency Service Deployment t~odC:'ls 
in Opel"e,t-ing /v]encies, \I RAND Paper Series, Paper Numbei~ ]>-5870, (Santa 
Monica, Calif·: Rand CorporatlOll, r~ay, 1977), pp. 13-11 
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the technology reviewed. The evnluution must be multi-disciplinary with 

(l.ttE:nLion pnid to th0 local citizenry's perception of ch':lng~:s in thf; over

all qua"lity of service in all three dimensions of pol ice pei~formi1nce--law 

enforcement, sCl"v-ice and erder maintenance. Hm'!Qvet', the r:asc studies have 

highlighted the inabil Hy to t'elatc innovI.tions to changes in crime 

statistics, dnd success or failure will need to be mGasLn'ed in other terllls, 

such us evaluatinG the -impact on ~':OY'kloJd distribution, the response to 

calls-far-service, and officer ilnd citizon satisFaction. 

conSQquenci.:s. Tb;; CC;;;rUl:0.Y' ~;(,nno t presc:'r'i be U1C~ -j den 1 method. \-!hci1 em-

focu~cd on assign'ing p~it:rol offic(:rs t-J on.: fll'(;c1 of the city 

to ptow;nt ci'ima. Til!~ conn i ct 3.PP()(lY'cd VIllen fl.lJNi \'J(lS irnpl e-

vrith VCl'y diffQrcnt objt:ct"ives. 

tIny l'CSOUl"CC allocution ~ystf;m is obviollsly based on SOillC ba!:dc set of 

cY"itel~ia or decis'ion rules used to deploy police for'cas. To obtain the 

br:1St results a department must select rules cOlilpatible \'lith their busic 
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objectives. A de~artment must be espcically careful in buying a prcprn

graillined p(!cl~age from a vendor that re1ics on a st:t of decision rules which 

are cssclitially unknown to the department. The result may be unexpected or 

yield tIle v:rong cons2qucnces. Certain critcr'iB.--for f.::xample, rcspond·illg to 

tllr. tl'i qlicst priotHy. Fmcrgencj' reSp(HISC to call s-fc'l'-serv'j ce compri se only 

a snnrl POl"t'joil of the actual police work, yet it -is pussible that 

such nK'(1SUl'( S CClil become rwi lIliH"Y crHori (l. fOI' (111 oent-! ng re:;oul'CCS if de-

pad,lf1snts fni1Lo 'CCikc t!l(} til"i12 to think cRt'cfully about tho'it dcp'/oyment 

no will bring m~gic results. Goals and objectives 

to pol'icG v;ork than cl"hnc;'-relate:d activitios; service (l.nd Ol'dN' mainteno.tlcG 

funcUons fti'(: u'\:iO of prilii(1ry 'ill:portance. lInl (;~S the lISB of computm~ 

tcclinolouy can Y'erlect this insi9ht, ovc:rsights may develop and subL1e arid 

undesired impacts. may a'tise. 

po1icc:! camnund and control opetations W0}'e first pointed out by the Crime 

1.0lnm'iss'ion in 1967. Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) systems provide the 

framC'work fo}' bl'inging together many of these new tools through tho paY'tial 

autor;mtion of the call ;lnSWCi1:1] :lna :!ispar,ch process. Other command and 

control technCllogicRl changes that hClve been c0ns'jdered or tr"ied include 

mobile and portable digital terminals to allow officers in the street to 

communi cate di gitCl11y \'lith headquarters) automati C vehi c 1 e 1 oca. t'i on 

(.LWL) and automat kvell; cl e monitoring (Avt~) systems to keep track of th~ 
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location and monitor the status of police units, and 911 emergency telephone 
. 7 scrVlces. !\ C/\O systcr:l may include AVI1 Q}' AVL systems~ 911 tele-

phono sm'vice Ot mobil d'igitul b~i'n]'in(11s. 

Sonl.:? of these 'innovations 'in Ct'ilninand and contt'ol iH'(~ t'outinp;; the 

T;(;chno1ogy bc{sically Y'PplD,ces il pn::viuusl,1 m,uluCtl Jct'ivity SLlch as with 

d'igitul terminals or the autmllatcd tt'unSYC1' of -ini'ot'fliiltion fy'om the tc1e-

phone opcrni;or to the d'isp(~,tch~t'. Ho;·:evcf, CI\O also provides the ff'ame'-'101'k 

for' a number of nonrolltin2 i.lctiv'it'ies, such us tracking dlld rnonitoi'ing 

vehie'/e lOCdC'ioll, autollJi:l'/:ical1y tinrina the length of calls ilno raising a 

"flag" i j': a call ta;(cs over a spadficd t'im8 (say 30 llIinl1tes), or pl'ovlding 

ne\lJ 'infor't\ll\tion to \):; q~:;cd fo!' :jlaili~~pn::ilt. Cmmi1D.lld i'.ild control (1'; di scussed 

in Uris l'epOY't, then, )",.:1utes not orlly i.:o d'isp..d:cil ri.,,;p10Yili:!nt, but to tile 

nb'il ity of pol'h.,:o admiilistratoy's to cl.li1ttol and n:odify th,:'! IinlH1Ci' in "Jhich 

~J • 
.. )L.. Louis. 

i'(!.V i r.'Jed) tlYi I fI,Vf'l. 

[CNl :;urvcw t\~sul ts 

7. /\ (l'istinetion b<1s bCWll di'm:n "in this n~;u)i'i; I;;;(;':;(:(;n /WI. unci J\V~l s,Yst(tns. 
An !IVn s,ystcm IH'ovidos a po'/ic~} di:-.ql\liX;)Clt' ~Jii;1J i'i.?i,l'I .. l:i:i;(:l 'loGation ostimates 
of each vehklf~ in u nrmt and, throuuhit!) ll1011itorin~.1 func'Vion~ provides 
adtliLiond'/ vch'icle status infot'riHt'ioil (for f"l;(amplc~ Hin pursuit," "enroutc 
to scenc, II etc.). An J\.VL system pt'ovi des only I oeat! on Hstirnates \ri thou L 
additional sl:.tltllS inforfnut'ion. 
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study found that of the 135 police dCPQrDI~nts in jurisdictions with a popu

lation of more than 100)OOO~ on1y aLollt 10 percent had a CAD Pr~ogrmn,8 Tho 

use of C/\D system~; -is just beginning, and a nwnbel' of obstacles have! been 

enCQuntrl'ed -inUle: nstu 11 ation proc<:.:ss. 110\lCN81', 'in San D-; ('go and New Vade 

of -introducing Ut3 ni::';J teciinolc:JY hi).v(~ been mot'e s-lglJ'ific;1il't. Thl~ succc:~sns 

and fcdlUl'f;':s of the threo Ceise stud-ic~s prol!id0 seven ins'i911Ls for the future. 

TI1(> SP[!HH systei!l in th:.vl Yod~ GHy has beon \'JOi'kinq since 19/0 and 'Ul\; C}\D 

Sr.somL bo til d ties 
_"' ..... __ .. 2~ 

rapid-jty -in Illdtching 

l'ctl'ieved of -lnfoi'ilmt-ion from the d·jsl·~;_tc:h system. 

JJ.!J.nt, in 'LeY'i:IS of pr-occss HlSUSlWCS, both cities have cxpedenced 

cet'tain jJo~.dtive snrvice impacts: telephom:; cnl1s (,-,'0 a.nsw:~r8d and serviced 

llIon~ rap'idly (telephone talk till1e in Si.dl Dfego has dl~Opred ft'om 3 minutfJS 

to 77 seconds, an~ tho average time required to ans~er the telephone is 2.5 

seconds); stu!idatds Cfln be sot for cOIiJilllmications and field bac!(lo9s (Nm'l 

York CHy has met its stnndatd of ansv:ol'ing 91.3 percent of tel ophone en 11 s 

with-in 30 sGconds$ and air-tiilie. delay and f-iold back10gs at'e monitored and 

recol"'dcd); and the Vlot'kload has been moY'e evenly distl"ibuted within communi-

c.Jtions divisions. However when it comes to measlIring t~lC actual sor-vic(? 

results attrib~ted to CAD, the conclu3ions are inconclusive. In the Nev{ 
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York City and San Diogo police departments there is a general f~eling t.hat 

dispntch time hilS been reduced) but the dato are inadequate to prove or 

disprove such a hypothcs'is. Further, the police clr.ptn'tm::nts have essentiA,l-

1,y not anQlyz(~d tlw C/\D systt~rnls 'innuence in such Jreas as irn-

provi ll~J po li ce product i vi ty by emlbn n~J patr'o 1 oHi cers to respond to more calls 

per shift or providing a better match between police service needs and 

i.wailablc t'(~SOUi'CGS. Also, the im;n1ct of tho nf:H techno'logy on c'r1me hdS 

not b2(~ll evaluated (c\l(;bOllgh, as pointi,;u cut nal"1im', such a t'eview of the 

influence on crime \'lOuld hJVC major 'l-irllHations). 

police: services. /\$ 8t'entrH' 'infoi'iila"C"ion inc',"easr.s the db'i'lity of the u';s-

p:rtcll.;r to carry Otlt h'is 01' het' job 9 it al:,i) inct'cascs iilflilQtlCQ and pOl.·mr 

1'~;Vl(lni'ly ptoducl.'u ai1d disci'ibutcd 'in new YlH'~< City, and in San Diego l'iscs 

oi' JVJ.i'lnble n:po'r't:; are c'irC1l1i1tt;r.! to polie0 p(~l'sonnol I.'rith fll'r'tlwr 

UltilllJ to impact wi 1"1 <hpcnd on tho ab i 1 Hy of 1 av/ l~nforcelllent adrni n'i :.3trf.ltors 

tu ana'lYle ilnd usc this infornklt'ion effectively as a resource. 
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The qucsJdon remains, thcn~ El.S to whetlwl' the benefits of CAD justify 

the costs. Although the expcmses of much of this technolom' seem h'igh~ 

when placed in tha overall context of the custs of polic~ operations, the 

fot C'::mnplo, the t<llnu;J.l'jzed costs fOi' developing and Op(~ti.l.Ung the SfJ[UNT 

systcm are abuut ~;2. 7 million. BecCtuse '1,;110 197[; P(I'l-iCO bud~!0t 'in t.!m'/ YOl"k 

City \'/,;$ appl'ox ifl'lately $G2£; Iilfl non, tlri S !ilUtU1S LliLlt 4/10ths of 1 percent 

of tli(~ cUlIlI,ta 1 h!clget 1:::1S devoh!d to the C/\D system. 9 

In both 1~C'~;, YOlo!: City mid S('1n Diqlo technical u,nd service boner'its havG 

been ('clriev0.d to hel p offset such CO!?jt~~ nlfl it SC:C'llIS Idgh'!y ./ i kGly that the 

use of Ch[) Sy~;LClii:3 \',"i11 contiiwa to c;:pand. U!wtiICl' t.hoi}' full poLil'l:'ial 

out the C'ity r.nd to P:"(lillO'CC:! Hf(~ need for 1 m'J enfo;~culi1ent and pol'ice 1"0-

Sour"ces. Consequently ~ "it is sti'l1 unel E!Jr as to \:Jheth(:i' they or their 

ass'is'Ccwts \rll1 be ahle to ch:nnel tile potenti.:ll technologiC'ul talents of 

the computE:l" to do rilOr'c than Simply perforiil l'out-inc operations. 

The 'fHtJ~ conchl;;;ion from the thl'ce C!\D cases points to the cornp'/exity 

and ilnportance of imp18mentntion. In Boston a numher of fartors were identi

fied \,!hich contdbut2d to the problems of 'installing a CAD systGll1 in the 

police dep<.wtme:nt: lack of involvement by cal~eer department personnel in 

in fOlmulating th~ program; prohibition of outside consultants from 

9. Stated in another way, ~he ~osts of ~;erat1ng SPRI~T are rouQhly ~quiv
alent to maintaining 10 police patrol units on an annual b.;.<sis. (Cost est·;
mates at'c discussed in more detaii in Chapter IX.) 
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working closely with departmpnt staFf and field personnel who woul~ use the 

nevI systEm, ilnd lack of progress t'evie\'ls vrith fielrJ pc;l'sonn:-;l. Police 

crffic£;Y's (lrc often Sl1sp'icioLlS of change, and CAD 111::3 the pub:ntial for 

flUg(: lilodif'lcutions in police OrJf!l'ations. (there p,lssible police must be in 

vo'lvcd in 'id;::ntifying tfv:: nee.:! and (j..:sianin~J the cpm~i:ttici1 of tr:c;il,'!ological 

innovations. It is poss'ible that the C/\O systl":llll in Coston ~rill s01l1cday be-

com~ fl.dly orcl"ational, but fh'st, behavior'a'], tc!cllnical, ,lrld politicul 

Pl:Y'sonncl and to 'involv(~ (l'ispa~chm's and o!1';;"1t'iolld'! olTicer's ini;he dr~:.)igi1 

of th(~ new system, nl1di.:his approar.h cer'tal;dy conl;t"iLui:cd to thr~ii' apparent 

b;-dldV'ioral u'ifficul!;ks (such as blJ!'cdoill. inonocony, il.Hl th:;isolation 

inevHiJb Jy vc~'! opul. Til the! long i'un, both 

of til'is rc:rort that effective irnplmllcntutioll tH:cessitilt(~s s'.lch standards. 

(~VU 1 un t i on of elm techno 1 crJY -j n thl~ 1 m'/ enfm'cemen'L cOllililunity. A lthoug h 
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some systems are still in operation~ others hijve met with only limited suc-

cess and the reality is far belo\.'! initial expcctrltions. St'ill the interest 

in CAD mliong 1 c:w enfm'cprnent agenci os a.ppe~rs to be hi gl1, and a number of 

out 

out st(:,ndi.ll'ds~ checks <ind balances. The LEflI\ sho~dd consider' fUiid"ittg a 

thorough (Iva lLwl:'j on of such techno 1 09Y to i den t 'ify both the advantages nne! 

prelll CiilS that have Occl,iTed to date and to out'l inc u cl eQl~ set of pet'j'orm-

ancc:~ sta.II(\J.rds for us~~rs und VendOi"S in considel'"in~J the 'iJilple~' 

mcntClt"ion of a neli CI\D systeil'!. Such an evaluut'ion c0uld play all 'impol"t.:mt 

f(Jle in the p[~ot;;c!.;s of technology tn'.l1sfer (ot non 't;n.diSfor') both 'in terms 

of rca'l 'j $ t 'i ca 11 y adventi ng i nter('sted derF., rtm(mts i II the bE::nc~f-jts .9,.1:',£ the 

C(l:its of such imlo'Jo.t"ions and in tGrms of idEmUfyiny jJossib12 lIpools of 

b. l\utoTf!~d;ic Vr:·hiclc f'lorrll.()l"'ino. ThE.! J.ppliGation of (iVi,1 ~l'ighlights -tl. 
"--'-""'" '" _.---.,_.,.. ... _---,.-.-.,_ ... --,~. 

mUllbel' of add'itiGilUl dimcmsions in the evaluation of compute)' technolo9Y 

related to pol-ice COillil li-md and control. In anulyzing the St. Louis experi

Iii:.::nt, -rOL'r object'jvps lJete revicl';ed: (1) reduc.tion in voice-b<:\l1d conSlfst'ion 

through digital communications, (2) response time reduction, (3) impt'oved 

officer safety, and (4) increased comn~nd and control capabilities. The 

evaluation in Chapter XI of this report reviews only the Phase I I\VM experi-

ment in one police district 'in St, Lt\Ul~, O'istrict 3. (The Phase II city

wide inmlementation of the systell1 l'Jas undc:rway as of 1977.) Gased on the 

Phase I experience, though, only one of the initial four objectives--

digital comiilunication--has achieved positive t'CS!.llts. Although the level,! 

of voice-band congestion was not materially cllanged tht'ough the use of the 

digita'/ cOl11municat'ion components of the AVr·1 system (called FLAIR)) th~ 

system experienced high usage, allowed a far greatet' number of 
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..,,),mmunications bet\'Jecn the field and the dispatch cel!ter, provided both 

field officers and dispatchers \'litn greater communications flexibility, and 

VluS generally acccpt(~d positively ~~l officers in thE; field. 

Reg.:lrding response tililC, the Phase I Alli'l tests did not support the 

expected '('educt'ion in i"esponse t ifill'}, I\Hhou9h further c'1reflll rcview is 

needed during Phase II: currellt evidence docs not suggest that savings in 

travel tifilO dllG soL!ly to IWt·l \'Ji 11 significantly 'ililprove pol ice c,pDrat'i0l1s 

r',. r'C(;~l\~C Cf)SI;S. Tilisis part'iculurly true \'Jhon one n~illi7.es that 'little 

pr'obdbilHyllO and t,V1G in an urban environment, tr~\Vel t'ime as a compomm't 

""I!',"'\""((1'1 <lli;"> l"O "\/'1 '11 i ~. . ~ I. \".. ~ t .. ~ , t , J j (I 

\'/.1S so high that the! cOllndr~n('e of ;nci'"o'! officers in the crnergcncy rtsprcts 

10. Two studh1S on i.h'ls sU:)jcct include !!2rb;}y't II. ISf.l.acs, "A Study on 
Cr'inms and fliTr:stS 'in ;1 n:;/.;tOl'o'l"ii.:tltl rVI iC0 D2partfllnntl~ P.,~pei1d'ix B, TJsk 
J)!'£':1.J~(~flO,;~,;", ~~::,ip:2~~'~, .ilD~Llf;.s!l,n~i.12,f1Y.., Pr~s 'j dent I S CUiUlri s s i on on Lml Ir,'j:o'I'CQ
rn~mt and j\chainisLratioll of I]u'>tice, iiclshington, D.C., 1967,pp. OS-lOG; and by 
C'lilvlson and Chang in Seattle to appear in a special issue of i10.Il,1qemeilt 
S~!.~1.E.s on Cr'inl'inal Just'ice, A. S'lumste;n and R. Lar'son, co-gIJe·~C8trFfo-Y's. 

11. See for exampl e Deborah H. Bertriltll und 1\1 exandeY' Vul"go, IIResponse Time 
AnalYSis Study: PY'eliminary F'indings on Robbery 'in Kansas City," The PoHce 
Ch'iqi'_, ~1(1Y, 1976~ pp. 74,-77. .--,'.----
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of AVf'i dL~Crl':'Jsf'd signific~ntl'y. Aiso, the number 'Jf actual em(~l'gcncy alc:rms 

dW"iflrJ Phase I was sma 11 ) making Ll propCi' eva'luation difficult duo to Siili'.ll1 

si zo. 

offiC(~I' Sttfc.d,y ('l,spe:;ts of !\Vr'1~ tI1r:~ St,. lou'is case (!oes provid(' (lll exr.ellcmt 

oPIJortun'ity to i'(,V'irrl the htlj'i(~r, aspects of nQI)ing location infoY'l1vlt"iLmi,C) 

p)o 11" (~" C r"l'",:,',<,',,',: 'I'IU" ~: I', cJ (',0',1 -1'1"0'1 • Bn 111;,\ \/", r. "c.-' 1 {" rtf! 01"·" ;'1'''"1 ',(',':--; (l'''' 1 'Jr:(~ r: +0 I'S al~" _ ,~ , _ ~ v " • v v I!. r}", ,-J ,A, "," I , "A , ,1.0'; '-' 

ins'Utll'lng /Wi'l systems. A cl'ucial link (~;:'ists lK~t\:(:r.n att"ituc;os Clnd sy~.;Lcm 

area ,-District 3-,~thollglrt f,VH vms a '\IOJd 

to receive the SU;Jj)o,"t of pol icc: PC:?l'SolimJ, haY'dv!~,i'G VC!::dOl'S lliust 

to tlte slli,'t in attitudes. One of the most imrol'ti1nt asp3cts 'in imp'/cml'nt~ 

int n(~i'I tOcfmolo9Y is developing tho pl"Op2r hU;-!lanjtochno1ogy interfaCE!. The 

point (l,t \','hich this 'is espE::c';J'ily vita1 \'lith cotlmkU1d und control is the 

link botw~en the dispatcher and the now system. If the Phase II system 

be'ina in::Jlcn:~m:ed cH~1 'viae ~n St. LC:Ji::: ;s to succ,-:ed, sev(;ral bchaviora'i3r...: 

lTIanagerial fActors must be consicl0N~d. The::;e include: pdority attcllt~on 

t() the )'olc of the dispatcher, a.n effol"t by vendors and tor J1Kma2C'ment to 

keep from "overpl'oflli~ing," the developm~nt of detailed stalldards for Qvalu-

ation, ongoing dialogue and feedback 
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concerning the system, careflll i n'lo 1 veme!1 t o? top po 1"i ce s uperv; SOi'.S) and -a long-term coml1itmcnt and conUmrity of PQrsonncl. FLit' tht':r, sensitivity 

'is rcqu ii"(.:d cor;cctning the potential iOI' disciplinary ,d~IlIS(~ • TIlQ pab'ol 

officers 1 association in st. Louis hCl.S (c:f2YTeJ to j\'y'i,! dS a II i~ancy COVl 

justify disC'ip'! inc it will face strong officl~l' r(~sistanr.p.. On tho Gthcr 

hand, 'if usr~d as (t m2JilS of cncoura~rln~J !y.''i,·>!t' iilJ.ili1:J;::::::::nt ilnrJ r!'.';doymi'nt 
\ '" ~i '..,\" .. , . 

of !Jo'l'ice parsor.nel, ofrlcet's n;.1j De! IliOi':~ l"('(:f.:pj;i'!(~ La cllHngc. 

capDbil ith:s pcrtaiilinq to t n e a I) i 1 'j t.Y 0 I: i.. h r~ dis-

[ .• <.·.·· ••• ·.'·,1.)'·,.) \', \1'['1,'1 ('Yr" (''.:'11·,'11'' ''''!(·;'·.\,i':~ ';j"'I(1() r,:":] 1'1'.' It,"\" .).J.... '?'''r' ,1 : .•• ,,) •..• ""~("I-' 
t ,~ .J ( '.. ~.,J~. ..J tt. •• J"\ .~\~\", ......... ' •• J-) .' ..... ' ," .~l .J' .... , ••• , ;) I,) "" 4 , .. I ~J) 1 

b1 slimill in 

Such analY:5is indicntns thiJ.t there is potcntial fUr' nlun,).genJcnt -impy·ove·· 

i11;,~nt, but aguin, tho I'Gsu'lts ~'rin dGpend upon the abilHy of pol'ice a<.!nrinis-

trators to utilizG the 11m" t'.}SQurce. An eva'iLfdt'ioll is being 
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await this eVQluatinn. 

conflict vrith an 

"tjjI·tt~fS ~~ 'i 1.-11 c" 

Vil r.Y 

·im;·,le:il?nt.pu 'is cn~cial to $l!cc(~ss. Even vrh:h routin(~ CO:lI[l!lt(:'l" applicutions th~ 

styl (>.5 

l,~ith nOllt'outin0 app'-icnthms, \':h~;rt~ the success IIJS been far mote limited, 

the pl'ocess of imp'lcn:entation h(1s becn pay'ticularl.v ·impol"tnnt. Tho main 

pl'oblcms hilve genel'J lly not been tE.!r:hnical, per 

se; 1~i1i:hcl' tiley have orten bccm bchi1v'iol'al ~ ol'gFJ.l1izat"ional, and dependent 

upon tlie l'clationship bett:een vp.ndors and users. The LEA/\ has spent lal'gc 

sums of monei to suppod computer technolog'y~ and comparatively speakill9, they h:.lvC 
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n<:glet.:ted the process of implementing these inncva-

tions. 

The t'jme is nm1 }'ipc to chQllge this ol"ic:ntation. The conclusions of 

thi'5 rcpo'Y'i: rC;]dnlir10 the 'importance of 'iH1plui12ntation have been verified 

by nunK~rous stuJh~s conduct;-;d both ill 1m'J cilfor'Gcm:~nt and in tfw 

n:ore geneNl appl'ic;),t'ions of technology 'in thu pub'lic sectol,.12 The 

question i~;: "~Ihi1t shcu1d be donG?" 

s h01(1 d Fi'oceed. 



haunt t:ho itllplemcnt~i~ and to br'ing the evontucd dernis0 of the cf'(ort. 

Sa.sed on the case studi es and survey vIOrk ill thi s report it is 

possible t.o develop a Sflt of r'fcom:ncndcrtiolis eoncern'jn~J tiw im;lol"tC!nt 

'I • Con d"it hi:l s r.::; 1 cd: :~d to t h· .. · nel'l! I:' c~ f!;1 d ('flV 'ii'C::1l1!:)nt v?ilt(' 'j m;)'j" .;; \ "1. 
__ ~ ~ _ .... __ .... _ .... __ ~__ ._~ __ "'_~_ --__ --._._,_ .... < __ ~ ,_ ..... _ ~'" ... " •• ,_ •• ~ , __ -<, - _ •• _'. _. ,",_"'~ •• _. _~" .. "'. __ .,,_" ..... , t. _____ , ~. .... ..~ 

o A cloar 0.ud t,\,::.cJisth: IJi:(;(Ts:-.~n(!'7w: (·t 'i:(J(; olltset of 'Uh: pr(l:~(l 
_. ~ ... .-_."'. ___ .... _,,_ ... '"_ ... ~,. ,_ .. _ ........ ,...,._-_~-, .. _'"' .. __ ... "'_~.-.<,.... __ .. ...."._ .•••. ~~ •• ~., .• _~ .. ___ . a.. ... _"" ..... ,.."... _, ".,,_ ~ , ....... ''''A •. _..... .., .:\-., 

vn't-i on--both pol ice 0drrrini sti~atOl' s nne! cri'fi CGl'~' Oil! l:ll~': ~,'l.r~~:::t. -------,_ .. _."" .... - ... --.~--~~-, ... ~~ ._-,-*_.,- ~--~ .--_,,----- < ......... -.---.~-- .......... - ............ , .. - .... ~ ••• -, .......... ~-

One of the best indicators of this pCl"ceiv('d need -is Cl. \:i'I1infj" 

ness to pay for clu;,nge. Oath Si'ifl D'jego and N(l\'J Vat'!: C-ity "u;:;~~d 

their OV,'ll money," so to speak, \l/hel! installif19 C.l\D 

systems. t·1any of the recent Hypercube and PCllS"i pon co l~G:snUl'CC 

allocution [,lodeling effopts have DG0n funded d'lrectly by the de·· 

partments i nvo 1 ved. A lthollgh proj eets funded fi'om tlw olrts 'j del 

may sti 11 succeed, often there is 1 ess cOfiilnitment and support 

than in self-funded effol'ts. 

o Effective t i In; ng~I~Sl'_~n_ des i ~!1~_~'?. _.~~9 __ ~~_et.y.~~~~I,.1~99_92.. 

The first attempt at CAD in San Oi0g0 failed miserably because 

those involved in the design failed to identify the needs of 

users. The second effort focused special attention on user' 
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concerns anrl was impleme~ted at a time when change seemed 

essential. The outcome was far morc succ~ssful. 

t~E:)lDQJQ:Jl. The most impoi'tan t fOY'\I;ul i1 seems to be to stU)'t 

\'Iitl) imlOvations that assist the officer in 

thl~ s trect. /\fter thcl t; i"110rC nonro'Jti nei nno'/at'j OilS can be 

rlC\/~lop~d. As He diSGl1ss(~d er.H'l'iel", compui:er i:echnology has 

focus has bt:Cil on Critl:; and ldH l~llrorcem:2nt acthtities. Per-

haps if g( Qatm~ attmli:i on w(;re ck:votcd to Sf:I',!'ir;C or ol'dcr' 

spent 

~s:;,;blishod Chr:l'illS of COlHildnd. Un!,k:l"standing, in1folvement 

und support (i'aiil tho top 'j:; essl.::n::ial 'if t,;c:mo'!of)'ical inno-

fro,,) th\~ Clli(~f 'is l'(;quircci, though. In uddition~ a C'::'Y'C of agency 

laiJ,det's 'is YiJCC::;S(lt'Y if cOll:;.]'i tment is to be 1Ild',ntuincd over 

t ilfl(~. 
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o "D~~_l vel!.lGnt~5)"f.J?.!112.!:."_ro L1"c~_r~t·~.9.J1D~J Bes i des the top 

commanders, poli~e at the operating level must be involved 

in the design and d~velopment of computer technology. One 

reBson 

in St. l.ou"is \-;[\s beca[lse th~' 'field off'icel"s strongly \"0-

s1 steel a shHt of on1y one h~H_;i' i n th(~i t' d<d ly schedui os 

b~'ct\l!se it v:oul d ha\'(~ \'(:qui n~d thel!l to comnute to WCll''' c!uri nO 

o Cal"iL)Cl' of computer sv::tC'ru:,; tnd tr.1chn'icul staff. Ind'iv'ic.lu\lls --_.:- .... _ ..... ___ ._ .. ~_ .. -~ .. ' "~"' __ __ ...... =- ___ ." _ .,..,.-,, ____ ~."'_~ ___ ., .. ., ••• _« _. _._ ... T~·'"' __ ·._ 

are reqlrireJ \'Jbo Iwve bot.L tce;ilwical sldl1s as \'len as a brond 

cessflll1~' w'ith the pa'/i CG dep<'wtmcnL In orc(m' to attract 

\-'Jages. 

cates for teelmolog'ieal innuvHtion wove, the innovnt'ion of ton 

dies. Chtlnge ill personnel is 'inev"itablc, but at the sahlC time~ 

a certa'in degree of cont"inuity must be maintained. 

o E f f.§f !JY0 ~t r~L!) i llJL?3S1 u~ a tJ2l~:......a n ~_. i n 2.c.::~Y. ~51n dis s en.l; n~~,_C!..D... 

1 he p}'ocess of commm; cati on is oHcm at the heiH't of cffE.!ctive 

innovation. Carefully designed training pt'ograms pl"ovide an 

illlportant link in such communication. However. innovators 

must also be prepared to listen to fc~dback and the dialogue 

proco~s must be two way. 

o Em~J!2~~.i..~~_CGq_.2!lJl.~ll1an-con~p..u~t~! i n~eract tg_~:_~~erG is some

times a tendency to considel' computer tectlnology as a 
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replacement for people. This is both unrealistic and in-

officient. One of the most critical vnriables for the 

eFficient and effective: opctJtion of (lny computer system is 

the development of the proper balance in tile intet(~ction bc-

t','mC:ll mun itnd mrlchine. 

evaluAtion should b.,; .:tn inti:'!Cji'(11 part of (1ny -l!;iplcIlWnLrltion 

effort. 

Twelve conditions 

above. ObvioLlsly it is 'impo~~s'ibl0 to (;XP~~ct i~h:t!: they 

a cllccklist to 1:I::;p in mind v/hell ccnsidL'tinU the 'irnph~-

On the 

.~:;L:b·Jish informal "ci'lIl:h [;1 C!:Ch.lOlo!)y" standtlfds. In the CAD <.,Y't~a, ror 

cimmpl G, San D;c}uo nnd Nc,:;! York Ci ty both (k~vel oped st::'\I1clards to eva'j unto 

Vl.}fldoy' rK}i'forIl1Jllce. ;~ bi'Odd(~l" f2va'llIQt'ion of CI\D could rulp to identify the 

ut'ility of sllch systems for diffcrcilt police depnrtlnt:nts und to outline 
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detailed specifications that could 1)0. applied in vc.rious circumstanc~s. 

vJith AVr1, the exp~rience in St. Louis hJ.~ already assisted in ~po11'irlg (Jut 

possible performance measures that could be applied concerning accuracy~ 

lnZ1i ntc'IFtnCP (il1d repa ir-, system capac',ty and s.Y~;tC'm (lduptuDi 1 Hy.13 Such 

sta,rd~n'ds vrill not OI!'ly help to c:~tnblish fl b0Sic 1c'.'01 of pet'fol'nw,nc~', 'l!1(~y 

vri 11 /1(;" p to cnc.:OllfDgc the (kvcl opm~mt of b2ttCl~ technology and bet"\'.CI' 

I Ij't' a good dei'll of i:lttention 'in thc: litel'aturl:: is C,J'iv8n to trY'inn to n~C!Cl:ion) . -

II I.lI"idgc! th(~ £lap" b(~t\Jecn thu bui1d~ts of tcc!mology ctlld tllG USN'S. FOl' 

eX~I'i'.;Jlc, S0H10 lw.ve Cll"g1l2d lor the need for more "en~finpe~'s" in the techll()lo~I.Y 

P:'O(;C\~.,~)14 cHid other's have cal'lQc! for tha development of ';i new breed uf 

contl'l.ll hg v.nd dil'ecting the ll~od(?l builder: "T!E'! lliodel arwlyz8t' would b0 

ncitlrt:T modo'l uufldm" nor mc)(jel user, but in a middle posit-ion beth'0cn the 

t\'lO, c:;j)(l.thotic with both."15 I am soowwilat skept'ir::c11 "bout the possibnity 

of 'irt: .. ;UtutionnliziIl9 eHhei' of these en il large ~cD.le -in the 1m .. , eilforce-

Ir.cnt cGn!:mmity. Pol 'ice are often suspiciotls of change~ particulntly change 

promoted from the out~'dde. 

n. See Richdfd C. La.rson, Kent W. Colton and Gilbcl"t C. Larson, IIEvall.lat·jon 
of a Police I1II:')lementcd AVH System: Phase I, with HeC:OilT'118ndation$ fol" OthCl' 
CHios,1I pp. 61-63, C;U;;li1:aty re::.crt c·;-- ',.'lJrk Jerfu1"'iT:ed by Public Systems 
Eval~lii~;on, !nc., C:lm!ll'id~le, ~las::;" funCitd 'Jy Grant No. 75NI-~i9-0014, 
Nationrll Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Ju~tice, LEAA~ U.S. De
parb~ent of Juctice. 

14. Jen Chaiken, et al.; Cl"'jf11inal Just~Cf~ r,jodel,_s_:_A_n O-,,~r"\~.t(l:!,!.' 
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However, it has become apparent in analyzing the ilnple~cnt~tion of law 

r.nfot'ccrnent technolo~JY, that a nQ~'1 breed of polict: (if?'ic,~f's is b<Jinnina to 

though, thGY'o S;;t~ms to be: no one absolute, s'ingle anS\lt::!'r', RuLh(,~I') the 

ccrtrnct pt'cscri pi;'i on must CIifl1(~ fr'Oill a conn uelice of faGtOl~s, Even then, some 
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implemcmtittion efforts \'Inl succecd~ !;ornr. wi1"l fa.il, and other's wil1 fnll 

~;ome\'Jhere in h0.t\,10(~n. Hopr;ful1'y~ v:e can learn from all three situat-iOlIS 

Evc:1t.mt-;otl is necessdry to weed out L'njustificd innowt-ions, but it shou1d 

only 2G yGar~ V00 in lrSl. The third 

1%05. IJet'recti on s!10uhl not be expected i nstilrriJy "i n eHl area so yOUilrJ [:nd 

hopes and to m<1jor oversell. In "t('alHy) til::: stilt!~ of tho cll"L is ofLc:n far' 

E. Conclusion 
-~-~ ...... ----~--

EVE:n if computer technology can IJO irllp 1 c-:mcnted SllcCGssfL'lly) important 

questions remain about the final impact of this technology and the benefits 

and costs. The Ct'in12 Comnrission's report in 19(;7 stressed the use of tcchnCJ

logy in 1tW! enforcemcmt, it vms optimistic about the pote;ntial 

for such innovo.t"ion. Since then we have learned a gi~eat deal. Quick solu

tions should not be expected, and costs accompany any benefits thClt are 

achieved. In a narl~o' .. J sense, this report h:-ls fuund that there are technica'! 

and service impacts stemming from the routine LIsa of cOlJ1puter~ technology, unci 

in the area of nonroutine use, indications of technical and service improve-

ments have been documented. However) we hJve also learned to expect 
(; 
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iittle impact from (;Oll1putm' technology on Ct'im2 and the br):;;c lil\" enforce- e 
mont issues. Crime is rooted in an infinitn :nix of filctl')Y'S; technology can 

do l'ittle to ,~'ltf;r' ti;;~s~~ ,:olldi Lions. Earl ic:i", Vie si.::lted thut no one should 

The findinV3 or til:},'cpott c(lllfitlil this conclus'ion. Thf:! best that can be 

(~.:q1eGt;(~d i.H'l; lil::li'ninnl 'i;;;:Hov0n;~mts. Still, 'it 'is relevant to ask: "\·!f!Jt power 

·',,1 i ty ;\( V(~ 

cl!)s(~Y' o;~'}IIlin;rtion it S8(JII1S thc.t cC'lIlpub.:t's thc!tlselves do not cause c::mtt'<.11-

izat'ion or dt~c(·nti'al·il.ni:ion. Rilthl2t', they a'r'H tools thilt can be used to 

~IOVO in wither" diY'Qction. Centi'alil.atiol1 lililY be the most common rosult, but 
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not ner:es s a r'j ly. 

I . f seven:,. 1 r:l1e'3~ 

In fact. in telephone interviews with police 

indicated that, with the computer, decision 

!Ililk'inn VJaS beconring lIlorc' decentralized. Recnuse more information is avail

able i'o fie'lcl r,tc,H' und d~stl"ict COH:,l1::lndel"s. they should be! ablt.: to t;WK0. 

vri SE!r deci s ion';. 

StudentE of t(;,(.llI101o~jY c.lld soc'joty have large1y abnndoncd th~ v';ew 

app'lic:'Uon t'.nd till' u~;p of n~'·;i tecl1r;i)lo~rie!..) '1fe stroi1g1y 'influenced by 

.poliUcnl 'foru's UIJl..! soci",l valu0f;. Tlris is c£;pc:cia'ily tt'uc -in th~: 1m,' 

hnve cl(~butc:d til:: nv:t:Ui'G and ct:1uses of tlH,: crime fW'oblc'il, only 

to realize IKM c!·j·r·fictdt it 'is to t.raCt':) the n~lationships bdwecn alternu'L'j·ve 

"sol uUons" amI til::; ci"lme rate. Nevel'thGl ess, techno? ogy Illi1Y wcll suPPOt't 

or enho.nce (;st(lb'lishc~d trends or dh'cctions of change. They may make pC\'wr-

ful penp 1 e tl.moe pm'iGrful ~ and estab 1'i slwd practi CGS more set. 

Ther(~ is c, 1~an9c of v'j e\'IS about the llse of computers and techno" ogy in 

()u)~ society. At one e)~trCIl18 al'G thOSG who sec the 'incl~easing movcmlnt 

towards a technolo£ric:al society as clanyerous, a movement that will tuke us 

av:ay fl'om the "good 1 ife." Scient'jfic Ntiona'j ity and technological progr(~ss 

may have questionable results and set up a chain reaction that we may not be 

able to reverse. 16 At the other extreme are the technologists~ the champions 

of the raT.iO'lal, scientific approach, and thE: vendors 1,'1~W sell their products 

16. For an i ntc;resti n9 presentati on of tlli s argument see Abbe t'1ovJshm·Ji tz 
The C0n51~I.~,~~t of t'Li.l1_:_tnf~)"~Li.9J~Prpc%sir.g in HUIl1~ln Aff~irs, (Readinu, 
T1assacbusetts: Adu'j son-I-les 1 ey, '19/6). 
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"> 
Tr;::.:y arqUt~ that the henefHs of technology outweigh, its 

,I, 

cost:; and tQnd to o'lel'sell thei)' pl'oclucts und to promise mOI'e than they can 

df!l i ver. Tlli s report concludes thJt the ti'uth 1 i es SOiilt" :hc)'e b:;twc\?n. On 

thQ one hand, coriipLiI:et technology b<ls br~Coll1e a pi.lrt of 1(;\ ... enforcement activ-

ity, Ri.lthc~r th,}11 Cr'ying to Ul1i'(2d'lisLici111.v halt tilis l"eality, the most 

useful ori~ntdtion is to eval ilate curt'cnt needs and pr0grass and to promote 

E"'lI"(,;,;,,t,'(')\,r<' 1111'(-' I"'J'I': b!~ "1 1'''''<'1 "nil r:""'I)'LI'~C")'~ 11c'",n :,'\f'I;)rl .,1\ I~ ~ .... "v '. .! ,) . t I ,.~ It • ~. \ .• 1 1.\ .. J J (,\ ( • " ... ' < • I ' .... j :.\ 'If \,,. :",d •• ;: __ 

11Th;"! C01~pl.!:):?r ·j:m:tl'i.w'l in the U\}' i~i Dn (}Ffor-l: by i:ll(~ 
pu 1 k.1 dq::.1l' hil:'m;; I,D P;"(~T:';~; S 'i:m;:~ 'i i In fi'r.>i.i t1 h;n'(i':idrt~ 
apPl'O(ICCl. I'ids is O. K" bllt ti1:! lii;)}',-; 'iI',: c!)nCQn::t'~1;:('1 on 
ht'~'I'd*:i'~~"(\~~ 'l:,il'~ 'f(lt·;~ij~.:f' ~"\.~ I:/i'/:·~ 'r'I'(;~n tlld b;1::: Ie p:.))plQ ~i·-~'.:~u:-~:;. 
T;'1:1 (''::11 r,o'i1('~~ p,\~blL:,':; (hnl.i~ ~l;lV'.~ tcchnic;'11 :~,)lJri:ioilS. 
1·'l,'·1~'~'·""1 .~~ .. t\_ ,*.'.,.-. j' "1""-1-1.':<1""': '.'>1, \~·"'··d'~:~l" .• 1 ·'rl ')'~' ,.P' V'I,.~,.lj,J 

... 1 .')~ .. ,:\t\, 1 I. ,., L:L~ .-" .. ;' t, l,i I ... ) ttt I. .... Lt ~_'oi~1.l i r' 'I (.:;,:. rh.: l"lJ, .. 

j,;.Jr,) p::orl(>·to'P~:');}i:J";,Y!J;! or'/'o(1;s hl po'l le,! .1:;P(H"l~ln'~ill;s, 
!;!.!t,~~l ,i:~ iilt~Ji';)'lC!~;~'~,;~::5 in (>;~;:,,,::~1'icf:li:i()n~ 'int'!'~(';1~:)":::d t;H)t'lva.,. 
tic., pn;;;f1 r:ti'Ji'l:j ;rl,),H/;c,,:'i~'kns, bl~;.:t;I' i.)U'tpi,:r::GIl-l! 
l\·!'i.,.ti(,ii;~~ (;;~:,~. Til sh,)("!:~ -{d~.;t:~!:1d n? h;-n"::~d,~~r'td :.\iluLit1H5"\ 
t:f.! n,{-:'\~d ~_h't'l !{:y :···:~l'~;./lut~·i i;l~~ ~jy t:lt:: L~ils'lG i:j~;u~~:) 01: the 
p:)'I'ic;~ fnl'C.~!. 'ni~ )'(,·,t!li: 0/ '1;!;I;) cn:ii:1I.lb:i' Id'W b',.: tp t,l!~~~ 
Op:\ ','I ,". i_t_ ): ".~ '''~l'l'- ""l'\') '.'", ", " ....... () • ... rq ,."I.~ ).; .. ~.('" ~t .,)''' n 17 
'I .. 1111',,1.) !., I ,,/ ",I, cd (, 1.01,_ Ili.n ', .. 11,)Or 1 •• ',1.1, 1,~!::iI.I<:,;!'i. 

C.'1:;,'-::;, but in Oi;J'il~f'S$lt i::PpC;'i':; thilt a'i long as bQllefits (\I'e defined 'in 
n,HTOV1, pi'ocess'otiE'nted tt~;l1I~, they SOll1:;t'iIliGS c\f) justify 

'17. IntlHYim-1 bp.t'.IC!(~n k.tmt vI. Colton dnd a police scy'geant in Oakland~ 
C{,l 'i'J'orrri u, 1974. 
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the c0StS, particularly with routine applications. (Naturally, success 

~egai~ding use vades fl'om dCpi.lrl"nlCnt bdf!par'trnent.) Further, this cr~, 

f'iciency may continu(! to dcvc'{oP lrith t-imc as computer tl"!ci1nology becomes 

may bring srn~n alterativ~s 

spent, to cl(ltcl'i;iinr correct allo~ation of resources 

CLHTc,rt n?cYtriUng and tl'ainina practices 

unti 1 tlri sis done ~ tll(~ ·irilphnl:;!lt(~,\:·; on of the compute)' maya 1 so serve to 

reinforce tho stl'"CUS quo~ to lClck -in and Sl!b~~Vlntir:t"t0. our p)'e~cnt appr'ouch, 

and to indirectly countetnWJlri f1liljOl' inno';dicII1, if tC'quired. This can 

cause anxiety o.bout the ne£l?d.iv(' (lFfccts of 

computer tochnoloay on the grounds of th0 cllangcs that it won't bring instp~d 

of those thai: it wil1. The computer- \':O~jld be a fantastic tool if it could 

help solve socio-economic iJ T'ublellls of our society such as racism, inequality 

and poverty; 01' even at a less cornpr'chensive 'level if it could anSl/er some 
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o} tho basic issues VJh'ich the law nnfoY'c2ment community faces today such 

rlS rlofining the basiL. task of the polic(?, str'ucturinfJ police dCP~l'tll1(~nts 

ilnd S(~'I(:ctin9 ci1n~iclilJ:S fo" r)oLc~ serVlce. Tne c()!llputer has a role 

to pl'lj in police dCptll'tmG.lts, :)ut it is only a machine nnd as slIch, its 

contex.t . 

. jtl~tic;! uctiv'itks thl\iUgh ri.(pid cOli1mmicdtion, bcttol' infornJ.1tion and 

th::~i"(~ ;.(\"(; limicsL:o tl:o b(;lwfits of this tccl!i101iJ9,y, though~ ,1nd not QVer'-

Slulli .. int] tm'/ill'd l.tLC:nthl,l to evaluation i.JtlU ill1plcilll;;lIf~ation, 

po'!ic(: playa bf'()(1(k:t \'olr.~ 'in slJciety than S·jflip']Y fi9htin~1 Cr'iilJ(~. Such 
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APPENDIX 1\ 

RESEARCH METHODS 

Three research tools have been utilized to document the 

growth, extent and influence of computer technology by 

police derartments: 1) two questionnaires sent to police 

departments throughout the country, 2) site v'j sits to fourteen 

selected police departments, and 3) selected case studies. 

The first two of these methods wi 11 be described in this 

Appendix. The case studies are discussed in the Preface, as 

well as in Parts Two and Three. 
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it The National Surveys of Police Departments 

In the sumner of 1971, a questionnaire designed by Kent Colton was 

sent to a tota 1 of 498 pol i ce departments throughout the country under the 

sponsotsh i p of the Internati ona 1 Ci ty ~lanagement Associ ati on (IC~lA). (The 

questionnaire is presented as Figul"e 2-1.) This sample included all police 

departments in ci~ies with populations over 50,000 and 25 percent of police 

departments in cities wit~ populations between 25,000 and 50,000. Three 

hundred seventy-six, or 75.5 percent, responded. (Tables 2-1 and 2-2 in 

Chapter II provide a detailed description of survey responses.) 

The survey consisted of two parts. The first part (identified as Part 

A) was brief and primarily for evaluative purposes. It consisted of twelve 

questions, ei ght to be fi 11ed out 'f the department was using a computer' 

and fOUl" if it was not. Part A was to be f"illed out by the chief of police. 

The second part (identified as Part B) was to be filled out by all police 

departments that were either using a computer or punch card equipment. This 

portion of the survey was longer and more technical, and the directions in

dicCl.ted that it s\10!.1ld be filled out by the data processing manager or by a 

comparably qualified individual. Only Part A was sent to the 25 percent 

sample of cities vtith populations between 25,000 and 50,000. Both parts 

were mailed to all other cities. A second mailing was sent to cities that 

did not respond initially. SUi"Vey results from both mailings are included 

in the analysis. 

In 1974 a second questionnaire was designed by Kent Colton and Scott 

Hebert. It was also administered by the leMA and was sent to 410 police 

departments in cities with populations of 50,000 and over. No surveys were 

sent to cities with populations between 25,000 and 50,000. The second 
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questionnaire (presented as Figure 2··2), vJaS specifically designed for 

comparison with the 1971 questiunnaire, (IS well as to collect information 

on issues which grew out of the analysis of the earlier survey. As with 

thA first survey) a second mailing was sent to cities that did not responct. 

initially. Of the 410 police departments sUl'veyed, 326 (80 percent) 

responded. (Table 2-3 in Chapter II outl ines the response to the second 

survey. ) 

As a follow-up to the 1974 mailed surveys, telephone interviews vJere 

conducted by Scott Hebert, Mark McKnew and Kent Colton of a sample of those 

cities who responded to the mailed survey. The telephune interviews, con

ducted with the police chief or on occasion a member of the chief's staff, 

were carried out in order to probe the results of the mailed survey more 

deeply. The telephone sUI'veys were held with a sampling of 28 of the ¥'e~ 

sponding cities. The criteria fay' selectio!") were based on a departmenta'\ 

jurisdiction of 100,000 or more and current use of EDP equipment for police 

functions. Eighty-two jurisdictions met these two specifications. They 

wel~e stl~atified according to geographic location; and 28, or arproximat::ly 

one-third, were selected randomly for the telephone interviews. Because of 

the small sample size, no definite conclusions were drawn from the telephone 

interviews but they were helpful as a tool in analyzing the mailed survey 

results. 

B. Site Visits to Selected Police Departments 

Site visits \'Jere conducted in fourteen se1ected police departments in 

1970 and 1971 in order to supplement information gathered from the 1971 

survey_ The site visits were conducted by Kent Colton and several students 
'\: 
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at the ~las3achusetts Institute of Technology. The related cost:, \'1ere sup

ported in part by the MIT Undergraduate Research Commission, in hrt by the 

International City ~lanagemellt Association, and in part by the l)11111't Center 

for Urban Studies of ~lIT and Harvard. The students \Alho particihled in the 

study were ,Jim Ebright, Diln Greenbaum, Richard Praether, Roger \1"ldon, and 

Roger Jean ly. 

Interviews were held with 143 ~i1W enforcement Officials, 1;'· sworn 

police officers, and 16 civilian police employees. No formal qll'stionnaire 

was administered, but a fairly coml1on set of questions I-'/as posnd 1;0 each 

person regarding how his depilrtment used the computer; \'/hether II" felt vari

OLlS afJpl'ications had been successful; how automation had been illll'oduced 

and implemented; and what he saw as the major effects on the P(!l. 11nnel, the 

structure of organization, decision-making, and the police task. 

The fourteen police departments V/ei"C selected to obtain vallr~ty in 

terms of city 5i ze and geogr'aphi c 1 oeati on. They incl ude Bos tOt,. Massachu

setts; St. Louis, ~11"issour1; t~'ichita Falls, Texas; Tulsa, Oklah(llll"~ Spring

tie 1 d, Massachusetts; HartfoY'ci, Connecti cut; Atl anta, Georg'j a; 1,'1v ton, 

Ohio; Kansas City, ~lissour'i; four cities in California: Los Anljl'les, Long 

Beach, San Francisco and Oakland; and Denver, Colorado. 

Based on the distribution of geographic regions utilized by the Inter

rJational City ~1anu.gemcnt Association, tht'ee of the police depaY'IIII'lnts weY'G 

in the northeast, three in the north central region, three in tit;, south, 

and five in the west. One police department was in a city with 'I population 

1. The breakdown of cities by region is as follow~: northeast: Boston 
Springfield, Hartford; north central: Kansas City, St. Louis, Ilqyton; , 
south: Atlanta, vJichita Falls~ Tulsa; west: Los Angeles, San j l'ancisco, e 
Denver, Long Beach. 
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ovel" one million, six \Alere in cities in the 500,000-1,000,000 population 

categol"Y, four were in cities with populations of 250,000-500,000, and 

three wel"e in cities from 100,000-250,000. 2 

Th)'ee to four days were spent in each of nine police departments 

(Boston, St. Louis, \~ichita Falls, Tulsa, Dayton, Kansas City~ Lus Angeles, 

Long Beach~ and Denver). In each of these cities interviews were held with 

a broad sample of people fl"om the chief of police to patl"olmen in the field. 

Interviewees were not selected according to any precise random sampling 

process, but opinions of a broad range of people were solicited. In the 

othel" fi ve departments whete briefer contacts were mad.:; (SIJ1"ingfip.ld, Hart-

ford, Atlanta, San Ft'ancisco~ Oakland), interv'icws focused on quest'ions 

related specifically to these departments. 

These preliminary site visits were especially instrumental in select

ing cities for more detailed case study analysis. On the basis of these 

visits, three cities were initially selected for four case studies: Boston, 

St. Louis and Los Angeles for case work )'elated to l"esource allocation; 

and Boston for casework related to commt..,d and control. Hhen the scope of 

the project was expanded with additional funding from the LEAA, three addi

tional case studies wel"e added. Specifically, it was decided to do further 

case study l"esearch related to command and control in San Diego, St. Louis, 

and New York C'ity. 

2. The bl"eal<dovJtl on cities by population size is as follows: OVGf 1,000,000: 
Los Angeles. 500,000-1,000,000: Atlanta, Boston, Denver, Kansas City, 
St. Louis, San Francisco. 250,000-500~000: Dayton, Long Beach, Oakland, 
Tulsa. 100,000-250,000: Hartford, Springfield, Hichita Falls. 
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APPENDIX B 

RECOMI~END.L\TIONS TO THE LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE P,DMINISTRATION 

By now it should be apparent that there is no one common solution con

t;erning the application of computer technology by the police. Two exttemes 

have been identified. At one extreme are the technologists, those who argue 

for the increasing use of the computer. Their vested interest is greatest 

in the sale and success of increasing computer use. At the other extreme 

are those who argue that neither the technology nor the expense has yielded 

much benefit to law enforcement. They fee1 the use of technology by the 

police should be discontinued. 

Our conc1usion is ttwt the truth is somewhete between. On tile one 

hand, ther'e are no quick or easy solutions. Computer technology will have 

little impact on crime. It is a major mistake to oversell the potential. 

On the other hand, 8 number of technical and service benefits have been 

achieved through the effective use of computer technology. The key is to 

develop a series of policies that will pursue a modified course through the 

middle ground with emphasis on imple~entation and evaluation. With this in 

mind) five overlapping recommendations call be made to the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration. 

Ii rst, stand~rds_~tfQrmance fot. techrlO 109,; ca 1 i nnovati oll-=~.2hO~l~L 
be~.§tabl ;_~lec!. One reason 

for many of the past technological fai1uy'e~ was police departments' un-

certainty about what to expect and require from vendors who ovcr-

sold their product. We now have enough experience with a number of appli-

catipns of computer technology to establish performance standards 
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that could be used by police departments throughout the c01tntry. CAD is 

an appropri ate i 11 ustra ti on. Based en the San Di ego, New York City, and 

other experiences, a standard set of specific~tions for CAD which would 

probably vary, according to city size ilnd communication \\1orkload, could be 

developed as a guideline for interested departments (and vendors). By 

beglnning to set "truth in technology" standards the LEAA could make an 

impol'tant contribution to compl~ter technology. 

Further evaluation is a pre-requisite to establishing such standards. 

This report only scratches the surface. ~lany of the early technology 

efforts that were implemented and funded by the LEAA failed to include evalu

ation steps and little good data are available to ascertain their success 

or failure. In recent years LEAA has placed greater emphasis on evaluatiori, 

and the National Instrtute for Law Enforcement ()nd Criminal Justice has 

spont millions of dollars for evaluation. Still, evaluation effoFts should 

be linked more closely with decisions for future funding. \lJhen projects are 

implemonted, an evaluation program should be part of the design so that 

comparative data can be collected on the technical, operational, and atti

tudinal impactS. 

When failure occurs it must be recognized. For example, within the 

next soveral years im~ortant conclusions may be reached concerning the im

pact of various technological innovations on l"'esponse time and the util ity 

of response-time improvements. If the Phase II AVM experiment in St. Louis 

indicates that the goals and objectives have not been met, it will be impor

tant to widely publicize these results. Finally, as evaluation proceeds, we 

should not expect significant impacts Oh cr~mA. Rather, we must carefully 

d~fine our objectives and look to other measures of police performance re

lated not only to crime fighting but to service and order maintenance 
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activities. Continued attention by thc LEAA to devise measures of success 

and failure is ~ssential in any evaluation effort . 

. Second) federal i"'eSOUl'ces tend to be devoted to fundi ng "new" and 

"innovative" ideas; although innuvation is import21lt and experi!11entatiqrL 

!!ssentiaJ) the results of this stud,'L indicate that gl'eater attention should 

be devoted to follO\'!..ill9....:t.hrough o_n ideas that have proved successf~. To the 

extent that federal resources are only appropriated for new ideas, innova

tions can only occur in selected departments. It may be more appropriate 

for the police q,nd the LEAA to identify areas where computer' technology has 

achieved success so far and to assist othcr departments to e~perience simi

it.r benefits. 

Third, based on evaluation and performance_standards, c'!ear'el' pl'ior

ities should be outlined dealing witJLcomputer technology. In talking to 

police departments around the country, a number of people characterized 

the LEAA system of funding as haphazard and undirected. The block grant 

system~which tries to avoid excessive federal direction, naturally contri-

butes to this perception. Although I am skeptical about the possibility 

of developing a grand master plan for the application of technology, greater 

efforts could be made by the LEAA to assemble and channel the information 

that has been gained to date when setting funding priorities. Future 

funding should be based on a b8tter understanding of what has worked ~nd 

what has failed in the past 

FOUl'th, police departments need greate!" flexibility in working with 

vendol's. Fundi ng is often the key. In pro"; di ng money, the LEAA must 

set up constraints and time dimensions. However, one of the reasons for 

the success of the CAD system in San Di ego was thei r abil i ty to withhold 

funds until the promised product was delivered. In several cases included in this 
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report involving LEAA funds, payments had to be made to vendors by a 

particular time. The process of pxtending the grant was complex, and the 

flexibility in working with vendors was therefore limited. 

Fifth and finally, gre~tGr attention should be paid to the ime1e

mentation and transfer of computer technolog~. It has become fashionable 

in recent years to talk about technology transfer. Let us be the first to 

admit that there is no master scheme for the effective implementation 

of technology or for the magic transfer of an innovative system from one 

department to another. However, the LEAA can help to promote sens'itivity 

to the behavioral and institutional dimensions of innovation. Although we 

may not know exactly what to do in every case, we do have a good idea as 

to what not to do. For example, failure to devote ample attention to the 

education and training of dispatchers when implementing a CAD or AVM system 

is a guarantor of trouble. 

Recent LEAA legislation has emphasized technical assist-

ance. The problem now, though, is that there is often little tie between 

technical assistance and an ongo'ing long-term committment to implementat.ion. 

In fact, those providing technical assistance are usually avai'lable on a 

short-tenn basis only, are unfamiliar with the background and environ-

ment in the police department, and may even have special interests or in

formal contacts among venclots, Further, systems speci a l'i sts have been assi gned 

to all ten LEAA reg·ions. However, they have little link ItJith techni-

cal assistance, are ovetburdened with responsibilities witllin the bureau

cracy, and often have expertise in only limited technical (let alone 

behavioral and organizational) areas. 

An alternative system for technical assistance is werth considering, 

although this 'repoy't will not attempt to outline such a pi'ogrnm in detail. 
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First, if priority areas for implementation and transfer of routine clnd 

nonroutine computer applications are selecteu based on evaluation, "pools 

of resources ll in each of these priority areas can be itlentified. Such 

"pool s" woul d ['ely on peop1 e from government, from 1 aly enforcement and from 

the aCCl,dem'ic community, They could prcvidG a resource of ta'ient to aid in 

the transfer process. Second, performance standards could be developed in 

eacll of these areas and educational material could be made available out

lining both the advantages and disadvdntages of new technology. Third, if 

a police department is interested in innovation (and it i~ essential that 

the ident'ification of nf'~d be from v/ithin) thcm people from these "pools of 

,r'esoui'ces ll could be made available to such departments to assist in the 

tr'ansfC!I' pt'ocess. The Office of Technology TNnsfer in the National Insti

tute of Law Enforcement and Crililinal Justice already provides funding for 

police departments to tl~avel to other cities to invQstigate innovation. 

The communication must be two-way, though. Not only should interested pat'tics 

visit other areas, those who have achieved success might be given the oppor

tunity to travel to an area interested in implementing change and to provide 

them with ongoing advice on what steps to follow. When Salt Lake City 

began to cOl1s'jder CAD, they sought help from the police captain 'in San 

D'iego who had been instrumental in the implementat'ion effort in that city. 

Such assistance now only occurs on a limited basis, though. 

Naturally, those who have achieved success will have only limited 

time ~o offer, and instant transfer will not occur. However, a small por

tion of the millions spent on providing po'lice departments with computer 

technology could appropriately b@ set aside to provide impartial advice 

concerning its implementation, and to relate transfer and technical 
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assistance to a more realistic perspective of how local change . ~ally 

occurs in the law enforcement community. 
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